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THE CHORNOVIL PAPERS

In the last months of 19,67 a singutar
document was smuggled,

a few pages at

a time, out of the ,Soviet Union. It was the

petition of journalist Vyacheslav Chorno-

vii -
formerly post secretary of the Korn-

sQlmol, the Young Communist League-
to the Public Prosecutor of the Ukrainian

SSR, protesting the 'peremptory arrests of

young Ukrainians for the possession of

forbidden literature.

On November 15, 1967, at a secret
trial held in L'viv in western Ukraine, an

outraged Chornovil was sentenced to
imprisonment i,n an undisclosed rabor

camp. His crim,e: sending petitions and

appeals on behalf of u'njustly convicted

Ukrain:ians to Soviet authorities, and re-

fusing to appear as court witness in what

he believed to be an illegally conducted
trial.

The young journalist's charges against

the courts, th,s KGB (State Secret Police),
and Soviet procedures are here

forcefully,

eloquently, displayed: IINot to disclos,e

my own attitude towards that which is
taking place would mean to become a

taciturn participant in the wanton disre-

gard of socialist legality,\" he says. By

\"socialist legality\" Chornovil refers to
USSR laws which guarantee its citizens

freedom of speech, freedom of the press,
freedom of

assembly\"
an,d freedom to hold

demonstrati,o,ns. These rights, he asserts ,
are openly and shamelessly violated by

the Public Prosecutor's \"devout applica-)))
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Fe\"v America11s realize that the Soviet Union is a multi-
national society. Fifty per

cent of the Soviet people is non-

Rl1ssian. Among these, the Ukrainians. are tIle most numerous

and potentially the most po',\037.rerful. It is not inconceivable that
in the next several decades the nationality problem ,viII be-

come politically more important in th,e Soviet Union than the

racial isslle has become in the United States.

If that happens, it ,\\Till combine the current quest for free-

dom of the intellectual community '\\lith a
greater self-asserti\\'e-

ness of the non-Russian peoples. ',Vhile it is impossible to

predict ,V\"here these demands may lead, and some may merely

express a desire for greater autollomy lvitllin the frame,vork of

the Soviet Union, the combination of literary ferment and
national self-assertion will be a most potent one. Chornovil's

manuscript is important precisely because it focllses attention

on that actual as ,veIl as potential isslle. It is also a deeply
moving human document, and the element of human tragedy

\\vhich it expresses transcends even the most important political

.

lSSlles.)

Zbignie,v Brzezinski

Director, Research Institute

on CommllI1ist Affairs

COltlmbia Ul1iversity)
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Irzt1-oduction

BY

FREDERICK C. BARGHOORN

YALE UNIVERSITY)

Although he was pleased to be asked to write an introduction

to the Chorn,ovil papers, published in this volume, this writer
confesses that he entertained some reservations about under-

taking the task. The documents published herein relate to the
conflict over isslles of cultural freedom and civil liberties in
the last years between a number of dissenting Ukrainian intel-

lectuals, mostly young writers, scholars and teachers, and the
government

of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, one of
the fifteen constituent republics of the Union of Soviet Social-

ist Republics. The dispute ultimately concerns policies for

Ukraine which are n1ade in MOSCOlV, capital both of the
dominant Russian republic of the Soviet Union and of the

whole of this vast multi-national state.
'\\Thy,

this ,,,riter asked

himself, should a scholar and citizen of a country with serious
racial and nationality problems of its own run any risk \\vhat-
ever of involving himself in the sensitive and infinitely com-

plex problem of the political, social and cultural situation of

the Ukrainian people in the USSR? After he had read these

materials, assembled
by Vyacheslav Chornovil, the young

Ukrainian journalist, now imprisol1ed becallse of his refusal
to aid and abet the Ukrainian authorities in \"vhat he regarded
as illegal actions, contrary to the la\\vs and constitution both

of the Ukrainian Republic and of the USSR, this ,vriter's
doubts were overbalanced by a feeling that a useful service to

scholarship and public information could be
performed by

an)

.
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objective, impartial
introduction that might help to place the

startling events described in this book in a relevant political

and llistorical context.

The Ukrainian poplliation of the Soviet Union numbers
some

forty million; of these abOtlt thirty n1illion reside on the

territory of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, ,vhich
according

to tl1e Constitlltion of the LTSSR is one of fifteen

sovereign union republics, endowed ,vitl1 freedon1 to secede

from the Soviet Unioll, to enter into relations l\\Tith
foreign

states, to conclllde agreements and exchange diplomatic and

COllsular representatives, and the like. As is ,veIl kno\\vn, in

1945, on the demand of Joseph Stalin, the Ukraillian and the
ByeloftlSsian Republics

became members of the United Na-

tions. Economically, Soviet Ukraine is highly developed. In
terms of

per caPita production of steel, coal and other Sinel\\!'s

of industrial po,ver Ukraine stands roughly on a level with
such advanced '''estern European nations as West Germany

or France. The official Soviet position, undoubtedly accepted
by many citizens of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic, is that

Soviet policies are responsible for the economic advancement
\\vhich has been achieved in ,vhat ,vas, in I 9 17, a relatively
back,vard,

largely agricultural region. Like' the citizens of the

other Soviet republics, the people of Ukraine are guaranteed

by Article 125 of the Soviet Constitution freedom of speech,
press, assembly

and even of street processions and demonstra-

tions.

Obviously, ho,vever, the political allthorities in Mosco,\"\\, and

in Kiev, tl1e capital of the Ukrainian Repl1blic, do not flllly
share the

perspectives
on Cliltural and political life in Ukraine

today which guide the actions of the writers, journalists,

teachers, scientists and other intellectuals who have in recent
years been subjected by

the hundreds, apparently, to police
sllrveillance and harassment, and by the scores to secret trials
and sentences to \"corrective labor camps\" located, be it noted,
on the territory of the Russian rather than of the Ukrainian

Repllblic. Clearly, the charges against Chornovil and those
whose cause he pleads are

flinlsy
in terms. of the rule of law as

it is understood in Western democracies. They range
from

reading or indeed merely possessing pre..1917 Russian or re-
cent American and Canadian Ukrainian-language publica-)
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tions
through alleged \"misuse

q
of the poetry of Taras

Shevchenko, the great nineteenth-century Ukrainian
painter

and
poet, to opposition to rvlosco,v's abolitioI1, since I \037}58, of

compulsory instrllction of the childrell ()f Ukrainian parents
in the Ukrainian lang'llage. Il1terestil1glyel1ough, hOlvever,

the dissident Ukrainian i11tellectllaIs defend their actions not
in terms of \"bourgeois\" principles IJllt in terms of Leninism

and the Soviet Constitution. TIley arglle that botl1 the la,vs and

the procedllres employed against thelll by the KGB (Soviet
seCllrity police) and the courts violate ,vhat tIley perceive, or

at least profess to perceive, as Lenin's conception of the rights

of all peoples to cultural freedom and civil Iib,erties. It should
be noted that in their defense of

legality
and constitutionality

the Ukrainian dissident intellectuals are employing a strategy
and defending principles very

similar to those upheld by many

distinguished Russian intellectuals, SlICh as the writer Alex-
ander Solzhenitsyn, ,\\Tho has demanded the abolition of

censorship in the Soviet Union on the grounds that it is uncon-

stitlltional. Indeed, it might be argued that the most important
aspect of the

stTu,ggle
for cultural freedom in Ukraine is not

the effort of a segmen t of the Ukrainian Soviet intelligentsia

to defend the Ukrainian national heritage, but, rather, the
contribution Ukrainian intellectuals are making

to the nation-

,vide fight for freedom of expression and civil rights nO'\\1
being

\\vaged
with increasing vigor by liberal intellectuals in many

parts of the USSR. 'The
community

of interests among Soviet

intellectuals of various national backgrounds needs to be em-

phasized. This ,vriter ventures to suggest that although the

preservation of the Ukrainian cultural heritage and language
are central features of the outlook of many young Ukrainian

intellectuals, the latter perceive themselves as
struggling,

not

against the Russian nation and probably not against socialist

principles, but rather against dictatorship
and the police state,

Unfortunately, the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the
Soviet Constitution are still nullified by some of the most basic

facts of Soviet political life. Although on
paper

the Soviet

Union is a federal state, in practice it is' a
rigidly

centralized

dictatorship, in which control is exercised by the Communist

Party of the Soviet Union, a national rather than a federative

organization, with headquarters in Moscow. To be sure, the)

.
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party's rigid
control over all aspects of policy has been increas-

ingly cllallenged in recent
years by

liberal \\vriters and mem-

bers of other professional or even bureaucratic groups. Ho\\v-

ever, the party leadership still holds and ruthlessly wields the

preponderance of power in Soviet society, and
applies

it with

particular force in the sensitive area of nationality policy and

problems. Altllough since the death of Stalin persuasion has

bulked larger and coercion smaller in the Kremlin's arsenal of

political controls, the weapon of terror ,.vas never repudiated
in principle or abandoned in

practice
even during the most

libera] phases of the post-Stalin era. Since the last years of

Khrushchevts leadership
and even more so since Khrushchev's

ouster in October, 1964, there has been a revival of the prestige

and perl1aps of tl1e po\\ver of the KGB. In particular, the

political
authorities in Mosco,v appear to have instructed the

KGB to supp'ress intellect11al dissent. The decision to resort

to coercion against dissenting intellectuals appears to have
been made in 1965 and its most dramatic manifestation was

the rigged trial of the \\\\Triters
Sinyavski

and Daniel early in

1966. As has been the case in previous periods of
heightened

repression, Ukraine ,vas a major target of the post-Khrllshchev
drive against dissenting intellectuals.

In order to understand lvhy this sho,uld be the case it is

necessary to review
briefly

the political and cultural history of

Ukraine. In 1654, the elected Hetman, or leader, of the Uk-

rainians, Bohdan Khmelnytsky, concluded an agreement ,vith

representatives of the Russian tsar Aleksei, which COllld be and

,vas subsequently interpreted either as an alliance bet\"veen
two independent states or as the submission of Ukraine to

Moscow.. Ukraine was, in practice, alltonomOlus until the
region of Peter the Great, who abolished the hetmanate in
retaliation against tIle support given by

Hetman
Mazepa to

the Swedish King Charles XII, in the latter's ,var against Peter..
As a result of the partitions of Poland bet\\veen Russia, Austria
and Prussia in the period of tIle eighteenth century, most of

Ukraine, with the notable exception of the important west\037

ern
province of Galicia, came u11der Russian rule. In Galicia,

Austrian rule provided for
considerably more political and

cultural autonomy and personal freedom than was enjoyed
by the Ukrainians living under Russian rule. In time, the)

. .
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political outlook of the Galician (\\Vestern) Ukrainians was to
become some\\vhat differellt fr()ffi tl1at of the Eastern Ukrain-

ians living in the Russian empire. The Galicians developed a

rllore inte11se and aggTessive national COl1Sciollsness than did
their Easterl1 co-nationals. In tile developlnent of differences

bet\\\\leen Eastern and ':\\Testern lJkrainians, the fact that the

majority of the 'Vestern Ukrainians
belol1ged

to the Uniate,

or Greek Catholic, Rite, tInder the Pope, '\\vhile most Eastern

Ukrainians ,ver,e members of the Rllssian Ortllodox, or
S}'Il0dal ChllfC}l t played

an important role.

Partly under inflliences emanating from the 'Vest in general
and from Galicia in particular, the Ukrainians of the Russian

Empire began in the first half of the nineteenth century to

develop a national consciousness and to some extent a desire

for political self-determination. As in the case of other nations,
a formative role in the

development
of Ukrainian national

,consciousness ,\\ras played by lvriters., especially by the great
national

poet,
Taras Shevchenko. Later, especially in the

Soviet period, differences over the interpretation of the Shev-

chenko heritage were to divide Ukrainians from Rllssians and
in particular those Ukrainians ,\\Tho advocated separate na-

tional statehood for Ukraine from those ,vho favored au-

tonomy within a Russian state, ,.vhether it be a communist or

a non-commllnist state. Shevchenko, who ,vas born a serf but

liberated through the efforts of a wealthy Russian patron, was

severely persecuted by the tsarist government for his member-

ship in the radical Society of
Cyril

and Methodius. He thus

acql1ired a halo of martyrdom, which endeared him to mem-

bers of very different political movements, including Ukrain-

ian nationalists and Lenin's bolsheviks. To this
day disPlltes.

regarding
his political and cultural views rage.

Throughout the nineteenth century, and in
particlllar

after

the tsarist government inaugurated reactionary policies of

russification of non-Russian nationalities about 1880, increas-

ingly vigorous Ukrainian aspirations for cultural freedom

were harshly suppressed by St. Petersbllrg. For the most part,

until the t\\ventieth century, Russian intellectuals, especially
conservative ones, were hostile to or at best indifferent to.ward

Ukrainian aspirations. However, some Russians, such as the

famous Russian radical thinker Alexander Herzen, sympa-)
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thized lvith Ukrainian aspirations for freedom. Herzen praised
the Ukrainians for their l()ve of liberty

and expressed sym-

pathy for them in their \"enslavement\" at the hands of the

Russians. With the gro,.vth of radical and revolutionary move-

ments in the quarter century
before the collapse of the Rllssian

Empire in 1917, some reVOltltionaries, in particular Lenin,
came to realize the explosive potential of national aspirations
in a state in which the dominant Russians constituted slightly

less than half of the total population. Lenin advocated the

right of self...determination, and of political separation, for the

non-Russian peoples of the tsarist empire. HO'\037lever, he Sllb,-

ordinated national and cultllral aspirations to the \037farxist-

inspired concept
of the class struggle of the ,.vorkers and poor

peasants against capitalism. Essentially,Lenin was a centralist

as far as political power in Russia ,vas concerned and an inter-
nationalist

revolutionary
in \"varld politics. Stalin, ,\\Tho cast

llimself in the role of the continuator of Lenin's role, could

therefore feel justified in ruthlessly suppressing all aspirations
and activities of the Western Ukrainians or of other non-

Russian nationalities which he chose to regard as imcom-

patible with the interests of the Udictatorship of the prole-
tariat. n

When Soviet pOlver was established in Russia in 1917-1921,
Galicia \\Alas

incorporated
in the revived Polish state. The

cultural and political aspirations of the Western Ukrainians
clashed

sharply
with the integral nationalism ,of tIle Polish

state and its ruling elite. Although most ''''estern Ukrainians'

remained Catholic in religion and fiercely nationalist in poli-
tics, a considerable number ,vere attracted to communism.

Like ,ot}ler national conflicts in the new Poland, that bet\\veen

Ukrainians and Poles ,veakened the Polish state and 11elped
to pave the

way
for the eventual sovietization of Poland. In

tIle meantime, under Lenin and for a few
years

even llnder

Stalin, relatively liberal policies '\\vere follo,ved in the USSR
to\\vard national minorities. Realizing that extreme centralism

and lack of sensitivity to national consciollsness ,vould be dis-

ruptive
and would also damage the image of Soviet Russia

abroad, Stalin proclaimed the
seemingly

liberal but highly
flexible slogan, \"National in Form, Socialist in COlntent.n

Ho\"vever, angered by the development in Ukraine of wllat)

..
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Inight be termed cultural national communism, as repre-
sented, for example, by the writer

J\\;lykola Khvylovy,
Sta)in

b\037gan
about 1927 to pursue increasingly repressive policies

with regard to Ukrainian aspirations for cultural
autonomy.

In I
9!\037O, the Soviet secret police arrested a llilmber of Ukrain-

ian intellectuals 011 false
cl1arges

of Ilaving organized a

separatist l1ational Iiberatic)11 lllovemellt. Dllrillg the period
of collectivization and pllrges in the 19305, lTkrainians suffered
more severely than did tIle Rllssians at the hands of the police.
III part, this may have been becallse the Ukrainian

peasantry,

among
,vhom the commllnal and collectivist traditions ,vhicI1

\\vere highly developed in tIle Russian peasantry did not exist,

resisted collectivization mtlch more vigorously than did the
Rllssians. The

repression
\037\037isited

lIp011
the lTkrainians ill the

1930s, and in particular tl1e effects of the famine \\vhich re-

SlIlted from Stalin\037s policies and callsed the deaths of several
million people, left a

legacy
of hatred of the Soviet authority

in Ukraine, bIlt these events may also have convinced perhaps

a majority of Ukrainian people that resistance to Mosco,,, was
llse]ess. Beginning in the late 1930s, instruction in the Rus-

sian language became compl11sory fOT all Ukrainian school-

childl.en. At tIle same time, Stalin sought to create a ne\"\\v

\"Soviet
patriotisln\" designed to ,veld all of the peoples of the

USSR into a ne\\v Soviet nation, devoted to him and to the

commllnist cause.
It is

important
to realize that, repressive as it lv.as in n1any

respects, Soviet policy in Ukraine, as else\"\\vhere, l1ad impor-

tant positive aspects \"rhich had gr,eat appeal for n1any Ukrain-
ians,

especially
those prepared

to merge their identity into the

USSR as a \\vhole. These incillded
very rapid

indtlstrial devel-

opnlent, enormously increased access for all social classes,
even inclliding the peasantry, to education, and a very high

degree of social mobility. Many able and ambitiollS Ukrainians
of

working
class or peasant origin made brilliant careers for

themselves as \\vas indicated for example, by the prominent

role of Ukrainian c()mnlanders in the Soviet armed forces

dllring
\"Vorld War II.

One result of \\Vorld War II was the bringing of the Ukrain-

ians of Galicia and also of Sub-Carpathian Ukraine, formerJy

part of Czechoslovakia, within the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist)
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Republic.
Like other parts of the Soviet Union, Ukraine, and

especially the newly acquired Ukrainian territories, experi-

ellced severe purges in the last years of Stalin's rule. To be

sure, the Ukrainians came
through

the ,var without suffering

the total exile and deportation lvhich \\vas visited by the

security police upon the Kalmyks, the Chechens, the Volga
Germans, and otl1er

pe,oples,
btlt it is note'\\<vorthy that Khrush-

chev, in his secret speech at the T'\037entieth Party Congress in

1956, asserted tllat if Stalin did not deport the Ukrainians it
was

only
becallse there ,\"vere too many of them and not enough

territory to deport them to. In the
post-Stalin era, up to about

1958, Moscow's controls over the non-Russian nationalities
were relaxed. There ,vas a resurgence

of use of the native

languages in education and administration. Formerly banned
literary productions, such as the poem, \"Love Ukraine,\"

by the patriotic poet Sosyura, \\vere
repllblished. Ho\\vever, in

1958-5'9, Russification policies '\"ere again accelerated in the
schools and political leaders who had apparently opposed such

policies and generally sought to champion minority interests
against

Moscow-instituted centralizing meaSllres ,vere re-

moved from office. It is widely believed that Khrushchev
sacrificed his close political associate A. I. Kirichenko, an

Ukrainian, to great Russian displeasure over Kirichenko's
op-

position
to increasing Russian immigration in and economic

penetratio\"n of Ukraine. The program of the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union, adopted in 1961, \"vhile it p,rornised the
continlled economic and cultural development of all the

peoples of the Soviet U nian, seenled to strike a centralist, anti-
pluralist note, especially

in its statement that the boundaries

bet\\veen the constituent republics were increasingly losing
their former

significance
and in its' emphasis upon the signifi-

cance for all of the ,Soviet
peoples

of Rllssian language and

Clllture.

Today, altllougl1 Brezhnev, a Russian who began his
politi-

cal career ill Ukraine, and Podgorny, an Ukrainian, occupy
t,vo of the tllree top political positions, the outlook for politi\037
cal and cultural freedom for Soviet Ukrainians appears 'vveak.

Hovvever, in spite of and p,artly because of HLeninist nation-

ality policy,'. it does not appear likely that Ukrainian national

consciousness will be obliterated in the foreseeable futllre.)

.
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A bOll.t V)'acJzeslav Cho'rnovil

Born in 1938, Vyacheslav l\\tfaksymovych Chornovil
gre\\,v up

in

Cllerkasy province of the Ukrainian SSR. After graduating
\302\243rOln the Faculty of Journalism at the University of Kiev in
1960, he l\037lorked as an editor in the L'viv television studio and
011the editorial staff of several publications.

\\'Vhen in the fall of 1965 Chornovil \\vas
assigned

to cover

the trials of several Ukrainian intellectuals, he was outraged
by the court's

disregard
of Soviet la\\v. And when he himself

\\vas summoned to, appear as a witness at a secret trial, he re-

fllsed, kno'\\ving that his refusal could cost him his freedom.
TIle petition that follo\\vs testifies to Chornovil's courage and

dignity in the face of certain arrest and imprisonment for his

beliefs.

The Misfortune of Intellect\" orginally published in Paris in
the Ukrainian language, is an

extraordinary
collection of the

letters, petitions, and diaries of twenty of those deported to
Mordovian hard-labour

camps.
The documents, compiled by

C110rnovil and smuggled to the West a few
pages

at a time,

\"vere published on the same day that Chornovil was sentenced
to one and a half

years
of hard labour in the Mordovian camps.)

.
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To:
P1.lblic Prosecutor

of
the

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Repu.blic,

Head of the Stlpreme Court of the Ukrainian SSR)
Chairman

of
the State Security Committee

1

at tile Council of Ministers of tIle Ukrainian SSR.)

I am not asking you for anything. Numerous enquiries,
demands, and intercessions have crashed

against
the cold ,vall

of your indifference. Morose silence ,vas. your ans,ver to Lenin

prizewinner M. Stel'makh, Shevchenko prizewinners
A. M,aly-

shko and H. Mayboroda, world-renowned aircraft designer o.
Antonov, motion-picture producer

S. Paradzhanov, composers

P. Mayboroda and V. Koreyko, and to ,\\rriters L.
Serpilin,

L.

Kostenko, and I. Drach. They asked for very little -
publicity

and an open trial for those arrested in Kiev, L'viv, Ivano-
Frankivs'ke, and Ternopil' . You received appeals from a large

group of over seventy people: writers, scientists, students, and
'tV'orkmen.

They
did not want much either: only to be present

at the trials of their friends, comrades, acquaintances, and

relatives. They were the ones the police ousted from the hall-

,vay of the building \"\\vhere secret punishment ,vas meted out to
Yaroslav

Hevrych,
the student of the Kiev Institute of Medi-

cine.
1\\fany

of them were also surrounded inside the L'viv

regional court building by policemen and soldiers and
k,ept

under arrest, while the COllrt, in secrecy, pronounced its sen-
tence over the Horyn' brothers.

Mothers, ,vives, and children

spent many long months longing to at least glimpse their sons,
husbands, or fathers who languished behind bars.

The orgy of sea,rches and interrogations still makes the
Ukrainian in

telligentsia shudder, and makes it impossible for

1 The KGB, forn1erly l\\.-IVD, NKVD, GPU, and Cheka (transl. note).)
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many
of its members to do creative work in peace and quiet.

You are apathetic to human
tragedies, to the demoralizing

effect of fear, which like a slimy serp\037nt, creeps
into the lives

of many a Ukrainian family. For you, it would seem,
only

the

lalv is omnipresent. So let us take a look, from the point of

vie,v of socialist legality, at '\037lI1at is
happening no\"\\vadays in

Ukraine. Today ,ve have sufficient tnaterial for drawing COll-

Clllsions. But I am not speaking Ollt because I hope to alleviate
the lot of the prisoners and convicts. You have already weaned
the people from such naive expectations..But not to disclose

today nl}' o'\\\"n attitude to\\\\rards l\\rl1at is taking place ,vould
mean

ill}f beco,mi11g
a tacitllrn participant in the ,vanton dis-

regard of socialist legality.)

REVIVAL OF TERROR OR Of\"' JUSTICE?)

The Soviet court of lalv must not be engaged in the revival of

terror. Its function is to mete out just punishment for crimes
al1d to re-edllcate the criminals. A la,\\\\T student learns all about

the humanity of Soviet jllstice in his first course - the la,\\'

states: \"In appl}Ting the measures of criminal punishment, the
court not

only punishes
the offenders, but it also aims at their

correction and re-education.\" (The La\"\\v on the Judicial System

of the Ukrainian SSR, Article 3.)
During recent years it has been stated that there will be the

\"\\r\\ridest
possible participation

of the general public in the

re-education of people who violate the laws
(citizens' courts,

releases on bail, citizens acting as prosecutors and defenders at

judicial investigations, etc.). Article 20 of the Criminal Pro-

cedure Code [cpc] of the Ukr. SSR not only guarantees the

publicity of a court trial (,\\lith minor, clearly specified excep-

tions),
but also emphasizes the necessity, for the purpose of

augmenting the educational role of the court trials, of \037\037the

widespread practice
of holding trials directly at enterprises-,

construction sites, on state and collective farms,
with the par-

ticipation, whenever necessary, of prosecutors and public
defenders.\" The la,\\'

guarantees
a thorough, complete, and

objective investigation of all the circumstances pertaining to)

Vyacheslav
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all cases and envisages the punisllments of investigators, judges,
and other officials ,vho seek convictions \\v\"ith the aid of vio-

lence, threats, or blackmail. The la1v
clearly

defilles the pro-

cedural fllies \\vhich enSllre tIle rights of a suspect, or of the

accllsed, guarantee respect for his dignity, and give him a
chance to

prove
his innocence.

Finally, and this is particularly important, the la\\\\'\" makes it

obligatory for the investigative branch, the prosecutor's office,
and the court \"to reveal the conditions 'tvhich contributed to

tl1e commission of tile crime and to take Ineasures,through the

appropriate autllorities, for their elimination.. .. .
[and]

to make

,vide use of the public's assistance in 11ncovering and elimin-
ating causes and conditions '\\vhich are conducive to the com-

mission of offences. . .tt
(Article 23, CPC, Ukr. SSR). Let's say

that the Cllrrent interest in foreign Ukrainian publications
and in anonymolls hand\\vritten literature is connected ,vith

aCllte dissatisfaction lvith present-day violations of Leninist

nationality policy, accompallied by minor and major dis-

criminatory meaSllres against the national
language, C11ltllre,

etc. Having noticed this, the servants of Themis should not fail
to question the

Party
and state authorities about the real

grounds that breed this sort of sentiment and lead to acts that

the criminal code defines as criminal.
I base my remarks. about violations of the elementary prin-

ciples of jllstice on a number of source materials, most of

1vhich I append hereto (in copies):
1. The enqllircy of M. SteI'makh, A.

1\\1alyshko,
and H. 1\\fay-

boroda addressed to the cc CPU
[Central Committee of the

Communist Party of Ukraine] abollt tl1e arrests.
2. The appeal for

publicity
and an open judicial examina..

tion, sent to the cc CPU and the Council of l\\-iinisters of tl1e
lTkr. SSR

by
a gTOllp of intellectllals.

3. The appeal to the Public Prosecutor of the Ukrainian
SSR, and to the Chairman of the State SeCllrity Committee at
the COllncil of Ministers of tIle Ukrainian SSR, for the public's
admission to trials (78 signatures).

4. The
appeal

fr,om a
gTOllp of artists to the Sllpreme COllrt

of the Ukrainian SSR motivated by the sentence passed on the

teacher, Ozerny.)
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5. The appeal from writers residing in L'viv to the Regional
COllft, offering bail for

V.[?]

6. Two complaints to the Public Prosecutor of the Ukrain-
ian SSR from artist A. Hors'ka regarding the violation of legal
procedure reglllating preliminary investigation an,d trial.

7. The statement
by

V. Chorno\\til to the cc CPU about the

spreading of provocative rumOllrs.
8. The decision to search the living qllarters of V. Chor-

novil, the official report on that search, two
complaints to the

KGB and one to the court about the illegal removal of old-

edition books.

9. The letter to the First Secretary of the cc CPU from P.

Skochko, lite'rary columnist for the ne'\\vspaper Radyans' ka
Ukraina [Soviet Ukraine], and the notes taken by him at the

trial of Ozerny in Ivano-Frankivs'ke.
1,0. The verdict recorded in the courtroom in the case of

Y. Hevrych, the Kiev University student.
II. ShOTt notes about the first day of the trial of M. Mas-

Ylltko, taken at the door of the courtroom.

12. The statement of N. Svitlychna about her refllsal to

have a la\\vyer.

13. -L\037
telegram

from N. Svitlychna to the Presidium of the

T\\venty-third Congress of the CPsu
[Communist Party of the

Soviet Union].

14. The materials on the case of S. Karavans'ky: his appeal

to the Public Prosecutor of the Ukrainian SSR and the articles

A bO'llt One Political Error and Trylyky [Triple-faced] from
the ne,vspaper Chornomors'ka k.om'llna [Black-Sea Commune]

of the 21st of September, 1965; a copy of the document about
his release from

priso,n (dated the 19th of December, 1960);
his appeal to Depllty M. Stel'makh about the illegality of the

t'\\v'enty-five-year term of imprisonment and his repeated im-

prisonment without investigation; the
appeal

to M. Stel'makh

from Karavans'ky's wife; Karavanstky's appeal for a libel suit

against the author of the article, Trylyky.

15. Personal impressions from interrogations, confrontation
'4lith M. Osadchy, trials of

Hevrych, Martynyuk, Rusyn, Kuz-

netsova, the Horyn' brothers, Osadchy, and
Zvarychevs\037ka.)

Vyac}leslav
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16. Individual oral reports of eye,vitnesses and trial ,vit-

nesses (as an exception).)

I. WHAT IS NOT PUNISHABLE)

Under Article 62 of the Criminal Code of the Ukrainian SSR:

\"In conformity
,vith the interests of the '\\vorking people and

in order to strengthen the socialist system,
the citizens of the

USSR are guaral1teed by law: a) freedom of
speech; b)

freedom

of the press; c) freedom of assembly, including the holding of

mass meetings; d) freedom of street processions and demon-

strations n

(Art. 125, Constitution of the USSR). \"Agitation or

propaganda conducted for the purpose of
undermining

or

weakening the Soviet rule or the commitment of individtlal
crimes which aTe of

particular danger to the state; the spread-

ing, for the same purpose, of slanderous fabrications ,\\\\rhich

discredit the Soviet state and social system; as ,veIl as the

circulation, production, or keeping for the same purpose, of
literature of similar contents -

are
punishable by imprison-

ment for a term from six months to seven years, ,vith banish-

ment for up to five years, or without same, or else by
banishment for the term of t,vo to five years. . .\037'

(Article 62,

Criminal Code of the Ukrainian SSR, Section UParticularly

dangerous state crimes\.") \"It is the duty of the court, public
prosecutors, and the investigation altthorities, \\vithin the

limits of their competence, to start criminal proceedings in
every

instance showing signs of a crime\" (Article 4, CPC, Ukr.

SSR)..
uThe la\"v is like a drallght-bar, it goes to '\\vhere it is

pointed\" (a
Ukrainian popular saying).

The highly talented artist-painter, P. Zalyvakha; the art
expert, B. Horyn'; the

professional psychologist, 1\\f. Horyn';
the lecturers at the Luts'k Pedagogical Institllte, \037foroz and

Ivashchenko; the teacher, Ozerny, from the Ivano-Frankivs'ke

Region; tIle stlldent of the Kiev Institute of 1\\fedicine, Y.

Hevrycll; the scientists from Kiev, Rusyn and Martynenko;
the

laboratory
assistant of tIle Kiev University, Kuznetsova;

the pensionary fro-m Feodosiya, 1\\fasYlltko,
and others ,vere

convicted lInder Article 62 of the Criminal Code of the Ukr.
SSR.)
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Ho\\vever, the cllrrel1tly popular Article 62 transgresses the
Constitution. The Suprenle Soviet ShOllld either annul the

article or define it cOl1cretely. In its present formulation, this
article

completely negates
the freedoms guaranteed to citizens

by the Constitution of the USSR. \\Vllenever someone criticizes

the current nationality policy for its' deviation from Lenin's
standards (even if

erroneously),
he is fll1ly entitled to do so by

the Constitution of the USSR. But, on the strength of the

Criminal Co,de of the Ukr.
SSR, this person can be banished to

a hard-labour camp, because his criticism may be interpreted
as

\"propaganda
for the purpose of undermining or \"\\veakening

the Soviet rule\"
(although,

in actllal fact, the moral health of
this very rule is at stake). If someone wanted to criticize the

personality cult in Stalin's time or the reorganization mania
in Khrushchev's

day,
could that not have been interpreted

(and it ,vas so interpreted) as \"the
spreading

of false defama-

tory rumours ,vhich discredit the Soviet state and social
system

U

? It seems that every assertion that is not in line ,vith
directives can be classified as one of these ufalse defamatory

, ,
rllffiours .

The practice of recent months confirms my thoughts. Judges
dra,v out this elastic article of the code as if it \\vere an accor-

dion. Everybody interprets the concept \037'anti-Soviet\" accord-

ing to his o,vn fancy. (In the Ivano-Frankivs'ke Region, even
the ancient aphorisms, the '''lord vatra [bonfire], and the poetry
of Shevchenko 1 were found to be anti-Soviet.) Yaroslav

Hevrych
,vas condemned to five years of hard labour for a few

ph,otocopies of books. Arkas\" History of Ukraine, passed by
the tsarist censorship, the magazine Zhinocha Dolya [Women's
Destiny],and the apolitical

book by the modernist Pachovs'kyi,

Ukrains' ka bohema [Ukrainian Boheme] '\\Tere confiscated

from 'Ozerny, the teacher, and introduced as evidence in court.

(All these books are
freely

available in libraries.) On the other

hand, Sadovs'ky, the professional engineer and the teacher,

Ivanyshyn,
were let out on bail, although tl1eir colleagues

,vere told that tIley 11ad been
Hdisseminating

slanderous

materials\" (\\ vhich ,vas lv'hat Hevrych '4Ias imprisoned for).

1 Taras Shevchenko (1814-1861)
the most famous of Ukrainian poets. He spent

a large part of his life in prison for his an ti
- tsarist poetry (transl. note).)
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Mykhaylo Haryn' was sentenced to six years, Panas Zalyvakha
to five years in hard-labour camps, while

Svitlychny
and Kosiv

were freed without trial, although all of them were charged
with the same crime. Where is the logic?

The law must be formulated clearly and, according to
Article 4, CPC, Ukr. SSR, no crime must escape punishment.

Assuming that current trials are held not
merely

for the pllr-

pose of intimidating the general public, but with a sincere
intention to keep the letter and spirit of the law, having said

\"a\" one must also say ub
H

. Those who gave books to Hevrych,

Martynyuk, or Ozerny must also be put in jail immediately.

After
spending

six or seven months under the guardianship of

the KGB
they

will tell, in their turn, \",here they got the books
and will be given in due course five to six \"rightful\" years of

hard labour, and so on. Thus \"justice
tt

will come even to the

imprudent scientist, who has shown highly professional notes
to

somebody,
or to the simpleton who \"for the sake of idle

curiosityn obtained a book from a tourist or a relative here on

a visit from abroad. And verbal anecdotes'must also have their

tllrn. As a matter of fact, many of them are 4

'slanderous \302\243abrica...

tions\" of the purest water which \"discredit the Soviet state and
the social

system\".
Prosecution for telling anecdotes, which

are so popular, will be of ,assistance in a radical solution of the

housing cris-is in larger cities. Conscientious enforcement of
the 62nd article of the Criminal Code of the Ukr. SSR will make

it possible to raise the population of the camps to Stalin's
levels, or even to exceed them. For the article may be applied
to anyone, without

exception,
who repeats the words of

Mayakovs'ky's hero, \"We have no business thinking, comrades,
when the leaders are doing the thinking.\" The great oppor-
tllnities it offers are evidenced by the

following
fact.

After my refusal, on the 16th of April, to give evidence at a

closed trial in L'viv, I was informed that I was subject to
prosecution under Article 1 79 of the Criminal Code of the
Ukr. SSR

(refusal
to give evidence). That decision was in itself

illegal, as I refused to
give

evidence only because it was an

illegal closed trial. And in the opinion of Antonenko, the

enraged public prosecutor, and of S. I. Rudyk, the judge, that
decision was far from adequate; they reversed their own)
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decision and, on the 19th of April, resolved to bring me to
trial for violation of Article 62 of the Crin1inal Code of the
Ukr. SSR. The administrators of justice ,vere not in the least
disturbed by the lack of factual evidence of my \"anti-Soviet

tt

activities (except for Osadchy's pett)r testilnonies, confirmed
neither by ,vitnesses nor

by myself); they knew very well what

Article 62 ,vas all about. Bllt the Supreme Court of the Ukr.

SSR rescinded their illegal ruling on May 17. Probably because
of the

simple fact that they had as yet received no signal \"{Tom

above

n
to ilnpris'on the next batch of \"anti-Soviet agitators

and propagandists\".
v. I. Lenil1 ,vas not an all-forgiving humanitarian. Yet even

d11ring those times of tension, \",-vhen the exploiting classes

'\\\"ere still in our country, \\vhen enemies were pressing hard on
all sides, Lenin was able to undertake th,e abolition of the

death penalty in 1920. In his time Cheka
agents

used to spy
Ollt those \\vho openly and aggressively opposed the Soviet rule
or ,\\\\rho ,vere

preparing
for an armed uprising, but they did not

persecllte people for their beliefs alone. Lenin did not order a

certain Sukhanov imprisoned for his anti-Marxist book, but
inste,ad entered into polemics \\vith its author.

Even Stalin, ,,,hile he ,vas still too cautious to deviate from

Lenin's standards for public life, ,vas not afraid of anti-Soviet
literature. In 1928, the Leningra,d

workers' publishing house,

Priboy [Surf], published a large edition of the book 1919
god

[The
Year 1919], written by the \\Vhite! emigrant V. Shul'gin,

lvhich overflolved '\\vith n1alice towards the revolution and

expressed hope for a collapse of the Soviet system.The book

,vas
reprinted

from a foreign publication without the slightest

abridgment. In a short fore\\\\Tord it was said that Shul'gin was

a \"nationalist and monarchist of the extreme right\", an Hin-

veterate Jew-hater\",
that he propagated the \"zoological policy

of nationalism
n

.
(We

must add: he not only promoted Jewish

pogroms, but was also a staunch and fierce
enemy

of Ukrain-

ians.) I t ,vas mentioned that the book was of
good

use to a wide

circle of readers because it gave them a close look at the
enemy

and helped them to fight chauvinism. Then, without any warn-)

1 Adherent of the tsarist regime (trans!. note).)
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ings
and explanations,

it was Shul'gin's turn to have his say:
\"Of course, the Cheka must kill some people. It is dangerous
for a power based on blood alone not to exercise its men in

murder - they might quit the habit . . .\" (p. 95). \"He\037d-

quarters is the place where they devise methods for forCIng

150 million people to labour indefatigably so that 150 thous-
and loafers,

,,,,ho call themselves the proletariat, can do nothing

at all. This system, as is known, is called the dictatorship of the

proletariat\" (p. 107). \"The Bolshevik mania for holding

parades is not in the least smaller than in the epoch of Paul !,1t

(p. 107). \"It was said that the Cheka received from Moscow 400

absolutely trust'\\.vorthy
and excellently trained men. I don't

know whether it ,vas so, but their out\"vard
appearance,

if not

indeed frightening, then certainly aroused one's' ima,gination
. . . These men had a well fed and satisfied look. a'bviously,

these trusty dogs ,\"vere
extremely

,veIl tended and cherished

. . .\"
(pp. 118-119). uT11e paltry handful of Kornilov's, Alek-

seyev's, and Denikin'sl forces were able to crush countless
numbers of

people
becallse they \\vere organized on the right

principles, without any committees, ,\"vithollt conscientious dis-

cipline
- organized 'in the 'Vhite manner'; the Bolsheviks

understood \037 . . and have re-established the army. . . Of course,

they think that they created a socialist
army that fights in the

name of the Internationale - but this is nonsense. . . 111 actual

fact, they have restored the Russian army. . .\"
(p. 108).

\"Our

main, our true slogan is One Indivisible Russia . . . When
Denikin went

away,
've did not actually forget it, ,ve jllSt hid it

for a while. We furled our banner. And who raised it, who
unfurled it? No matter ho,v fantastic it

may be, it is a fact: The

banner of the one and indivisible Russia was
actually raised by

the Bolsheviks. They do not say so, of course. . . Naturally,
Lenin and Trotsky keep

on blaring tIle Internationale. And
there is the pretense that the communist army fought

for the

propagation of Soviet republics. But this is merely on the sur-
face. . .n

(p. 108). 44Socialism will disappear in the wash, but
the frontiers will remain. In

any case, it cannot be overlooked
that the Russian language has occupied, to the glory of the)

1 Comnlandcr of the anti-Bolshevik ',Vhite army (trans!. note).)
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Internationale, one sixth of the entire land. . . surface [of the
globe]. And it is obvious no,\\' that no matter \\vho sits in

l\\.{oscow, whether it is Ul'yanov 1 or Romanov 2

(please, pardon

this foul comparison) . . . he must, or as the Khokhly3 say
m'llS)\037t,

continue the task, of Ivan Kaiita H4

(p. 198).
HIt only

seelns to the Reds that they are fighting for the glory of the

Internationale\037 In actual fact, although not consciously, they
are shedding their blood to restore the

God-protected
Russian

State. They can move their Red armies, made IIp in the \"\\Vhite

manner, in all directions only until they reach solid border-
lines, \\vhere

they encounter the firm resistance of other state

organisms - in other words, the natural boundaries of the

futllre R1Issia. The Internationale ,\\\\Till vanish in the wash, but

frontiers lvill remain. . .\" (p. 207).
'iVhe11I '\\Tote

excerpts
from this book, I added \"Leningrad

192,6\" at the end of every quotation.. I was afraid tllat my com-

rades from the KGB might appear to make another search and,
after

tearing
out these excerpts, accuse me, in accordance ,vith

Article 62 of the Criminal Code of the Ukr. SSR, of malicious

defamation of the Soviet system, of Lenin, and perhaps, even

of
ilnperialistic chauvinism.1\\fy apprehensions are not without

fOllndation. Certainly somewhere in the Kiev regional KGB

office there is a file on me, containing various quotations from
tl1e '\\\037orks of our \\vriters and a bibliography of foreign Ukrain-

ian Pllblications. It does not contain a single sentence which

COllld have been ,vritten by myself. As I ,vas making marginal
notes, I did not kno,.v ,vhen, or in \\vhat context, I would make

Lise of that material (or \"\\vhether I would use it at all), but the
KGB

firmly
believes that all of it has the purpose of \"anti-Soviet

propagal1da and agitation\", of
\"undermining

H
, of '\037\"veaken-

ing\", and of \"spreading slanderous fabrications\". Otherwise,

t11ey\\,rOllld not have kept that file for half a year, along ,vith

fifty-five
old-edition books, among which there is even a com-

plete run of a Ukrainian journal for the year 1900.)

1 Lenin (transl. note).
2 Tsar's family name (trans1. note).
3 A derogatory Russian term for Ukrainians (transl. note).

4 Ivan I of Mosco,,,, (d. 1340) who started consolidation of the Grand Duchy of

?\\.Iosco,v (trans!. note).)
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\037n 1926 Stalin \"vas 110t afraid that a11yone \\vho had read

Shul'gin's book would turn into a staunch monarchist and

overthrow the Soviet rule. Ten years later he suspected treason

and had
many

of his clos'est collaborators \0371hot; but t,\\renty years

later this was called the cult of personality. Another decade has

passed
since then, and suddenly old notes begin to jingle in

t\037e

speeches
of certain leaders. Comrade Shulzhenko, deputy chaIr-

man of the KGB, addressing
the Academy of Sciences of the Ukr 01

SSR, spoke quite cleverly about foreign intelligence services

until he came to
Hideological

diversions\". According
to him all

oppositional tendencies and acts within our country are ex.
elusively

the results of the influence of bourgeois propaganda
and intelligence services. So if

by
a wave of a magic ,vand the

bourgeois world suddenly ceased to exist, Hcontentment\"

would rule supreme. Everyone would be satisfied with the fate
of villagers without

passports.,
who are assigned for life to their

collective farms. In towns all Ukrainians would be
proud

of

the fact that they had become renegades without kith or kin-
nobodies, with

merely
a family-name determined in the

regional or district committee's office. The well-known critic.
Ivan

Svitlychny,
would not have had to spend eight months in

jail; Bohdan Horyn', the art expert, and
Zalyvakha,

the artist,

would not have found themselves behind barbed wire. Instead,
they would have

accepted
tIle russification policy of inter-

nationalism and been serenely happy about the successof such

\"internationalism\" .

The deputy chairman of the KGB made one more revelation

to the scientists in Kiev. It seems that a person whose ideolo-

gical
foundations are weak will immediately develop anti\037

Soviet
feelings upon reading a book with a \"hidden text\"

'\\vhich contains a valid criticism of our system. The most
obvious solution is to erect a fence between such people and

subversive books in order to protect them in
every possible

way, even to the point of putting them in jailor in a hard-

labour
camp\037

But then
w\037at

about the Marxist thesis that the social reality
(and not 110stlle

books) determines one's direction? Fo,r ten

years I was
edu\037a\037ed i\037

a
So.\"iet

school. In the last paragraph
of every composItIon I InvarIably endeavoured to mention the)
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Party
and Stalin, even if I had to write about the Tale

of
tile

Host of Ihor.! For five years I faithfllily studied Marxism-
Leninism at the university. All other subjects '\\Tere also in-

variably based on the Marxist foundation. Finally, just recently
I

passed
the master's examination in Marxist-Leninist philos..

ophy. Then all of a sudden, quite by accident, I laid
my

hands

on a book in Ukrainian, published abroad, and I imnlediately
became a

\"bourgeois
nationalist\" Some time later I read a

leaflet from Peking about the Uopportunism of the cPsu\037' -

would that make me a follower of Mao Tse-tung? Later still I
listened on the radio to a speech by the Pope of Rome (by the
way, it was

brought up in the indictment of the teacher Ozerny)
- 'vas I then a

Jesuit?

Could it be that Article 62 of the Criminal Code of the Ukr\037

SSR ,vas devised expressly to protect Soviet citizens a,gainst such

kaleidoscopic changes in their
ideological

outlook? Without a

doubt, Marxism-Leninism is' stronger than the bourgeois
ideology. But in our country anyone

who reads a book pub-
lished in the West is subject to prosecutio-n, whereas our books

and newspapers, containing all kinds of criticism of capitalism,
of bourgeois nationalism, and of the current policies of capital-
ist powers, can be easily obtained (even by mail) in the USA,

Canada, and in many other foreign countries. Tl1e newspaper
Visti z

Ukrainy [News from Ukraine] is published in Kiev

especially for Ukrainian emigres, but it is
impossible

to read

that paper here in Ukraine, because it contains specialized
trtlths -

for
export only.

Is it possible that non...Marxists have absorbed better than
our leaders the Marxist..Leninistthesis that revolutions and

social.economic changes are not exported, that an idea can be

implanted on new soil only when all the social\" economic, and

political prerequisites are completely ripe for it, and that to

forbid the spreading of ideas is to increase their strength and
attractiveness? This last reason is why those who inspire and

execute the arrests and trials that roll like an ominous wave

across Ukraine may find themselves punishable under Article

Criminal Code 0.\302\243 the Ukr. SSR?)

1 A famous twelfth-century work of the old Ukrainian literature (transl. note).)
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,\\VJ1at lesson do our citizens learn from Article 62 of the

Criminal Code of the Ukr. SSR?

They are taught to follow blindly and accurately the tracks

of the latest trends published by the press; they learn the petty-

bourgeois morals -
to fear and to look behind.)

II. 1--10'\\1ARE THE \"ESPECIALLY DANGEROUS STATE CRIMINALS\"

DISCOVERED?)

\"The inviolability of th,e hon1es of citizens and privacy of cor-

respondence are
protected by la\\v\" (Article 128, Constitution

of the USSR). HIllegal search, illegal eviction, or other acts ,v'hich

violate the inviolability of the homes of citizens, committed by
an official, are

punishable by impris011ment . . .n (Article 130

of the Criminal Code of the Ukr.
SSR).

\"Violation of the privacy

of correspondence, committed by an official, is Pllnishable by
corrective labour. <I .\"

(Article
131 of the cc of the Ukr. SSR).

The Party holds that the moral code of the builders of com-

munism incllldes the follo''''ing norms: \". .. .. humane relations

and mutllal respect between individllals. - man is a friend,
comrade, and brother to other tnen . . .\"

(Program
of the cpsu).

\"In an age '\\Then the whistles of rockets on Mars have a\\vakened

its inhabitants, who would have tllOUght that in a city one
,\037ould be follo,ved by spectres. . .\" (M. Kholodny).

The ,vorI<. of KGB
agents

is easier than that of the militia. A
thief or a murderer is in hiding, bllt the '{particularly danger-
ous state criminal H

is
quite

the opposite', Often he ascends the

platform at a jubilee celebration
(for exampJe, SI1evchenko's)

and speaks. After\"\\vards he \\valks \\vith his frie11ds in the street,
calmly

and \"\\vithout looking around. A secret agent can ,valk
alm,ost beside him and listen to his every word. Whenever a

\"particularly dangerous\" person is dismissed from ,vork on a

signal
from the KGB, he does not complain, becallse the KGB is

jllstice personified. Their '\\lord is final. If he remains tearless,
does not

confess, and continues his \"dangerolls talks\", he must
be given more serious attention. The most modern

techniques

are used as helpful means. It is not difficult to persuade the
postal, telegraph,

and telephone people. Just enquire among)
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the postal and telephone employees, and you will easily find
one who will tell

you
in confidence how correspondence and

conversations are cllecked llpon. They even llse a common
term -

eavesdroppi11g. (This
is ho\"v they refer to a certain

floor of a building, which I think is on
Khreshchatyk

Street

[in Kiev], \"\\\\Ihere Article 128 of the Constitutioll of the USSR is

implemented.)
If the \"particularly dangerolls

Jt

person
1ives on

an upper floor (and tllis is most of tell tIle case), he
may

sud-

denly observe that the attic door previollsly open is no\"v tiglltly
locked, and he is not e\\rel1 allOl\\red to get his belongings stored

there. Or he may be given a ne\".v
apa.rtment,

and at night hear

a clatter bellind a ,vall ,\\\\There
nobod}f

lives. Or he may find

under his bed in the stlldents' residence a kind of metallic

\"feelers\" attaclled to a masked lead ,vire olltside his 1,vindo,v.
(Such a device ,\"vas fOlllld beneath the \"vindow of l\\f. Plak-
I,

hotnyuk, the sttldent at the Kiev Institute of Medicine.)
Or one day a ne\"\\v

lodger appears in }Tour apartment. He

hears everything: to ,vhom and about '\\That
you talk, what you

\"'lI1isper into )rOllr ,vife's ear. As S,Qon as you guess the true

identity of the \"unregistered lodger\", YOllY
life becomes hell._

You weigh every '\\lord, you become taciturn and irritable.
You acqllire the habit of

speaking
in whispers, you look around

you in the street, yo,u stick Gllt your tongtle at the man \"\\Tho

brazenly photographs you ,vith your friends. At times you
make a mistake and insult a

respectable citizen, taking him

for a secret agent. l\\1ean,vhile your ne\\vly opened file is s,.velI-

ing. You may say that all this is pure invention, that there is
some

purpose
in the existence of Article 128 of the Constitll-

tion of the USSR and of the corresponding article of the Crim-

inal Code. That finally, the humiliating watching, eavesdrop-

ping,
and spying on Soviet citizens, ,vho are perhaps gllilty

only of their desire to have unconventional thoughts, is' foreign
to the spirit of our system.

In the summer of 1965, t\\VO or three months before the

arrests, friends of the writer, Yevhen Kontsevych, arrived from

Kiev to visit him. They came to Zhytomyr not to perform \"par-

ticularly dangerous crimes\", but to ,vish a happy birthday to

a friend, bedridden because he was
paralyzed.

Close on their

heels, completely uninvited, came the local \"poet\", Oksentiy)

Vyacheslav
Chornovil)
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Mel'nychuk, barely known to Kontsevych. By the way, the KGB

officials in Zhytomyr even failed to inform their
mess\037nger

that

it was Kontsevych's birthday. And so the newly arrIved Sher-

lock Holmes had to mumble nonsensical rubbish. \"I stopped,\"
he said, \"to

enquire
about the state of your health:' (it

\037as

at

eleven o'clock at night, in rainy weather, in the outskIrts of

the city) \"and brought you a small album of exotic postcards.\"

Later, after Yevhen had had a good look at them, he would
take it away. Having said that, he sat down on a chair, chewed
and swallowed

jokes hinting at his sideline profession, and

strained his ears. The next day, late in the evening,
Yehven's

family happened to remember Mel'nychuk's \"giftJ:t, and upon
close inspection they found inside the album's covers a minia-

ture communication device - either a tape-recorder or a radio

transmitter. TIle whole Kontsevych family was stunned; they
didn't expect that kind of

gift.

Early
next morning Mel'nychuk called for the album. After

getting an earful of
everything

he deserved and a fe'\\v ,veIl..

placed blo'4ls, he made a headlong dash to his bosses. Soon a

car full of KGB agents with a lieutenant-colonel in charge drove
up to the 110use. When they made excuses and begged tearfully
for the return of the birthday gift, Kontsevych

took
pity on

them and gave it back. Too bad! He could have had something
to illustrate his story for the scientistS' of the Academy of
Sciences of the Ukr. SSR.

How can one explain this incident in ZhytOID}T? What did
the KGB

agents expect
to hear at a birthday table, where some

of the people gathered did not even know ,each other? How
can the revolting act of smuggling an eavesdropping device

into the bed of a very sick man be reconciled with the exalted
principles of a builder of communism? This is a man who
,,,,rites bright and gallant sto,ries, who never

gave any caus.e for

sllspicion of criminal activities, whom the press was comparing
with

Korchagin.

There are no more brazen agents than those in Zhytomyr.
Mel'nychuk should have taken a course of lectures fr,om the

s\037y.

Yaroslav

Korotnyts'ky
(also a \"poet\") who operates in

L VIVo Once he appeared In Feodosiya where his countrymen,
the Horyn' brothers, were vacationing. He met them

\"purely)
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by
accident\" at the beach and, \"vhile talking about tl1is aI1d

that, he also told them the sad story of his life. it appears that
he sllffered agonies in Stalin's

camps
but \"\\Trote verses about

Ukraine there. Poor fello,v, he ,vas so lonely there because he
did not hear even a '\037lord of his beloved native tongue. Later
on, he visited his countr)rmen, bringing a bottle of good ,.vine

,vith him, and talked about the unfortllnate Ukraine. When
the Haryn' brothers left for 110me, it ,vas, of course, Kar...

otnyts'ky lvho sal\" them off at the station, and ,vhen they found
at the ticket office that there were no vacancies on the train,

Korotnyts'ky managed to quietly talk the \\voman train con-

ductor into taking t,vo more passengers. Somehow he made
such an impression on her that she

personally
ran to the ticket

office in Dzhankoy to get the tickets. At the last station before

L'viv the Horyn\" brothers were arrested. L,ong before that the
\"poet\"

had flown off to L'viv to start a new assignment.
There is no end to facts of this kind. The metamorphoses

in the attic of the scientist Mykhaylo Horyn', about which he

spoke with bitter irony shortly before his arrest. Something of
the same kind in the

apartment
of the critic, Ivan Svitlychny.

The phantoms who appear suddenly at a literary evening,
or\"

.'pr,omenade

u
belo\"v the windows of Ivan Franko's sons or

grandsons, or dart through the street behind some of the young

poets or critics, and cause poets to joke sadly, \"Well, I don't

mind having to wip,e off sweat with my deathly pale hand.
He's the first

person
who ever became a follower of mine.\

III. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION, or [?1] UCRIMEt\

a) Search and Arrests

\"When issuing an arrest '\\varrant, it is the duty of pllblic prose-

cutors to personally examine the material of the case and,

whenever necessary, to question the accused (suspect) both as

to the substance of charges pressed against him and the cir-

cumstances connected with the application of
preventive

meas-

ures\" (Article 157, CPC, Ukr. SSR). \"The investigator's duty is)

lOne \\\\Ford illegible in the original (transl. note).)
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to inform the wife (husband) or another relative about the

arrest of a suspect, or the accused, and of his whereabouts'; he

must also notify his [the arrestee's] place of

employm\037nt\"

(Article 161, CPC, Ukr. SSR). \"During a search or sequestratlOn,
it is

permissible
to remove only those items and documents

which have a bearing on the case. . .\"
(Article 186, CPC, Ukr.

SSR). \"Acts and resolutions of the investigation offices may
be

appealed to the public prosecutor, whose duty it is to examine
the

appeal
in the course of three days. The appellor must be

notified of the public prosecuto\037s
decision concerning

his

appeal\" (Article 110, CPC, Ukr. SSR). \"Ravens do not peck out
otller ravens'

eyes\" (a popular Ukrainian saying).

At last the file is complete. The man has spoken of russifica-

tion, criticized the authorities, llpheld human dignity and the

right of independent thinking. There are no dOll bts - this is

a \"criminal particularly dangerous to the state\". He must be

given
such a lesson that others ,viII he discouraged. Ho,vever,.

for appearance's sake, it is advisable to preserve the semblance

of due process. and obtain a search and arrest \\varrant from the

public prosecutor. Secret agents are always on the lookout for
a Ukrainian book ptlblished abroad or a hand,vritten article

about the situation in Ukraine in tile hands of \"particularly
dangerolls\" persons. In

conformity
,vith the thoroughly un-

constitutional Article 62, cc, Ukr. SSR, this \\vould definitely

constitute \"material evidence}'.

When guardians of state security appear in your apartment
to condllct a search, you must \\vait with yo,ur hands up, just
like a prisoner of ,vaT, ,vhile YOllr ('friend, comrade, and

brother\" ransacks YOllf pockets. Sometimes, to scare the wits
out of

YOllT
\\\\rife or your neighbotlrs, you will be asked to

sllrrender your weapons. (The Kiev KGB
agents demanded

weapo11s from the electrician Peredenko, ,vho \"vas in bed at

the time.) Later they will show you the warrant, which
says

that the search is conducted for the purpose of \"discovering
and removing anti-Soviet documents circulated

by
the sus-

pect\". However, when the guardians of security take along the
man of the house and lock up the apartment, seven to nine
hOtltS later, they carry with them

big bundles of old books

(some of which used to be \"circulated\" seventy years ago, in)
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the days of Emperor Franz Josef), letters, daily newspapers,
and notes for scientific work. Don't even think of writing a

protest or of referring to Article 186, of
slvearing

that letters

to }'our beloved were not ,vritten for the sake of anti-Soviet

agitation, and that some allthors of the' anti-Soviet books taken
a\"\\vay

from
you died long before the revollltion. You ,viII not

get an answer, either from the investigator, CPC, or from the

pllblic prosecutor. It \\viII be
exactly the same Jater, when you

complain about the falsification of the interrogation reports,
about

threats, and so forth (although Articles 110, 129, 189
and 234-236, CPC, Ukr. SSR, prescribe precise time-limits for

ans\\vering complaints and intercessions).
No,v and then KGB officials forget about such boring for-

malities. As a matter of fact, withollt
any

warrant whatever

authorizing search and sequestration, they co,nfiscated from

Masyutko's brother, an artist in
L'viv, three books mortally

dangerous to the Soviet system: a collection of Bohdan
Lepky'sl poems, an old edition of a first-grade reader, and a

tattered geography book (in the Russian langtlage). If, in the
course of

searching,
the gtlardians of security should spot a

bo,ok or a photocopy of a so-called \"anti-Soviet\" book pub-

lished abroad, prison doors l\\rill
assllredly

close behind you

for many long months. Then the initial investigation \"\037lil1 be-

gin. The schedule outlined earlier is not dogmatic. Sometimes
arrests are made in trains, en rOtIte from vacations (as in the

case of the student Hevrych), or on a
day

of rest (critic Svitly-

chny, the brothers Horyn', the teacher Ozerny). At that time
their quarters ,vere

literally
tllrned upside do\"\\vn; at Svitly-

chny's home they took a,.vay StIch books as Transactions of the

Shevchenko Scientific Society, Literatu.rno-Nallkovy Visnyk

[Literary-Scientific Herald], GeograPhy of Ukraine, Kobza and

kobzari as well as other Hanti-Soviet\" literature, but not a,
single word was said to his wife about her husband's ,arrest.

She was not told about it on the next or even the third day.

At long last, out of pity they assured her that her husband did

not fall under a train or drown in the sea, but was
finishing

his rest period in the jail of the Kiev KGB.)

1 Ukrainian scholar, ,vTiteT, and poet (1872-194]) (trans!. note).)
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They were even more close-mouthed with
.Hevrych:s

father.

For two weeks he haunted the tllresholds of the polIce, then

of the KGB in Kosiv, Ivan-Frankivs'ke and Kiev, before he

could discover what had happened to his son.
Apparently

the

public prosecutors did not give much thought to the matter

when they issued the search and arrest warrant. They were not

required to \"personally examine\" the material of the case, or

to interrogate the suspect \"regarding the substance of the

charges pressed against him\"
(see

Article 157, CPC, Ukr. SSR).

Other,vise, the watchful eye of the public prosecutor would
h,ave noticed at once the white threads of fabrication with

which the charges were stitched
together.

Undoubtedly
the arrests were carried out upon centralized

orders \"from above\037\037. This is made convincingly evident by

the mere fact that, in various regions of Ukraine, there were

arrests of a large group of people, the majority of whom were

not acquainted with one another and were not in any way
associated.(They are

being
tried 00\"\\\\7 either separately, or in

grOllpS of t'\\vo to three persons.))

b) Interrogation of the Accused and of Witnesses.
Confrontations.

U

. Courts, public prosecutors, and investigators have no

right to shift th,e burden of proof onto the accused. It is for-

bidden to extort testimony from the accused by violence)
threats

J
or

by other illegal means\" (Article 22, CPC, Ukr. SSR).
HUpon his request, the accused must be giv,en the opportunity
to present his testimony in his o\\vn

handwriting. . .\" (Article

146, CPC, Ukr. SSR). \"Upon request from relatives and close
friends of the arrested person, the investigator or the public
prosecutor may permit them to visit the

prisoner.
. .\" (Article

162, CPC, Ukr. SSR). \"The publication of testimonies given by
pers\037ns \037ho att\037n\037ed

the confrontation during preliminary
hearIngs is permissible only after such testimonies have been
given

at the confrontation and have been recorded in the
minutes. The interrogated persons have the right to demand
that the minutes be supplemented and amendments made in
them. Such

supplements or amendments are subject to obli-)
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gatory entry into the minutes\" (Article l73, CPC, Ukr. SSR).
\"The use of coercion to obtain

testimony
at an interrogation

by means of illegal action on the part of the person conducting
the investigation,or the

preliminary investigation, is punish-
able by imprisonment for a term of up to three

years.
Similar

action, combined ,vith the use of violence on or mockery of
the person under interrogation, is

punishable by imprison-
ment for a term of t,va to eight years.' (Article 175,Criminal
Code of the Ukr. SSR). \"Why do you try to find fault with me,
a peasant, and ,vhen

yo.u
do not find any, still bear me a

grudge?\" (8. Zalygin).
It is not

obligatory
to slam doors on fingers, to stick needles

under fingernails, or to strike someone's face in order to force

him to denounce his deeds as terrible crimes, or to confess

everything
that the investigator needs to complete the evidence

he has contrived beforehand. All that is needed is to lock the

man inside a stone sack with bars, a privy, to forbid him any

contact with close relatives for a half a year, to hammer into
his head

day
after day, for several hours at a time, the feeling

of great guilt and, finally,
to drive that man to such a state of

mind that he '\\V'Ollld not at first recognize his wife if she came
to visit him. As a result of moral terrorization, threats, and

promises (which are usually forgotten at the trial), they

squeeze
the required testimony from the man. At a confronta-

tion with Y. Hevrych, early
in December of last year, the wit..

ness Hors'ka asked him, ,cYaroslav, tell me what forced you

to tell lies about me?\" and she heard the typical ans'\\'Ver, HIn

a hundred and five days here you can be taught to lie:' Of

cours,e, this phrase, d,espite Hors'ka's insistence, was not

entered into the minutes of the confrontation.

This is the dialogue between the judge and the teacher

Ozerny at the trial in Ivano.Frankivs'ke:

Q: You have told the witness that you read it. (This con-

cerns the manuscript of an article dealing with the burning of

the library of the Academy of Sciences' of the Ukr. SSR in l{iev
1

1 The manuscript entitled The Trial of Pohruzhal'sky accuses the Soviet

'authorities of organizing the burning of an important section of the Acad-

emy's Library, containing invaluable uwithdrawn\" documents on modern

Ukrainian history. The manuscript was published in th'e Munich monthly,
Suchasnist

t

, No. 2(50), February 1965, pp. 78-84 (transl. note).)
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- V. Ch.) You said at the interrogation that
yo\037

took
t\037e

article out of your briefcase and gave it to the witness. Did

you give it, do you remember? vVhich testimony is true?

A: Tllis one here at the trial.
Q: \\'Vhy

didn't you say so during the investigation?
A: I was so tired at the

interrogations
that at times I signed

things I didn't agree with. I was questioned for eleven hours
and then for ten hOllTS more.

Q\037
\\Veren't you given a break?

A: For dinner. (Eleven plus ten;. plus dinner time, makes

twenty-t\\VO
hours. And what abou t Article 143 of the' Criminal

Procedure Code of the Ukr. SSR?)

Q: \"\\Vere you tired? (A naive question. . . tl1e judge should
have been submitted to an interrogation ,vitll011t sleep and

rest. Perhaps then he \"vould admit that the trial he 1\"las con-

ducting ,vas anti-Soviet.)
A: Yes, I told the

investigator
that I gave no doclllnel1ts to

Malyarchyn. I ,vas dead tired and signed ,vhatever ,vas written.

I was called for questioning forty-six times. That time I \\vas

questioned
six hOllrs and forty-six minlltes. 1\\1y present testi-

mony here is true. I told this to the investigator, also. He tired

me out so much that I said, \"vrite ,vhatever you \"vant. And I

signed it.

At that same trial, '\\Fitness A.
Matviyenko stated that, in ac-

cordance with Article 234, CPC, Ukr. SSR, she protested against
the terroristic methods of interrogation used by Captain Rudy.
Then the

following
conversation took place:

P1L.blic prosecutor: What kind of terroristic method did
Rudy use on

you?

A: It was moral terror. Sorry, but I shouldn't quote his
obscene words here.

Q: HOlV did lIe threaten you?
A: He said that he would deprive me of

absolutely every-

thing I have.

Q: SO what?
A: That is enough.
Q: You

spoke
about a woman's pride?

A : Yes, it was insulted.

Q: You said during the first
interrogation. . .)
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A:
During the first interrogation you were examining my

letteI's.

Q: \\'Vhy
didn't

YOII give truthful testimonies, then?
A: I ,vas bullied.

Q: How many times were
you interrogated by Rudy?

A: For four days. From nine o'clock in the morning till
seven at

night.

A. \037.fatviyenko's protest \\vas suppressed; Captain Rudy is
some\\vhere questioning a ne'v victim, while master of

philol-

ogy [\037l.A.] A. l\\'fatviyenko, in accordance \\vith tl1e courtts
verdict, has joined the ranks of llnemployed \"seditiollS\" intel-

lectllals. \"\\Ve do not kno\"v ,vhat kind of obscene ,.vards Captain
Rlldy llsed to deIlloralize Matviyenko, but it seems that in

L'vi\037T Captains Klymenko and Rybal'chenk,Q and Colonel Ser-

gade}Tevbro\\vbeat '\\vitness
Lyuba Maksymiv, shollting the most

drea,dful obscenities at 11er. '\\Then they sa,v that tl1eir \"elo-

qllence\"
,vas making q1..1ite an impression on the terrified girl,

they added more strength to their attack by shouting, \"You

pig! \"Ve'll make your life and your familyt
s life unbearable,

both here in L'viv and in Drohobych!\"
Do you think that

Sergadeyev, Klymenko,
and Rybal'chenko

1vere tried under Article 175 of the Criminal Code of the Ukr.

SSR and banished to Mordavia, or to some other autonomous

republic, to
develop

the national economy there? Nothing of

the sort! Colonel Sergadeyev will have many more
,opportuni-

ties to send others there, because he is the chief of the investi-

gation branch of the L'viv KGB. There are articles in the

Criminal Prosecution Code that assure the accused of the right

to submit their testimonies in their own handwriting. Why,
then, ,vas no one ever given

the opportunity to take advantage

of this right? Investigators often produced such an embroiled
version of testimonies that everything was turned upside down.

After reading the minutes of her interrogation in Donets'k,

Ivan Svitlychny's sister refused point-blank to sign \"her own\"

testimonies in the form
tlley

were written. \"The investigator

did not always write down '\\vhat I wanted,
J)

complained Ozerny

at the trial\037 During
the confrontation between the accused

Osadchy and the witness Chornovil in L'viv, Captain Kly-

menko, in violation of article 173, told how it all Cl

was \", and)
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Osadchy just parroted
him. When Osadchy said that, perhaps

after all, he did not take the text of Eisenhower's speech at

the unveiling of Shevchenko's monument in Washington (a

terribly
anti-Soviet document from the witness), Klymenko

pounced on him. \"Then why did you say
earlier, at

t\037e
inter-

rogation, that you did take it?\" Osadchy's doubts vanIshed as

if
by magic. The witness Chomovil asked that the doubt be

recorded in tile mintltes just the same, but he was told that he

llad no business interfe'ring \\vith Osadchy's testimonies, that

all he had to do was to read and sign his own.
(Article

15, CPC,

Ukr. SSR reads that prior to the court's verdict, \"no one may
be considered

guilty
of the crime committed\".)

When this same Osadchy was visited by his pregnant wife,

even before the end of the investigation, he told her exactly
where his future detention would be - the political prisoners'
camps in the Mordovian ASSR. I know very well that prior to

his arrest OsadchYJ a lecturer at L'viv University, knew noth-

ing about the camps in Mordovia. Bohdan Horyn' received
identical information about his future from the investigator,

and long before the triall1e shared the ne,vs with his fiancee.

The investigator Malykhin erred by only one year 'v hen , in

December of last year, he told GItha Haryn' how many years
her llusband would

get.
If the fate of prisoners is decided by

the KGB, then why the comedy of trials (what is more, closed

trials)? Would it not be
simpler

to make up a list of uparticu-
larly dangerous\" people and to mark

against each name: this

one seven years, that one five, another four. By the
way,

the

KGB agents who \"guarded\" Hevrych's closed trial ,vere more
frank than usual when

they
told the sympathizers they chased

from the hallway, \"You will all be there.\" And the civilian

\"guardians\". of that trial pointed at the black van, the Black

Raven!, and with epic nonchalance infoI'med them, \"We have
many cars like that one.

Quite enough
for all of you.))

Besides using a whip an investigator makes use of the carrot;

admit that you have committed a dreadful crime, expose all
those who also read the books - and you will be pardoned,
thanks to your open-hearted confession. Ozerny appeared in)

1 Black Maria.)
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court with great assurance. His assurance ,vas further strength-
ened by a meeting with the Cllairman of tl1e KGB at tl1e Council

of l\\linisters of the Ukr.
SSR, about which Ozerny told the

court\" \"On the 20th of November, 1965, on the
premises

of the

Ivano-Frankivs'ke KGB, I had a meeting with Nikitchenko, the
Chairman of the KGB. After our talk, I was informed the other
day that. on the advice of the KGB. Nikitchenko took my con-
fession into consideration.\"

In vie,v of this, Ozerny conducted himself at the trial with

dignity, rejected the public prosecutor's groundless accusa-
tions and the nonsensical testimonies of such witness'es as the

illiterate teachers, Mel'nychenko and Khats'ko. He even joked
to the prisoner Hereta, '\\vho had been summoned from 'Terno-

pil., \"Our case is finished. I'll be paying you a visit soon.\"

The
judge then interjected ominously, \"Keep on laughing,

Ozerny. 'Vho knows \"\\vho ,viII
laugh

last?U The last one to

laugh was the judge.
The state charge made

by
the public prosecutor, Paras-

kevych, and the inhumanly cruel demand for a six-year im-
prisonm.ent, were like a bolt from the blue to Ozerny. Stunned,

completely bewildered, he repented, wept, implored, and
ap-

pealed
to the \"great justice\" of the Soviet ,court. It seems that

this was exactly what
they expected

from him, and to be log-
ical, his punishment should have been reduced so that all

others who are caught reading books will \"confess\", not five

to six months after their imprisonment, but at once\" in the

hope of being pardoned. But, alas! The court complied with

the cruel demand of the public prosecutor, perhaps
because it

,vas too late to ignore orders received beforehand \"from

above\"., (It was not expected
there that Ozerny would make

such a strong confession.) Even when the
comedy

in Ivano-

Frankivs'ke became a matter of public knowledge, the Su-

preme Court did not set Ozerny free, but reduced his sentence

to three years.
All subsequent trials were out of bounds, even to specially

selected people. Probably many more acts of moral terror (a?d.
possibly,

not only moral? How can one find out? The tnals

are closed.), fraud. and
deception

were revealed there. At a

rendezvous with his brother after the trial, Yaroslav
Hevrych)
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complained bitterly about the cruel KGB investigator,
Koval,

who deceived him after promising him golden mountains 1 for

an
\"open-hearted\"

confession of his \"crime\". The golden

mountains turned out to be five
years

in hard-labour camps.

The followin cr facts show some of the methods used duringb
the preliminary investigation:

a) Use was made at inquests
of

evide\037ce o?tained i\037

an

illegal and inhuman way by eavesdroppIng wIth the aId of

special devices installed in apartments. Because of this Myk-

hayla Horyn' warned one of the witnesses at a confrontation,

'\037Don't hold back - they know everything. }\\'{y
whole apart-

ment ,vas wired.\" Tile incident at Kontsevych's birthday ,vas

already mentioned. Investigators are not very secreti,re about

it. At one of M. Kosiv's interrogations, when he ,vas
qtlite

unable to recall a certain conversation, he \"vas asked, \"Do YOtl

,vant us to play it back to )1'011right no\\v?\"

In order to shock and embarrass the defendant and to ex-
tract the

suggested confession; investigators are not averse to

rummaging in the intimate lives of defendants and \"tvitnesses,

although they may have no bearing whatsoever on the case.
That happened in the case of

Ozerny. Slimy insinuations about

allegedly intimate relations bet,veen the ,vitness and the de-

fendant trickled through to the trial:
\037'SO, you

kno,v Ozerny

well? - I have met him t\\.vice and at the time I \\\037laS
ftl1ly

con-

vinced of his respectability.
- 'Vas that ,\\Then

YOlI
'\037lere ,v'ith

him in a boat and in a restaurant?\" This is irrelevant to the
case. The investigators Rybal'chenko and Rapota tried to per..
suade L. Harbach that s}le and Osadc,hy used to kiss eacI1 otller
in

door'\037lays, althollgh
she kne,,, him only very slightly. This

method of the KGB
investigators

is not a Ukrainian natioI1al
achievement. As can be seen from the complaint to tl1e Pllblic

Proseclltor General of the USSR from Yuli Daniel's ,vife, 1\\,'105-

cow investigators also blackmail witnesses in the same \"ray.
b) Ol'ha Vorbut, a student at the Kiev

University
who was

held in
\037ustody

for several days at the beginning of
September,

was subjected to the humiliating procedure of a personal search
and had to llndress complete1y.Nothing was found, nor did)

1 In English, Hpromising the moon\" (transl. note).)
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they expect to, find anything, but they managed to obtain her
\"confession't and to inflict

irreparable injury
to her SOlI1. Iden-

tical procedure was periodically applied to all prisoners in
their cells.

c)
Thanks to a \"good-hearted\" gtlard and a \"sympathetic\"

'\\Toman in the adjoining cell, M.
Zvarychevs'ka

received three

notes from \037fykhaylo Horyn
t

and even one from the outside,
from Haryn's wife, Ol'ha. All the notes said more or less the

same thing: \"Mykhaylo is telling everything. So are the \"v-it-

nesses. You must tell everything too and \"Triggle out of it(!)\" It
came out later that neither

Mykhaylo
nor Ol'11a. Horyn' had

ever sent notes to Zvar}rchevs'ka. They ,vere concoted
by

a

hand\"vriting expert in one of the offices of the KGB.

d)
In my capacity as a '\\vitness in the case of Osadchy, I had

to listen to threats and insults, starting with the plaintive

\"sympathy\" of Captain Koval' it1 Kiev - \"Think of
your

little

children. You '\037lill end up in jail.\"
- and culminating in the

cynical rudeness of
Captain Klymenko in L'viv - \"Why are

you lying and trying to
'\\vriggle

out of it? We can easily just

keep YOtl
here.\"

Similar facts could be cited endlessly. And as a result of these

techniques and the effect of long imprisonment, people ,-\\lith

,veak ,viII-power lose control of themselves. I do not want to,

believe the rumOllTS that prisoners are given drugs in their
food to 'tveaken

will-power
and indtlCe apathy. (Apropos of

that, these rumours gro\"v and spread because the trials are

closed.)
Even Haryn's lawyer used to spread his hands help-

lessly because his client ,vas
confessing everything, putting the

blame on himself for things that had or had not
happened;

he

even refused to have a private conference with his lawyer,
althollgh the la,,,,

guarantees
that privilege. He kept on saying'

that he had no secrets from the investigator. You can see the

kind of close friendship that developed after seven months
behind bars.

In
Makiyivka

of the Donets'k Region, teacher Petl yak,

scared out of his wits by an unexpected and intense
interroga-

tion, wrote a ten-page confession. Since he had no criminal

facts to report, Petlyak filled ten pages
with an analysis of

thoughts and moods of his acquaintances and comrades, as well)
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as of l1is o\\vn. He \\vent so far that he started to look for sub-

versive uundercurrents\" in his own collection of short stories.

Donbas Pllblishers had a lot of trouble later trying to prove

tl1at \"undercurrents\" should be looked for in the stories but
not in the confession of the terrified Petlyak. This tragicomedy
came to an end when his

acquaintances
were threatened with

prosecution and thrown out of ,vork.)

c) Imprisonment, Time Limits for Preliminary Investigation.

HPreliminary investigation in criminal cases must be com-

pleted within two months. In
particularly complicated

cases

the regional public prosecutor has the right to extend the in-

vestigation period,
on the strength of a motivated decision of

the investigator, for one more month. Further extension of

the time limits of preliminary investigations may be granted
in exceptional cases

only by the public prosecutor of the Ukr.

SSR, or by tIle chief military pros'ecutor\" (Article 120\" CPC,

Ukr. SSR).

\"Whenever there are sufficient reasons to assume that the
accused, who retains freedom of movement, might hide from

investigation and trial, or interfere lvith the establishment of

truth in a criminal case, or become engaged in criminal activi-
ties. . . the investigator and the

ptlblic prosecutor l1ave the

right to apply to the accused one of the preventive measllres\"

(Article 148, CPC, Ukr. SSR).

\"Detention in custody during the investigation of the case
may

not last more than tlVO months. This time limit may be
extended only due to tIle

extraordi'na1\"y comPlexity of the case

by the regional public prosecutor, or by the military prosecut-
ing

officer of a district or fleet, tor not more than three months,
or

by
the public prosecutor of the Ukr. SSR or the chief military

prosecutor, for not over six months fI\"Om the day of arrest.
Further extensions of detention in custody. . .

may
be

granted

in exceptional cases only by the public prosecutor general of

the USSR for an additional term of not more than three m,onths\"
(Article 156, CPC, Ukr.

SSR).

.
Let's assume that a person ,,,ho has read a book and given

It to others to read can be consiclered StIch a seriolls criminal)
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that it is necessary to apply the so-called preventive measures
to him during the investigation period.

But
why must people

invariably be put in jail and isolated completely? If a written

promise not to leave his place of residence had been taken
from Hevrych, who made

photocopies
of several books, or if he

had been let out on bail, could this
possibly

have
prevented

the investigators from finding out that Hevrych made these
copies in the house of his

acquaintal1ce, Morhun, and that he
told his fiancee, Sendurs'ka, and her brother about them?

The lalv sa}1s that a person may be kept in jail more than
three months \"due to the extraordinary complexity of the

case\", and for over six months in
Uexceptional

cases\" only. Are

a photocopy of a book and a reprint of an anonymous article
really an

\"extraordinary complexity\"
anld an \"exceptional

case
tt

? How should one then qualify rape, murder, or embez-

zlement of state property? Is it possible that we are regressing
to Stalin's time, 'vhen murderers \"\\vere called usocially con-

genial
tJ

, t\\rhile ,vriters and artists were considered dangerous
enemies? The whole purpose of detentio.n is to break the pri-
soner's will-power and to force him to

say
memorized words at

his trial. The longer a man sits behind bars, the longer he has

only
one person he can talk to, one person who substitutes for

his former intellectual
companions,

and that one person is the

KGB investigator, with his monotonous little song about the

terrible crime and confession. The longer the lock clicks on the
door of his cell and the guard looks through the peephole now
and then, the more certain it is that the prisoner will turn into

soft clay that can be moulded into anything one may desire.

The malicious protraction of investigations is aimed at the
total destruction of human dignity and of social impulses.

Everything that is human in a
person

is
systematically Sllp-

pressed and replaced by animal instincts of fear and self-

preserva tion.
Let us take the case of Osadchy, which as a witness' I kno'\\V'

best. Osadchy
was arrested on the 28th of August, 1965. In

the very first
days

he fully satisfied the searching curiosity of

the KGB officials in L'viv. Th,e charges against him were so

insignificant that the investigation could have been completed

in one week. But a whole month had passed until, on the 30th)
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of
September, they searched my apartment in Kiev and began

to interrogate me as one of the few witnesses in the case. One

more month later I was summoned to L'viv for
questioning

and confrontation. I repeated what I said on the 21st of

September, and
Osadchy

reiterated his testiInonies of the end

of August. This was followed by a lull of a few more months.

Osadchy got so sick and tired of sitting behind bars that at the

last rendeZVOtlS with his \\vife he spoke earnestly of ,vishing to

leave his prison cell, even if it meant being sent to a camp.

Osadchy's crime (as I learned during the interrogations and
from tales of other witnesses) was so insignificant, his confes-

sion and docility so boundless, and his past so bright (a televi-

sion studio editor, instructor in the ideological department of

the regional Party committee, lecturer at L'viv University),
that a ,\\reek after his arrest he co,uld have been let out on bail,

bearing in mind that the \"crime and the man ,vho committed

it ,\\Tere of no great danger to society\" and that the \"culprit's
activities did not cause

any grave consequences
and that the

offender made a frank confession\" (Article 10, CPC, Ukra
SSR).

Nothing of the kind! Osadchy sat a,vaiting his trial for almost
eight months, dreaming

no longer of a candidate's degree in

science 1
(he defended his dissertation shortly p,rior

to his

arrest) but of camp.
Dreams no\\vadays have the habit of coming true. On the

19th of
April, 1966, the regional court in L'viv sentenced

Osadchy, for nothing at all, to t\\VO
years

in a hard-labour camp.
But 1966 is not 1930; it is not

easy
these days to fabricate

anotller svu 2
. T,vo attempts to hold \"open\" trials of prisoners

ended in the utter defeat of those who tried them.

The defendant Moroz spoke in Luts'k about russification
and the unequal status of our \"sovereign\" republic; he de-

clared that he is in no
\\vay

a
bourgeois nationalist, that he does

not subscribe to any bourgeoisie or to nationalism; he
merely

wants Ukraine to have the same rights as. her socialist sisters -
Rlissia, P'oland, CzecIloslovakia. Ozerny in Ivano-Frankivs'ke,
on the other hand, despite his admission of

guilt, proved hinl-)

1
Eq\0371ivalent t\037 a.

Ph.D. degree in North America (transl. note).2 ThIS abbreviatIon stands for Soyuz Vyzvo[.enn)'a Ukrainy, Union for the
Liberation of Ukraine (transl. note).)
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self to be morally and intellecttlally a llead higllcr tl1all his
jlldges and some of the ,vitnesses. His students at tl1e Luts'k

Pedagogical Institute spoke \",vith entl1tlSiasnl of their lectllrer.

And so when the trials ended in a fiasco, the pillars of
justice

resorted to tIle llltra-IegaI meaSllre of closed trials.)

IV. COURT)

a) VIOLATION OF LEGAL PROCEDURES IN COURT. 'CA copy of tl1e
bill of indictment and sumn10ns to

appear
in COllrt shall be

handed to the defendant and a signed receipt obtained from

him not later than thTee days before the trial. All other peTsons
shall be info,rmed abollt the date of consideration of tIle case
withi'tl tIle same time limit\" (Article 254, CPC, Ukr.

SSR).

\"Documents which figure as evidence in the case shall be
examined or read at the trial. This can be done either on the
initiative of the court, or upon the

request of pe1\037son,s taking

part in the trial at any time during the consideration of the

case in court\" (Article 315, CPC, Ukr. SSR).
\"A verdict of guilty cannot be based on

suppositions\" (Art-

icle 327, CPC, Ukr. SSR).
\"An interrogation, a preliminary or judicial investigations

are in any case considered to be one-sided and incomplete:
(I) ,vhenever persons whose

testimony
has a material bearing

on the case have not been interrogated. . .\"
(Article 368, CPC,

Ukr. SSR).
\"Verdicts are considered to be in variance with the factual

circumstances of the case: . . . (3) whenever, despite the con-

tradictory nature of evidence which has a material bearing on

the COllrt's- conclusions, it is not stated in the verdict for what

reason certain evidence was taken into consideration and other

rejected by
the court\" (Article 369, CPC, Ukr. SSR).

It takes the squeaky wagon of the preliminary investigation

five to ,eight months to creep up to the trial. It
creeps up

des-

pite the numerous violations of investigation procedures that

have been described earlier. No attention whatever is paid to

these violations by the public prosecutor. The udefence\" attor-

ney
does not object to them, and the protests of witnesses

(and,)
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probably,
of the defendants) are voices crying in the

\037il\037er-

ness. One \\\\\"ould think tllat there is no reason to fear JustIce.
On the

contrary,
it is recommended in the Code to raise the

\"educational role of tIle court trials\" by giving them the

widest possible publicity (Article 20, CPC,
Ukr. SSR). Moreover,

it is recommended tllat the judge presiding at the trial \"assure

the proper
educational level of the court trial\" (Article 260,

CPC,
Ukr. SSR).

Perhaps you may think that the trial of lecturers of the
Luts'k

Pedagogical
Institute was held in its largest auditorium,

filled tOI

capacity by students and lecturers? Only some of them

were lucky enough to hear what Ivashchenko and Moroz ,vere

accused of. Even more carefully chosen was the audience at
Ozernyts

trial in Ivano-Frankivs'ke; the courtroom was mainly
filled by selected \"guests\" with admission

passes
'\\vho had no

connection \",vith the defendant. Besides, there was nothing to
listen to; not even one citation ,vas produced from the alleged-

ly \"anti-Soviet
H

documents. Do you think that, in the creative

organizations and institutions of Kiev, L'viv, and Ivano-

Frankivs'ke, posters \",vere billed: Go to the trial, listen, con-
vince yourself of the rectitude of those ,vho judge; do not make
the same mistakes' as

Horyn', Zalyvakha, Hevrych, Marty-

nenko, Masyutko? Why no, because all the trials
follo'\037ling

Ozerny's
,vere closed. An,d to avoid un'\\vanted guests, some-

times even the nearest relatives were not notified. Rusyn's
mother and Hevrych's father found out about the trial of their

sons only accidentally from ,vitnesses. As a rule ,vitnesses ,vere
invited on the second

day
of the trial, so that on the first day

no one disturbed the controllers of
justice. It \",V0111d seem that

there is nothing to fear if
only judges, the defence, and the

defendants are in the courtroom. Why, then, ,vere all the 'tvit-

nesses not called before the court?

Ho\"v is it possible to manage lvithout the \"vitness ,vho,

according to the findings of the KGB
investigators and accord-

ing to the verdict, was one of the two who supplied \"anti-

Soviet\" literature to Hevrych? Perhaps the judges were afraid
that A. Horstka t a resolute and uncompromising woman, might
declare her attitude towards closed trials, as did another \037rit-

ness, the university student M. Plakhotnyuk. A person who is)
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not as ,veIl-shod legally as rvfats'k,o, the head of the Kiev
regional court, and tIle

public prosecutor, KOlnalenko, '\\vould

stirely be surprised by the follo1\\7ing sentence in the verdict of

Yaroslav
Hevrych: \037\"The testimonies of \\vitnesses Pronyuk and

Hors'ka, denying that tiley ever gave anti-Soviet materials to

Hevr)\037ch,
do not merit consideration, because they are dis-

pro\\ted by the testimony of the defendant Hevrych and by the

matel-ial evidence.\"
A person ,vho has been in the care of the KGB for several

months, and who after a long silence
says \"yes\",

is believed.

Another person is free to come and go; his \037cno\" is, therefore,

of a doubtful value. It is not clear why the \"material evidence\"
taken

away
from

Hevrych should testify against Hors'ka and

not against somebody ,else. If this were revie'\\ved
by legal

experts, they would insist that appropriate reference, required
by la\"v, should be made in the verdict. Thus, under Article

369, CPC,
the verdict \"is at variance with the factual circum-

stances of the case\" because it is not stated therein \"for what

reason certain evidence \\vas taken into consideration ,and other

evidence rejected by the court,\"
The rude and mocking tone in which the judge and the

public prosecutor accosted the defendants and witness.es should

also be regarded as a direct violation of legal procedures. Here
are samples of the erudition and culture of the court in Ivana..

Frankivs'ke.
This is ho,v the public prosecutor,

a m,an \"\\vith a higher legal

edllcation, talked to the candidate of philology and docent 1
of

the Kiev State University, A. Matviyenko, who, had the mis-
fortune of

obtaining
a copy of Eisenhower's speech at the

unveiling of Shevchenko's monument: \"There are no mis-

takes.
(The speech

had bee'n copied by hand- V. Ch.) Commas

and periods are in the
proper places.

You were, of course,

educated in a Soviet school.'t \"Why are you writing for the

entire city of Kiev? I also often visit Kiev, and I have dealings
with

people just
like you. . :> \"Why are you so concerned

about the Ukrainian language, when you're willing to teach

,German or Turkish or whatever?\" Matviyenko was teaching)

1
Roughly equivalent

to an assistant professor in North American universities

(trans!. note).)
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Polish at the university; she is the author of a popular book

about the language. (Zhyve
slovo [The Living Word]

- V. Ch.)

\"Nemyrovych, sit down beside the candidate of sciences.\"

Nemyrovych (with reference to Ozerny's work - V. ?h.):
\"Worthless

scribbling.\"
Public prosecutor:

\"Is the candIdate

of sciences of a different opinion?\" Matviyenko: HI
object.

I

have a family nanle,\" etc.)

*)

Prosecutor: Is your son married?

Hereta (,vitness): No.

Prosecutor: 'VeIl, they'll soon marry him there. (The \"vit-

ness' son ,vas in jail in Ternopil'
- V. Ch.)

Prosecutor (to witness G.
Mel'nychenko):

,\"Vhere do y,our

foolish thOllghts come from? Ukraine, as a vassal of some

capitalist country?

,Judge:
Ho'\\v did Ozerny approach you? Cunningly?(I)

Mel'n,ychenko: \\Ve sa,v that he was a clever and
competent

man.

]1ldge: I don't kno\"\\v this word. (vatra [bonfire] - V. Ch.)
\\,Vhat kind of a ,vord is it? I cOll1dn't find it in a t,velve-vollime
dictionary.

Ozerny:
The '\037lord vatra has existed in the Ukrainian lan-

guage for six hundred
years.

It \\'laS used by Kotsyubyns'ky and

Franko. I have not heard of a twelve-volume dictionary of the

Ukrainian langllage. Bllt eXCllse me, perhaps it '\037Tas
compiled

during my absence. (Poor judges and public proSeCtltors!
-

Into

w11at areas, so foreign to a
jllrist\037

does Article 62 of the

Crimillal Code of the Ukr. SSR lead them, and into ,,\\l'hat dis-

graceful mire are tiley frequently seated by it!)
P'rOSeC1.ltor

(to
,vitness Kosiv): Wasntt there some atller

'\"\\lord added to vatra?

Kosiv: No. (One might think that Ozerny ,vas given six
years jllSt

for this '\\lord vatra.)

Judge: You are an atheist, and yet you say, day
bozhe [to

YOllr health; literally, may God give you health].
Ozern,y: The first

secretary
also used these \\vords.)

*)
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The witness Khats'ko (a woman teacher): In my opinion,
there is no point in misusing She\\'chenko. He \\vas a lonesome

and unforttlnate man and therefore '\\vrote sad verses.
]zldge: Was this

(misuse
of Shevchenko, - 'T. Ch.) done on

the initiative of Ozerny?
Klzats'ko: Yes.)

*)

P'roseC'lltor (to the ,vitness 1\\falyarchyk): Have you kno,\\,\\rn

OZertlY long? Did you treat him to ,vine or vodka? Do
)'OU

often dri,re a motorcycle \\vhile druIlk?)

*)

PTOSeCll.tor (in the state's indictment): Nationalists have

sold themselves for a piece of rotten sausage, and a canned

sallsage at that. . . . Mel'nychenko's questioIl, ,vhy Belgium
enjoys independence, ,vhen we do not, could not but force his

father to get in touch with the KGB. There ,vere certain scien-

tists and ,,,riters making statements here, bllt Mel'nychenko's
father, as far as his cultural and political development is con-
cerned J

stands far above them. (Perhaps, if denOtll1cements to

the KGB can be regarded as signs of Clilture. More detailed
information on Mel'nychenko Senior)s \"culture

U

may
be de-

rived fr,om his testimonies. It s'eems that the public prosecutor,
Karaskevych,

is at the same level as Mel'nychenko Senior -

V. Ch.) There is no
organized plot against these people. No

suell organization can exist in this day and age. The cases of

Ozerny, Hereta, and so forth are isolated instances.
JJ

One can only guess at the behaviour of jlldges a,nd prosecll-
tors at the other eight trials when they fOlln,d themselves eye-

to-eye with their victims. It is true, ho\"\\vever,
that witnesses

related some instances of prosecutors' courtesy in closed trials.

Personally, I had a chance at the trial of the Horyn' brothers,

Ozerny, and Zvarychevs'ka to get acquainted with the
public

prosecutor
of the L'viv region, Antonenko. (He is also a writer

and the author of a book about the valiant Cheka agents and

the supreme justice of our courts.) I declared that I \\vould not)
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give any
evidence at a closed trial because I did not wish to

participate in a flagrant
violation of Soviet law and, at the same

time, presented flowers from their friends to the people unlaw-

fully condemned. Then the prosecutor jumped up
a\037d

in a

high-pitched voice called me an enemy who had no nght to

speak
of socialist legality. Soldiers were ordered to remove me

from the courtroom, a'od they performed their offensive
opera-

tion lvith such lightning speed that I did not have enough
time to

open my
mouth. But I had a great desire to ask the

prosecutor, a writer, why it is that I, who was protesting against
the revival of lawlessness similar to the cult-of-personality days
- the closed tribunal- am branded an enemy, while he, ,vho
in his

capacity
as the regional public prosecutor sanctioned

this gross violation of the letter and spirit of our la'\\Ts, claims

to be a friend of the Soviet system.
In his concluding remarks the public prosecutor, \\,rriter

Antonenko, gave one more proof that in literary erudition he
was not inferior to his colleague in Iva\"no-Frankivs'ke. He

adopted Markiyan Shashkevych as a fellow fighter against
\"particularly dangerous\" (state crimes) by using the famous

words of the rouser of the Galicians, l uThe Rus'
langua,ge

has

borne us, the Rust language has swaddled us, so
\\vhy

is that

language not dear to us? Why must we be ashamed of it, and

cherish a foreign one?\" as proof of the Galicians age-old yearn-
ing

to be merged with the \"older\" brother, Russia. Prosecutor

Antonenko, who more than a
year

or t\\\\TO ago ,vas posted to

Ltviv to instruct the Galicians in socialist legality, still does

not even know that rtlS' kyy2 in the past did not mean '\037RllS-

sian\" at all. I feel sorry for MaTkiyan Shashkevych. The \\vriter-
prosecutor made him appear to mar'ch in

step '\\vith a Black-

Hundreds member, Shul'gin. Btlt the violations of articles of

the CPC, Ukr. SSR, mentioned above pale in comparison to the
ordeal of a closed trial of those ,vho criticize the state. This is
a crime against humanity.)

]

Inha?itants
of Galicia ('Vestem Ukraine), vlhich 'vas part of the Austrian

-> :mpl,r\037 (to.
191 8), Pol\037nd (to 1939) and

\037f

USSR since (transl. note)... Rus being the anCient name of UkralD,e (trans1. note).
3 1\\.'lember of the extreme monarchists' group in pre-revolutionary Russia

(transl. note).)
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b)
CLOSED TRIALS. \"In all COllTts of the USSR cases are heard

in public, unless otherwise
provided

for
by law, and the

accused is' guaranteed the right to defence\" (Constitution of

the USSR, Article 11 I).
'\037In accordance '\\vith Article 91 of the Constitution of the

Ukrainian
SSR, in all courts of the Ukrainian SSR cases are

heard in public unless otherwise provided for
by

law't (Law on

the Judicial System of the Ukrainian SSR, Article II).

Public COtlrt trials. \"All cases shall be tried in open courts,
l\\lith the exception of cases when this is contrary to the interests
of preservation of

state secrets. Closed court trials may be
authorized in other cases by a substantiated court resolution in

respect
to crimes committed by individuals under the age of

16 years, in cases of sex llal cTimes, as ,veIl as in other cases
,.vhere it is n,ecessary to prevent leakage

of information about

irltimate aspects of life of persons \",vho take
part

in the trial.

COl-lrt verdicts in all cases shall be annou.nced
PtlblicZy.

For the

purpose of raising the educational role of the court trials and
of crime prevention, courts shall duly inform the workers \037 . .

about the court proceedings '\\vhich are scheduled to take place.
. . . The c,ourts are

obliged
to practice widely th.e holding of

judicial proceedings directly at enterprises, construction sites,
state and collective farms, ,vith participation, whenever neces..

sar'y, of citizens' prosecutors and citizens' defenders\"
(Article

20, CPC, Ukra SSR). \"Verdicts shall be rescinded in every case. . .
where the provisions of this Code which call for an open court

trial have been violated by the court.\"
(Article 370\" CPC, Ukr.

SSR). \"All persons accused of committing a crime have the right
to be' considered inno,cent until their guilt is established legally

by way of a p1lblic court examination, during which
they

shall

be given every opportunity for defence.\" (The Universal

Declaration of Human Rights adopted by
the United Nations,

Article 11.)
Article 20, CPC, Ukr. SSR,

is
quite

understandable even to

junior-grade students. It does not contain any reference to the

existence of some other laws or instructions which would

broaden the circumstances under \\vhich closed trials could be

held. Why then were Zalyvak,ha, Hevrych, Hereta, HeI', Men-
kush, Kuznetsova, Martynenko, Masyutko, Rusyn, and others)
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tried in a closed court? They were all of age, they committed

no sexllal crimes, and there ,vas no necessity to touch upon the

intimate aspects of their lives in court. N one of them passed

any military or technological secrets to
foreign

intelli\037e\037ce

(provided,
of course, that data on the number of

Ukralnl\037n

and Russian schools in the republic, on the langllage of In-

struction in the institutions of higher learning, or 011 the

vol lImes of literature pllblished in the Ukrainian SSR in the

Russian and Ukrainian languages are not classified as state

secrets).
HO'\037le\"er,

the trial of Penkovs'ky, the spy, \"\\\\laS
given

the

'\\videst publicity; the stenogTaphic court record 'V-las
pllblished

in a very large edition. The matter in qllestion there ,vas the

passing of secret materials abroad, but here ,\\,1'ere books \"\\vhich

are freely
accessible to everybody beyond our borders. Yet in

our country they turned out to be that super-bomb so feared

by those ,vho advocate closed COllrt sessions.

Exp.Janations
of the defendant, testimonies of 1vitnesses, the

defence of \"lal'ryers\", the Jast '\\fords of the d'efendant\037 and the

fiery indictment by the proseclltor ,vere heard in the COllTse

of several days by the proseclltor himself, by judges, by the
\"defence

lavryer\", by
the defendant, and by several ro\"\\vs of

empty seats in the COllrtroOID. The
pllblic \"\"vas represented by

soldiers in full battle dress. (Naturally, for it is not a mllrderer

on trial, bllt an artist or a teacher. He is
certainly likely to

attack the High Court!) It is not necessary to have a
11ighIy

penetrating
mind in o,rder to understand that people ,vere

brollght to COllrt
only becallse they tried to have thoughts of

their own and tl1eir o\\vn convictions; the trials ,vere closed to

keep the absence of evidence hidden ,,,ritI1infour
empty

,valls.

Even though the alldiences ,vere screened before they ,vere
admitt.ed to the trials, the

jlldges
,vere afraid that Zalyvakha,

Horyn
t

, Marty'ne11ko, RlIsyn, and others might tell the trtlth in
public. as did Moroz in Luts'k. The defendants

might have

begtln to talk abollt the shameflll violations of the Leninist
nationality policy. They were bound to say that they were

interested, not so much in the thoughts and conclusionsof the

au tI10rs of those books and anonymous articles from abroad, as
in factual materials (particularly about the terrible years of)
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the
personality cult). For SOlne reason these facts do not appear

on the
pages

of Ollr ne,vspapers, magazines, and books. Tl1e

judges were afraid that the insignificance of the charges and

the unspeakable Inethods of conducting investigations and of
psychological terror 'VOllld caIne to ligl1t.

uThe la,\\r rules sllpreme here,\" the ne,vspapers annollnced
in large letters at the trial of Synyavs\037ky and Daniel. And the
fact that it ,,\\ras an open trial (at least, officially) ,vas regarded
as tIle main argllment in

proof
of its legality. Why, then, does

this kind of la\\v not \037'rule sllpreme' 'in Ukraine today? Not a

single ne\"Tspaper published even an inkling about the secret

trials. N at only the \"crime\", but even the very fact that there
11ave been

political arrests is concealed from the people. We
have only scant information (it is rllIDoured that Zalyvakha

categorically denied his guilt) about the closed trials in Ter-
nopil' and Ivano-Frankivis'ke. I ,.\\Till, therefore, relate in

greater detail ho\"\"v
justice

,vas meted out in Kiev and in L'viv.
The trial ,of Yaroslav

Hevrych,
from the 9th to the 11th of

j\\.farch (?), ,vas conducted
by Mats'ko, the Head of the Kiev

Regional Court, assessors Yarko and Zahorodniy, and public
proseclltor

Komas,hchenko. (I had no time to \",vrite do'\\vn the
name of the \"defence lalvyer\",but after all, he had no role to

play. )
The illegality began ,\\Then

nobody,
not even any of the

relatives, ,.vas notified about the trial. And so on the first day

comrade Mats'ko , had peace
and quiet in court. Witnesses ',v\"ere

summ,oned for the 10th of March, ,vith the result that a few

people found ,out about the trial. (Perhaps they should try to

hold a closed trial withollt '\\vitnesses? Then nobody need

know.) Buttonholing Mats'ko, Hevrych's friends and col-

leagues from the institute tried to question
him abollt the law

that allowed a closed trial for Hevrych. To
prevent

them from

impeding the administration of justice, police and p1a.in-
clothesmen Ollsted these exceedingly inqllisitive citizens from

the court hallway, pulling this one's sleeve, pushin.g another's

shoulder. In vain, however.
People

did not go a\\vay; they

ignored the plainclothesmen and without the required respect,
started to

speak
of lawlessness. To get rid of them it was then

announced that the sentence would be passed the next day at)
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two o'clock (for according to the law sentences must be read

openly). ..
As might

have been expected, the hIgh court hed; the sen-

tence ,vas announced at about eleven o'clock in the morning.

\"Don't you really understand why it was done?\" asked the

\"lawyer\",
astonished at the naivete of the disappointed people.

Unfortunately comrade Mats'ko made a slight error in his

calculations, and at eleven o'clock several scores of people had

already gathered at the court building. So a new tactical

decision was made. A large group of people, a]most in march
formation,

filed into the courtroom past Hevrych's astonished

friends. Police and civilian door guards. respectfully admitted
thetn. When the sentence \"ras announced minutes later, only
a few of those who were anxious to

get
in had managed to do

so. There ,vas \"no room left\" for the rest. All seats, except the

last row, \\vere taken by the unexpected Hfriends\" of the

defendant who were led inside in formation. There is no need
for detailed commentaries on the sentence. It speaks for itself.

Only comrade Mats'ko's mistake merits
special

attention.

Instead of \"c,ourt in a closed jlldicial session has considered the
case,\" he for some Teason read, Hin an open judicial session\"..
The Head of the Regional Court is not supposed to mak,e such

mistakes, because for all we know some of those present (we

do not refer to the organized company of ufriends u

of the

defendant) might think that comrade Mats'ko wanted to white..
'\037'lash himself before history by falsifying documents. And

,vhen after the trial three men from the ,audience broke

through the police and the KGB officials to comrade Mats'ko,

they asked him three questions:
I. Under what article of which code was the trial held in

closed court? 2. Why did the court dec,eive the defendant's

friends when it proclaimed the time of the announcement 0.\302\243

sel1tence? 3. Why \\\302\245ere those who wanted to come in not ad..
mitted and \"vho were the

people ,\\Tho ,vere led inside in
formation?

The chairman of the provincial court could not
(or

did not

want to) ans,ver two of these questions.. As an answer to the
third, he

simply said, \"Your peoPle also walk in groups.\"
Kuznetsova, Martynenko, and Rusyn were tried

by
Mats'ko)
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c'and comrades\" after tIley llad lear11ed from tlleir mistaJ;,.es of
the previous trial. Larger details of

police
and plainclothes-

lllen lvere called. This time t11e \"public\" planted for the
reading of sentences ,v'ere brollght in sllrreptitiously, either

through the \"rindo\"l or through the back entrance
(because

the main entrance was blocked by a crowd of people 'who
,vanted to be present at the trial). And this time comrade

l\\1ats'ko tried to avoid being seen. A person ,\\lith a member-

ship card from the \\Vriters Union of Ukraine, ,\037rI10 wanted

explanations from other officials of the provincial court, \",vas

escorted inside by the police.
For the actual reading of the verdict only three \"outsiders\"

'\\vere let in\" and ,even they were tightly surrounded by the

\"public
n

present
there. Btlt even those three outsiders man-

aged to distress those '\\vho administer the law. Probably know-

ing that the verdict ,vould not be secret, because \"in all cases

it is pronounced publicly\" (Article 20 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure), poetess Lina Kostenko and Lyubov Zabashta

decided to make a note of it. The \"public\" forcibly took those

notes away from them. And when Miss Koste,nko threw flowers
to the convicted after the verdict was passed, those flowers-

\"'tvere, of course, immediately seized. Lina Kostenko herself

was bullied and interrogated intensively in the court building,
but the grand finale of the closed trial of \"especially dan,gerous
state criminals\" had already be,en completely ruined. And the

already ruffled composure of comrades Mats'ko and Komash-

chenko was completely unbalanced
by

those ignorant citizens

who waited for hours for the Black Raven, then tried to
keep

up
the convicts' morale by shouting encouragement and throw-

ing flowers under the wheels of the van.

However, the Kieven KGB officials and those who administer
the la,v there are veritable ,angels with wings in comparison

with their colleagues in L'viv. No matter how
many proce-

dural standards they violated, no matter how cruel their sen-
tences for the crime of reading books, the Kievans were still

unable to stage anything to equal the case of
Masyutko. (1 shall

\\\\Trite later about that case, which rivals anything that hap-
pened in the thirties.)

The judges in Kiev at least took partially into account the)
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la,v which demands that verdicts of the judges be made public
in all cases. They

also allowed the relatives of the accused and

a few acquaintances, besides the
\"public\",

to be present at the

reading of the verdict. In L'viv they looked at the matter more

soberly.

If Article 20 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of the
Ukrainian SSR, concerning

the open nature of the court investi-

gation, cOllld be flagrantly violated, then
,vhy

should they not

bypass the public reading of the verdict? And so no one was

admitted to the reading of the verdict in all three trials in
L'viv. There is no evidence that even the \"public\" \"vas

pres'ent

there, apart, of course, from the soldiers of the guard. Mas-

yutko's verdict ,vas
passed

\\vithout any outsiders present.

Evidently the court officials thought that nobody \"\\vould find

out about the absurd charges and that nobody need know the
names of the lying \"experts\" \\vho \\vere witnesses. The ucrimes\"

of the Haryn' brothers, Hel\037, l\\fenkush, Zvarychevs\"'ka,
and

Osadchy ,vere also concealed from the people. If the verdict
,vas

passed
in secret, then perhaps those people were not guilty

at all?
The officials of the Ltviv KGB also distinguished themselves

by keeping '\037order\" in the court, especially during the trial of
the Horyn' brothers. In fact

they behaved as though L'viv

were an occupied territory and not Soviet land. How else can

one explain ,vhy the police openly threatened the pe-ople '\\vho

gathered
in front of the court? 1-10'\\1'else can one justify the

cynical behaviour of a KGB
major (in civilian clothes) who tried

to close Ol'ha Haryn's mouth with his hand \\vhen she \\Val1ted

to point out to her t\\vo-year old daughter her father as he ,\\Tas

led from the Black Raven? Ho\\v should one evalllate the
bellaviollr of another

major (in llniform) who brutally cursed
tl1e witness while escorting him from the court chamber?

By
'\\vhat moral standards of our society can one justify the

cynical deceit used
by

Lieutenant-Colonel
Kherosnyuk (at

least he called himself that) to \"clear\" the floor during the trial
of the Horyn's and others? Chasing the people downstairs, he
gave his word of honour that he would infonn the relatives
about the verdict and would admit to the reading of the ver-)
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dict some of those who wished to hear it. When everybody
reached the first floor, they realized they were trapped. The

police ,vould not let then1 go upstairs and armed soldiers

,\\TOllld not let them olltside. They \"vere kept under arrest until
the secret verdict ,vas

passed
and the convicted were led out

through the back door. The guardians of the la\\v were afraid

of a repetition of the incidents of previous days, when the
citizens of L'viv sho,vered one Black Raven with flowers and
chanted, \"Glory!\"

','Vhen the people detained in the hall ,vere let out into the

street, they sa',v that the adjoining streets were blocked off by
militia. The cro'\\vd chanted, UShame!\" The lieutenant-colonel
of the militia, Kherosnyuk, the

major
who was closing people's

mouths, and other KGB officials
laughed brazenly, as if to say,

\"\\,\\Te fooled you.. We prevented y,QU from being present at the

reading of the verdict and from
seeing

the convicted leave!\"

Ironically the L'viv guardians of \"state security\", who were
the cause of the protest demonstration, later used motor

vehicles to force the people back from the street
a,djacent

to

the court ,or dispersed the crowd with ,vater hoses. (N ext to
come, probably,

would be policements truncheons- and tear

gas.)
As a member of the United Nations the Ukrainian SSR

delegation voted for the Universal Declaration of Htlman

Rights, '\\vhich was
adopted by the General Assembly. More

than that, the Soviet delegation considered that \"the absence

of specific instructions about tl1e compulsory observance by
the countries of the declared rights and freedoms of man repre-

sents a shortcoming of the Declaration,.\" To supplement tl1at

deficiency, the Soviet Union
proposed

to include in the

Declaration the follo\\ving article: \"The rights and basic free-

doms of man and citizens, enumerated in this Declaration, are

guaranteed by state laws.Any violations or restrictions of these

rights, direct or indirect, constitute violation of this Declara-

tion and are incompatible with the
high principles proclaimed

in the Statute of the United Nations.\" (Journal Mezhdllnarod-

naya Zhizn [International Affairs],
1955, No. 12, page 145.)

It is clearly written in this Declaration, however, that
every)
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accused person has the right to defence and to a \"public trial\"

(Art. 11 of the Declaration)!

Either \"ve are the greatest hypocrites in the \\vorld, or 've

have such short memories that \\\\Te forget today what \"'v'e so

passionately defended yesterday. When it was announced that
the Leninist standards of Jegality, pre\\'iously trampled in the

mud, ,vere to be restored, it seemed that
troykas

1
and secret

trials of those whose only crime was their ability to think ,vere

gone
forever. Is it possible that we were so terribly mistaken

in our expectations?
b)

THE RIGHT TO DEFENCE. THE ....ATTORNEy\". \"'The defence

attorney is under obligation to make the most of all
legal

means and ,vays in order to establish the circumstances which
WOllld

acquit
the defendant or \\vould lessen his responsibility

and ShOllld render the necessary legal
assistance to the defend-

ant
U

(Art. 48, CPC, Ukr. SSR).

\"The defence attorney assists' the defendant in the realiza-
tion of his rights and in the defence of his legal interests. The
defence attorney has the right to meet with the accused, takes

part in the examination of evidence, brings before the COllrt

the request for the utilization or the addition to the case of
new evidence \\vhich would acquit the defendant or would

lessen his responsibility. He also submits to the COllrt other

re'quests, and expresses his opinion about the requests of other
.

participants
of the court trial. The defence attorney takes part

in court debates, expressing his opinion about the evidence

examined in the case, about the presence of cirC1IIDstances
\\vhich 1vould

acquit the defendant or '\\vould lessen his respon-
sibility, as well as his observations concerning the application
of the criminal law and the imposed penalty\" (Art. 266,

Criminal Procedure Code, 'Ukrainian SSR).
\037tThe defence

atto'rney may be invited from the persons men-
tioned in Art. 41, Section 4, of this 'Code, by the defendant

himself, his legal representative, his relatives or by other
perso\".s \037t

the instruction or request of the defendant\" (Art.
47, Cnminal Procedure Code, Ukr.

SSR).

\"The defe ndant or the accused has the right to decline a
1

Close\037 \037olice
courts

employed
from December J 1934, against certain categories

of polItIcal offenders; abolIshed after the death of Stalin (trans!. note).)
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defence attorney at any time during the proceedings of his
case\" (Art. 46, Criminal Procedure Code, Ukr. SSR).

In a closed trial the right for defenc,e, which the accused

supposedly possesses, becomes an empty fiction. But ,vhen
there are members of the public present in tl1e court, even the

most prejudiced judge must take their presence and conscience
into account and he must ,also find ans'\\vers to the arguments of

the defendant. A closed trial resembles the closed
cage

of a

boa-constrictor who is given a small rabbit for his' breakfast;
before the rabbit is devoured he is allo,ved to present b,efore
the hungyy predator all the arguments of his innocence. The

most ridiculous figure of our court, especially during the trial
of

\"especially dangerous crimes\", is the defence attorney.
The defence attorney is forbidden to speak about the

special

circumstances \"\\vhich led the accused to the action which ,vas
elevated to the rank of ucrime\". Any venture into this realm is

a mortal taboo for the attorney. Neither in Luts'k nor in

Ivano-Frankivstke did the \"attorney\" once contest the judge or
the pro'Sec1ltor, even \\vhen

they spoke the most ridiculous

nonsense (about the \"bonfire\" or about Shevchenko's works,
etc.), although he had full right to do so in accordance ,\037ith

Art. 261 of the Criminal Procedllre Code of the Ukr. SSR
(\"t11e

eqllality
of rights of the participants in the court hearing

n

.)

At the trial in Ivano-Frankivs'ke, during the questioning of
numerous witnesses, the attorney was silent as a fish. He did.

not ask the students their opinion of
Ozerny

a-s a pedagogue-

the students themselves volunteered praise of their teacher.
The attorney, who has

uequal rights\"
with the prosecutor, did

not protest when the prosecutor insulted his client and the

witnesses -
they had to protest for themselves. The attorney

did not critize the court for deviating from the line when it

dealt with the meetings of teachers and launched into a long

and boring investigation of how many verses of Shevchenko

pupils were required to memorize; the name of the school

club; the shortcomings of
O\037erny's

lecture on Shevchenko;

and how frequently Ozerny attended political lectures. The

attorney did not resent it when the accused was charged with

employing archaic language. (Or maybe the attorney thought

that such expressions
as \"healthy spirit in healthy body\" and)
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\"the enemies of your people are your enemies\" were invented

by the banderivtsi?l) He also remained silent when
t\037e proof

of Ozerny's crime was presented in the form of the Hzstory of

Ukraine by Arkas,2 a poem by Chubynsky, Ukraine Is Not
Yet Dead,3 'rVritten one hundred years ago and '\\vhich today has

only a historical-literary interest (although somebody
is

appar-

ently still afraid of it!), and Shevchenko's poem, The Ran-
sacked Grave.

The only question that the attorney forced himself to ask
,\302\245as one that a prosecutor might ask: '\\Thy Ozerny ,,\\laS not

punished by the teaching staff for the \"crimes\" mentioned
above! Ozernyts \037\037attorneyn

did not resent the fact that dllring
the examination of \"\\vitnesS'es,

as well as in the state indictment,

the prosecutor brought up a table talk during a
drinking party

at Hereta's place. Neither the defendant nor the ,vitnesses
could fully reconstruct this conversation, and their testimonies

had to be brought to a common denominator '\\vith the help
of

data obtained by the KGB in a more \"sober\" way (perhaps
somethinga la

Zhytomyr \"album\.") Furthermore, the attorney
did not demand that the supposedly anti-Soviet documents,
which were mentioned in court by names only, be read into
the transcript. According to the law, he had every right to

demand that the content of those documents be revealed, or at
least that more information be given abo,ut them. (Perhaps
then the passages taken at random from Eisenho\"rer's and

Pope Paul's speeches would not be described as terrible docu-
ments.) The

attorney could, finally, have given \"his opinion
abollt the significance of examined documents. . .\" The attor-

ney broke his silence, which lasted for s'everal hours, \"vith a

defence speech by which he proved that when the legal pro-
fessio,n completely dies out in our country, he will be a can-

didate at least for the position of assistant to the public
prosecu

tor.

Here is an extract from a speech which was supposed to be
1

\0371e\037bers
of

th\037 \037andera. mov\037ment. Bandera, one of tl1e leaders of the Organ-
IzatIon of UkraInian Natlonal1sts t was murdered by the Soviet agent Stashynskyin Munich in 1959 (transL note)..

2 A popular pre-revoluti.onary text in Ukrainian history (transl. note).
3 Shche ne vmerla UkratTla: the text of the Ukrainian national anthem banned

in Ukraine (transl. note)..
J)
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\"favourable to the defendant in the realization of his rights
and in defence of his legal interests\" (Art. 266, Criminal
Procedure ,Code of the Ukr.

SSR):
\"At the present time, the life

of people living in the ,.vestern provinces of Ukraine 11as

improved considerably. If we compare our present village
,.vith that of the landlord's Poland of yesterday, '\\ve ffillst admit
that it is a huge step fOf,.\\rard. It is strange that such a

phenomenon as a manifestation of nationalism still exists.
(Hasn't he been helpful!

- V. Ch.) It '\\vould be easier to under-
stand if it ,\\rere right after the ,\"var! Tilese are the isolated dark
spots on OUT ,,\\\037hite

body.
The present case sho,\"ved that the

highest principles 'v ere defiled. (He even helped to
mitigate

the punishment. . . V. Ch.) 'Ve heard here abOtlt some kind of

humiliation of the Ukrainian language, about russification.

Older people remember the times \\vhen it ,vas an event ,\\Then

a Ukrainian found a job. No,,, '\\.ve are all gLlaranteed work and

to talk about some kind of T1Issification is an absurdity and

stupefication
of youth. (Are Ilnemployment and russification

one and the same thing? -
V.

Ch.)
I will not contest that the

offence ,vas proved. I agree.\" (What else! -
V.

Ch.)

Having started, the attorney decided to \"defend\" not only
his client, but also the lv'itnesses: \"Letts consider Hereta, senior

scientist of the Temopil' Musellffi. He is supposed to
glorify

the past (?). But ho,v can he perform 11is duties well when he
is the son of a

clergyman?\"! (How aromatic is this breeze of the

humanity of the 1930's.- V.
Ch.)

It is trlle that the \"attorney\"
did not completely copy the prosecutor. He named the miti-

gating cirC1IIDstances, noting that the defendant ackno\"tvledged
llis \"crime\"; that he had t,\037o children; that he and his wife

were in ill health. Bllt his main point ,vas that letters of refer-

ence written about Ozerny in 1959-196 I characterized him as a

very \"positive\" person.
Lack of logic played a dirty trick l\\Tith

the \"attorney\": Ho,v did it happen that the very positive
Ozerny suddenly became

very negative,
even to the point of

being an \"especially dangerous state criminal\"?
Could the casual meeting

\"\\.vith the woman lecturer of Kiev)

1 In the thirties the
clergy

and everyone else not of peasant or 1r\\Torker stock \\\\-'ere

condemned as members of the exploiting class. There is still a tendency to

condemn children for the usins\" of the fathers (transl. note).)
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University be the reason? If positive people become criminals

so easily, it must be that either their crime is not a crime at all

or that there are some social conditions that encourage people

to commit that \"crime\", In that case, one cannot brush off the

situation as \"dark spots on a white body\". A ludicrous figure
like the attorney is not usually taken seriously.

It ,vas natural,

then, that his timid remark that \"in my opinion, six
years

is

too much\" made no impression on the court. The prosecutor's
demand was fully satisfied. Ozerny

received the full treatment

from the regional court.

More ridiculous, even disgraceful, is the role 0.\302\243 the attorney

at a closed hearing. Essentially, he has nothing to do. \\Vhen

somebody
hires an attorney he hopes that the attorney will at

least report on the health and ,veil-being of his imprisoned
relatives. (After the investigation is completed the attorney has
the

right
to see the imprisoned person in private.) But no such

luck here. The
Uattorneys\"

\"vere mute as fish. What's more,

contrary to all la\\vs, the \"attorneys\" sometimes did not even
notify

the defendant\037s relatives about the trial. For instance,
Yaroslav Hevrych's \"attorney\" notified neither the parents of

the defendant nor his friend, student MlI Plakhotnyuk, '\\vho

actually hired the ((attorney\".
The witness for the defence, M. Plakhotnyuk, \\vas right

when he voiced his indignation at the court session about the

conduct of the \"attorney\", together with his protest against a
closed trial. (It ,vould be

interesting
to kno\\v whether this

protest and his indignation were recorded in the transcript of

the trial. Or did comrade Mats'ko restrict himself only to
immediately notifying the Medical Institute about the \"im-

proper\" conduct of the student Plakhotnyuk?) During the
closed trial of the Horyn' brothers, Osadchy, and Zvary-
chevs'ka, it was unpleasant to watch the attorneys trying to

avoid the defendants' relatives. And ,vhile they muttered

meaningless phrases to those relatives, their
eyes

darted \"vatch-

fully to and fro. TIle value of their defence can be seen from

these comparisons: The prosecutor demanded a six-year prison
term for M. Horyn', a

four-year
tenn for B. Horyn', three years

for M. Osadchy, and a conditional year-and-half term for M.)
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Zvarychevs'ka. The COllrt decided accordingly on six, four,

two-year, and eight-month terms
respectively\037

Perhaps
the relatives of the condemned men simply 11ad no

luck with the attorneys? Perhaps they engaged
the services of

defence attorneys \\vho ,vere not qllalified to handle tl10se cases

and \\vhose ability to think logically and to look at the problem
more broadly ,vas

poorly developed? That's tIle ,yay it goes!
You may not engage the attorney you ,vant, bllt the one you

are given, the ,one \"\037lho has a special pass to handle \"exception-

ally important cases\". Ozerny's \"attorney\" had such a pass,
\",vhile the brilliant attorney of the poet-translator Brodsky,
,vho ,vas tried in Leningrad for

\"parasitism\" (What
luck! -

v. Ch.), probably did not have it. Once they have
gained

possession of those passes by their faithful service, it is under-
standable

'\\Thy
tl1ese attorneys become so silent.

If you inspect all basic legal acts - The Fundamental Prin-

ciples of Criminal Procedure of the USSR and Union Repub-

lics, the law on the Court Organization of the Ukr. SSR, the

Criminal Procedure Code of the Ukr. SSR, and finally the

Regulations of the Legal Profession of the Ukr. SSR -
you will

not find anywhere even a hint of
any special passes. On the

contrary, Art. 44, par. 4, of the Criminal Procedure Code of

the Ukr. SSR says, in effect, tak,e any attorney you like. But in
the office of the bar you are told, \"No, Petrenko cannot defend

you because he has no
special pass.

We recommend that you

take Pa\"tvlyuk.\" Then during the trial one of those attorneys

'\\vith \"special passes\" ,viII tell you, \"You are all nationalists
and anti-Soviet individuals. (This is how the woman attorney

who \"defended't Hevrych answered the demands made by his

friends.) All of
you

deserve the s'ame treatment as Hevrych.\"
It is true that even among those who have

\"special passes\"

there are some human beings ,,,hose consciences are not

completely extinguished. Such was Masyutko's ,attorney,

Serhyenko. The accusation ,vas completely absurd and not

supported by any evidence, and the deductions of the learned

committee of experts were quite ridiculous. Acting on the
dictates of his conscience, Serhyenko refused to agree that the

defendant \"ras guilty of the crimes attributed to him. Of course)
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he was ignored, and dllring the intermission the proseclltor
drelv the attelltion

(of
the \"equal participant

in the court

hearings\") to the fact that he} as a communist, was acting

contrary to his convictions. After that Serhyenko complained
that he might be

expelled
from the Party and as' a consequence

forfeit his pension rights.
Knowing who is allo\\ved to defend \"state criminals\", and in

wllat situation tl1e attorneys are placed, some of the defendants

prefer to forgo their rights to an attorney and to defend
themselves. However, this is not al\\vays possible. Contrary to

Art. 46, CPC of the Ukr. SSR, and despite his' refusal, Mykhaylo

Horyn' had an attorney imposed on him
by

the court. \\Vhy?

In order to increase the number of participants in this farce

that took place behind closed doors, and in order to deduct
from Horynts Ineagre salary

a substantial fee for the \"attorney)s
services

n . It looks as though OI'lla Horyn' ,viII have to do

without food for her child for a while in order to
pay

for the

\"defence\" of her husband. It appears that those \"dollars\";
about Wllich so much ,vas said by tIle Party officials right after
the arrests, were probably detained on their

\\\\ray.)

v. THE ABSURDITY AND SENSELESSNESS O:F ACCUSATIONS AND THE
CRUELTY OF SENTENCES)

\"The punishment imposed by the court shall not be con-
sidered as

corresponding
to the seriollsness of the crime and

the personality of the convicted if the Pllnishment is mani-

festly unjust either by its softness or by its
severity,

even if it

does not exceed the limits imposed by the applicable article
of the Criminal Code\" (Art. 372, Criminal Procedure Code of
the Ukr.

SSR).

\"The sentence of the court ShOllld be based o'n law a'nd
Sllbstantiated\" (Art. 323,Criminal Procedure Code of the Ukr.

SSR) .

\"During the court session the defendant has the right . . . to

r\037quest
the court to make public the evidence which is per-

tInent to the case\"
(Art. 263, Criminal Procedure Code of the

Ukr.
SSR).)
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\"In the application of the measures of criminal punishment,
the court not only punishes criminals,it aims also at correcting
and reforming them\" (Art. 320, Principles of the Judicial
Structure of the Ukr. SSR).

((Sentences of the C,ourt of Special Sittings, which was an
ob,edient instrument in the hands of the government, ,.v'ere

hideously cruel. People '\\Tere sentenced to ten, twelve, fifteen

years of hard labour for a fe,\\!
revolutionary

talks \\\\lith small

groups of workers or for reading or circulating a forbidden
book. ThllS, the same tIling ,vhich is done completely freely
in any West European country, in our

country
is

punished
in

the same
\"\037lay

as a mtlrder\" (Stepnyak-Kravcllinsky, Popdo-

['naya R,ossiya [UndergTound Russia], London, 1883, pp. 20-
2

I).)

*)

FamllS0V: It's teaching is the plague, it's learning is the
reason
Tllat now, far '\037lorse than e'er before,

You see all 'rollnd mad folks, mad acts, mad
speClIlations.

Skalozllb: I've got good ne'\\vs for you: if all reports are trlle,
They're going to' reform schools, colleges, gymnasiums.

In future \"'Ie shall teach in Russian style: One, T\\vo!

And books they'll only keep, ,veIl, just for great occasions.
Famllsov: Sergey Sergeich,no! From evil ,vays to tllrn them,

You'll have to take all books and burn them.
(Griboyedov,

Wit Works Woe 1
))

*)

No,v let us see the output of the machine of
\"justice\037\037

in

Ukraine over the last fe'v months:

Sentenced to various terms of imprisonment in severe hard-

labour camps
- sixteen people:

1 Cited in translation
by

Sir Bernard Pares in Noyes, G. R.. (00.), MasterPieces
of

the Russian Drama. (Nevi York: Dover Publications, 1960), Vol. 1, pp. 135.
136. The title of this play can also be translated as The Misfortune of

Intellect, and is the source of the title of Chornovil's collection of the docu-

nlents of the convicted \\\037lhich cornprises
Part II of this book (transl. note)..)
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1. Ivashchenko - lecturer in Ukrainian literature at the
Luts'k

Pedagogical
Institllte

- two years;

2. Moroz - lecturer in histo,ry in the same Institute
- four

years; .
3. Ozerny

- teacher of Ukrainian and German languages In

the Ripkivs'ka Secondary School in the Province of

Ivan\037-

Frankivs'ke - six years' (the Supreme 'Court reduced thIS

term to three
years);

4. Hevrych
-

fifth-year student of the Kiev Medical Institute
-

five
years (the Supreme Court reduced this term to three

years);
5. Kuznetsova -

laboratory
,vorker at the Kiev University

-

four years;
6. Martynenko -

engineer (Kiev)
- three years;

7. Rusyn-scientist at the Scientific Research Institute (Kiev)
-

one
year;

8. Masyutko
-

pensioner (Feodosia)
- six years, out of which

three years in isolation;

9. Zalyvakha
- artist (Ivano-Frankivs'ke) -

five
years;

10. Hel
t

-labo,urer, an evening school student (L'viv) - three
years;

II. Menkush
-

designer in a fas,hion house (L'viv) - two and
a half years;

12. Haryn', Mykhaylo

- scientist at the Laboratory of Indlls-
trial Psychology (L'viv)-six years, out of ,vhich three years

in special camps;
13. Horyn', Bohdan - art expert, employee of the Museum of

Ukrainian Art (L'viv)
- four years;

14. Osadchy -lecturer at the
University

of L'viv - two years;
15. Zvarychevs'ka-employee of the Regional Ar,chives

(L'viv)

-eight months;

16. Hryn'
- candidate of science, scientist in the

Geophysical

Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR

(Kiev)
- t,rVo years;

Sentenced conditionally:
1. Hereta - research worker in the

Ternopil' Museum of

Local Lore -
?

2.
Chubaty

- teacher in the School of Music in the village of

Velyki Hayi district of Terebovlya, Region of Ternopil'-?)
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(There are stiH unverified data on other arrests).
Exiled without investigation and without trial to the

camps

for political offenders (Mordovian A.S.S.R.)
-

Karavans'ky-
'\\Triter and jOllrnalist (Odessa).
Released after five months of imprisonment in the jail of the
KGB

- five persons:
1. I vanyshyn

- teacher of physical education in the
village

of

Duba, district Rozhnyatyn, Region of Ivano-Frankivs\037ke;
2. B,aturyn....... bookkeeper of the L'viv Regional Consllmers.

Co-operative;

3. Kosiv - Head of the Institute for the Study of Franko and

lecturer at the L'viv University. During imprisonment he
was seriously aHlicted ,vith a heart ailment. After his

release he became unemployed;
4. Sadovs'ka - engineer in the

Project
Institute (L'viv);

5. Mo,rhun - artist of the Theatre of I. Franko in Kiev.

Ivan Svitlychny, a literary critic, ,vas re]eased after eight
months of

imprisonment.
Several persons

- for instance, elec-
trician Perediyenko, a university student Vorbst

(Kiev),
Oltha

Horyn' (L'viv), and others - were released after short-term
detentions (lasting several

days).
Scores of people were sub-

jected to searches and confiscation of books, letters, memoirs,
and notebooks. Hundreds of people were qllestioned (the

inteITogations still continue).
Under the influence of the KGB (at least indirectly), many

people were dismissed from their jobs and were
subjected

to

administrative fines.

A very colourful picture! It makes it fully possible to speak
about the

systematic,
deliberate, and purposeful nature of the

\"pacification\" .)

WHAT WERE THE ACCUSATIONS?)

So far, we have mainly discussed the violations of procedural
standards for trials and investigationS4 I am going to dwell

upon this subject in detail, relying primarily upon
the

materials supplied by the trials of Hevrych, Ozemy, and

Masyutko. I have less information about other trials. As it is)
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kno,\\'V11, it was forbidden to make notes on the sentences passed
on Kuznetsova, Rusyn, and

Martynenko.
The sentences of

He}', Menkush and the brothers Horyn', Osadchy, and Zvary-
chevs'ka were

passed
in secret. As it became known later, the

brothers Haryn', Zalyvakha, and others did not
completely

ackno,\"vledge
their guilt and did not repent. However, the

regional court imposed upon them the same pllnishment (or

less, in the case of B. Horyn') as that received by Ozerny and
Hevrych.

Thus, the KGB managed to press such serious charges

against Hevrych and Osadchy that tl1eir confessions did not

help them. (After all, the sentence remained quite severe even
after it was revie\"\037led by the Supreme Court of the Ukr.

SSR.)

\\Vhat do those charges consist of? Let us consider all the

things that were s,aid in court in Ivano-Frankivs'ke during
those several days of the trial, uabsence from

political
lec-

tures\", \"misuse of Shevchenko\", ':':the bo'nfire\", strong emo-

tions,1 the irrelevant conversation about an ':':anthem\" at a

drinking party at Hereta's, etc. (if the KGB could overhear all

the drunken conversations, 11alf of the population of Ukraine
would be in prison), as well as the so-called 4'catch phrases\",2
at least those cited at the trial.

(If
there '\\vere any others, they

ShOllld have been mentioned.)
By the way, during the trial wh,o

gave
tI1e right to interpret

the phrase about obedience to national leaders as if it referred

to the Banderivtsi? Those are Pllrely subjective presumptions.
Why could Shevchenko and Franko not be mentioned in the

past, Shelest and Shcherbyts'ky in the present, and
why

did

they have to drag out Bandera, who was killed five years ago?
If we

reject all these and similar \"crimes\", which took lip most
of the discussion at the trial, all that is left are several articles

which '\\Tere mentioned or read to close friends
by Ozerny:

The

Trial of POhrtlZhal'sky; Ukrainian Ed'ucation in a Chauvinis..
tic StrangleJzold; the speech of

Pope
Paul VI; Eisenhower's

speech at the unveiling of Shevchenko's monument in Wash-
ington; the

reply
af Canadian and American cultural workers

to the cultural workers of Ukraine; as well a short work by
Ozerny himself, which he did not circulate, anld an anecdote)

1 In original, .-football emotions U

(transl. note).
2 In original J '.winged terms\" (transl. note).)
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or account written by him about the shortage of food supplies
dllrillg the time of Khrushchev. \\\\Tllile the ubonfire\", the

\"anthem\", and the pupil's letter to the teacher absorbed God

knows how much time, these other items were mentioned by
rl.ar1'2.es

o'nly.
Can the name alone (for instance, The Trial of

Pohy'u,zlzal'sky) indicate that tl1c ,vork is anti-Soviet? Unless

there \\v\"ere closed court sessions (and they ,,,,ere not men-
tioned!) ho\\v did the assessors- find out that this or that hand-
written article ,v'as anti-Soviet? Did they simply take the

proseclltor's \\vords for granted? If so, then
,vhy

did they sit in

those august chairs for several days? 'Vas it just to listen to

anecdotes about the \"bonfire\" and the non-existent tlvelve-
voIllffie dictionary of the Ukrainian

language?
Can people be

tried for readi11g official speeclles (of Pope Paul VI or of the

pTesident of a foreign country), even if they are ideologically
foreign to lIS? Such

speeches (or summaries of them) ought to

be printed in
ne'\\vspapers

and refuted ,\\lith arguments, as is

sometimes done on the pages of Pravda.
An especiallyshameful incident occurred with the letter from

the o,'erseas Ukrainians. Two years ago, a group of Ukrainian

literary and cultural \\vorkers addressed, through Literaturna.

Ukraina,l a message to Ukrainian emigres overseas, in which
they '\037lrote in quite

a restrained manner about the unveiling
of the Shevchenko monument in Washington. OUf cultural

leaders did not protest against the very fact of the unveiling of

the monument\" but asked their overseas kinsmen (without
this time calling them \"mercenaries\",and \"\\vithout

mentioning

the upiece of rotten sausage\" which had usually figured in the
COll\\rersation bet\\.veen the t\0371'O

sides)
not to permit the trans-

formation of this event into a distortion of ,Shevchenko's'

creative legacy. This open letter was reprinted abroad and the
ans\\ver to it was given. Of course, the reply was n.ever read by
those to ,vhom it \\vas addressed. And the one who did manage

to read it ,vas brought before the court.
At the trial in Ivano-Frankivs'ke it was not proved that

Ozerny actively multiplied and disseminated those materials.

The only incident that was' mentioned was when Ozerny asked)

1
Literary Ukraine, organ of the Union of Writers of Ukraine (transl. note).)
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his friend to re-type for him the article, The Trial
of

Pohruz-

hal' sky, and the Pope's speech (which incidentally could have

been heard
by

thousands of people when it was broadcast on

the Vatican radio station, which is not
\"jLlmmed\" here).

The

circle to \\vl1om Ozerny \"disseminated\" the seized materials was

restricted to t,,,o or tl1ree close friends, with whom he shared

those items of \"news\" tllat he possessed (sometimes during
social drinking,

as was the case with the Malyarchyks). So even

if we accept that Art. 62 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of

the Ukr. SSR conforms with the spirit of Soviet legality, then

we must admit that the treatment of Ozerny
,vas extreme.

The cited \"catch phrases\" and drunken co,nversations do
not yet, of course, constitute \"agitation or propaganda, caITied

on fOlr the purpose
of subverting or weakening the Soviet nIle

or of committing particular, especially dangerous crimes

against
the state\"; and as for the articles, one cannot seriously

talk about
'\037circulating

or preparing. . . literature of such con-

tent\". The only cllarge that remains is the
\"keeping\"

of such

literature. Then why such severe punishment as six (or even
three) years

in hard-labour camps?

Two films ,v'ere confiscated from Yaroslav Hevrych during
the search of his

place. (It ,vas never revealed during the trial
what kind of

photographs they \"vere. They might have been

photographs of his relatives!) There were also t,vo
photo-

graphic copies
of books. During the six months of interroga-

tion, Hevrych confessed to the
charge

that he had allegedly
taken other films from Pronytlk, ,vhich he later returned
together with

prints,
and to the accusation that he had sup-

posedly takel1 a photocopy of a book from Hors'ka; but the

confession 'vas not corroborated (by any witness or by the
experts),

and only Hevrych's admission appears in the verdict.
It is possible that during the secret trial the materials con-

fiscated from Hevrych '\\vere analyzed - we do not kno\\v about

that. However, in the verdict it is said only that there were
films and copies. (For instance, Hevrych's brother told Yaros-
lav's friends that among the confiscated materials there was a

film of the po ems of Vasyl' Symonenko. 1
) Only two book titles

1 A young Ukrainian writer (1935..1963) who openly spoke
in

opposition to the
Soviet nationality policy in Ukraine (transl. note).)
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are mentioned: Ukraine and t/l,e Uli,rainian Policy of 1\\10SCO'11J

and The Deduction of Ukraine's Rights. (The latter, judging
by its title, was

probably
the work of Mazepa's associate, Orlyk,

written in the 18th century).! Thus, it is a question of two or

three photocopies of books (not even of several copies of the
same book) that

Hevrych prepared. And ho\\v did he dis-
seminate them? If \"re

reject
the assertion about Pronyuk,

which ,vas not provel1 by the court, then Hevrych read
(or

re-told) some passages from the above-named material to his
fiancee Sandurs'ka (again, the only basis here is

Hevrych's

testimony, because Sandurs'ka testified that she hardly remem\037

bered what it was all about) and promised to give something to
Sandurs'ka's brother to read. This is all the \"disseminatio.n\"

that took place and which the investigators of the KGB have

blo\"tvn out of proportion within the last six months. It all
amounted to Hevrych's reading the \"forbidd,en\" literature

himself and giving an offhanded account about it to one of

his acquaintances. Therefore, there could be no question of a
deliberate and

s'ystematic
dissemination - at least, not on the

basis of the information contained in the verdict. Rather, we

have here a case of an understandable curiosity about \"for-

bidden fruit\".

If for such a crime Hevrych ,vas sentenced to six years in a
severe hard-labour

camp, despite
his repentance, then what

\\\\laS the offence of Rusyn, who was sentenced to only one year?
Perhaps he just read some book or told an anecdote? (Try to

find out: The trial was secret; no one ,vas allowed to be present

at the reading of the verdict; and notes were torn out of the

hands of those \\vho wanted to record the proceedings.)
No matter how baseless or senseless the accusations were,

some'one is' bound to say, they must after all be based on some

real grounds. The convicted did read something that was for-
bidden and they did

pass
it on to others. Perhaps they were

given too severe a punishment for their offence, and perhaps

those offences were not punishable at all. Perhaps some norms)

1 Chornovil is probably wrong. The seized publication bearing this title appar..
ently was a collection of documents relating to Ukraine's struggle for independ-

ence, which was published abroad in the 1960's under the editorship
of B.

Kravtsiv (transl. note).)
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of investicration and of trial ,\\\\Tere violated
- but there still ffitlst

have bee\037 something
to it. Such a skeptic-optimist would con-

clude that one certainly cannot compare these
practices

with

the times of Stalin's la,vlessness.. After all, during those times

people were punished on the basis of completely fabricated
..

accusatIons.)

THE CASE OF MASYUTKO)

In the middle of March [1966], several days before the (,om-

menceme'nt of the T\"\\venty-Third Congress of the Commllnist

Party of the Soviet Union, a retired teacher, Mykhaylo Savych

Masytltko, ,vas secretly tried in L'viv. Not a single \\vitness ,vas

called from outside; no one ,vas allowed to be present ,vhile
the verdict ,\302\245as

passed..
The defendant\"s ,vife found out only

from the defence attorney that her hllsband ,vas sentenced to

six years and that he ,.vas supposed to serve the first three }rears

in prison in conditions of complete isolation. Noone else
\\\\rOllld have found out anything about MasYlltko's offence if

it ,vere not for a few accidents.. On the fiTst day of trial, it

appeared that nobody kne,v abollt it, and so the seCllrity

measures were relaxed; thus some people managed to listen at
the doors of tl1e COllft and to ,vrite do,vn part of tIle state's
accusation and part of tl1e defendant's defence. The defel1ce

attorney also involllntarily revealed some details.
l\\.fasY.lltko

himself
Inanaged

to pass a note to his \"vife dllring a meeting
'\\lith her

follo'\\ving his conviction. ThllS a picture of the trial
,vas obtained, a pictllre that reminds one of those good times

'\\Then a rabbit COllld be forced to admit that he ,\"vas a camel.

Masyutko ,vas arrested in Feodosiya ,on S,eptember I, 1965.
During t11e search of 11is hon1e, reprints of the poems of

Sosyura, Franko, Pluzhnyk, Symonenko, Kostenko, Drach,
Vinhranovsky, Letyuk, Yevtushenko, and Slutsky ,vere con-
fiscated. Also taken were transcripts of folk songs, MasYlltko's

diary, old-edition books, several copies of the so-called \"anony-
mous anti-Soviet'\037 articles, and many \\vorks by Masyutko 11im-
self (some of them about the times of Stalin's abuse of power).
It was not proven during the interrogation that

Masyutko)
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disse\037inated
anonymous articles (no witness was present at

the tnal); he did not even
give

his own works to anyone to
read. It follo\\ved that 11eShOllldhave been released from deten-

tion, or. if he were to be tried, then only for the offence of

keeping several copies of those terrible articles. Then why was
he sentenced to six

years, especially
of severe hard labour?

A diligent organization [the KGB], ,vhich is supposed to track
down poets and

writers. was
helpless

in trying to identify the
autho'rs of the anonymolls articles abollt the situation in

Ukraine. In order to keep up their reputation
- that of can-

tern
pOTary \"Chekisty\", glorified in dozens of novels an,d films

- the
KGB, having

failed to find the author, made Masyutko
the author, jllst as forty years ago, the GPU created the svu

(Union for the Liberation of Ukraine). They considered Mas-
yutko a suitable candidate. He was little known; in the thirties

he spent some time in Kolyma! (though he had been rehabili-

tated, one could hint at a \"relapse\;") he was also the author of

many poems and short stories, though he had not published
anything.

ThllS, by the ,viII of the KGB (and later by decree of the

prosecutor and th,e court) Masyutko ,vas suddenly made the
author of at least ten so-called \"anti-Soviet\" articles and

materials, namely: I. The Trial
of P,ohruzJzal'sky;

2. The

Present and Fltture of Ukrainian People; 3. A letter to
Vasyl

Symonenko's mother; 4. LiterattlTe and Psetldo-literature in

Ukraine (later this article ,vas exempted from the \"anti-Soviet\"

list); 5. Twenty Questions to the Students of Social Sciences;
6. The

Program of
the Ukrainian Liberation Movement;

7. Contemporary Imperialism; 8. Ukrainian Ed'Llcation in a
Ch,a1.lVinistic Stranglehold,

and others.

The absence ,of proofs and ,,,,itnesses did not bother the

fighters
for legality.

Because the trial was held behind closed

doors and even the sentence .vvas
passed secretly, Masyutko

could have been convicted for causing the earthquake in Tash-
kent. To

prevent Masyutko's uncompromising position from

making an undesirable impression on other defendants. and

in order to hide the falsification from the public, Masyutko;)

1 Concentration camp
in the far north (transl.. note).)
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despite
his protest,

was tried separately (although he was tried

in the same case as the Horyn' brothers, Osadchy, and Zvary-

chevs'ka). Having failed to extract a \"confession\" from Mas-

yutko, the court called \"experts\", people with scientific degrees
but quiet consciences,who

agreed
for a substantial fee to sub-

stantiate the authorship proposed by the KGB. These men of

science did not aspire to fame on account of their scientific

discovery;
Ofl the contrary they ,,,,ere guaranteed a good

honorarium and complete secrecy. But sooner or later such
secrets become public.

Het\"'e are the names of members of t\\VO such \"panels of
, ,

experts :

I. I. Shakhovsky, Pr,ofessor of the L'viv State University;
2.

Neboryacho,k,
Head of the Department of Ukrainian

Literature at the L.S. U.
3. MatviycIluk, Doctor of Philology,

Institute of Social

Sciences in Ltviv;
4. Hrytsyutenko, Candidate of Philology, the L.S.U.;
5. Zdoroveha, Candidate of Sciences, Faculty of Journalism

of the L.S. U .;
6. Kybal'chych, lecturer in the

Faculty
of J ournalisID, L.S.U.;

7. Yashchuk, Can,didate of Philology, L.S.U.;
8. Khudysh (L'viv);
9.

Kobylyansky,
Doctor of Philology (L'viv);

10. Babyshkin, Doctor of Philology (Kiev).
There were some individuals ,vho declined to make a shame-

ful profit from the misfortune of other people, among them
the

follo\\ving
scholars: 1. Kovalyk, Doctor of Philology, Head

of the Department of Ukrainian Language, L'viv State U ni-

versity; 2. Shablyovs'ky, Doctor of Philology, Institute of
Literature, the' Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR in

Kiev; 3. Volyns'ky, Professor, Head of the Department of

Ukrainian Literatllre, Pedagogical Institute of Kiev; 4. Zozu-
Iya, expert on Ukrainian literature, Moscow; 5. Shchurat,

Institute of Social Sciences in L'viv.
The HexpertsH, as behooves their status, started \\\\rith a classi-

fication. They divided the above-mentioned s-editious articles
into three groups;)
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l. Those that were absolutely certainly 'written by Masyutko;
2. Those that were certainly written

by him;

3. Those that were less certainly authored by Masyutko.
This classificatory certainty was established by the scholars on

the basis of lexical-stylistic \"peculiarities
H

, most of which ,vere

heard by the people listening outside the courtroom door.
(We cite them along with the refutations offered by Masyutko.)

1. In all the anonymous articles there is a similar metllod of

employing the al1tithesis, which is also used by l\\1asyutl(o
in his

o\\vn ,vorks.

MasYlltko: There is probably no polemical '\\vork
published

anY'vhere in 'tvhich antithesis is not employed. (Here he cites
several examples from the no\\v unquoted works of Lenin con-

cerning the nationality question.)
2. The usage in some of the anonymous articles and in

Masyutko's original \\vorks of verbs in the Pluperfect tense.

3. In all anonymous articles the words ChatlVinism and

imperialism are infused with a hostile content are used in a

specifically hostile context.

Masyutko: Can the ,vords Hchauvinism\" and
4Cimperialism\"

hav,e both a positive and a negative m,eaning? In whatever
context they were used, their

meaning
and implication

is

al'\\vays negative (examples from Lenin's works). This is' the

way those words are and one cannot change their meaning.
4. In many articles the colon is used to reveal the content

and to emphasize the importance of a
particular passage.

Masyutko: The colon is used by anyone who has at least a

few years
of formal education, let alone by people with a

s'econdary or a university education. It is also
quite frequently

used in the works of Lenin (example).
5. The usage ,of the word total (and some others).

Masyutko: But those are widely used international words

(gives examples).

6. The usage of the verbal form \037\037na\"
- '-'no\".

Masyutko: This form is frequently used by every newspaper
(Let's add: a

despicable journalese
- V. Ch.) (gives examples

from the press).
7. The usage of rhetorical questions. Masyutko: it would)
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be hard to find even a single polemical work without such

questiol1S (examples from Lenin's '\\larks). .

8. In the original works of Masyutko there occasIOnally
occurs an

orthoQTaphic
mistake; for instarlce, he writes ne [not]

together with a\037 adverb. Such a mistake was also found in the

anonymous articles. .
lYfasYlltko:

Such a mistake could be made
b}T anyone,

In

particular when a person transcribes a text in a
hur\037y. .

9. The usage of iya instead of ia (in the ,vord sotslyalzzm and

otI1ers).
MasY'lltko:

This is an orthoepic form \"\\lhich us'ed to be

orthogTaphic. I am not the
only

one who uses it. Anyone could

have committed such an error.
10. The

usage
of zalya

instead of zal [hall].

MasYIl,tk.o: This is the normal form of the Ukrainian literary

language.

11. The llsage of dialecticisms in Masyutko's original \\vorks

and in the anonymOtlS articles.

MasYlltko: I use dialecticisms, especially Galicisms, in my
works

deliberately, putting
them in my heroes' mouths.

(Masyutko himself was born in the region of Kherson- V. Ch.)

In the articles the author or authors use them themselves.It is

evident to everyone that those are completely different things.
The twelfth \"peculiarity\" could not be heard. The people

\\vho were eavesdropping were finally chased
a\\vay

from the

door. Perhaps it was an observation by th,e experts that in both
Masyutko's works and the anonymous articles periods ,vere

placed at the ends of sentences\037 The paid scholars failed to take

into account that with manuscripts which deeply agitate men,
authors are liable to get lost as they get lost in folklore. Every-
one who transcribes or retypes an article

changes
its style, and

sometimes its content, depending on his likes or dislikes. The
fact that Masyutko, or someone else, wrote imperiyalizm dur-

ing the transcription does not mean that such spelling was

used by the original author. Professor Shakhovsky OT Dr.

Babyshkin, if they su bscribe to the literary journal, Radyans' he
Literaturoznavstvo [Soviet Literary Science], should have

noticed the article recently published there about transcripts
of Shevchenko's works. If the poems of a national poet were)
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changed
so much, then what may be said about the anonymous

articles!

\037efuting

the
hypocrisy of the \"panel of experts\", Masyutko

pOInted Ollt that certain \"indications\" OCCllr in only one or in
a fe\\v articles. There are articles completely without the
indicated

\"peculiarities\", but the authorship of all of them was

basically attributed to Masyutko. After the first expert
examination had \"proved\" Masyutko's authorship beyond any
doubt, the real author of one of \"\037Ifasyutko's\" articles sud\037

del1ly
confessed to being the allthor of that article, and the

second expert examination had one less article to examine.

Clearly, such scholars should be ,veIl fed. The court decreed

to bill1\\'lasyutko 1,000 rubles to pay for their '\037lork, in addition

to other COllrt expenses. Later, tl1e attorney explained to the
falnily of the convicted that the reason for SUCll a high payment
'\037las that the members of the panel ,,,,ere professors and doctors,
lvho uSllally demand high pay.

The amount of money that a

farmer on a collective farm earns over a
year,

a learned

\"expert\" gets in a day.
I dl,rell on Masyutko's \"case\" at such length because this is

tIle most brutal retribution out of tIle whole series of arrests

and trials in the last fe\\v months. In pure cynicism perhaps
only the case of Karavans'ky can be comp'ared to it.. Masyutko's
trial showed that, as in the past, it is

possible
now to settle

accounts with any disagreeable person by charging him 'tvith

the most absurd offences. For instance, could I be guaranteed
that I ,viII not be

punished
for writing this petition? After all,

looking through my article I found in it almost all the \"pecu-

liarities.\" of the anonymous articles, except, perhaps, only the

spelling of the word imperiyalizm and the dialecticisms. If the

KGB
gets

hold of one more anonymous article, it might not be

very difficult to find its \"author\" among those who at the

present time are actively protesting against
arrests and closed

trials. Even a person who is only partially unbiased must dra\",v

a conclusion from the above-given facts: The trials and the

inhumanly cruel verdicts are not a reaction to accomplished

acts, but the means to frighten both the defendants and all
others who

try
to think independently and who try to under-

stand the complex contradictions of life.)
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THE TRIAL OF S. KARAVANS KY

AS A STRIKING EXAMPLE OF
THE LEGALIZED ABUSE OF POWER)

\"The imprisonment shall be prescribed for a term of three

montlls to ten
years;

or for exceptionally grave crimes, as \",veIl

as for exceptionally dangerous recidivists, in instances
pro-

vided for by the laws of tl1e U.S.S.R. and the present Code, for a

term not exceeding fifteen years\" (Art. 25, Criminal Code of

the Ukr.
SSR).

\"A la1.v ,vhich eliminates the punishability of an act or

redllces the Pllnishment for it has a retroactive force, that iS t it

extends also to acts committed before its enactment'J (Art. 6,
Criminal Code of the Ukr. SSR).

\"Pu'nishment does' not have the purpose of causing physical
suffering

or the degradation of hllman dignity\" (Art. 22,

Criminal Code of the Ukr.
SSR).

On November ]3, 1965, on a street in Odessa, several men
in civilian clothes

approached
the poet and translator Svya-

toslav Karavans'ky and told him, \"Come along.\" In a few days

Karavans'ky found himself in a camp for political prisoners in
the Mordovian ASSR. It all happened ,vithout an investigation
or an interrogation, \"\\vithout

any confrontation, \"defence attor-

ney\", or witnesses, and ,vithout a public prosecutor.
Don't

you
consider this to be a strange illegality? Do

you think perhaps that the Republican Prosecutor or the

Prosecutor-General of the USSR, having learned about tllis
incredible fact, will immediately order the release of Karavan-

s'ky? And perhaps the people ,vho '\\Tere guilty of such an
abuse of

po,ver
will be sent to a camp in the Mordo,vian ASSR?

Not so! The order to send Karavans'ky to a camp outside his
own country was

given by the Assistant Prosecutor..General of

the USSR himself!

You ,viii look in vain, both in the Constitution of the USSR

and in the Principles of Legislation or in the Code, for an
article granting the right to

deport
a person to a severe hard-

labour camp ,vithollt any trial and investigation. N or is there

any clallse \"\\vhich declares that a person ,,,,ho has been released
from

jail
after many years of imprisonment can be sent there)
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again (without a new investigation and without another trial)
for the same offence. Instead, there is a Decree of April 10,
1960, ,vhich allows the deportatiol1 of a

person '\\-\\ll10. ''''as re-

leased before the end of his twenty-five-year term of
imprison-

ment, \"vithout any proof of guilt, at any time, to ser,re tIle
reI11ainder of the term. Thus the released person l\037ves

in

COIlstal1t fear of \\\\That might happen to him if someone from
the KGB finds some fault in his behaviour. Stalin's barbaric law
of 1929, providing for the

t\"venty-five-year
term of imprison-

ment, ,vas revoked after the Cliit of Stalin was exposed; fifteen

years becan1e the maximum tern1 of imprisonment. According
to Art. 6 of the Criminal Code of the Ukr. SSR, any mitigation
of legislation has, '\037lithollt fail, a retroactive force - it extends
to the previollsly committed offences. Tilen ,\\Thy ,vas this law

nllllified by the Decree of April 10, 1960? (For more details

about the twenty-five-year term of imprisonment, see S. Kara-

\\ral1s'ky's letters from the 1\\fordovian
camp.)

Let us retllrn to Karavans'ky. In 1944, the military tribunal
in Odessa sentenced him to a

t\\venty-five-year
term in prison.

It is difficult to judge today tl1e gravity of
Karavans'ky's crime,

cOlnmitted ill his. youth. TIle article Trylyky [Triple-faced],
published in the C hornomoTs' ka komuna [Black Sea Com-

mune] (21.XI.1965), tells a detective story about a border

crossing
and a capture, as ,\"veIl as about the recruiting of

SlIp-

porters during the German oCCllpation of Odessa. Let us

assume that, as far as '\\vartime v.ras concerned, Karavans'ky,.vas-

Pllnished justly. The authorities \"vere concerned both ,vith
l\\T}1at he had already done and, even more, with what he could
do. Karavans'ky spent sixteen

years
in the Stalin and post-

Stalin camps. It seems that this ,\"vas
enough

time to reform a

person who did something wrong at the age of twenty, and in

1960 he ,vas released by the camp administration, \\\"hich

applied
the Decree of August 17, 1955. His prison term ,vas

reduced to t\\,velve and a half years.

According to the Decree of April 10, 1960, the Prosecutor-
General of the USSR has the right to revoke the decision of the

camp administration as
groundless.

But this was not done

either in 1960 or in the next four
years. Karavans'ky

returned

to Odessa and began to live the life of a Soviet citizen. He)
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married, enrolled in evening courses at the university, trans-

lated Shakespeare and other English poets,
lectured on the

culture of language. His name was often seen on the
pages

of

national and local magazines and newspapers (Literary

Ukraine, magazine Ukraine, Rea,de1\037s Friend, etc).
Karavan-

s'ky prepared for publication and submitted to the publishers
a dictionary of

rhymes
in the Ukrainian language

- a milch.

needed work '\\ThieI1 demanded intense effort.

It is natural that Karavans'ky, being a poet, translator,
jOllr-

nalist, and finally a person who became a Soviet citizen \\\\1\"ith

full
rights,

was disturbed by the state of the Ukrainian lan-

guage in the Ukr. SSR
(as

it worries many others!). He ,vas

amazed by the fact that the
V1.lZY [institutions

of higher learn-

ing] in the Ukr. SSR were for the most part russified. Finally,
he came face to face with the fact that graduates. of secondary
schools were required to pass their entrance .exatninations in

some Ukrainian V!lZY only in Russian. As a reSll1t, gradllates
of Russian schools had a considerable advantage and the per-
<;:entage of Ukrainians who entered universities ,\\\\'as consider-

ably lo\\ver than their percentage as graduates of secondary
schools. Not being able to ,.vrite about this fact in the press,

Karavanstky petitioned the Prosecutor General of the UkT.

SSR, asking him to indict the Minister of Higher and Special-
ized Education, Dadenkov, for national discrimination (i\\.rt.
74, Criminal Code of the Ukr.

SSR).
In addition, Kara\\'ans'ky

sent an article to the party press, tInder tIle title A botlt On.e

Political Error, in '\\Thiell he properly criticized Khrushchev\037s

law
authorizing the parents of children Jiving on the

teT1\037itory

of a
s01)ereign natiorlal rep'l.l,blic to decide thems.elves ,\\rhether

tlleir children are to learn tIle
language

of that repllblic.

Karavans'ky's petition, as ,.vell as his article, \\vere both
Sllp-

ported by references to Lellin, especially by references to
Lenin's last '\\forks, wI1ich are kno1vn in history as the Political
Testametlt of II),ic]1..

When the arrests in Ukraine
began,

the
Karavans'kys' home

was visited by KGB officials, who made a search of their apart-
ment. Nothing ,vas fOllnd, but Karavans'ky ,.vas taken for
questioning. The only charge

was that his petition to the

prosecutor someho\\v found its.
'\\Tay

into the hands of a Cana..)
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dian COnlDlllnist. Subse,quently, pennissioIl ,vas received from

\037'Ioscow, and
Karavans\037ky

was
deported

for 11aving forgotten
his past and trying to defend the Leninist nationality policy.
H(),,\\r else can it be explained? Why then did t11ey not send the

fOTJner
top

leaders of the Bandera movement, \"\\'vho \\,\\rere als.o

released before the expiry of their sentences, to serve the
reInainder qf their t\\venty-five-year tenns? Yet in comparison
'\\1ith them, Karavans'ky ,\037ras an innocent lanlb during tIle ,vaT.

',ViII they no,,, meet the fate of Karavans'ky? Or
maybe tiley

are left alone only because they do not write abollt tl1e Cll1ture
of

language and do not read the ,vorks of Lenin but are quietly
lllilling sulphur at the Rozdol Combine [in the L'viv region]?

If the petition and the article written
by Karavans'ky

are

anti-Soviet, then ,vhy was he not tried before an open court as

an example
to others? Is the concept of the criminality of some

action dependent on the
person

who committed that action?

\"That if Karavans'ky's petition had been ,vritten by me, the
atltll0r of this petition? At the time when Karavans\037ky ,vas

tanling the North, I was the chainnan of a Pioneer 1 Team

C01IllCil, later the Secretary of a Komsomo12

organization,
a

member of district and city committees of the Komsomol, and
,\\!as involve,d in carrying out two Komsomol blitz construction

projects. Would there be sufficient
grounds

to try me? HO'\\T

can l\\le reconcile th,e profoundly humanitarian command-
ments inscribed in the Program

of the CPsu \\vith the fact that

a man must suffer for his past offence throughout his *lvhole

life llntil his death, even after lIe had been punis-hed for it?)

,CON,CLUDING REFLECTIONS: WHERE ARE WE HEADING?)

\"The Party solemnly proclaims that the present generation
of the Soviet people will live under communism\" (Program of

the cpsu).
\"The end justifies the means\" (Ignatius Loyola).
\"If all the people in the world held the same views and

only)

1
Young Pioneers, the official Soviet organization for children (transl. note).

2 The Leninist Communist Youth League, the
Party\037s

affiliated organization
for

teenagers and young adults (transl. note).)
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a single person professed
different ones, humanity woul.d

have

no right to silence him, just as he would have no nght to

silence the rest of humanity\" (John Stuart
l\\.fill).

\"Not to state

the truth means to Jet it serve the COllnter-revolution\" (Peter
Karvash).

\"Communism represents
the highest development

of the spiritl1al ,,,arId of every individt1al.\"
Man is not a soulless comp,uter living in accordance \",vith an

established program. Man examines each program '\"\\lith his

brain and ,vith his heart. The meeting of thoughts, the contest
of

opinions,
the crossing of ideas constitute a po\"\\verflll lever

\"vhich al,vays has and
al,vays

will e,ontinue to move humanity

forward. The highest material saturation, \"vithout free thought
and will, does not constitute commllnisrn. It 'constitlltes a great

prison, in '\\vhich the food rations for prisoners have been
increased. Even under communism people '\037lill suffer

- the

sufferings of the ever-striving intellect. Even tInder com-
munism there ,viII be contradictions, occasionally tragic ones

- the contradictions of spirit and action; but
they

,viII not be

solved by coercion and violence, but by a common a'\\vareness

of individuality and identity. The great minds of mankind
have al'tvays dreamt of a society like this. It has b'een declared

in our country today that communism is being transformed
from dream to

reality,
that \"the present generation of the

Soviet people ,viII live under communism\". (Program of tIle

cpsu).

Under commtlnism, then, they ,vould live together: stlldent
Yaroslav Hevrych, after returning from the

camp
- and judge

Mats'ko who pllt him in that
camp

for
reading books; trans-

lator Karavans'ky (if he survives the camps)-and that proseclI-
tor 'vho sent him there to complete the t\\venty\037five-year term;
the sister of the critic Svitlycl1ny a-nd that investigator of the

KGB \302\243rOn) Donets'k \\vho told her dllring the interrogation, \"\\'\"e

haven't shot enollgh of YOll in the past! n; l\\1asyutko an,d the
'\037experts\",

as ,vell as the proseclltor Sadovs'ky, '\\vho ,vere shame-

lessly slandering him. Perhaps, tInder such commtlnism, the

camps
for non-conformists ,,,,ill remain, along '\\vith tIle secret

trials and the KGB
- the 11igllest Synod in matters of non-

conformity. Perhaps OllT
generation lvilllive under a declared)
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cOlnmunisffi J in the same way as we are living presently in a
declared socialist

legality? History
has more than once refuted

the Jesuit principle, uThe end justifies the means.\" The most

equitable society cannot be built by terror and by suppression
of

people's
civic impulses. The dialectics of history are im-

placable; improper means distort the end, and the result that

is achieved becomes only a rachitic shadow of the intended.
It is quite possible that, as individuals, comrade Mats'ko of

the Kiev Regional Court and comrade Koval' of the Kiev KGB

are not predatory and bloodthirsty men
(v\037Thich

cannot be said

about the KGB officials in L'viv). Perhaps some\\vhere deep in
their hearts

they
are not too happy to deal ,vith such un-

popular cases. Comrade Matstko ,vould
probably preside

with

greater satisfaction over the trial of some bureaucrat-embezzler
or bribe-taker in a courtroom filled '\\Tith

spectators
who would

applaud his just verdict. And comrade Koval' would probably
be much happier to

interrogate
an apprehended foreign spy.

However, such unpleasant feelings (of course, if
they

exist in

those individuals) are superseded by categorical directives
from \"above\" and by a soldier's readiness to be severe in the
interests of the state. They do not stop

to think that by

llpholding the order by means of prisons and camps, by
vio-

lating
the la'\\vs, they undermine the foundations of the Soviet

system and defame the people's dream of the most equitable

society in the world. By their indifferent obedience they do a

hundred times more harm than any book or article, because
the further the articles are from the truth, the less influence

tiley \\viII have.

KGB officials today do not like to have their actions compared
\037Tith the activities' of their predecessors during the thirties.

Then, they say, people were charged ,.vith absurd and llnsub-

stantiated offences; they were tortured and tried by the troyka
without

proper investigation J and so on. We do not wish to

argue that physical terror and moral terror are closely related

phenomena, that Stalin's troykas and the present secret trials
are like twins, and that

today's
curses and fOllllanguage may

easily turn into brutal beatings and broken bones tomorrow.
But, for instance, the judgement

of the \"experts\" in the case of)
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Masyutko
and the accusations against Ostap Vyshnya, who ,vas

charged with the preparation of an attempt
on Postyshev'sl

life, are phenomena of the same order.

Somehow, many people associate the beginning
of the Stalin

terror with tl1e year 1937, when renowned Party leaders ,.\\rere

sent to jail. In fact, it all began much earlier, though at first

glance
the earlier suppressions might have appeared more

respectable. In Ukraine, at least, we find that the tendencies

toward gross violation of socialist legality appeared by the end
of the t,venties. At first, ,\"vith the expansion of collectivization,

they arrested a part of the intelligentsia (predominantly
from

the villages), those ,vho had supported the UNR [Ukrainian

National Republic
2

] during the revolution bllt ,\\Tho, later

became absollltely loyal to the Soviet regime and lvho el1thus-

iastically 1velcomed the llkrainization
3

annotlnced by the

Party. It \\vas not too difficult to convince the public of their

guilt by referring to their old sympathies.
At the same time, a group of ,vell-kno,\\vn Ukrainian scholars

,vas also eliminated (Yefremov, Hermayze, and oth,ers).
Although they did not conceal their opposition sentiments,

they did not engage in any organized struggle against the
Soviet regime, and contributed

greatly
to the development of

Ukrainian culture. The NKVD
4

fabricated the svu [Union for

the Liberation of Ukraine] and by means of
promises

and

threats, extracted confessions from the scholars atTested

(though not from all of
them)

and staged an open show tTial of
leaders of the non-existent Union. Subsequently, the non-

Party intelligentsia ,vho stood firmly on Soviet positions
(Vyshnya, Kurbas, Yalovy, and others) became the object of

persecution. Those people \\vere accused of the most senseless
offences, invented by the NKVD officials themselves. By that time
no one could even dream of such a luxury as an open trial.)

1 Party
plenip\037tentiary

sent from \037fosco'v to Ukraine in the thirties. Postys11ev
launched a

vIgorous campaign of terror against Ukrainian cultural, literary,
and learned institutions

(transl. note).
2 An independent government (transl. note).
3 The policy of some concessions to the Ukrainian language and culture, ,vhich

had been
suppressed during most of the 1'920's in the Ukr. SSR (transl. note).

4 Should be the GPU, as it was rep1aced by the NKVD
only by 1934 (trans!.

note) .)
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After the tragic day of December 1, 1'934, the terror was
intensified. Arrests increased

among
the creative intelligentsia

'\037lho \\vere members of the Party. By 1937, Ukrainian science
and culture had been bled ,,,hite. After the provocative nlurder

of Kirov, arrests began among Party officials, even among those
who several years earlier had openly praised the \\vork 0.\302\243 the

NKVD. The climax ,vas reached in 1937, ,vhen one could find

in the same prison cell the informer, the former defendant,
and the interrogator. Initially, the NKVD

applied
tortures only

amatellrishly and sporadically. At first they tormented people
by not letting them

sleep, by hunger, by inhuman conditions

in prisons, and by threats. But in the middle of 1937, ,vhen

tortllre of the \"enemies of the people\" \"vas
officially sanctioned,

the bloody slaughter began. The machine finally caug\037ht up

V\\rith those ,vho started the whole process; the followers of
Yezhov\",vere exterminating the follo\\vers of

Yagoda,
and the

followers of Beria ,vere exterminating the followers of Yezhov.
A look into the

past
shows to what extremes lawlessness, and

the lack of principles in the activities of the investigating

bodies and courts, lead once they are permitted.
Today som,eone might be subjected to a search without a

''''arrant, might have pre-revolutionary editions of books con-
fiscated as '\037anti-Soviet\", or might have his complaint ignored;
tomorro,\"v, \\vith the help of

highly paid uexperts\", the author-

ship of an article might be attributed to someone ,vho has

never seen that article. The day after tomorrow, they might
fabricate an

\037\037organization\"
and might start punishing com-

pletely innocent people.
We would like to believe that the series of arrests and s.ecret

trials in Ukraine represents an Q,minous interim of error in

history, caused
by

the vagueness of the Party line during the

period between the October 1964Plenum of the Central Com-

mittee of the CPsu and the T\"\\venty-third Congress of the Party,
and not a new, even more twisted course in nationality policy.

Some Party leaders took a suspicious stand. Instead of inter-

vening in the unlawful actions of the KGB and stopping the

abuse of power, they joined the KGB'S secret informers in trying

to shape public opinion by the most unscrupulous methods.
Soon after the arrests, ,ve began to hear statements from high)
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and middle-echelon officials about nationalist organizations,

American dollars, printing shops, and even weapons. The lies
became too obvious and then came, for a change, stories about

massive anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda.

All this was

done ,vhen the investigations were not yet completed and

when, according to Soviet law, the defendants could not be

considered guilty. In November of last year, the First
Secretary

of the Centr'al Committee of the CPU, P. Shelest, promised

Rusyn\037s wife, who managed to secure an interview with him,

that no one would be unjustly punished, that the defendants

would be tried in an open court with the fullest attendance of

the public, and that the press would write about their offences.

Then, at the end of March, 1966, on the eve of the opening of

the Twenty-third Congress of the CPSU, Rusyn, Kuznetsova,

and Martynenko '\\vere tried behind closed doors and in com-

plete secrecy from the public.

In his report to the T'\\,vellty-third Congress of the Com-
munist

Party
of Ukraine, Shelest called poet Ivan Drach one

of the best young poets of Ukraine. Soon after'tvards, a ma JOT
of the KGB ,vho

kept
\"order\" during the secret trials in L'viv

came out '\\vith a somewhat different evaluation of the poet's
\"vork. He said, \"Are you Dracl1?

\\\\Thy
do you \\vrite all sorts of

literary garbage instead of edllcating people? In addition, YOlI

defend anti-Soviet individuals. They all should be hanged, the
scum! t,

Which should \\v,e believe today, the words of the First

Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPU or the actions
of writer-prosecutors and majors of the KGB in the role of

literary critics?
Who is put behind bars in Ukraine

today?
The authorities

are trying mostly YOting people who gre\\v up under the Soviet
regime, who were educated in Soviet schools, Soviet univer-

sities, and in tIle Kornsomol. Tried as bourgeois nationalists
are people ,vho do not remember the bourgeois, system, whose

gTandfathers or fathers sllffered privation in their rich native

land. And no one even thought of looking for a deeper reason,
\037stead

of
talking idly about the influence of the bourgeois

Ideology and bourgeois nationalism.
Who needs all tllese

Ubollrgeois\" labels, comrades, if not)
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yourselves, for the stereotyped formula ,vhich is supposed to

replace honest thinking and a brave search for roads to justice.

Brainwashing by police ,viII remain po,verless if \\ve continlle

to close Ollr eyes to unsolved problems, especially the national-
ity problem. Again and

again
it will be necessary to imprison

those ,\"vho persistently reftlse to call lvhat is black - 'tvhite. It

,viII be necessary to trample on humall consciences, instead of

trying
to depend on people ,vith a developed sense of honour

and conscience..It 'viII be necessary to undercut the roots of the
tree instead of encouraging the ne\"\\\\T shoots that are so badly
needed after the devastating storms. And later on it ,viII be

necessary any,.vay to rehabilitate people and recognize that
truth for which they sacrificed their youth.

History al\\vays brings everything into clear ,vaters. At this

point in time, when the condemnation of Stalin's despotism

and violence is final and irretrievable (although some not too
clever and hopelessly cruel people ,vould like very much to
turn back the clock), experiments with the llndercutting of

roots, experiments with silencing and intimidation, aTe 11nfit
and historically irresponsible. I ,viII

say,
with full conviction,

that this is essentially an anti-Soviet affair. That is why I
\"vrite about it.)

Vyacheslav Chornovil

Kiev Region,

Vyshhorod,

Berizky,I/17.)

To the First Secretary of
the CC of the CPU J

Comrade P. I u. Shelest)

Esteemed Py,otr Iukhmovych, I am
\\\\7riting

to you not as. a

rank-and-file journalist to the First Secretary of the cc of the

CPU. I turn to you as one Soviet citizen to another
Sovie\037

citizen.

as one Ukrainian to another. I address to you a questIon that

pains each individual who has not fallen into the mire of petty)
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bourgeois
heartlessness. The arrests and closed court trials that

have rolled across Ukraine during the
past

nine months wer,e

not a mass phenomenon, and to nearsighted people they may

seem too minute an episode in the life of a republic to merit
serious attention. But

illegality
and high-handedness

allowed

as an experiment today may become a frightening, all-

encompassing epidemic tomorrow. The KGB and the prosecu-

tor\037s office evidently
inform you of their activities. But this

informatio,n is one-sided, as evidenced by the s'ecret letter of

the cc of the CPU, which is no\\v being circulated among creative

organizations. In it, separate phrases
are plucked from the

testimonies of Ivan Svitlychny. Taken out of context, these

phrases attest to Svitlychny's profound repentance and dis-

credit our creative youth, \\vho
long

for the just Leninist 50111-

tion of painfll1 questions (especially the nationality question).
The letter of the cc of the CPU deals ,vith the repentance of the
arrested. Bllt

v.;hy
is it not mentioned ho,v Mykhaylo Horyn',

Valentyn l\\foroz, Mykhaylo Masyutko, Panas Zalyvakha hand-
led themselves at the trial (rather than in the \"isolators\" of the

KGB)?
After all, does repentance gained by means of threats,

blackmail, and long imprisonment, by means of
anti-popular

and illegal closed trials, reflect the real feelings of the con-
demned? Ostap Vyshnya

once \"confessed
tt

in similar condi-

tions that he prepared an attelnpt on
Postyshev\037s life; Bukharin

\"confessed\" that 11e '\037las a
participant

in an anti-Soviet under-

ground; thousands upon thousal1ds of the Illllrdered, ,,;rhoare
today rehabilitated, \"confessed\". Having been info,rmed of the
contents of t11esecret letter of tIle cc of the CPU, I decided to
send you my comments on the

gross
violation of socialist

legality, ,vhich I had sent t\\VO weeks
ago to the Head of the

KGB at tile Council of Ministers of the Ukr.
SSRJ Comrade

Nikitchenko, and to the Prosecutor of the Ukr.
SSR, Comrade

Hlukhov. If so many gross violations of the letter and spirit of

the Soviet laws have become known, despite the fact that these
were secret investigations and secret trials, one can imagine
how many of them there really '\\Tere.

I could not but take up my pen when I myself experienced
how the lieutenants and

captains
of the KGB, the judges, and

the prosecutors understand legality. When I made notes of the)
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court
proceedings, I had only one goal in view: to prevent a

repetition (under different
labels)

of the terror of the thirties,
which bled the Ukrainian people \\,rhite and redllced Ukrain-

ian Soviet statehood to a fiction. At the same time, I appeal to
YOlI

'\\lith a personal matter. On April 19, the L)viv Regional
Court decided to'

arraign Ine under Article 62 of the Criminal
Code of the Ukr. SSR

(anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation),

although the court did not have nor could have had
any

evi-

dence of such \"propaganda and agitation\". This\" ,vas their
revenge against me for

my
refllsal to give evidence at an illegal

closed trial. On May 17 the
Supreme

Court of the Ukr. SSR

cancelled the verdict of the L'viv Regional Court as unfound-

ed, and I did not find myself be11ind bars.
But

kno\\ving
what wide opportunities the notorious Article

62 offers to the KGB and to the court, can I and my family be

guaranteed that they ,\037ill not soon settle the score with me

because I dared to write about this
high-handedness

and

illegality? That is why I am asking you and, in your person, the

,cc of the CPU, to offer me protection from possible repressions.

Respectfully,
Vyacheslav Chornovil
May 22,1966

P .S.: I implore the official of the apparatus of the cc CPU, who

will be the first to read this letter, to pass it on directly to

Comrade Shelest and not to give it to that Secretary of the
cc cpu 1

\\vho,m a part of the public considers the initiator and

[illegible \"'-\\lord]
of

repressions' against the Ukrainian intel-

ligentsia.)

*)

In September of 1965, Vyacheslav Chornovil was dismissed

from 11is position as a newspaper editor, and for the next year
he worked at a number of jobs. His first conviction and the)

1 The writer obviously refers to Andriy Danylovych Skaba, ideological secretary

of the CPU Central Committee (previously, in 1959..61,minister of higher and

specialized secondary education)\037 who has long been considered the chief

44russifieru and neo-Stalinist in the Soviet Ukrainian leadership (transl. note).)
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subsequent
reversal mentioned in the petition occurred in

April and May of 1966. In March of 1967, Chornovil's' Kiev

residence permit expired, and he moved to L'viv. There, on
August 3, 1967, KGB agents entered his apartment, conducted

a lengthy search, and confiscated a number of old books and

manuscripts. That evening Chornovil was arrested.
At a closed trial on November 15, 1967, he was sentenced to

three years of hard labour. The thre'e months he spent in
prison during

the investigation were deducted from the s'en-

tence, and a further year and a half \"WaS deducted due to the

general amnesty on the fiftieth of Soviet rule.)
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Nothing seemed to disturb the ordinary rhythm of life in

Ukraine in the days of AtlgU,st and September, 1965. N ewr

papers carried stories about the successive victories on the

labour front; a Pravda editorial called for the strengthening
of

friendship among
nations and warned that the Party would

permit no interference with that aim. In the Ivan Franko

Theatre in Kiev, M. Stelmakhts play, The Right and the

Wrong, ,vas
being performed,

and the audience applauded

the fearless hero who defeated the insincere members of the

NKVD ,\"Tith but a single word of truth.

In the meantime, for some reason the
literary critic, Ivan

SvitlychnYJ the scientist-psychologist, Mykhaylo Horyn', the

teacher, Mykhaylo Ozerny, and the student, Yaroslav
Hevrych,

failed to return from their vacations. The research 'tvorker of
the Ltviv Museum of Ukrainian Art, Bohdan Haryn', the

lecturers of the L'viv University, Mykhaylo Osadchy and
IvIykhaylo K,osiv, the engineers from Kiev, Olexandr 1\\1arty-
nenko and Ivan Rusyn, failed for

unexplained
reasons to show

up, at '\\fork.

Gradually the news spread that some thirty Iectllrers, artists,

and scientists '\\Tere suddenly transferred from their classrooms',
desks, and laboratories to quarters ,.vith double bars on the

\"vindo,vs. Some Ukrainian families '\\Tere visited by sombre-

faced individuals who turned their apartments upside dOlvn,
taking a'\\vay

old editions of books, letters, and manuscripts.
l\\fessengers delivered notes on grey paper ,vith

categorical

demands: \"You ffitlSt report to the interrogator N. as a wit-
ness.\" Hundreds ,vere drawn into this ominous game.

Bllt not everyone paid attention to the TurnOUTS. There \\vere

110 official annollncements, and the names of those arrested
continued for a

\"\\,vhile, owing
to inertia, to be mentioned

publicly as if nothing had happened. A discus\037ion of
Mykhaylo

Kosiv's review continued in periodicals. The newspaper,)
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Literaturna Ukraina, published Mykhaylo Masyutko's article
about the distortion of geographical names; the October issue

of the magazine, Mystetstvo, included a reproduction of Panas

Zalyvakha's painting. The Girl
from

Poltava
Region, and

books illustrated by the same artist ,vere Q'n sale in b,ookstores.

Responses and comments on Svyatoslav Karavansky's Diction-

ary of Rhymes in the V krainia'rz
Language continued to arrive

at his address in Odessa. In the spring of 1966, at a seminar for

members of the press, linguists ,of the Academy of Sciences of

the Ukr. SSR
analyzed Ozerny's and Karavans'ky's newspaper

and magazine notes about language. In village clubs they still
screened ne,vsr,eels sho,ving Mykhaylo Horyn' at work in the

lab,oratory of the Ltviv truck
factory.

All this ,vas' unkno\"vn to

the auth,oTS of the articles and the heroes of the filmstrips, ,\\Tho

\"\\\\1ere isolated from the outside ,,,arId by thick stone ,valls.
Considerable factual material has been collected about the

methods of interrogation and abollt the way the indictments
,vere

pieced together. Leading Party and state officials and

individual representatives of the Ukrainian public are ac-

qllainted
,vith this material. Withil1 five to eight months' . . . .1

t,venty persons were
pllt

on trial, accused of anti-Soviet nation-

alistic propaganda and agitation and some of them, addition-

ally, of \"organizational activity\".. But even those \\vhose
confessions were extracted after

long
months of imprisonment

refused to admit in court that they had read the \"forbidden\"

book or article with the intention of \"undennining or \\veaken-

ing the Soviet regime\". (This is the offence for which the

arrested were indicted and is punishable by Article 62 of the

Criminal Code of the Ukr. SSR.)
To convict a person for reading some book or article, ,\302\245ith-

out investigating his beliefs and intentions, is unheard of in

the judicial practice of the vast majority of the \\vorld's coun...

tries, and it is totally incompatible with the Declaration of

Human Rights, which ,vas ratified by the Soviet Union. But

let us look at the case more soberly. Was. it for reading those

few foreign books and for giving them to some of his closest

friends, predominantly scientist.\037, that scientist Mykhaylo)

1 Two words were illegible in the original manuscript.)
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Horyn'
was sentenced to six years (not months, but years) in

severe hard-labour
camps?

Or perhaps
this charge was only a

pretext
- though of doubtful legality -

to settle accounts with

him for expressing opinions at variance with the state's views?

And is thiS' not why they secretly tried fifteen individuals out

of nineteen and exiled the t,ventieth \\vithout any
trial or

investigation\037 making a Inockery of the la,v?
The Ukrainian intelligentsia, accustomed to

periodic po-

groms over the last few decades, reacted rather meekly to this
latest

bloodletting.
Bllt tIle lesson of the 1930s was not entirely

wasted. Influential people signed enquiries and sent them to

the highest authorities. yo,ung people used every available

means to demonstrate their solidarity with the accused. During

the trials in Kiev and L'viv there ,vere spontaneous demon-
stTations of

protest.
To neutralize this reaction, officials read a

document to a small
grOtlp

of intellectuals. This paper con-

tained some phrases-, freely extracted from the interrogation
minutes, which \\vere

supposed
to confirm that the accused had

accepted their punishment as a just consequence of their

deeds; a high-ranking official declared that ther,e was no

organized action directed against Ukrainian intellectuals and
that

only
a few criminals, who had no relationship to creative

societies, were arrested.
Indeed, the names of the majority of the convicted do not

mean anything to most Ukrainians, even to those who wo,uld

sincerely like to raise their voices in their defence and to

demand their rehabilitation or at least amnesty on this fiftieth

anniversary of Soviet rule.)

*

If it were possible to compile a typical biography of the

average person convicted in 1966 for \"anti-Soviet nationalistic

propaganda and agitation
H

J it would look as follows: The
convicted N.. was twenty-eight to thirty years old at the time of

his arrest. He came from a peasant's or worker's family,
graduate,d

with honours from secondary school, entered uni-

vers\037t\037 (perh?ps \037fter. serv\037ng i\037

the
army), where he actively

partIcIpated In sCIentIfic dIScussIon groups. Being an excellent
student he obtained a

good position, wrote a postgraduate)
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dissertation (or succeeded in defending one), and his articles
were published in periodicals (or

he even published a book).
Even if his profession ,vas a tecl1nical one, he took an interest

in literature and art and grieved for the state of his native

language and cultllTe. He is still unmarried or ,vas, married

shortly before his arrest and has a small child.
Almost all the convicted fall into this category. Only the

follo,\\ving are conspicuously different: P. Zalyvakha, E. Kuz-

netsova, D. Ivashchenko, 1\\f. Masyutko, and S. Karavans'ky.
The first t'\037lO

happened
to live outside Ukraine during their

youth, and their decision to retllrn to their 110meland ,vas the

result of great spiritual turmoil. D. Ivashchenko and M.

Masyutko fought in the last ,var, and l\\1asyutko tasted the

terror of the thirties and the
\"diligence\"

of
\037he early fifties.

But fate prepared the '\\forst trials for S. Karavans'ky, a man 0.\302\243

exceptional talent, ,vho paid a heavy price for the error of his
youth.! He spent seventeen

years
in the Stalin and post-Stalin

camps. Then, after a period of five
years

of active literary

,vork, he was sent back, without any investigation and without
a trial, to

complete
the inhuman t\\venty-five year term.

Most of the \"draftees of 1965\" found themselves behind

bars at the time when their creative a'bilities '\\Tere
showing

a

definite upward trend. In this respect, a letter from the camp
written

by
the able scientist-psychologist, Mykhaylo Horyn', is

very revealing. He ,vrote:

\"Just at the time when
my

head ,vas full of new ideas, my

progress was cut short and I was assigned
the trade of a lathe-

turner. It is as if fate itself were tearing me
away

from that
\037 ..

time and place where everything ,vas ready for the realIzatIon

of my ideas. It is as if fate were
uD'\\villing

to let me con-

solidate my accomplishments and would not wait for me for

even a year. Mter all, if I were arrested in 1966, I co'uld have

accomplished a lot. . .\"

It is a bitter situation when the dream of a nationally con-
scious Ukrainian intellectual is to have been arrested at least

one year later.)

1
Karavans;ky

was a member of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists, a

group dedicated to Ukrainian
independence.)
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A lecturer at the L'viv University, Mykhaylo Osadchy, was

given even less time than Horyn'. There were only a few

months left before he ,vas to receive the confirmatio'n of his

candidate's degree from Moscow, a few weeks before his first

collection of poems was to be published, a few days before

his marriage.
Similar misfortunes ruined the

rising hopes of the young

prose '\\Triter, AnatoIy Shevchuk, the translator, Svy,atoslav
Karavans'ky, tIle historian, Moroz, and especially of the artist,

Zalyvakha.
Even in his early '\\larks Panas Zalyvakha displayed a paint-

ing technique of the highest calibre. He refused to take the

well-trodden path and to follow traditional patterns', but

instead searched for other methods of artistic self-expression.

This search brought 11im throllgh impressionism and post-
impressionism to the modern trends of the West.

Because 0.\302\243his deep attachment to his native land, Zalyvakha
absorbed the forms of Ukrainian folk art but ,vas in no hurry
to use them in his O\\VD ,vork. He looked for a creative synthesis.

Perhaps as a reSlllt his co]ollrs became brighter, his lines

lighter,
and in place of a some\"vhat superficial external

approach he evolved a deeply pl1ilosophicalone. While the

composition of Zalyvakha\037s earlier \\vorks 'vas sometimes not

completely organized, and while the paintings contained

spaces
that appeared to be empty, 11e had finally achieved full

understanding of
compositional integTity.

Zalyvakha's creative '\\lark ,vas interrupted at the time when
he had attained artistic

matllrity. We s'ay Uinterrupted\" be-

cause while in camp Zalyvakha managed to paint only one
portrait,

that of Ivan Rusyn. After that his. paints were
confiscated. He was forbidden to paint and was given the

explanation, \"Yau came here to be reformed, not to paint.\" -
reminiscent of th,e notorious directive of Nicolas I: 1 \"With
the prohibition to write and to

paint\". History
is' indeed

repeating itself.)

*)

1 Against Shevchenko in prison (trans!. note).)
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The first poems of
\037'fykI1aylo Osadchy, published in L'viv

periodicals, failed to capttlre the reader's. imaginatio11. It seem-

ed that they l\\Tere lvritten sOme\\Vllat too intellectually. In
addition, the poet l\\raS

easily subjected to the influence of

others. Osadchy did not completely succeed in eliminating
these

shoTtcomings
even in his first collection, Mis),achne pole

[1\\IooI1Iit Field], ,vhich failed to reach
any

readers
anyway.

It

ap'peared that the poet needed a shock, some incentive to have

11is verse become real po.etry. Paradoxically as it sounds,

prison and the camp have made a poet Ollt of 11im.

Osadchy '4,ras even less guilty than tIle others of the offences
attributed to him. Actually, he ,vas

completely
innocent and

his C011viction ,vas an absolute misunderstanding. Because
of someone's senseless ,vhim, yesterday's- instructor of the

Regional Party Committee, lecturer at the university, and
candidate of sciences ,\"vas fo,rced to '\"\\Talk the bitter path of

humiliation and suffer the complete destruction of human

dignity, a path of abuse and obscenities delivered by the inter-
rogators and of

predatory prejudices of the judges.. The chasm

bet,.veen yesterday and today ,vas so great that it should have'

completely
broken the man. He ,vas probably saved by his

strong peasant nature, being an \"intellectual of the first genera..

tion\". It is ,voTth comparing the poems cited below from his

destroy\"ed
book ,vith those \"\\vritten in the hard-labour camp,.

\\Ve can see the
abyss

\"\\vhich exists bet,veen the seemingly per-

fect verse of the former and the poems of tl1e latter, full of

sincerity, thou,gh less perfect in form. (The poet himself looks

upon
his camp poetry as raw material lvhich he will publish

later, \"\\vhen he is freed.) Probably the most revealing in this

respect is the poem, Elehiya druhoi
zym [Elegy

of the Second

\\Vinter], perhaps one of the most masterful of the poems

known to us from the camp period and the one most remote
from the poetry

of the former Osadchy.

It is interesting to observe the formation of
Osadchy

as a

poet on such a difficult subject (because it has been over-

exploited)
- the subject of the Fatherland. 1 His poems about

1 In original, bat'kivshchyna. In Ukrainian this word has the connotation of

Unative land
JJ

rather than the literal UFatherland\" (transl. note).)
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Ukraine in his collection, Moonlit Field, were the best poems
in the ,vhole collection. Although even there he pr,oclaimed,

\"With the warmth of kindness, I shall reduce the vampires
into aslles and fall as a free man on the soil of the Cossacks,\"
it '\\rVas felt that all this was just a declaration.. In the camp

poetry. his love of Ukraine is much closer to that intense state

,,,here there is the right to hate thro,ugh
love:

'\\There are you, \\vhere are you, stray gipsy,
Where are you, my

tender Fatherland?

It SOllnds like the famous line of Sosyura's:l \"I love you, my

Ukraine, so much that I don't know 'vvhat I am saying.\"

A definite interest is aroused by such of Osadchy's poems
al)Ollt

prison
and camp as Elegy of Sto11e Solitllde, Son11ets to

tIle Fatherland, and others, as ,veIl as the sketches of camp and

prison life:
There was everything: foul language,
Fists

flying'
about onets ears,

Stomachs demanding a piece of stale bread.. .. .

Getting curses instead!

In the distance is the rnig11ty Volodymyrt s route,
'\\There covered craters creep in the shado\\vs of the nigllt . . . ,

. ... ....2 one's place in a historical perspective:
Am I alone? There were millions of lIS \\vho marched

To Kos-AraI 3
, behind the ,valls of Solovk

y

4
.. . ..

Tile poet tries to comprehend this sittlation from the point of
vie\\\\! of the fu ture:

j\\nd as I shared the fate of Taras 5
. .. . ,

This life I gave a drop of Taras's blood. .. ..

All Solovs, all central prisons, all Yavases 6

Will be remembered in his thoughts, Ukraine, my land.
It is difficult to

say
how

Osadchyts- talent will develop after
his return from Mordovia. Unless his poetical maturing is)

1 A protni nen t Ukrainian lyrical poet \"rho died in 1966 (trans1. note).
2 The first ,vords of this line are

illegible
in the original.

a Place of Shevchenko.s exile (transl. note).
4 InfanloliS concentration camp in the Nortll (transl. note).,
5 Taras Shevchenko (transl. note).
6 Yavas: village in \037fordovian Autonomous SSR (part of the Russian Federal

SSR), site of the hard.labour
camp

\\vhere
Osadchy is irnprisoned (trans!. note).)
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arrested, we believe that Osadchy will take his place among
the better

poets
who entered Ukrainian literatllre in the

sixties. But then, evaluating the contribution of
Osadchy,

searching fo.r the sources of his gro'\\ving skill, a future critic
has no right to

ignore the name of the interrogator from the
L'viv

KGB, Klymenko, of ,,,horn the poet writes:

I cannot guess '\\vithout the cards
\"Vhether there still exists

respect among people,

Because too many curses and obscenities
\"V ere

heap,ed upon me

By my freckled instructo,r
\\Vho came from a gang \\vorthy

of him.)

*)

A mere list of publications authored by Bohdan Horyn'
sho,vs him to be an expert on art and a freqllent literary critic.

Anyone ,vho even once listened to his talks at the Union 0.\302\243

Writers of Ukraine or during discussions of art -exhibitions

may realize that Ukrainian art criticism, '\\vhich hitherto had

been limping on both legs, has suffeTed a significant loss.

Although on some occasions
,during polemical

disCllssions

Haryn' expressed thOLlghts which \\vere not quite fully mature,
and although his

appraisals may
have appeared to be too sub-

jective (after all, is it possible to have absolutely objective

appraisals?), his artistic taste and his ability to distinguish the
first flash of talent from a fake '\037lere undeniable\037 He was one

of the first who wrote about the mastery of sculptor F.

Biryzh; he
gave

a thorough analysis of S. Karaffa-Korbut's

graphic arts and introduced to the Ukrainian reader an
interesting female artist, H. Sevruk.

\\'\\Then \"ve compare Horynts brilliant public lectures with
his printed articles, we find a certain academic dryness in the

latter, probably because of the necessity to fit his artistic

opinions, which were far from orthodox, into the officially
sanctified Procrustean bed. After all, scores of Ukrainian

writers and critics are familiar with the torment caused
by)
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insincerity with themselves and with their readers, as well as

the necessity to use Esojnan language.
1)

*)

Mykhaylo Horyn' is a very talented scientist and psycho-

logist. He is both an experimentalist and
practician

who, at

the same time seeks theoretical generalizations, one of those
scientists who do not

hastily publicize fragmental
ideas and

not fully matured concepts. Such men are not satisfied with

ready-made schemes, but through tedious and persistent \\vork

form their own opinions and their own
concepts

in their

chosen field of knowledge. At the same time, Mykhaylo Horyn\037

is
by

no means an office-type scientist; he (like all the others

convicted) did not closet himself within his profession, but

suffered the pains felt by the entire nationally conscious
Ukrainian

intelligentsia,. However, he perceived this discord

in Ukrainian social and cultural life n'ot with acute emotion-

alism (as his brother Bohdan did in most instances), but with
the cool

analysis
and sober mind of a sociologist and researcher.

And he acted true to form in court, repudiating all charges

preferred against him by showing their tendentiousness and
baselessness.(This, of course, did not save him fro,m being
sentenced to six years of imprisonment.))

*)

Anyone following the development of young Ukrainian

prose would not fail to notice several short stories, published
in newspapers' and magazines, '\\vhich were written by a
linotype-setter from Zhytomyr, Anatoly Shevchuk. Even in

1962 critics had noticed in his writing \"a culture of form,
psychological refinement, and

purity
of esthetic expression\"

(see an article of E. Sverstyuk in the magazine Zmina [Change]
No. 12,

1962).
Shevchuk's stories radiate the gentle kindness)

1 In
original,

Hto use forbidden hints
H

(transl. note).)
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of one in love with life and sunshine. His stories' evoke in the

human soul a desire to become better, softer, gentler. The
manner of his ,vriting is some\\vhat similar to that of E. Hut-
salo. He has the ability to see and find artistic value in people
and events '\\vhich is not evident at first

sight,
and he can

recreate the atmosphere of a provincial town and make an

ordinary man the s'ubject of poetry,.
The process of Anatoly Shevchuk\037s creative gro,vth is not

yet completed. \\Ve believe that the young prose 1ATriter will

successfully avoid the shortcomings that literary critics found
in the ,varks of E. Hutsalo, namely, excessive preoccupation
with details and inability to develop large canvases which
depict broader social

problems'. If Anatoly Shevchuk, being in

feeble health, survi\\res five years of \"reforming
U

, he too ,viII

have many ne\\v impressions for his works, which will excite
the rea(ter not by their formal perfection alone.)

*)

In tIle early sixties, Ukrainian periodicals began to publish
excellent articles

b)T ,Svyatoslav Karavans'ky. He entered

Ukrainian literature as a translator and linguistics expert, as

a
self-taught scholar, and as the author of a fundamental work

so extensive one ,vould think
only

a collective effort could

have accomplished it. However, no one knew how twisted and
broken the life of the translator of Byron and Shakespeare was

and in what circumstances the
Dictionary of Rhymes

in the

Ukrainian Langtlage ,vas produced.
We shall not analyze the reasons. that led the son of an

engineer from Odessa to become a member of the DUN (al-

thOllgh those reasons were predominantly of an objective

natur,e). For this error of his youth Karavans'ky has paid more

than an adequate price - almost seventeen
years

of
imp.rison-

ment. It was amazing that when he was released he displayed
such an unbelievable ability to work, as if he wanted to make

up for all the time he lost during those two
long

decades in

prison. He was involved in linguistic research and translation,)
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wrote poems and humorous short stories, and practised jour-
nalism. In less than five years of freedom he tried almost

everything.
A man \\vith a noncons.ervative mentality, Karavans'ky man...

aged to rapidly overcome the barrier of time and age, and

immersed himself in the atmosphere of spiritllal searching of

the young Ukrainian intelligentsia in the early sixties.. One of

the proofs of this is the great popularity among young people
of his articles dealing with errors in the language policy

in

Ukraine. These articles were consistent with Lenin's prin-
ciples'

and testified (like his petitions submitted later from the

camp) to Karavans'ky.s journalistic mastery.
Having totally

immersed himself in the public and cultural

life, Karavans'ky forgot his past, but his
past

,vas not forgotten

by those who were angered by his articles about the russifica-

tion of Ukrainian education. Unable to find any formal reason
to object to Karavans'ky's' activities after his release from

prison, they produced from judicial \"Talmuds\" a strange
medieval decree, completely incompatible

,vith the principles

of socialist legality, which gave them the right, five
years

after

his release under an amnesty, to send Karavans'ky back to serve
more than

eight years
of his term for the offence committed

in his you th.
Even if

Karavans\037ky physically survives the inhllman

twenty\037five-year term of imprisonment, his creative path.
which proved to be so short, will be

disrupted irrevocably. One

more name will be added to the long list of ruined talents for

whicll GllT nation may claim the ,vorld record.)

*)

A\037ong.

such ruined talents (although of a smaller pro-
portIon) IS

Mykhaylo Masyutko. Stalin's \"universities\" in

Kolyma? the war, then an unjustified expulsion from the
Institute,

wanderings thrOtlgh Ukraine in search of \\vork -
all)

1 A notorious concentration camp (transl. note).)
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this did not contribute to the development of his creative

poten tial.

\\Vhen one examines those of Masyutko's ,vorks that ,vere
s'alvaged,

one comes to the conclusion that in normal circum-
stances he ,\\\\Tould have been most productive in scholarly \\vork.

Masyutko demonstrated his ability for logical thinking in his

brilliant defence during the COllrt proceedings. In his satirical
short stories and especially in his

poems,
one feels the trend

toward ,a classical, folk-oriented manner of WTitin,g. His
humorous short stories are characterized

by
acute perception

of the present situation, by an ability to see unattractive back-

yards
of \"campaigns\" and \"achievements\" behind the garish-

ness of superficial fronts. His writing may appear
to lack per-

fection of style and, above all, laconism, and it is- difficult to

say whether Masyutko would have been able to overcome this

deficiency. Too little has been
salvaged

of his works. Those of

the last few years (among them one novel) may
be considered

completely lost.)

*)

Before their arrest all those ,vho were transported to Mo.r...

dovia in 1966, to weave shopping bags or make night-tables',
were leading active intellectual lives. They were

published
in

the press, worked on dissertations and were considered to be

experts in their fields.

Those who organized the deliberate campaign against
Ukrainian intellectuals miscalculated their step. This time
they

were dealing with people of high education who were

brought up in Soviet conditions and who were able to gras'p

the essence ,of Marxism-Leninism from original sources and
not incidentally chosen quotations. They were

dealing
with

people who had learned from the bitter experience of the
thirties and forties. Notwithstanding

the harsh conditions of

camp existence, all the convicted continue to develop their
intellectual

potential
and to worry about the same unsolved

problems that had concerned them before their arrest. There-)
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fore, their not very literate \"educators\" (some of whom still

have dirty hands from the good
times of Stalinism) can devise

nothing better to counter their beliefs than putting
them in

prison camp and solitary confinement..

From the letters of
p,risoners

cited below, as well as from

other documents, it is evident that even those who, under the

pressure
of interrogators, partially admitted their guilt in

court are no'\\v
denying it, considering themselves to be unjustly

and illegally punished.
Public interest (and not

solely
a contemplative one) should

be aroused by the conditions of ure-education\" of prisoners in
the Mordovian

camps,
about which ,ve learn from letters, \302\243Tom

tales of those ,vho completed their terms of imprisonment, and
from Karavans'ky's petitions, as' \\vell as from his letter sent

from camp No. 17-a. The facts quoted in those documents can...

not fail to alarm everyone \\vho has not lost an elementary
understanding of

humanity. Perhaps one could say that the

prisoners deliberately use dark colours in their
description

of

the \"re-education\" of prisoners, suggesting that in reality it is
a refined

system
of cruel treatment of hllman b,eings? Then

why doesntt the public verify these
allegations? \\'Vhy

sholtldn't

the representatives of \\VTiters and artists visit l\\fordovia and

investigate ho,v the
camp

administration carries out the
u

re -

edllcation\" of artist Zalyvakha, psychologist Mykhaylo HOr}in',
translator and linguist Karavans'ky,

art expeTt Bohdan Haryn',

literary critic and journalist Osadchy? After all, camp regllla-
tions do allo,v such visits by public representatives.

Over a year and a half has
passed

since the arrests \\vere

made. What changes have taken place since then? As before,
Ukrainian intellectuals are grieved by the same unsolved

problems. They express their anguish at every opportllnity -
from official rostrums (SlICh as the Congress of Ukrainian

Writers) and in private talks with
friends, in letters to the

press and to government institutions. TI1ere is no guarantee
that

signed
or

anonymous articles will not be circulated (or
perhaps are already circulated) from hand to hand, containing
materials about the russification of government services,
schools\" universities, and cultural institutions; about economic)
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underdevelopment of most of UkTaine)s regions, and about the
forced emigration of Ukrainians to Siberia; about artificial

changes in the ethnic composition of the Ukrainian SSR'S

population, etc., etc. Then what should be done? Should the
KGB be left to solve these problems by sending a new group of

Ubour,geois
nationalists\" to ,veave shopping bags in camps?

Or perhaps it would be better to choose the alternative sug-

gested by Mykhaylo Horyn' in his last word in court: \"I am

convinced that it will not be long before such problems will
be svlved not in the courtrooms but in discussion clubs. This
,viII have a greater benefit for the cause.\"

Vyacheslav Chornovil,

City of Ltviv,

Spokiyna St. 13.

April 20, ] 967.)

The circumstances force me to stress again the self-evident
fact that ideas, thoughts, and evaluations 0.\302\243 these or other

phenomena which are contained in the collected materials do
not necessarily coincide with my own ideas and evaluations.

In selecting these materials, I tried to recreate a
picture

of the

creative and ideological personality of each of the convicted.
I ,vish to thank most

sincerely
the relatives, &iends, and

acquaintances of the convicted - all those people ,vithout
whose assistance I would not have been able to collect and pre-
pare this manuscript. These materials should be considered a

collective work of many people who are interested in the

triumph of
legality

and justice.)

Anonymous Letter from Camp No. 17 J

Dubrava Administration of the Corrective-Labour Camps

(Mordovian ASSR))

The 17th Camp Branch of the D'ubrava Camps Administra-

tion is located in the settlement of Ozerne, Zubova Polyana
district, in Mordovia. It has two zones: the first, basic zone)
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which houses about 700 women condemned for common

crimes, and the s'econd with 276 political prisoners, males.

The head of the branch is Captain Novikov, the head of camp
section 17-A

(i.e\"
the men's zone) is Captain Annenkov, the

chief medical officer is Sr. Lt.
Zabaykin,

the KGB plenipoten-

tiary for the 17th Branch is Captain Ivan Romanovych Krut',
The bulk of male prisoners

are invalids. Second-class in..

valids - 208; third-class invalids - 51.The zone has onI y two

cold, crowded, and poorly ventilated barracks. Food is trans-

ported from the female zone and, no matter ho,v modest the

prisoners' ration may be, they do not
get

their full ration.

Bread is sour and poorly baked; it is not fit for
consumption by

healthy people, let alone by sick people, who fonn the majority
of tIle

camp's prisoners.

There is in fact a complete lack of medical help, '\\vhich can

be evidenced by the follo'\\ving incident. On ] anuary 7, 1967,
the prisoner Mykhaylo ,Soroka, who spent 31 years in Polish

and Soviet prisons' (of them, 24 in Soviet
ones)

fell
seriously

ill

with a myocardium infection. Cases of this kind require im-
mediate and

well-qualified
medical

help_
But the doctor's

assistant, a free woman, made her appearance four
days later,

on January I I. Only on the seventh day was he removed to the

medical aid station (until then he was still in the barracks). All
this time he

(Soroka)
was treated by the doctor's assistant,

prisoner Mykola Yevdokimov, ,vho was experienced but was

unable to do anything under the cirCllIDstances due to lack of
medicine and instruments.

The so-called
hospital

has only seven beds for ,225 invalids,
most of whom are quite ill and of advanced age. There are no

medicines of any kind, and the prisoners are not aIlo,ved to

receive them from relatives (not even vitamins, in spite of the
miserable food

rations).
As for dentists, etc., no ,one has even

heard of them. Theoretically, seriously ill inmates should be

taken to the central clinic of the Dubrava Camp (Camp Sec-

tion No. 3 in the settlement of Barashevo). But this is not
always possible, as in the case of Soroka, when the sick are not
fit to be transported (particularly on these dreadful roads).

Often it is useless to be sent to the central
hospital. There)
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,vere several cases when prisoners were sent from the camp to

the central hospital because they were diagnosed as suffering
from cancer, but doctors at the clinic, instead of releasing the

prisoner because of his sickness
(\\vhich they

are authoTized to

do), vV'Ollld send him back to camp ,vith a diagnosis of acute

gastritis. Only death and the alltopsy confinned the ,ralidity of

the initial diagnosis'. People are released only when death is
imminent \"tvithin a fe'lv days after the release. How can anyone
expect anything better from people who do not take a single

step ,vithollt orders from the KGB and the operational branch?

In the Third Camp (central hospital) the deciding voice
belongs to the

regimen director, Captain Kitsayev, who dis\037

charged
Dr. Horbovy and sent him off to the camp, although

his treatment \"vas far from completion. Such cases are not

rare.. The head of the health department, Yeremeyeva,
de-

clared in Camp Eleven during Karavans'ky's hunger strike
that she kne,\\!about the strike but would not undertake any-

thing,. as she had no instructiol1S from the operational branch.
Prisoner Ivan

Maksym
called on the surgeon many times in

Camp Eleven for medical assistance, but the
surgeon

refused

even to talk to him, accusing him of faking. This resulted in
the

prisoner's
death. Medical personnel recruited from among

the prisoners is no better, for only those who are in the service

of the KGB and the operational branch are drafted. Medical
education and

kno'tvledge
do not play any role '\\vhatsoever. For

example, such medically expert prisoners as Yaroslav Hevrych

and Dmytro Verkholyak were dismissed from the health de-

partment and transfetTed to general work in the shop, although
there is a shortage of medical personnel. But characters. like

Malykhin,
1,vho does not have and never has had anything in

common with medicine but who is in the good graces of the

KGB and of the operational branch, were and still are on the

job. If Camp Section 17 has an experienced and conscientious
doctor's assistant, it is only because the .'medical practitioners\"

in the central hospital disliked him. Thus they sent him here
to

Camp
17.

In general, Camp 17 was set up to serve as a
punitive camp.

This fact is not denied by the administrative personnel, though)
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officially
the camp is not classified as such. In addition to

invalids, they filled this camp
with people who had no inclina-

tion to submit to the so-called educational work among

prisoners and who could, by their activities or example,
negatively influence the mass of convicts in this direction. FOT

this r.eason, as far as the prisoners
here are concerned, there is

a strict policy of repression aimed at breaking the
prisoners\"

health and crushing the slightest display of defiance or protest.
With this aim, the

organization
of

production (construction

work and the manufacture of gloves) is based on a system of

compulsion, highwhandedness, and repression. Prisoners' work-

ing on construction are not protected with '\\varm ,vork clotlles

(felt boots, quilted jackets), and the average temperature
inside the shop is usually kept bet\\veen 5\302\260 and goC (41

0
and

48\302\260F).
But do,vn on the floor the temperature is usually below

freezing.. Normal work under these conditions and at this tem-

perature, ,\\Then one must use bare hands on the metallic
parts

of machinery, is completely out of the question. Nevertheless,

prisoners are required to fulfill their quotas, although they are

impossible even under normal conditions, let alone \",vith defec-

tive equipment and in unheated premises, where prisoners ar,e
forced to remain for nine hours (the prisoner's work day being

eight hours long).
One hour is allo1\\Ted for the so-called lunch break and rest

period. Not only is this not a rest
period, it is an additional

punishment, becallse it keeps people inside the cold building
for one more 110ur. Lunch and dinner are served, in unsanitary
conditions, in generally dirty premises,

,vithout tables, so that

prisoners are forced to eat at their ,vorking places, i.e., at the
machines. There is no place to wash their hands, because the
tiny wash-stand cannot hold

enough
,vater for all, and there is

no water in the \\vorking area, and no towels, either.
Smoking

is prohibited in the shop or the corridor. And since there is no
place

for
smoking, prisoners must smoke in the tiny .entry hall

leading to the street, where the door is constantly opened and

there is a l\\vays. a draught (and this in temperatures of-30 0
C

[24\302\260F] ).

The administration continually threatens those who do not)
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fulfill their quotas (at present, tl1ere is no Olle ,vho Ca1'l fulfill

the quota) and \\viII carry Ollt punishments as soon as the term
of

job-training comes to an end (by the beginning of February,
1967). Since there are not enough people

to do the '\\lark and

second-class invalids' enjoy the right not to '\\fork, the adminis-

tration states openly that it ,viII establish a local medical
commission for the purpose of depriving cripples of their
invalid prerogatives and of forcing them to lv'ork. Tllis is stated

quite frankly by the camp section head, Captain Annenkov.
The fact of the matter is that until our arrival on December
29, 1966, this ,vas a

political camp for \"\"vornen, mainly women
condemned for their religious' convictions -

a
group

least cap-

able of offering resistance to the tyranny of tIle camp adminis-

tration, or even of protesting against oppression. It must also
be added that an

over\"\\vhelming majority
,vere ,vomen of

advanced age. Thus, in the '\\fords of overseers, they l\\Tere \\\\forn..

Ollt, ragged creatures '\\vho '\\J\"ere forced to 't\\1ork in a place ,vhere

the temperature seldom rose to, 2 or 3 degrees above freezing
and, more often, even remained belol\" freezing. Inasmllch as

the system of oppression became a tradition l1ere, they intend
to continue it in the future too. It is not surprising that the
overseeers

frankly say
that the more \\ve complain abollt them

for violating our lawful rights, the more
praise they receive

from the authorities, and vice versa.

Did the prisoners try to
complain

abo,ut those numerous

violations, oppressions, and injustices? They tried more than

once, but there was no result. The camp's commandant, Cap-
tain Annenkov, would start shouting and would declare that

things would remain unchanged. In reply to OllT
complaint

about eating in the cold and in unsanitary conditions, the
chief ,engineer replied that it was not his concern and advised

us to turn such problems over lIto Van'ka Vetrov\".l After

many complaints,
a medical inspector arrived from the health

department of the Dubrava Camps Administration. In the first

place.
he refused to believe that the temperature in the shop

was too low
(he

refused to measure it on the spot) and declared)

1The
equivalent

in English would be, uTeIl it to the marines,\" (transl. note))
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that the quota was always fulfilled and overfulfilled here. After

he was told that we
recently dispatched

a series of complaints

signed by the shift foreman (a free man) in ,vhich mention \\vas

made of tIle shop temperature, he was only interested in find-

ing out to whom these
complaints

were addressed and \\vas

displeased to learn that they went to the office of the Prosecutor

,General and not to the Administration.
In regard to tl1e

complaint
of the -writer Daniel about the

shocking incident with Soroka\037s sickness, this medical inspec-

tor declared it all irrelevant (the sick man did not die ,vhile

he was ,vithout medical attention) and cried to obtain Daniel's
admission that everything in the

camp
was in order (he needed

that for the report). But Daniel refused to make such an

admission. It is not surprising that when prisoners demand
'\\That

they
are entitled to by la\\v, the representatives of the

Administration do nothing, and
reply

with
impudence,

\"You

can complain.)' They know that no one ,viII pay the slightest
attentio11 to our complaints. Who can ,ve complain to, ,.vhen

they, Otlr educators of yesterday, sit every\"\\vhere in all the offices
of authority. Their moral level can b,e evidenced by this fact:

For about t\\VO or three years, Camp No. 7 employed as its
medical officer a former operational branch plenipotentiary
\302\243rOn1

Camp
No. 19 who had been dismissed for an attempt to

rape a nurse. .i\\t
present

he is employed as duty officer of the

jail in the town of
Ruzaye\\rka

in Mor,dovia. The present
detachment commander in Camp No. I, Senior Lielltenant
N ekrasov, llsed to serve as a medical ,\"yorker in the same camp.
The supervision on the

p'art
of tIle proseclltor's office is no

better than that of our medical doctors. (Our prosecutors
often

exchange chairs with camp commandants and administration

officials, or the other
'tvay

around; this ,vas the case ,v'ith the

present deputy head of the Dubrava Camps' Administration,
N

ekachan.)

Correspondence and parcels ,vere already mentioned. I,,:rish
to add that the delivery of

packages containing literattlre,

which we are legally entitled to receive, depends (as do the
letters) on the whim of the KGB official (in this case, of Captain
Krut'). This makes our rights illusory.)
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Among the camp's inmates are representatives of various
l1ationalities of the Soviet Union. There are Latvians, Litl1u-
anians, Estonians and Russians here; and

(as
can be expected)

mall)r Ukrainians.

Bltt who are they?
[Here follo\\vs a roll of names of Ukrainian prisoners, whom

the author (or authors) of the letter divides into the
following

groups: participants in the national liberation struggle of
1942-1954, as ,veIl as various illegal groups of similar nature;

persons condemned for their religious convictions (Catholics',
Baptists, Jehovah's '\\Vitnesses, etc.);

those convicted for 50-

called anti-Soviet agitation, for attempted border crossing, and
for similar offences; and those convicted for crimes committed
in l\\!artime. The roll contains: s.urname and first name of the

prisoner, region, year of birth, date of arrest, term of sentence

in years. The list contains a total of 114 surnames. Obviously,
this is not a total number of Ukrainian prisoners held in Camp
No. 17-A, because the lists of some of the groups end with
U

et al\".]

Although all listed Ukrainians were tried in the courts of
the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist

Rep,ublic, they are held (and

'veTe always held) in the camps of Russia. This is one more

proof of the refusal on the part of the Ukr. Soviet Republic to

uphold
its sovereignty

- it does not enforce the sentences of

its o\\vn courts.

The camp has only seventeen men in the category of
pri..

soners capable of working.

The Head of the Dubrava Camps' Administration, Colonel
Gromov\" ,vas known for his high-handedness in the forties and

fifties in Kamyshlag (Kemerovo Region).
The Head of the KGB branch at the Dubrava Camps Ad-

ministration is Lieutenant-Colonel Blinov.)

Yaroslav H
eVT),ch

Yaroslav Bohdanovych Hevrych ,vas born on November 28,

1937, into a peasant family in the village Ostap'ye, Skalat Dis-

trict in the region of Ternopil'. After graduating from
high)
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school he studied for two years in a technical school, worked as.

a lockslnith, and served in the army, where he received \037

than twenty citations for
good

service. After demobilization he

began studies in the Stomatological Department of the Medical
Institute of I{iev. He finished four years in this Institute before

his arrest and was the union
organizer

of his class. Hevrych

,vas Olle of tIle organizers and an active participant in the
Ban,durist

1
Ensemble of the 1\\1edical Institute in Kiev.

He \"\\-vas arrested at the end of August, 1965, ,vhile returning
from a vacation spent with his

parents
in Kosiv, in the region

of Ivano-Frankivs'ke. On March II, 1966, at a closed session of

the Kiev Regional Court, he was sentenced to five
years

in

severe hard-labour camps (the Supreme Court of the Ukrain-
ian SSR reduced this term to three years) on charges of anti-
Soviet nationalist propaganda and agitation..

He is
serving

his sentence in the Mordovian camps for

political prisoners (camp No. 11, village Yavas, presently
-

camp No. 17-a).)

FROM HEVRYCH'S LETTERS TO FRIENDS)

. . .. The
ne\\vspaper is very primitive. The speeches ,\\re are

given are saturated with standard cliches to such an extent that
'\\A.Te wonder if these people have become some kind of robots.

However, I \"\\vould like to ask you to send me all the isslles of
the university and institllte ,veeklies. Itts

interesting
to know

ho,v tIle stlldents live. .. .)

(September 9, 1966))

*)

It ,vas a great joy for all of us to receive your Jetter. It seems

like a long time ago that we ate from a common pot and shared
the same life and a common fate. It has been three months
since we drank our farewell pot of coffee, presented you with
the diploma of an experienced caveman, and saw

you
to the)

1 The bandura is a Ukrainian national instrument
(trans1. note).)
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gates. And you Wellt to battle with a free existence ,vhile we

all
stayed behind to struggle with the life forced upon us.

The time lIas come to celebrate Dmytro's, 1\\.fykhaylo's, and

Panas's birthdays. If it ,veren't for tl10se celebrations, life

'\\J'\"ould be completely dllll. But on these ocCaSi()flS ,ve can recall
\"freedom\" and reminisce about tl1e

past.

There are no special changes in OUf life, although Opanas's
[Zalyvakha's] occup.ationhas been

changed
and he is a stoker

now. In short, he.s researching the esthetic
affinity

()f a painter's

brush ,vith an oven-rake. It's a pity, but '\\vhat can one do?

Ho\\ve\\'er Opanas ,viII be Opanas, and he makes nothing of
it all. He'll be

'\\vorking
in three shifts now, because the boiler

room operates t,venty-four hours a
day.. Bod'yo [Bohdan

Horyn'] '\037lorks at the delivery of finished products; Ozerny is

not here - he has been taken somewhere outside; Ivan [Hel']
is still

working
as a locksmith. Osa,dchy works at his old job.

Polikarpovych [Ivashchenko] has trouble \\vith his hands. He

complains of pain in his joints but continues to '\\vork at his old

job. Masyutko and Moroz spent quite a long time in a
hospital

because they ruined their stomachs . . ..)

(November 27, 1966))

*)

. . . I am sincerely grateful to you for The Centallr
by Updike

and for the map, \"The ethnic co'mposition of the population
of Ukraine\", you sent me earlier. A strange thing happened

to the map
- it turns out that we aren't allo\\ved to receive

maps in any form.

Still, it's very rewarding to know that one is remembered not

only by one's family. It helps one to maintain one's balance,
gives

him strength
to endure all the difficulties of life. About

ten days ago I received a letter from Tetyana Ivanivna, which

brought great joy not only to
myself

but to all of us here. We

sh,ared it as we share everything, including Ollr common fate.

Right now I'm completely separated from our boys because
I have been transferred to 17 LO. For me it is undoubtedly a

great punishment. You can see that I was destined to constant

wandering. To tell the truth, it also has its positive features,)
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but it is hard to bear. I often lie on my bench and think that

possibly
Slava (Menkush]

or Euhenia [Kuznetsova] used to lie

on the same spot, and I can imagine how hard it must have

been for women to be here.

Right no'\\!\" I'm successfully mastering a new trade. I am a

tailor. It sounds funny, but it's a fact. And, you know, I'm get-

ting quite good at it. I'm sewing working gloves,
and when

I'm set free, 1
1

11 be able to promptly supply a pair of luxurious

gloves to anyone who has
changed

from an intellectual occupa-

tiOl1 to a manual one (no matter for what reason!) \302\267. .

(March 27, 1967))

Ivan Hel'

Ivan Andriyovych Hel' was born on July 18, 1937,into a
peas-

ant family in the village of Klitstko, Horodok District in the

Region of L'viv\" [L'viv, a city in Western Ukraine, was under

Polish occupation in 1937]. In 1954 he
graduated

from a sec-

ondary school for working youths in the city of Sambir and

went to work as a locksmith in the truck factory in L'viv. From

195,6 until 1959 he served in the army. After demobilization
and until his arrest he worked as a locksmith in the electric

vacuum factory in L'viv.
In 1960 he enrolled in

evening
courses in history at the Uni-

versity of L'viv but did not complete thes'e courses because of

his arrest. He is married and has a four-year-old daughter.
Hel' was arrested on August 24, 1965. On March 25, 1966,

at a closed session of the L'viv Provincial Court, he was sen-
tenced to three years in severe hard-labour camps on charges
of anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation. He is serving his sen-
tence in

camp
No. II (village Yavas) in the Mordovian camps

for political prisoners, where he \"vorks as a locksmith.

*

To: The Chairman of the Presidium of the
S'll,preme

Soviet

of the Ukr. SSR.

From: Political Prisoner) Ivan A ndriyovych H el', convicted
under Article

62) Par I. of the Criminal Code of the
Uhr.

SSR,
to 3 years confinement in severe hard-labour

camp.)
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DECLARATION)

There ha ve been many tragedies in the history of the Ukrain-
ian people's struggle for their

elementary rights, national

digtlity, and the right to existence. O'ne of the greatest of tl1ese

- in my Opilliol1, second only to tIle infalllous Inass execlltions
of the thirties and forties - were tIle nllmerous repressions of

the Ukrainian intelligen tsia in 1965 and 1966. Only nation-
,vide protests prevented the

persecution
from

becoming a mass

phenomenon. I ,\\tas among those groundlessly accused and
COIl \\ricted.

I sl1all not resort to a detailed analysis of tIle so-called anti.
Soviet activities that formed the basis of my case and indict-

ment, tIle methods of
investigation,

the juggling of facts, and

the \"handling\" of the entire case
by

KGB agents. But I declare

tllat the repressions of 1965-66, were flagrant violations of the

la,\\.\\r, a relapse to the days of the personality cult, and ,vere at..
tempts by the KGB to recover its previous status of an autocratic

and irresponsible state within a state.
'Vith their

high-handed
activities the KGB ignored not only

a number of articles of the Constitution of the USSR and the

Constitution of the Ukr. SSR,
but also international Ia\\v. Here

are the most important violations:
Article 105 of the Constitution of Ukr. SSR and Article 125

of the Constitution of the USSR read: \037'In conformity \"\\vith the

interests of '\\larking people, and in order to strengtl1en tile

socialist system, the citizens of the USSR are guaranteed by la\\v:

a)
freedom of speech;

b) freedom of the press;

c) freedom of assembly, including the holding of mass meet-

.

Ings;

d) freedom of street processions and demonstrations.\"

Article 91 of the Constitution of the Ukr. SSR and Article

II I of the Constitution of the USSR: \"In all courts of the Ukr.

SSR cases are heard in public, unless otherwise provided for by
la'\037l, and the defendant is guaranteed the right to defence.\"

In vie'\\v of the fact that the trial, in violation of the Constitu-

tion, took place behind closed doors, the sentence should be

annulled.)
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Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

signed by representatives of the govemments
of the USSR and

Ukr. SSR,
as members of the United Nations, states:

\"Everyone has the right to freedom of
opinion

and expression;

this right includes freedom to hold opinions without inter-
ference and to seek, receive, and

impart
information and ideas

through any means and regardless of frontiers.\"

My political activities did not
ov,erstep

the bounds of legal-

ity. I have been convicted absolutely \\vithout grounds. There-
fore, regardless

of my confession of guilt during the court trial,
I do not consider

myself
nor admit to being guilty. I demand

an immediate release and the indictment of the real violators'

of the la\\v.)

February 23, 1967
Ivan Hel')

[hoT Hereta

Ihor
,Petrovych

Hereta ,vas born on September 25, 1938\" into

a priestts family in the
village

of Skomorokhy
near Ternopil'.

In 1955 he graduated from secondary school and in 1957 en..

rolled in the Faculty of History at the University of Chernivtsi

(in south,vestern Ukraine). After
graduating

from university

in 1962, he worked as a senior scholar at the Ternopil' Museum

of Local Lore, and from the beginning of 1965, as the
Museum's Assistant Director in

charge
of research.

He published several articles in the regional and national
press abOl!t prominel1t cultural and scientific workers froln

the Ternopil' region. Before his arrest he was '\\lorking on a
guidebook for the region of Ternopil', ,vhich ,vas commis..
sioned by the publishing house, Kamenyar, in L'viv.

He ,\302\245as arrested in Odessa on August 27, 1965, while on an
official trip. He received a

suspended sentence of five years of

imprisonment on February 26, 1966. After the trial he ,vas

unemployed
for a while and later was reinstated in the rnusellffi

as a senior scientist.)

Bohdan
Horyn'

\037ohdan Mykolayovych Horyn' was born on February 10, 1936,
Into a peasant family

in the village of KniseJ', District Zhy-)
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dachiv, Region of L'viv. From 1949 he lived with his' family
in the town of Khodoriv, and in 1959 he graduated from the

University of L'viv in the Ukrainian
Department

of the

Faculty of Philology. At the university 11e ,vas a member of

scientific
groups

and presented papers at the students' scientific
conferences.

From 1959 he worked as a
specialist in the methodology of

cultural-educational work at the L'viv Provincial I-Iouse of

Folk Art, as a teacher of painting and drafting in the special
school No.7, and from]une, 1962, until his arrest, as a research

worker in the L'viv Museum of Ukrainian Art.
Beginning in 1960 he frequently published articles on the

study of literature and art. He '\\vorked on the problem of the

psychology of artistic creativeness and spoke on that subject at

the inter-republican studentst conference in Riga, tlvice at the
conference of young writers in

Odessa, as well as at the House

of \\Vriters of the Writers Union of Ukraine in Kiev. He often

took part in discussions about art exhibitions.

Before his arrest he 'tvorked on a history of '\\Vestern Ukrain-

ian art, covering the second and the third decade of the twen-

tieth century.

He was arrested on August 26, 1965, and ,.vas sentenced on

April 13, 1966, at a closed session of the L'viv Regional Court
to four

years
in severe hard-labour camps on charges of spread-

ing anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation. He is
serving

his

sentence in Mordovian camp No. II for political prisoners
(village of Yavas), where he works as a cabinetmaker.

In camp he is preparing a monograph about the '\\larks of

the painter, Panas Zalyvakha.

While in prison B. Horyn
t

contracted an eye disease which

is growing worse in the camp and threatens him with blind-

ness.)

Mykhaylo Horyn
J

Mykhaylo Mykolayovych Horyn' was born on June 20, 1930,

into a peasant family
in the village of Knisel', Zhydachiv Dis-

trict, Region of L'viv. After graduating from secondary
school

he entered the Faculty of Philology at the University of L'viv)
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in 1949. From 1954 he worked as a teacher of Ukrainian lan-

guage
and literature, logic, and psychology and held the posi-

tions of Head of the District Methodology Office and of

Inspector of Schools in the Strilkiv District of the former

Drohobych Region. From 1957 until 1961 he ,vas a principal
in

secondary
schools in the Drohobych district and later in the

Boryslav district. He was
engaged

in community '\\fork, gave

lectures on methodology and history of Ukrainian literature
at the

re-training
courses for teachers of the Drohobych region,

and elaborated on individual themes, concerning the methods

of teaching Ukrainian literature. He published two papers in

this field in scholarly journals. He also
spoke

at the scientific

UNDIpl conference dedicated to the hundredth anniversary of
I. Y. Franko,2 and at the republican pedagogical conferences.

From March of 1961 until his arrest he worked as an industrial

psychologist in the experimental scientific and practicallabora-
tory of the psychology

and physiology of work (first of its kind
in the Soviet Union) at the truck factory in L'viv. He also con-

ducted some scientific research on general psychology
and the

psychology of work.

Among the topics of theoretical and practical nature he
pre\037

pared
are the following: t'Psychological requirements in the

organization of the bench-'\\vorker's ,vork area

u

, \"Question-

naire for the study of conditions and psychological atmosphere
of work in a frame-press wOTkshop\037', \"Psychological character..

is tics of universal screw-cutting lathe operators\", \"Psychologi..

cal-methodical instructions for the organization of the training
process in workshops for apprentices\", and others. He de-

livered a paper on '\037The peculiarity of control and its distinc-
tion from the concentration

among
workers of the machine-

building industry\" at the republican psychological conference
in Kiev. In 1962 he was awarded a citation by the L'viv Re-

gional Department of Popular Education for the
paper de-

livered at the Eleventh Regional Pedagogical Seminar, under
the title: \"The development of

pupils' imagination during
literature lessons\".

He often spoke about the culture of
production

and psychol-

t lJkrainian Institute of Scientific Pedagogical Research (transl. note).
2 A famous Ukrainian ,vriter (transl. note).)
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ogy of work at the truck
factory

and at enterprises of the L'viv

radnarhospl [economic region].
Before his arrest he worked on his research

paper,
\"The

role and interrelationship of control and concentration of the
reflective activit}, of an individual (based on the materials of

experimental studies in the machine-building industry)\".
whicll he intended to defend as' his candidate's dissertation.

He is married and has a daughter born in 1964.
He was arrested on August 26, 1965, and was sentenced on

April 18, 1966, at a closed session of the L'viv Regional Court

to six years in severe hard..labour camps on
charges

of anti-

Soviet propaganda and agitation. He is serving his sentence in
camps for

political prisoners in the Mordovian ASSR (camps
No.1 and No. I I). In December of 1966 he was put in the

camp prison for six months on unfounded
charges

of
\"prepar-

ing and spreading anti-Soviet manuscripts and essays in camp\".
In 1967

Mykhaylo Horyn'
was denied a meeting (which is.

guaranteed by Jaw) ,\037ith his wife.)

,
THE LAST WORD OF l\\fYKHAYLO HORYN

at the closed COtlrt sessi.on of the LJviv Regional Court
o'n April16 J

19,66

(A bridged))

Citizen Judges! Follo,ving the court's decision on my request
to participate in the court trial '-\\Tithout a defence counsel, I

hoped to at least participate in the court discussion on an

equal footing
with my counsel, as ,vas indicated in the state-

ment of the presiding ju,dge.
As this did not happen, I shall

dwell on g,ome statements of the final indictment and of the

indictment speech by the state prosecutor.
Is it possible to talk seriously

about undermining the Soviet

regime when the main documents were read
by

no more than

two or three persons? During the period of almost one
year,

The Deduction of Ukraine's Rights was read by two people;
Scientific Papers of

the Shevchenko Society by two people;)

1 In Russian, sovnarkhoz.)
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Ukraine - Its Present and Future by one person, my own
brother; Contemporary

Literature in the Ukr. SSR by two

people, including my brother. If my object was to undermine

the Soviet regime, couldn\037t
fifty

or a hundred of my close

acquaintances have read the above-mentioned books, without

having
them photocopied, by simply passing them from on,e to

another?
Besides, in order to come to such a conclusion, it is neces-

sary to establish whether I shared the ideas of the above..

mentioned documents. Did I promote those documents, ,or

,vas I perhaps critical of them? On the basis of the witnesses'

testimony, the court could be satisfied that I criticized many of

those documents. I gave some of them to people \\vith uni-

versity educations, many of them scientists, WllO could evaluate
them

critically\037
The court IDtlst take into ,consideration the

spirit of relationships between people of science, ,vhere the

exchange of literature does not necessarily mean that they
share the opinions expressed

in those documents. I do not deny
that I read those works with some interest because

they
raised

questions which interested me, although I don't quite agree
with their interpretation.

Concerning
such articles as Is It so Indz\"sputable.' and

Th01tghts and Reflections of a PerPlexed Reader, I must
say

that I agreed with them then and still do today. The articles,
The Trial

of Pohr'uzhal'sky
and Ukrainian Education in a

Chauvinstic Stranglehold, interested me because of their
factual material, but I did not share their political generaliza-
tions. I think that the reason ,.vhy The Trial

of Pohruzhal'sky

,vas circulated from hand to hand was that the Ukrainian press
kept silent about the arson at the library. I consider that to be
a mistake on tIle

part
of the government of the Ukr. SSR. After

all, information is as much the national ,vealth as are the fields ,

forests, and factories. It belongs to the people and it should be

managed only by the people.
In the final indictment I am accused of

holding anti-Soviet

nationalistic views. And the state prosecutor allowed himself
to compare my activities with those of Ukrainian bourgeois
nationalists. I have declared and I still declare that nationalis-)
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tic views are alien to me. I was brought up as much on the

works of Shevchenko and Franko as on the works of Dobrolyu-
boy. Herzen. and

Ogarev.

1
I consider them all to be my

spiritual fathers. The first book that I bought for
my library

was tIle book of critical articles by Dobrolyubov. N one of the

witnesses at the trial confinned that I preached nationalistic
views or was enthusiastic about nationalistic literature. Even

the \"\\lit11ess Starak did not confirm the testimony he had
given

dllrillg
the preliminary investigation.

All four questions ,vhich I asked each witness, as well as

tlleir ans,vers to those qllestions, indicate that I did not propa-
gandize anti-Soviet ideas, did not conduct any anti-Soviet dis-

cussions, and did not raise the subject of
undermining

the

Soviet regime. As far as the facts of spreading literature are
concerned, the act cannot be examined without taking into

consideration their subjective motivation. I state once more
that neither

ideology, p,hilosophy, legislation,
nor the social

and political system of the Soviet state are alien to me. When

I criticized, I did not criticize the Soviet legislation, but the
violation of that Ia\\v in everyday life; I did not criticize the
Soviet social system, but the

separate aspects
of the socio-

political and economic life of our country.
Yes, I considered that the solution of the economic and legal

problems of the kolkhoz [collective farm] peasantry is being
delayed..

The press
made a lot of noise about the prosperity

of kolkhoz members while
they

were receiving only grains and

kopecks for a working day. That became the reason for mass

pilfering
in the villages. The situation \"vas' still further compli-

cated by the fact that a kolkhoz member ,vas not allo,ved to

leave the kolkhoz with,out a certificate from the chairman of

the village soviet and from the kolkhoz chairman. Having no

passport, being dependent on the village administration, the

peasant was morally depressed.
All declarations about substan-

tial changes in agriculture remained statements only..
I consider that the nationality policy

towards' the Ukrainian

people is being distorted. The state prosecutor stated here that)

1 Russian authors (trans]. note).)
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the nationality problem
is solved. I wish it were true, State

Prosecutor! Can the nationality problem
be considered solved,

for instance, in the Russian Federation, lvhere hundreds of

thousands of Ukrainian children have no opportunity to at-

tain at least grade eight education in their native language?

Yet Russians do have such an opportunity in Ukraine f Does

the law about the right of teaching children in their native

language have any practical meaning for Ukrainians residing
in Russia? Is there any practical m,eaning

in the provision of

the program of the Communist Party which literally states'

that every citizen enjoys full freedom to speak and to educate
his children in

any language
he wishes? I think that for the

residents of Vorkuta,l of the Far East, ,of the Kuban
t
,2 or of

Central Russia - in other words, in places where thousands of

Ukrainians live - this regulation has no practical meaning.
There are no Ukrainian schools there.

The progress of the development of the national language
in Ukraine is

unsatisfactory.
When a French scientist visited

Kiev in the nineties, he remarked ,\\lith amazement, \"But I

haven't heard Ukrainian spoken anY\"'here in Kievl\" Rusova 3

sadly
wrote about this fact to Franko. I ,vander \\vhat he [the

French scientist] ,,,QuId have said about the linguistic relation-

ship in the capital of Ukraine in 1966?And not only in Kiev!

In his time Lenin demanded that extraordinary care be
taken in solving the problem of

linguistic development. He

stated that the challvinism of a great po,ver will exploit all

possibilities
in order to limit the interests of national minori-

ties, who,react
painfully

to the slightest 11int that their national

rights ma)7 be jeopardized and ,vho distinctly remember the

policy of tsarist Russia. Someho'\\v these principles of Lenin are
easily forgotten. They sllould not be!

But the attack of Russian tsarism 011 nationallangtlages ,vas
not accidental, for the tsarists understood quite ,veIl that the

problem of language is a political one. \\Ve have not yet for-)

1 A coal basin and concentration
camp

area in nort11'vestern Siberia (trans!.
note) .

2 An ethnically Ukrainian region of the Rtlssian SFSR along the eastern shore
of the Black Sea (trans1. note).

3 An outstanding Ukrainian scholar and social worker (trans!. note).)
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gotten Valuev's circulars,l the Ems 2
decrees, etc. (that \"the

Ukrainian language never
existed, does not exist, and cannot

exist\.") And the Ukrainian actors Kropyvnyts'ky, Sadovs'ky,
and Saksahans'ky, before each

performance of a Ukrainian

play, had to stage a Russian play of the same length or a Rus-
sian vaudeville. In this way the tsarists imposed the Russian

language and forcibly taught Ukrainians to forget their native
one.. And so today every patriotic

citizen of Ukraine is espe-

cially grieved by the current violations of Leninist
principles

in linguistic development. Such facts already exist. In the
magazine KOmmtlnist\" No. 48, 1965, there is an article by Yu.

Desheriyev, M. Kommari, and M.
Melik'yan,

The
Develop-

ment and Mutual Enrichnlent of the Languages of the PeoPles
of

the USSR, in which the authors cite statistics from the last
census in 1959\"

according
to which 10.2 million people of non-

Russian nationality adopted the Russian
language

in their

daily life. Are \\\\re to be proud of that fact? Should 'Ale not try

to investigate the reasons which led to the emergence of a citi-
zen, or rather of a

person
\\v\"ithout kith or kin, ,vho does not

care what language he
speaks? 'Today

the Ukrainian language,
tomorro,V' the Russian, and later he might as easily switch to

English or German. A bastard of that kind is repulsive to me!

The State Prosecutor declared that he is also
against

such

people and that \",ve are fighting
this type of person. As we can

see, this fight is not too effective if in 1959 there ,\\\\Tere 10.2

million of them.

Speaking about love of the native language, the State Prose-

cutor declared that we should be loyal to the Russian lang-
uage, using as

justification Shaskevych's poem,3
The Native

Tongue. I would like to explain that by \"Rus'ka\"4 Shash-

kevych
meant \"Ukrainian\" language, because in those times

the word \"Ukrainian\" was never or very seldom used.)

1 Count Peter Valuev, the Minister of the Interior, whose edict of June 8, 1863,

imposed major obstacles against
the publication of books in the Ukrainian

language (trans!. note).
2 A secret Tsarist decree of June 18\037 ]876, forbidding

the use of the Ukrainian

language in print (with some minor exceptions)
and banning the importation

of Ukrainian publications from abroad (trans!. note)..

8 A nineteenth-century Ukrainian poet from Western Ukraine (transI. note).
4 Rendered in English as \"Ruthenian

n
(transl. note).)
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I declare that I am not against the Russian language as a

language of international communication, but I am
a?\"ainst

those theories of the academicial1s Bilodid,l Kommarl, and

Co.,who
preach bilingualism

of national minorities. Someone

by the name of Kravtsev went a step further, writing in the

newspaper Radyans'ka
Ukraina [Soviet Ukraine] that conver-

sion to the Rllssian langllage in
everyclay

use is progTessive
and

inevitahle. It it possible to ignore StIch pseudo-theories?
The State Prosecutor declared in his speech that he is also

a patriot, that he loves Ukrainian song, and that in the t,\\renties

he used to listen to the Ukrainian bandllra players who en-

cOllraged people
to fight against Petlyura. But does the State

Prosecutor knO\\V what happened
to those bandllra players and

their banduras?
The privileged position of the Rllssian langllage in Ukraine

produces statements of some chauvinistic elements, like the
lecturer of the Kiev Medical Institute Tel'nova or tIle 1vriter

Aksenov. That is what we should fight against. Those are the

items I criticized. Is this enough to accuse me of
bOllrgeois

nationalism? Does it give the right to the State Proseclltor to

compare me to the Ukrainian bourgeois nationalists of the

past and to those who live abroad at the present time?

The third problem that worried me ,vas the losses to Ukrain-
ian cultllre during Stalin's

despotism.
I '\037las al,vays revolted by

the fact that citizens who had a sense of civic
dllty and Party

members who had a sense of duty to,vards the Party \"Titnessed

crimes and did nothing about it. It ,vas then that tIle philistine
moral philosophy, \"This does not C011cern me\",2 'vas born.

Under the threat of reprisals, the broad masses of \"\\vorkers

ceased to take part in the political life of tl1e COlIn
try. Politics

were mainly concocted in the kitchen of Stalin
'\\,vho, according

to Lenin, liked
'\037spicy

dishes
t

'. This moral philosophy was

officially elevated to the level of state behaviour
by

Nikita

Khrushchev, ,vho announced at the congTess that he knew
about Stalin' s crimes but was afraid to oppose him openly.
1 Prof. I. K. Biladi(l, \\'.rho served during the Khrushchev era as 1vlinister of Edu-

cation of
\037he

Ukr. SSR, advanced a theory of nt,\\ro native tongues\037 clairning
that RussIan has become the usecond native

tongue\"
of Ukrainians (trans1..

note) .
2 In original, mo)'a khata zkrayu (Ukr. saying---transl. note).)
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fearing that he COllld have been exterminated and branded as
a traitor to his. fatherland. This from the leader of the Party
and the head of the government! In that case, 1101\\7' could

ordinary citizens act? Therefore I stated that remnants of
Stalinism still exist in our

pllblic
and

political life, that this

spirit ought to be rejected, and that the masses ought to be

dra\\VIl into political life; that the OIlly lvay ,ve can safeguard
ourselves from the repetition of events of the thirties is for

every person to have a
strong sense of civic duty.

The State Pr,osecutor said that the period of Stalin's reign

cannot be completely condemned because, after all, with
Stalin's participation the

people
achieved success in building

socialism. But does Stalin deserve the credit?
It is a monument to the people ,vho could work creatively

in such difficult conditions. Do
you

know of an example in

histor)r, State Prosecutor, \\\\Then one person's despotism could

nullify the will to creative '\\lark of millions of
people?

Peter

I could not a,chieve this, Stalin did not accomplish it, even
Hitler could not do it. Do you need to be reminded of these
well-kno't\\ln truths, State Prosecutor?

Therefore I
say

that this period was a very difficult one for
Ukrainian people and Ukrainian culture, as well as for other

nations within the Soviet Union. It is a great pity that the

people responsible
for those crimes, ,vho allowed such in-

justices against humanity in hard-]abour camps in the North,
Far East, and Central Asia, are no,v receiving government pen-

sions, occupy governmental positions, and did not have to

ans\"\\ver for their crimes even by being Pllblicly censured.

The State Prosecutor calls these \"small
shortcomings\"

and

defends Stalin's high-handedness. What a thankless task! He is

indignant that someone besides the government dared to criti-

cize ,vhat \"they themselves are criticizing\". Since ,\\Then is there

a monopoly on the criticism of la\"\\vlessness, I '\\VOllld like to

ask you, State Prosecutor! The State Prosecutor is induJgent
towards the despotism of

Josef
Stalin.. But does he kno\"\\v that

in Ukraine in the thirties more than t\\VO hundred Ukrainian

intellectuals perished or were silenced forever, while during
the war only a few dozens perished?

Which ,vas worse for the

Ukrainian culture - the
years.

of war or the time of peace?)
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And so I declare that the fight against Stalin has only just
begun. And the

possibility
of a revival of Stalin's despotism

and lawlessness can be buried forever only when all the
people

begin
to take part in the political life of the country, when a

reliable apparatus
is established to control the government,

and when the elections are, first of all\037 transformed into an

instrument of such a control. It will be possible '\\vhen the insti-

gation for policy changes in the realm of economics and culture
comes not just from the Htop\",

but also from the \"bottom\";

when the change in the material situation of kolkhoz members

does not depend on the good mood of Kosygin alone, but is in
the hands of the kolkhoz peasants themselves; \"vhen, finally,
the feeling of civic duty in

every
ci tizen replaces the feeling of

philistinism ,vhich is being so widely cultivated.
I presented my thOllghts

about the separate shortcomings of

our society adeqllately. I-Iaving been brought up on the moral

principles of Shevchenko, Franko, Dobrolyubov, and Herzen,
I could not ignore those facts. I considered that I ','las respon-
sible before future generations for everything that \"ras

taking

place. Therefore I criticized them. The State Prosecutor tried
to evoke an emotional

atmosphere
at tIle court session. Ho,v-

ever, I am convinced that in years to come such questions \"iill

be decided not in the courtrooms, but in the disCllssion Cillbs.
This will have a

greater
benefit for the cause.

I declare once again that I was and still am a Soviet citizen.

Anti-Soviet views are alien to me. I leave it to the court to

consider this case soberly and impartially.)

,FROM M.. HORYN S LETTERS TO HIS WIFE)

It is already our fourth day in Voronezh. Kholodna Hora 1
of

Kharkiv is a large enterprise which swallows dozens of people
every day and

re-grinds
as

many human destinies and hopes.
We lived in a special section, isolated from others by a cor-

ridor that could be locked the same ,vay as our cell, which had

double doors, double iron bars, semi-circular dungeon ceiling,
no daylight, and no air.)

1 t4Cold Mountain
'
\\ a prison in Kharkiv (trans!. 110te).)
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In Voronezh we found ourself in a similar ki11d of cellar,

only much damper. There is a letter \"B
H

lvritten on our doors

instead of a number. Mentally ill prisoners used to live here

all the time. One of them ,vas still here '\037lhen '\\.ve ,vere brought

in. I say \"\\ve\" because since Kharkiv tllere have been three of

us
living and travelling together: myself, Osadchy, and an old

man. . .1
years old, who comes. from Berez}lany

- by the name
of Ivan Vasyl'ovych Hirchanovs'ky. He ,vas convicted for col-

laborating ,vith the Germans and for being a member of the

OUN. It appears that old cases, covered by t1venty or twenty-
five

years
of historical dust, are being revived again. Doesn't it

look like a repetition of the last days of M. Khyl'ovy?2

Night. I cannot sleep because it is
terribly

cold\037 Sleeping on

one mattress, ,vithout a blanket, in a cellar with a cement floor,

is unbelievably cold even in SlImmer. I didn't kno,v about this,
nor about

many
other things.

Morning. Everybody has influenza, especially Osadchy . . .
(Voronezh, June 14, 1966))

*)

I'm thinking about the latest escapade of Iv. 3
There's no

reason in it, no logic, not even the elementary propriety of

fOTm. Such language is used 0111y by cobblers after the tenth

glass of
brandy.

I am far from defending the people to \"\\vhom

this opus is addressed, but judging by the excerpts from it, Iv
had one quart of beer too many before he started judgin,g

things he knows nothing about and doesn't even understand.

In other ,.vo,rds, it is all in bad taste and has nothing to do with
artistic etiquette.

In
my opinion

an artist should create and not pay attention

to the interpreters of his works. If the artist '\\Tere to answer

everybody who in his opinion tried to
outguess him, he would

be able to do nothing else but to' brandish his argumentative
sword, right

and left. And ,\\Then to create? A true artist is usu-

1
Illegible

in the original.
2 A noted Ukrainian writer of the tl\\ienties and early thirties who committed

suicide at the time of the purges, in 1933 (transl. note).

3 Meaning the article by Ivan Drach. 011, Be Damned Once Again! in Litera-

turna Ukraina, attacking Ukrainian political emigres.)
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ally a very bad sociologist or critic because of his mentality.
He

perceives things completely subjectively, he sees things in

one dimension only, and his world-outlook, his
world-expres-

sion, and his world-creation are of interest precisely because

they are completely subjective.
A sociologist must base his evaluation of phenomena

on

objective criteria, elaborated by science. If a poetic soul enters
this field,

it brings unnecessary nervousness j emotional tension,

and a whole lot of nonsense.
In other words, a shoemaker should kno\\\", his trade and

shouldn't try to be a tailor. Thus, old Osnovyanenko
1

cam,e to

my mind . . .)

(Yavas, July 30, 1'966))

*)

. 'I. Breakfast - pea soup; dinner - borshcll, macaroni; sup-

per
- millet soup and a small piece of herring.

Such is my diet. I receive sugar, 150 grams, once every ten
days,

bread every day. The portions here are the same as in
cafeterias.

June 4th ,vas the day I said goodbye to LJviv. During the

night from 3rd to 4th I
hardly slept

at all. I kept thinking
about everything I went through, judging and evaluating it
critically.

Somehow it happens to me that tIle moment I estab-
lisI1 myself in one field, circumstances force me into an alto-

gether different one. On the eve of
my arrival in L'viv I ,vas

full of ideas in the field of
pedagogical psychology.

I worked

out my o'\\\\Tn
conceptions,

not only to my own satisfaction, but
also corroborating the articles and dissertations of

many
of my

friends and acquaintances. YOll kno\"v about this. To achieve
that I spent six

years
in

pedagogical practice.

Then I came to LJviv. There \\\\rere
hardships

of
reqllalifica-

tion, difficulties of getting acquainted with the ne'\" branch of
science.. It seemed that I wouldl1't get anything started. And
when many ne'v ideas entered my head, \\vhen all there was to

do was to w rite articles in the republican [Ukrainian] and
1 A

U\037rainian
writer of the nineteenth century \\\\\037ho coined the saying in the

prevIous sen tence (transl. note).)
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Moscow magazines-
- another interruption and another re-

qualification to the
occupation

of lathe-turner. It's as if fate
itself tore me away from the place where

everything
was

ready

for the materialization of my ideas, ,as if it would not wait even
a

year
for a final consolidation of my achievements. After all,

if I hadn't been arrested until
1966,

I would have been ab]e to
do so much more.

The Congress of Writers
1

surpassed all my expectations
when it turned into a discussion of the language problem -

a

problem
that the court told me is imaginary, false, and non-

existent.
I have no doubt that this was also a special kind of diploma-

tic move, to disarm some passionate people, to declare that' '\\ve

are also concerned about the fate of ,our native culture\". It's

a pity that none of our friends took a stand..
I read the materials from the Congress carefully. The prob-

lems of language and culture were much in evidence through-

out the Congress. In that case, why have I been convicted? The
Congress of \\Vriters showed that these problems exist, that they
are not far-fetched, and that they have to be solved.

Soon I am going to hand in my complaint about the
papers

that were confiscated during my arrest and about the missing
letters. During three months of

my stay in Sosnivka two letters

,\"vere lost.
2

Ho,v can one explain it?

(Sosnivka, December 5, 1966)3)

*)

. . . After reading the materials on both the Congress of

\\Vriters and the
C,ongress

of Defenders of Al1tiquity,4 I am

convinced that both congresses were far more interesting and
controversial than it

appeared.
The ideas of Honchar and

Novychenko that appeared in the newspapers are most un-

1 The Fifth Congress of the Union of Writers of Ukraine which took place
in

Kiev on November 16-19 J 1966 (trans!. note).

2 The camp inmates are allo\\\\,Ted to send only two letters a month.

3 Three days after this date \037f. Horyn'
,vas put into a camp prison, BUR, for

six months.
4 The founding congress of the Ukrainian Society for the Protection of the

Monuments of History and Culture took place in Kiev, on December 20-21t

1966 (transl. note).)
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usual for such moderate men. So my inlagination fills in the

details left out. I doubt that Literattlrna Ukraina will be able

to retain the level of tension inspired by those two congresses,

but even the material they have printed so far is worth prais-

ing. I read the article about Hrushevsk y
l in Istorychny

Zhur-nal 2
but I have no idea 'v hat public efforts were made in

connection witll his anniversary. Have there been any meet..

ings, concerts, assemblies? Or \\vas the whole celebration
limited to some articles in Literatll,rna and another

journal?

In general, the press supplied us' with a lot of materials to
think about. So the time does not pass by in vain.

I recently finished working on Shopenhauer. No,v,
that is'

until December 9, I \"\\vorked on Hegel, read Andriyashyk and
H.

TyutYllnnyk,
and pondered about the psychology of teach-

ing literature in schools. I have some rough drafts on the sub-

ject of \"The development of memory during literature lec-
tures\" and uThe development of thinking and of esthetic

taste\". If I ,vere to add to these the material I've had pub-

lished, it WOllld produce a \",veIl-rounded theme. Something
like uThe

psychology
of

teaching
literature in schools\"; I note

in passing the problems of ps.ychology in folk art. It's a pity

that right n01-V all these possibilities will have to wait. . .
(December

29, 1966))

Mykola Hryn
J)

Mykola Yevdokymovych Hryn
J

was born in 1928 in Western

Ukraine [then under Polish occupation]. In 1948he
graduated

from the L'viv Poly technical Institute, Geo'physical Depart-
ment of the Geological FacultYa There, under the chairman-

ship of the geophysicist Subotin he completed his graduate
studies, obtaining the

degree
of Candidate of Sciences. In 1963

he moved to Kiev, having won a
competition

for the position
of senior research associate in the Geophysical Institute of the

Academy of Sciences of the Ukr. SSR. He was considered an)

1 The forenlost Ukrainian historian. condemned in the USSR since the 1930s'

(transl. note).
2 The Historical Journal) published by the Academy of Sciences in Kiev (trans!.

note) .)
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able scientist with great potential. He was particularly known
for his research of the problem of seismic modll]a.tions. He

published many papers, and in 1965 the publishing house
l'lau.kova Dllmka

pllblished his monograph.
He \"vas arrested at the end of August, 1965, a.nd ,vas sen-

tenced in \0371arch of 1966, in a closed session of the Kiev
Regional COllft, to three years in severe hard-labour camps on

charges of anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation. Taking into

consideration his total admission of guilt, together with tl1e
confession and condemnation of his associates, the Supreme
Court of the Ukr. SSR

changed
this sentence to a suspended

one. After his release from imprisonment he was reinstated at

his work, but only as a junior research associate.)

Panas Zalyvakha)

O'panas Ivanovych Zalyvakha \\vas born on November 26, 1925,
in the village of Husyntsi, in the Kharkiv

region.
When he was

still a child, his family (parents, two brothers, and a sister).
moved to the Far East. Panas grew up, went to school and
started working there. Little is known about that period of his

life. In one of his letters from the
camp, Zalyvakha wrote, \"For

me this is a continuation of the dormitories in which I spent
almost

twenty years.\"
It has been said that he worked for a

while as an ovenmaker and in other similar
occupations.

Later

he studied at the Secondary Art School of the Leningrad Acad-

emy of Fine Art and in the Leningrad Repin State Institute of

Painting, Sculpture and Architecture of the Academy of Fine

Arts of the USSR, from which he graduated in the class of V. I.

Oreshnikov in 1960.

In 1957 Zalyvakha arrived in Kosiv, in the
region

of Ivana..

Frankivs'ke, to work. Here for the first time he became

acquainted with Ukraine, its
language, ethnography,

and its

spiritual life. All this made a radical impact on the artist's
perception

of the world. After returning to Leningrad he read

Ukrainian books and learned the language. He came again to

Ukraine in the summer of 1959. He spent some time on the

shores of the Azov Sea and later stayed for almost a month in)
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the region of Chernihiv (village of Burymka). He collected

folk songs and took an interest in
ethnography.

After graduat-

ing from the Institute he was given a position as an artist in

Tyumen' (Western Siberia)
and served as a chairman of the

local Art Council. He travelled to the far north (Khanty-

Mansiysky National District) and to Tobol'sk, \\vhere he visited
the grave of Hrabovsk y

l. His works were bought by the Tyu-
men' Picture Gallery and

by
the Khanty-Mansiysky

Museum.

In the summer of 1961 he came once more to Ukraine' (L'viv,

Ivano-Frankivs'ke, the Carpathians). In the fall of that year
there was an exhibtion of his ,vorks in Tyumen', and he also

took part in a regional exhibition in Novosibirsk.
111 December of 1961 he came to Ukraine to stay and joined

the Regional Association of Artists in Ivano-Frankivs'ke. In

April of 1962, an exhibition of his. \"lorks was
arranged

in

Ivano-Frankivs'ke, but it ,vas closed several days later b)1 order
of the Regional Party Committee (for the \"decadent mood\" of
the paintings). In the autumn of 1962, he became closely

acquainted with young Kievan artists, critics\" and '\\vriters.

He did not exhibit very often (regional exhibitions and a
zonal exhibition in L'viv). In most instances his ,,,arks ,,,ere

rejected on non-artistic grounds. (For instance, his paintings
and mosaics, Fight and YOll Shall Con.qller and The Prop/zet,
were rejected at republican exhibitions). Zalyvakha's \\\\Torks

were
reproduced

in the national magazines Mystetstvo [Art],
Zmina [Change], Vitchyzna [The Fatherland], etc. He 'vas one

of the creators of the Shevchenko stained-glass panel at the
Kiev University (1964), which was destroyed on the order of

Boychenko, secretary of the Kiev Regional Committee of the

CPU (Communist Party of Ukraine).
He was arrested at the end of

August
of 1965, in Ivano-

Frankivs'ke, and was sentenced in March of 1966, at a closed

court session, to five years in severe hard-labour camps on
charges of anti-Soviet

propaganda and agitation. At the present
time he is serving his sentence in

camp
No. II in Yavas,

Mordovia, where he worked as a loader and later as a stoker.

His paints were confiscated there and he \"vas forbidden to

paint in his spare time.
1 A

prominent Ukrainian writer (transl. note).)
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,
ZAL '\\:\037V AKI-IA S LETTERS TO FRIENDS)

TO V. KUSHNIR AND OTHER AR1\"ISTS

Dear friends, greetings to you al11

Good day, Venyamin! Greetings to your studio and
your

work

in it! Thank you for sending me the cover of the magazine
Mystetstvo. Goodl I received a package of books and paper
from you and Halyna, and I'm using it.

Unfortunately
I can't

use paints. It's forbidden nOlV, although I ,vas allowed to use
them previously. I'm

trying ink-dra\\ving
. . .

'.Ve are allowed to ,vrite t\\VO letters a month., Therefore I

want to convey m}\037 greetings
to all of you, my dear friends, and

thank you for your \\vaTmth and for remelnbering usr

I received a boo,k of Zerov's collected '\037{orks from H. Kachur.

Give him my sincere regards.
By the

\\\\Tay,
it's

quite interesting to serve, or actually to work

off, my term of imprisonment. For me it's a continuation of
life ill those dormitories where I spent about t\\venty years of

my life. The masters wear uniforms instead of civilian clothes,

and instead of entering reprimands in your personal file and,

placing them on the bulletin board, they send you to a camp

prison. Actually, there is more candour this
way.

I've had a lot

to think about, to examine, to perfect, and to convince
myself

of nlany things. Times passes very fast; while earlier, during
the transport and in prison, I counted days, now I cross out

months. There is very little spare time, and so it becomes more

precious. I'm working on some sketches - perhaps I'll finish

them when Itm freed..

Are there any new developments after that monumental

propaganda about the immortalization of relics' of the ZapaTa-

zhian Sich?l I read the resolutions in the
newspaper.

If
you happen to have any reproductions of the new monu-

mental complexes I shall
appreciate

it if you send them to me,

or any books or magazines '\\vith interesting
articles about art.

Write to me about your life. Although I am here, in
my

tho,ughts
I'm with you where culture and art are progressing.

I'm alert in b
ody

and spirit.
I don't despairl And I trust every-

1 The main centre of Ukrainian Cossacks in the 16th to 18th centuries (trans!.

note).)
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thing will be all rightl Otherwise it wouldn't be worth living.
My

hair is slowly turning gray but it doesn't worry mel Every-

thing has its
justification

and its value. There are many spar..

rows and pigeons here. They take
advantage

of the abundance

of barbed ,vire on which they like to rest. \\Ve feed those free

birds and are proud of them because they are representatives
of true freedom, '\\vithout any institutions and 'tvithout any
codes. . .

I regret that I don't have
Lesya's

talent\037 There are so many

interesting faces for caricatures here! . \302\267\302\267

(Yavas, October, 1966))

*)

TO I. SVITL YCHNY)

Ivanko, my dear friend, my sincere greetings!
My

cordial thanks for your concern and for your letters and

parcels. I 'Wrote an answer to your first letter, but perhaps you
didn't receive it, so I'm letting you know again that I received

the books by Rutkovych, Bubl'ov, Petrov-Vodkin, and others.
It's hard to describe my joy! They are fine editions! . . . Yester-

day I began to read Zerov. Beautiful '\\larks! Convey my most

sincere thanks to Kochur\037 I read Shamisso-Sverstyuk and found

him brilliant! . . .
I.m following the newspapers and

periodicals, looking
for

Lina's1 works in them. Someho'\\V\" I couldn't find any. What's
new in the field of film art? I was hoping to see an interesting
production of the Odess'a studio, The Ships Are Sailing West-

ward. But my hopes were futile. Are there
any

new films b,ased

on scripts by Drach and Lina? What\037s new in the world of

theatre? Do \\vrite! I am very happy to receive your letters
-

they're a ray of light from the outside world. All the boys are
well, and I

conveyed your greetings to them all. Your friends
and even those you don't know send their thanks to you. I

look for your articles in magazines but so far, unfortunately, I
haven't fo'und

any.
I hope, ho,vever, that soon I'll see some! . . .

(Yavas, October.. 1966))
*)

1 Lina Kostenko, Ukrainian poetess (trans!. note).)
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TO A. I-IORS'KA)

Banduras are \\vaking the past,
Trumpets are calling into the future. . .

L. Kostenko

Well, this is the way it isl You do deserve it, just watch that
you

don\037t
get dizzy! Let no harm come to you, dear monu-

mentalists - non-criminalists!I was
very happy to receive your

letter, dear AlIa, because it ,vas the first I received from an

artistic soul. It cheered me, moved me, disturbed me and re-

minded me of . .. . artistic searches. I beg you not to reject
comments on your '\\vork

- at least accept it as an advance for
the future. It was well \\vritten. Why do you look for irony?
Have mercy!

I'd like to comment about
your interpretation

of colour:

\"Colour is the essence, the SOlII, the history of people.
H '

Excuse

me, but this is absurd. Will the colour' of pottery of the Bronze
Age, dishes,

embroidery,
etc. of the VII, X, XII, XIV, XVII,

XX centuries really tell you anything about the \"soul and his-

tory of people?\" It is a pity that Hryhory Ivanovych does not
have enough \"dialectics\". One has to be careful when using
this word. I-II s-imply give YOlI

an example. In Bukovyna [in
southwestern Ukraine] the rhythm of ,combinations of black,

red, and green, in the pToportion of 1: 1, is widespread; in
Volyn; [in northwestern Ukraine] entirely different combina-

tions and different colours are used in different proportions.
One could

give many
such examples in order to convince you

that colour is not \"the ,essence and the soul\", etc. O'ur people
created beautiful examples of decorative-applied art. Later,
our ancestors'

adopted Christianity with its new artistic forms.

Thus, we got something like two parallel currents: on one

side, the inert art of the pre-Christian period - symbols, hiero-

glyphs, etc.
(embroidery,

ornamental art, carving, etc.)
- and,

on the other, secular art -
the art of cult and its varieties.

Boychuk [renowned Ukrainian artist] relied mostly on the lat-

ter. Y QU, as I understand, rely on folk art, that is, on the art of

symbols.
More accurately, you imitate it. Thus, Boychuk was

a greater dialectician. He was the true dialectician, or it is

better to say, he was simply consistent in his searches. The best)
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testimony
to this may be found in the monumental Mexican

works of recent years. (I have this book.) By the ,vay, they
studied in Europe. The best architects in the world, among

them Niemeyer 1
as well as Japanese architects 1

also studied in

Europe. It isn't imperative to study there. As you say, the main

thing is to reveal a category of national thinking and its

progress.
Apart from all this, there are in art 1 as in other fields of

human activity, its o,vn peculiar theories. Different artists of

different nations aTe pushing fOf'\\vard and developing indi-

vidual sectors as ,veIl as developing the general field of art. . \302\267

Apart
from tIle fact that each branch of art has its own pecliliar

sphere of
activity, they

are also closely related to one another.

Japan is an interesting example, ,vith its understanding of

Western philosophy and art, the emergence of ne\"\\v architec-

tural forms, and in general, the penetration of foreign ideas
into the Japanese ground. In

my opinion,
this feature ,vas

responsible for elevating the Japanese to the level of
develop-

ment they are enjoying now among the nations of the ,vorld.
Look at Japan, at its diverse Clliture, its traditions and innova-

tions, and compare it to \\vhat
happened

,vith China and its

emperors, who created the Great Wall of China, the Cllrtain,
etc. Dontt think that I don\037t agree \\vith you in principle. I
told you that on one occasion. I simply think that so far there
is no ne\\v movement in Ukraine, although '\\vith time there

may be one, and you are ,vorking to\",vard this aim. Becallse of

this I have great faith in
)TOU.

A
pupil

of liknePl, Halyna

Sevruk, perceived, probably subconsciously, the need to learn
more and

experiment
ftlfther.

(We
all kno\"\\\", from Otlr own

experience \\vhat folk art has given us.) Liknep is all
right,

though it doesn't answer all the questions; ,vhen it does so,
then it will be bad. Striving to achieve the object that is sha.ped
by the imagination -

that is
progress.

After all, imagination is

also in motion. . . It is.
good

that l\\1exicans have studied their

mythology2 well. Unforttlnately, we do not have one that is

1 School for liquidation of illiteracy (transl. note).
2 I liked the spelling of this word in Zerov'g works. Not nlit but mit, ,vhich is

much easier to pronounce in Ukrainian than mif. -
O.

Zalyvakha. (trans!.
note: The ,\\rord --myth\" is currently rendered as mif. The noted Ukrainian
author, Zerov, used the ,\\Testern Ukrainian mit..))
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recorded and well arranged. We have only some knowledge
from incidental sources. The same state of affairs exists in
India. Take the school of dance, in which every movement of
the body, even the movement of a finger has its meaning.

Greek art, following Egypt's, was based on national philos-
ophy, on symbols, and on

mytl10Iogy.
Do you and I llnderstand

the symbols used in our ornaments? In my opinion this is an
important and

complicated matter for further study and one
that requires effort to be generally clarified. . .

I
hope

that no matter 110\\v Ollr artists change, there is no
possibility of returning to former confusion. Your '\\larks and

YOlIY mosaics are reassurance. May God help you in your en-

deavour! I look upon your accomplishment as a great achieve-
ment of our monumental art. I am able to write no\"v and to

pursue an ideal
When you see our famous SIavko, give

him my regards and

thank him for being \"\\vhat he is. I received his letter as '\\veJ} as
his parcel. His telegram arrived looking as

thOtlgh
it had been

typed on Ostap Bender's.l typeWTiter, bllt ,\037.rith an English

accent. 2 I am convinced abollt what he said, becallse only
prominent people could afford such telegrams of greetings! . . .

I probably \",viII not be able to thank everyone ,vho sent me 3

his best wishes. It was a real celebration! 'Ve \\VeTe
\\'ery happy

and proud! There \\vere almost t,venty telegrams! Please convey
my most sincere thanks to H. K,ochur. He understands, as \\ve

all do, the val ue of a kind word in certain cirCllmstances. I

was deeply moved by his concern. I received greetings from
Ivan and a

parcel
of books. There was also a fine adventure

novel by Smolych. I read it ,.vith great
interest. I '\037as

pleasantly

surprised
that even WTiters make mistak,es' - there were twenty-

five of them in that novel. And I used to blame myself for

making an occasional error in
my writing!

It sho,vs that to err

is humanl Now I have lots of books to read - if only I had)

1 Hero of a, humorous novel by Irf and Petrov (transL note).
2

According
to telegraph rules, it is possible to send telegranls from Ukraine to

other republics in the Ukrainian language, but in either Russian or Latin

transliteration,. Telegraph employees in Kiev at first refused to accept tele-

grams in Latin transliteration, but later accepted them, although distorting

their contents (transl. note).
3 The reference is to O.

Zalyvakha's birthday.)
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enougl1 time! My cordial thanks to Ivan Dzyuba and my most
sincere

greetings
I To Yevhen, who is a master of epistolary

literature and who can compete with
you

in that genre, I also

send my greetings and thanks for his birthday wishes.We read

in the papers
about the Congress of Ukrainian Writers, about

the success of fine literature and the respect for ,vriters and

critics. Will there be a Congress of Artists. soon?

Itm so tempted to '\\lark on murals. Have you completed your
composition, Mother? It's going to be a magnificent work,

Allal Your letter brought me great joy
because it ,vas full of

jokes, aphorisms, and '\\Tonderfully witty remarksl When I read
it I felt as if I had drunk a bottle of cham.pagne mixed with
samohon (moonlight). I don't know how to describe such a

drink in one ,vord: ,vould it be
\037'moonpagne\"

or \"chamlight\"?

It would be unusually potent and would hit you right between
the

eyes.
I'm glad to hear that your group has gained a strong

addition in the
person

of Viktor.

Is Venyamin becoming a monumentalist? I read in Litera-
turna Ukraina about new trends in paintings by a young

gradllate from the Kiev Institute. Is a new star really rising?
I'm in a

hurry
to close. It's time to go to work. Goodbye!

Keep \"\\forking
for the glory of our artI My best wishes.

(November 30, 1966))

*)

TO N. SVITLYCHNA)

\302\267\302\267\302\267I'm in a wonderful mood. Quoting Nekrasov, UHe,althy,
crisp air makes a tired man feel

lively.\"
I have warm felt-boots,

hand-knitted socks and gloves, quilted pants, a warm jacket,
and a winter hat. All this makes me look like one of Papanin'sl
heroes. The only thing missingis a

moving ice-field. . .

How is the Dnipro [Dnieper River]? It's probably frozen.
Tell

Halynka
Sevruk not to send me any paints. They aren't

needed. You keep painting, and I shall do so later. . .

(Yavas, December 12, 1966))
*)

1 An explorer of the North (transl. note).)
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TO THE ARTISTS)

Happy
Ne\\v Year to 'YOl1!

Venyamin, my dear friend, and fellmv painters, I send
you

my sincere greetingsJ I \"\"Tite this letter hoping that it will reach
you, because not

everyone
received my Ne,\\\\T Year's greetings.

But YOlI ma)' be sure that I \"ras
thinking

of you all around

twelve o'clock, turning my face to\\vards the .south\\vest. In my

thoughts, or as I call them
n01.V, my imaginary films, I was ,vith

you, singing N e\"\\v Year's carols, '\\valking along the snow-covered

streets' of Kiev and wishing people a happy Ne\\v Year and

Christmas!

Thank you very much for the newspapers, books, and for

the kind \\vords from you and Halynka. I '\\VTote a letter to V.

Chornovil but I'm not sure he received it. The letters from

R. Korohodstky, \\4lhich were with the newspapers, \\vere seized
and ,ve didn't receive them. I follow all the news on the pages
of Ranok and the magazine Mystetstvo, and I hope that soon
I'll see

your
works' executed in the technique of monumental

art! I read an article on
Arkhipenko1 by Korotych

in Vii..

chyzna. It was a poor article except for some individual
poetical

assumptions.
He 'Wrote a great deal but failed to say much,

refe'rring to Shalyapin and Rakhmaninovl In my opinion,

Arkhipenko has done more in sculpture than C,ezanne in

painting. Einstein failed to
split

the atom, yet he remained a

great scientist.
Alochka pro,mised to send me

photographs
of her works

from Donetstk. I'm waiting for them. I believe it ,viII be better

in the future to send everything by registered mail. I try to
sketch as much as circumstances permit. Thank you and Hal-

ynka Sevrukivna for the paper and the
postcards.

. .

Don't forget that when any of you are celebrating a birth-

day\"
all of us as a team join you in celebration because it isn't

always possible
to send greetings in time. So please ,convey our

greetings to Lina on her
birthday

on March 19, and all our

best wishes. We love her and are proud of h,er. Thank Halynka)

1 Oleksander Arkhipenko (1887..1964), Paris educated, Americanized Ukrainian

artist of world renown and extraordinary versatility, was the pioneer in prob-

lems of negative space in sculpture (trans!. note).)
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Zubchenkivna for her letter and for Svaroh. My sincere greet-

ings to you all!
There is a

very interesting and meaningful article in the

book Moderne malarstvo [Modern Painting] in the Czech lan-

guage. It ,\\ras written from the existentialist point of vie1\037l,
but

this subject would be worth studying from another angle - the

angle
of traditions, national thinking, etc. Translate it and

read it - it's '\\vorth the trollble. I '\\vish all of you creative in.,

spiration and success in your endeavours.. Give
my

kisses to

our creative ,vornen! I greet you with the coming of spring!
(March, 1'967))

*)

TO IVAN SVITLYCHNY)

My dear friendl My sincere greetings to you, your glorious
women and to all our friends! The epidemic of 'flu is over and
I remained alive and ,veIl, God be

praised.
I continue, thro,ugh

manual ,\\-\"ork, \"to atone for my sins\". All my paintings 1vere

taken a,vay from me and I was threatened with more severe

punishment in the future.
Painting

is forbidden. In case you
need some of my works, feel free to take them. Some of my

paintings and sketches are in Ivano-Frankivs'ke. I fully depend
on

your judgment.
I planned to do over many of my works,

but there was no time.

I haven't had any ]etters since New Year\"s. Probably no one
received mine either.They must have been delayed on the way
- the frost is getting severe! We were visited

by
a \"friend

H

from Frankivs'ke. 1 He expressed his love and concern, but
someho,v I couldn't recognize it because he had a very disgust-
ing face.

Moroz, Karavans'ky, M. Horyn', and
Masyutko

were put in

the camp jail for six months\037
They

were found guilty of -writ-

ing complaints to higher authorities. They are not
reforming

and they inte rfere with the re-education of others! Masyutko's
1 The author alludes to the arrival from Ukraine of a group of KGB officials

who, by isolating prisoners for a period of time, demanded from each of them

confessions and petitions for pardon.)
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health isn't too good, but all of them are keeping well and are

optimistic. We all believe that love of our fatherland is not a

crime but the sacred obligation of a citizen. This
gives

us

strength and confidence that our belief is right, and makes us
believe that sooner or later the real criminals will be exposed
and justly punished. \\Ve believe and hope.

I have enough to read. I don't have time for \"adve11ture\"

literature; I read about art and philosophy. I lvatch the sky and

the stars. Looking at them, I follow the Milky Way to Ukraine,
to the

Dnipro. I'm glad that before too long a time I'll have
the

pleasur,e
of

seeing you all, my dear and unforgettable
friends. Only a little over

forty-t\\vO
months are left, unless

some miracle occurs. One wants to believe in miracles,
espe-

cially
in our times. Please give my regards to all ,vho remember

us and who believe in God!

Keep ,veIl and strong.)

*)

To: The Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Ukr. SSR

FTom: Zalyvakha J Opanas Iv.) born 1925, convicted under

Article 62) Part I
of

the Criminal Code of the Ukr.,

SSR} to 5 years of imprisonment in severe hard-labour
camp,

Yavas J P.o. Box 385 - II.)

DECLARATION)

\"Every
man has the right to respect for his personality, to pro-

tection of his reputation,
to freedom to seek the truth, to ex-

press and disseminate his ideas,
to serve art, as far as this. is

compatible with moral law and the common
good.\" (Pope

John XIII. From the Encyclical of April II, 1964.)
Every year progressivf nations celebrate the anniversary of

the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Members of the United Nations, among them Ukraine, signed

this document to \"reaffirm. their faith in fundamental human

rights, in the dignity and worth of the human personality and)
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in the equal right of men and women, equal rights of the great
and small nations.\"l

The signatures were affixed, but the contents of the Declara-
tion were not put into univers.al

practice.

For at the end of 1965, a ,vave of an-'ests of Ukrainian intel-
lectllals rolled across our C01.1ntry, accompanied by accusations

that had changed little since t11e times of Bohdan Khme!'ny-

ts'ky: m1azepynstvo,2 separatism, German agents, nationalism.

bourgeois nationalism, anti-So,viet agitation. I have been
accused of

Hfalling
under the influence of hostile nationalistic

propaganda\", of having read literatllre not examined
by

Soviet

censO,tSI1ip, and of having expressed my vie't\\Ts.

Article 19 of the Declaration reads: UEveryone has the right
to freedom of

opinion
and expression; this right includes the

freedom to hold opinions '\\Tithout interference and to seek,

receive and impart information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers.\"

The pros'ecution's materials contain no evidence of the

crime mentioned in Article 62, Part I, because there is neither

propaganda against the Soviet state or social system, nor any
appeal

to subvert the Soviet regime. On the contrary, there is

only what is
guaranteed by the Constitution of USSR, by the

Soviet nationality policy, and
b,y

the Declaration on Human

Rights. Here is an example taken from the letter, uTa the

writer Iryna Vil'de and her countrymen '\\vho do not fear the
truth\" by R. Rakhmanny: \"We ,\037.,rant to see factual proof of

the improvement in Ukraine's situ,ation . . . ,ve '\\vant to see tIle

Ukrainian people as masters of their house, not as an ethno-
graphic mass.U And here an excerpt from \"The tlvelve ques-
tions for students of the social sciences\": H6. All the nations

here possess equal rights. 500,000 Russians, settled in Ukraine
during 250

pre-revolutionary years, and approximate1y 7 mil-

lion came here during the years since. Why then do the)

1 The words Hequal rights of the great and small nations\" do not appear in the
Preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, from which this

quotation is taken (transl. note).
'

2
Mazepism, derived from the name of the Ukrainian Hetman, Ivan

I\\-fazepa,

who joined the S,vedish King Charles XII during the Russian-Swedish vvar of

1707-1709 in the hope of ending Ukraine.s increasing subordination to Russia
(transl. note).)
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Russians consider themselves ll10re as masters in Ukraine than
the Ukrainialls?\"

The great words about equality and freedom must have a
definite context. As the saying goes, \"There are great words
that are so empty that entire nations could be

imprisoned
in

them,\" The Constitution of the USSR
proclaims the equality of

nations and independence of tl1e sovereign republics of the
USSR. I

belonged to the 7.5 million Ukrainians living in the
USSR outside the boundaries of Ukraine. In the Russian Federa-
tion alone, Ukrainians number over four million, yet there

are no Ukrainian schools, no Ukrainian cultural and social
life. Lomonosov called

peo'ple
who, lost their language Hliving

corpses\". It is 110t surprising that as soon as I, the former

\"living corpse\", came to consider myself as a Ukrainian and
joined the cultural life in Ukraine, I imlnediately attracted

the close attention of the KGB. It is dangerous to be conscious

of one's own nationality. Indeed, nations have the right to

ensure their o\"\\vn ,vay of development without detriment to

others, on the basis of
equality

and not guardianship.
The KGB fabricated an a,ccusation and trampled on Soviet

la,,! and international commitments, so that they ,vere quite

naturally compelled to resort to secret court trials in order to

prevent the truth of the flimsy evidence from reaching the
public. I believe that these court trials are a continuation of

the infaIIlous pogroms against the Ukrainian nation that took

place during the thirties, forties, and fifties. Why else would

they need secret trials, fabricated investigations, etc. The KGB

deliberately broke the laws governing the administration of

justice
and violated the Constitution of the USSR and the

Declaration of Human Rights.
Art. 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

reads: CCEveryone charged with a penal offence has the right to
be presumed innocent until

proven guilty according to law in

a public trial at which he has all the
guarantees necessary

for

his defence.\"

I cannot and do not recognize the court verdict to be
just

if

the legal proceedings were conducted illegally. The fabrica-

tion of the accusation is demonstrated
by

the conclusion of the

\"scientific\" commission of experts in L'viv that T. H. Shev-)
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chenko's poem, Dolya (Destiny), found at my home, was the
anti-Soviet nationalistic ,vork of an unkno,vn author. Isntt

such trumped-up evidence a sufficiently clear expression of tIle

long
ears and ugly face of that great po,ver, chauvinism? Over

the centuries the oppressorstried in vain to ,destroy the Ukrain-

ian culture and language; but the people ,vithstoo,d the on-

slaughts
and they cannot be frightened no'tv by any repressions,

nor by the burning of libraries, nor by the destructio,n of the

monuments of Ukrainian culture.
The K'GB

agents.
wrote in my indictment, \". . . a morally

unstable person, having fallen llnder the influence . . .\", etc.,

etc. But being a Ukrainian conscious of his national dignity is

not a nharmful influence\", but the duty of an honest man. To

renounce one's O'\\\\Tll
nationality

is humiliating and immoral;

the KGB agents who try to compel a man to renounce his iden-

tity
are guilty of abusing their power, and deserve to' be ptlt in

the dock.

I consider myself guilty neither before my conscience, nor

before my people, nor before the law. I demand an immediate

revie\"\037 of my case and my return from Mordovia to the \"sover-

eign\" Ukr.. SSR, as well as' the abolition of forced labor, in
acc.ordance with the Geneva agreement. I demand that

criminal persecution be instituted against the real culprits -
the challvinists.)

O. Zal yvakha,

i' a vas,

April 5, 1967.)

M)'ros[a1)a ZtJar)'chevs' ka)

Myroslava Vasylivna Zvarychevs\037ka was born into a peasant
family on December 28, 1936, in the

village
of Trebukhivtsi

in the Ternopil
t

region.
In 195,6 she graduated lvith honours

from the Pedagogical School in Chortkiv, and in 1961horn the

Ukrainian Department of the Philological Faculty of Ltviv

University. She was employed by
the Scientific Library of

L'viv University, worked as a proofreader for the newspapers
Vil'na Ukraina [Free Ukraine]

and Lenins'ka Molod' [Leninist)
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Youth]. and as a literary editor in the Publication Department
of the L'viv Regional Archive.

She was arrested on August 24, 1965. On April 18, 1966,
she was sentenced, at a closed session of the L'viv Regional
COllrt, to eight months of imprisonment on charges of anti-

Soviet propaganda and agitation. After serving her term she
was unemployed for a ,vhile. No\\v she teaches school in L'viv.

In February of 1964, the ne\\vspaper Lenins'ka Molod' printed
a revie\\\\T

by Zvarychevs'ka of the novel by B. Antonenko-

Davydovych, Za shyrmoyu (Behind the screen); the review was

entitled, A Ballad about a Son's Obligation.)

Dmytro Ivashchenko)

DmytTo Polikarpovych I vashchenko ,vas born in 192? He is a

university gr.aduate in philology. He took part in the Second

World War, when he was \\vounded and decorated. Later he
\\vrote articles dealing with problems of the Ukrainian lan-

guage and literature. Before his arrest he worked at the

Pedagogical Institute of Luts'k as a lecturer in Ukrainian
literature. He is married and has children.

Ivashchenko ,vas arrested at the end of August, 19'65, and
was sentenced in January of 1966, by the Volyn

t

Regional

Court, to two years in severe hard-labour camps on charges of
anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation. At

present
he serves his

se'ntence in Camp No. 11 of the Mordovian camps for
political

prisoners (Yavas). He suffers from rheumatism. (It ,.vas im-

p.ossible to obtain more detailed
biographical data).)

J
FROM IVASHCHENKO S LETTER TO N. SVITLYCHNA)

TIle book you sent me has
always

been my dream. I admire

S-ko 1 not only as a brilliant poet but also as a fellow country-

man - an honest, sincere man of whom I have the right to be

proud.
I also valu e your present because it was a

parcel
of warm

1 Vas}rl' Symonenko, a noted Ukrainian poet who died in 1963 (transl. note).)
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human kindness, a part of your great heart. And that is very
important, because it

gets very
cold here. You cannot imagine

ho'\\V\" cold!

I ,vish I could tell you something sincere and very warm.
But

you
must forgive me because during one September

evening my soul was chilled by a gust of cold wind. Since that

time my days are very grey, dllll, and monotonous. I want to

grab
each of these days by the throat, choke it as hard as I can

and thro'tv it away so that not a trace of it is left.
On one occasion

O-chy (Mykhaylo Osadchy), talking about

himself and his' moods, asked, \"And how do you feel? After all,

you survived the ,vhole war; you marched from Odessa to the

Volga
and from the Volga to Berlin with an alltomatic rifle in

your hand. You w,orked honestly during the post-\"\\var years.
And here you are surrounded by former German

policemen,

collaborators with the Gestapo, former prison commanders,

and the like.\"
\\Vhat could I answer him? In our lives, unfortunately,

paradoxes are a common phenomenon.
I live and I work. It's no

novelty
to me. Fate probably laid

the path of my life ,vith thorns even before I \\vas born.

It will soon be a month since I began to suffer
day

and night

from pains in my arms. (After all, I've been freezing in
icy

waters so often!) But it doesn't matter - I still manage to flilfill

the required work quota. As they say, labour ennobles man.

Today is Sunday, the same as the last one and all the other

Sundays in prison (there have
already

been fifty-four 0.\302\243
them!),

ra,gged, frustrated, dishonoured. I look at it, on its \"vounded,
soiled breasts, blood-covered lips, and tattered

Sunday
skirt.

And such sorro,v seizes me.

Real atltumn has already started here. The
sky

is heavy witl1

clouds. Almost every day it rains. The rain is nasty and cold.
The leaves on the birches do not become yello,v, bilt '\\vither
and die prematurely.

Sadness fills the evening. As soon as dusk settles, gloom
creeps out of the surrounding forests, marshes, and lakes and

advances
slo\\\\Tly\037 making

little progress, yet still methodically,

unceasingly. Like the fog, it covers everything and fills
every

creature.)
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.
I often become uneasy when I see how the young, gay

bIrches
suddenly drop their branches in a terrible grief and

whimper in painful sorrow.
And this is

just
the beginning of autumn. . .

(Yavas, September 18, 1966))

Yevheni)'a Kuznetsova)

Yevheniya Fedorivna Kuznetsova was born on October 28,

1913, in the town of Shostka in the Sumy region, in a worker's

family. In 1935 she graduated from the chemical tecl1nical
school in Shostka and \"va.s

assigned
to Tambov. From then on

she worked outside the borders of Ukraine (Tambov, Lenin-

grad). In 193,7 she settled in Mosco,v, \"vllere she ,vorked in one

of the scientific research institlltes of the defence industry and
obtained t'\\V'o

patents (for her numeral illventions on explo-

siv,es). In 1962 she returned to her homeland. She lived in Kiev

and ''lorked for t\\VO
years

in the Institute of Communal

Hygiene and for a year (prior to her
arrest)

as a laboratory

,vorker in one of the Departments, of the C,hemical Faculty of

the Kiev University.

She was arrested on August 25, 1965. On l\\1arch 25, 1966,
she was sentenced, in a closed session of the Kiev Regional
Court, to four years in severe hard-labour

camps
on charges of

anti-Soviet prop,aganda and agitation. At present she is de-

tained in camps of the Mordovian ASSR (at first in camp No.

17, now in
c,amp No.6).

Yevheniya Kuznetsova\"s indictment and sentence mention

that in 1964 she vvrote three articles that touch upon social-

political problems: My Deliberations, Lesson.s of History, and
Nationalists?)

}

FROM YEVHENIYA KUZNETSOVA S LETTERS)

I'm trying every possible way to bring my health back to the

perfectly
nonnal state it

\037as b:fore
my imprisonment. \037here

are no bounds to my indIgnatIon about the heartless attItude)
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toward me on the part of the doctor of the isloation ward 1

(in Kiev),
who did nothing to improve my health; not even so

much as
giving glucose injections, vitamins, and the like. I told

her that I couldn't travel and asked that they treat me in Kiev.

But they wouldn't listen to me!
In

September
of 1965 I was examined in the psychiatric

,yard. I returned to the isolation ,vard with the
diagnosis

-

healthy_ I sus'pect that the physicians and the investigating
officer tried to find my sicknesses because it \\vas necessary for

them to know that I had been ill at one time. Of course, in the

histories in polyclinics there are no indications that I ,vas ever

ill with anything, for I was healthy. Your father 2

stauncll1y

maintained that I had never been ill.

Why should they even have been asked such a question
-

about my health?
Then in February of 1966 I ,vas suddenly taken ill. I am still

trying to learn from the
physician

the cause of my ,veakness.

The pain was under the right shoulder-blade, as if someone

had pierced it with a wire. The heart, the head -
as if

they

were seized in a cluster of light rays that led to unconscious-
ness.The

legs
and hands trembled as if they were charged '\\Tith

a current. After two such attacks I lost my strength. The noise
in my head was so fierce that I didn't kno,,,\" ,vhat to do. The
c,onfusion and pain were so severe that I have to tell someone

about it all.
After sentence ,vas

passed
I

requested
a gynecologist, for I

felt pain in the lower abdomen. No disease was. discovered.

i\\fter February 26 3 I began to recover4 The 11eadache above
the

eyes stopped,
the noise ceased. I became happy. I rested a

great deal, for I was very weak. In camp I slowly began to
recover. Right now IJrn

awaiting
a transfer to the centrall10s-

pital, where I ,vish to be examined after all tl1e analyses made

in Kiev so that I'll know definitely, that is
officially,

where I

took ill,. what my state of health is now, and ,\\Those fault it is.

About the food - it '\\Tould be desirable to have more vita-)

1 The prison of the KGB on
Volodymyr Street, No. 33, in Kiev.

2 Kuznetsova\"s former husband.
3 The indictment in the case of Kuznetsova and others ,vas compiled .on Febru-

ary 21J 1966.)
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mins. We can spend up to five rubles in the canteen, if we have

earned it. Last month I knitted nets and did not fulfill the

9
uota , so this month I hadn't enough money to buy anything

In the canteen. I
buy mainly oil, without which I cannot get

along, for I become weak. There is no sugar; it is issued
every

ten days, 150 grams (about :y3 lb.), right in the canteen. It\037s

enough to have sweet tea three or four times - thus one can
live. I had

very poor
food when I was a child, especially in

1933, but I SllTvived even that.

I c,oncentrate my attention, my strength, and my free time
on accumulating kno1vledge. Unfortunately

there is just

enough time to look through the newspapers and to read some

articles in the journals. I have started a few notebooks. . .

(Pot'ma, October 22,
1966))

*)

The other girls and I ,vere very happy that ,ve are not for-

gotten
in our homeland. When YOllf package came\" we were

like children: '\\ve were
happy,

we rushed at the books, we

kissed them and cried for joy while reading the letter.

\"0 life! I am rocking on thy waves.\" I'm again in the east-
in a

camp.
After twenty-seven years of living in Russia I pined

so much for my native land. I often stood on the platform of

the Kievan railway station 1 to feel the breath of Ukraine - the

trains fill the Moscow air with the aroma of its berries,

orchards, honey, and ripe wheat.

I can also endure this s'orrow. Time
passes quickly,

for pro-

duction work claims nine hours a day. We are awakened at
5:30 in the morning,

and by 7:00 we must go to '\\lark. I pay no
attention at all to the locks - it's easier that way. Instead I

watch the surrounding forest of
proud spruces.

In summer there were many flowers in our yard here. These
Ukrainians are interesting people. They ,ee'rtainly love the soil.

They cultivate it as if
they

were spreading butter on a slice of

bread. They'll do everything in their
power

to make this plot

of ground bear something. In the autumn there ,vas even a

\"women's revolt\" here, for it was rumoured that male brick-)

lOne of Mosco,v\"s railway stations (transl. note).)
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layers
would do the whitewashing. When our women heard,

their feminine pride was aroused: \"We won't permit it. This

is woman\037s workf

tJ
We whitewashed, painted, scrubbed so hard

that some were even stricken with radiculitis.
We are fed three times a day in the mess hall. We receive

2,415 to 2,420 calories, but then there is a smaller ration, one

of 1,328 calories, for those who are disobedient. We may buy

five rubles' worth of food every month in the canteen
(if

we

earn the money and if there is no violation of the rules). The
regulations do not

provide
for fresh fruit.

We make the best of everything. We feel the lack of sugar

deeply; when I receive the ration of 150 grams for a ten-day

period, I make sweet tea and drink it on an empty stomach so
that most of it will get into the blood. I arrived here in a very
weakened condition. A

general
weakness after the investiga-

tions . . .)

(Pot'ma,
December 3, 1966))

*)

Your Ne,v Year's wisl1es, carols, books, gifts make me happy
even in the cell. I, too, profoundly believe in the final trillIDph
of justice. We (the boys

and I) are not guilty. They never had
a reason to imprison us. I shall return home with a big sack of

knowledge, compassion, reproaches, love, which I'll distribute
according

to the tradition: To God what is God's, to Caesar
what is Caesar's. In advance I send best ,vishes to you and to all

countrymen ,on the occasion of March 9, tIle birthday of Taras

Hryhorovych [Shevchenko].)

(Pot'ma, January 14, 1967))

*)

There is still so much to be straightened out in life, and
only science can prove and solve the contradictions. It is very
hard to disclaim scientific evaluations. Thus in

analyzing
the

situation in Ukraine prior to our imprisonment, we see that
we are not

guilty
and so we could not have been imprisoned.

We all feel the adverse effect of an unfamiliar climate.)
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As for M ykola Hryn', I think that
everyone

blames him too

much. Of course, he did not conduct himself ,veIl at the trial,
it \"\",vas all due to his nerves. I noticed this when I sa,v him the
last time in the hall of the court. He made it miserable for all
-

for himself and for his friends. If he has realized all this, then
of course he'll never commit anything like it again and \\\037lill

regret acting the way he did.)

(Pot'ma, January 14, 1967))

Oleksandr Mart)'nenko)

Oleksandr Ivanovych Martynenko was born on October 2,

1935, in the t01tVll of Nova Horlivka, Donets'k region, in a

worker's family_ In 1941 the family moved to the village of

Hradyz'k in the Poltava
region.

His father was executed by the

Germans in Dnipropetrovs'k in the \\vinter of 1942 for support-

ing the partisans.
In the village of Hradyz'k, Oleksandr completed, with dis-

tinction, the seven-grade school and was admitted to the

geological-prospecting technical school in Kiev. After
gradu-

ating he worked only a few months before being called up for

military service. Upon demobilization, he enrolled in the

Faculty of Geology (Department of Geophysics) of the Poly-
technical Institute in L'viv. From 1962 he worked as a senior

engineer of the geological-prospecting research institute in
Kiev. He worked on the problem of the programming of

seismic oscillations and '''las
preparing

his candidate's dis-
..

sertatlon.

He was arrested on August 28 J 1965, and was sentenced on

March 25, 1966, at a closed session of the Kiev Regional Court,

to three years in severe hard-labour camps on the
charge

of

anti-Soviet nationalistic propaganda and agitation. He is im-

prisoned in camp No. 11
(Yavas)

of the Mordovian political

camps.)

FROM THE LETTERS OF o. \037rARTYNENKO)

Perhaps you know, as no one else in Kiev, what life is like here.
The main rule is - tomorrow ,viII be the very same as

yesterday\037)
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I aIn very grateful to you for sending me the little collection
of sonnets.! And not only I, for many of us are interested in

things like this. Please convey
sincere thanks to the translator

for the vaillable
gift.)

(September
29, 1966, Yavas))

*)

At present it is dull here, a cold
\\vintry

murk. We go to

work while it's murky and cold, as '\037e return from work - itJs

the same. And so it looks like a long polar night in the camp.
Your letter revived memories of the life in Kiev that will

never return. But it seems that the recollections become more

or less blurred, and thank God. Very seldom are there letters,
very seldom. That means that I actually had no friends. 011

yes, one SColll1drellike Peredenko and the rest. I can't
forgive

myself
for near-sightedness. It is not said in vain that \"V hen

God ,vishes to punish someone, He at first takes a,vay reason.
A horrible crowd-I don't want to ,vrite any more about them.

As for my '\\lark there are 110changes so far. In general much

is ,vithout change.
What kind of letter is this? I read it through and

my
hands

are dropping. 'VeIl I can't do anything, nothing can be done.,
Mayall this be d-amned!)

(January, 1967, Yavas))

M )\037l{lla)'lo MaS)'lltko)

Mykhaylo, Savych MasYlltko was born into a
family

of teachers

on November 18, 1918, in the village of Chaplynka in the
Kherson

region. Mykhaylo went to school at an early age.
After co,mpleting tIle seven-grade school, he

graduated from

the Workers' Faculty of the Pedagogical Institute in Kherson.
From 1934 he studied at the

Department of Language and

Literature of the Pedagogical Institute of Zaporizhzhya, Wllich

he left after two years due to lack of funds. He took a position
as a teacher of Ukrainiall language and literature in the)

1
Apparently the sonnets of Shakespeare in the translations of D. Palamarchuk\037)
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Volodar-Volyns'ky district of the Zhytomyr region. A year
later, in 1937, he 'tvas arrested on the basis of a slanderous

report and sentenced to five
years

on the charge of dissemin-

ating counter-revolutionary propaganda. He ,vas not even
nineteen

years
old at that time. He served his term at Kolyma.

Several times he barely escaped death.
In 1940 his father died, and the mother obtained a review

of his case, after which Masyutko ,\037ras released and rehabili-

tated. He remained in the Khabarovs'k territory, where he
taught German in one of the schools of the Serednekans'k

district until 1942. From 1942 to 1945 he served in the
army

in

the Patriotic War (W.W. II); the end of the war found him
near Berlin. He was a,varded a medal. After the '\\Tar he re-
turned to his family in Crimea (the village

of
Sarabuz),

where

he taught for a time. In 1946 he was appointed by
the Minister

of Education of the Ukr. SSR to the post of director of studies

at the rail\\vay school in Drohobych. In 1948he enrolled in the

editorial-publishing department of the L'viv Polygraphic Insti-
tute (a little later he was a

corres'pondence
student of the L'viv

Pedagogical Institute). He was an honours student and took
an active

part
in the social-cultural life of the Institute.

In the latter part of 1952 he v.rrote a ,vork for the scientific

circle entitled, N,orms of th.e Communist Morality, which was

found to be \"eIToneous.o During the state examinations Mas-

yutko was dismissed from the Institute. In 1953 he graduated

by a correspondence course from the Pedagogical Institute,

taught in Volyn', worked for several months as a research

worker in the Ivan Franko Musellm in L'viv. In 1956 he

obtained a diploma from the Polygraphic Institute in MOSCOlV.

and went to teach in the village of Stayky in the Kiev region.
A

year
later he joined his mother in Feodosiya and tallght

painting, drawing, and the Ukrainian
language

in a school

and in a technical scho'ol. He retired subsequently and lived
from a teacher's pension.

From then on he was intensely engaged in literary work,

writing articles, short stories, novels. He also worked as a

polygraphic artist, served as book art editor, mainly for the

publishing house, Kamenyar, in L'viv. On rare occasions his

writings were published in the
republican press (Literaturna)
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Ukraina, Dnipro)
and in the regional press of Crimea and

L'viv. At tl1e time of the Shevchenko jubilee in 1964, he gave

radio lectures in F'eodosiya on tIle creativity
of Shevchenko

and spoke on this topic on L'viv radio and television.
He is married and supports

his 73-year-old mother.

He was arrested at Feodosiya on September 4, 1965. On
l\\farch 23, 1966, he ,vas sentenced in a closed session of the
L'viv Regional Court to six years

in severe hard-labour camps

on the charge of anti-Soviet nationalistic propaganda and
agitation.

In prison, during the time of the investigation, he
wrote an

ess,ay
on the departure from Leninist norms in the

Ukrainian nationality policy, \\vhich he forwarded to the presi-

dium of tIle T\"\\venty-third Congress of the cpsu.
Despite his

poo,r
health (a duodenal ulcer and a recent

complex operation in the cardiac region), Masyutko was com-

pelled to '''lark il1 the Mordo\\,ial1 hard-labour camps as a loader
on an

emergenc)7 brigade.
,,\037s a result, the post-operative stitch,es

tore apart and his health gre1v much \\vorse.

In December, 1966, l\\{asYlltko \"vas placed for six months in
the camp prison on the unfounded charge of \"preparing and

distribllting anti-Soviet dOCllments in the camp\".
Dllring tIle search at Masyutko's residence, the authorities

seized his novels and short stories, which formed an entire

volume of material for the preliminary investigation. Al-

though they did not
figure

in the indictment, these '\\lorks ,vere

confiscated. From the record of the investigation only the titles
of a numb,er of articles and literary ,vorks are kno'\\vn that were
written

b}T J\\1asyutko, namely:
tl1e satirical stories (or humores-

ques), Tlle Revolutio1zary G,\"andfather; Blood RePlies in
Jjlood; the novel, Chimera; the article, Literattlre and Pseudo-

literatu.Te it1 Ukrai'ne, and others.
All that are left are manuscripts of some verses, a fe,,,

satiric,a} tales, as well as some unpublished articles.)

EXCERPT FROl\\.1 THE DIARY OF 1951)

I have not yet kept a
diary.

But one should have one. Just
now I have passed through the most disturbing time of

my)
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life. It will be interesting to look at these lines \"vhen I'm old,

for each word conceals so much suffering and heartache,
sorro,\\T and

,,\\\"orry, anger an,d love.

But will it be interesting? 'ViII I really be old some
day?

Will I at some tinle be able to read this '\\vithout a fervent
anxiety in

my
heart? Maybe then, when I am many years old

and my body is tired from all the adversities, my soul will also
be tired. Do I know .when I was old and when I was young?

\"Vas I young then, \\\\thel1 at the age of eighteen all the doors
of llope \\vere closed before me and I \\\\Trote:

O'ver this cold earth, I sllall wander
and death ,viII foIlo,v me \"lith a ba),ronet,
and I shall often appear to you in

your sleep,

on the sno'\\\" ,vith my head smashed.
And was I young at the

age
of

t,venty-five, when I was torn

from the ,,\\rork that meant so much to me, that ,vas so meaning-
ful, and sent to a

place
of death? Which of us was the younger

- that grey-haired grandfather ,\\Tho
calmly

led me to distant

places ,vhere shells burst, or I, '\\vI1o counted my life by

minutes?

'Vas I really young then, too, '\\\037hen I was preparing to live

a quiet and peacefllI life? To quietly count off
day

after day,

to perform, painstakingly, all the obligations set by life and
society, to

expiate
the \037'sin\" of youth already thrice atoned,

and to think of nothing else. Oh, this is the most difficll]t - to

think about nothing! To be satisfied 'tvith that which is. Noth-

ing excites the soul, the heart beats normally, serenely. And
such an existence in this ,vide world ,\\,\\ras called life?

Was I really young then?

I didntt keep a diary and don't
regret

it. 'Vhy ShOll1d I have

kept one? So I could read in old age the old
thoughts

of youth?

'\\Then I look back, I see myself as. I was very recently. I ,vas

never so young in the most blossoming years of youth. j\\nd
nO'\\\\7 I am so old, older than I shall ever be in the most advanced

years
of old age.

'\\That happened to me? I ask myself. 'Vas this the
youth

which I overtook so late, or was it the love \\vhich I nourished

within myself S'Q long?
. \302\267.

Yes. That is ,vhere love began. From that moment \"'\\Then I)
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felt the close threads of morals and the restricted framework of

behaviour that prevent people from being happy without a

struggle.
Oh, ho,v cruel these

people
are to themselves! Why have

they voluntarily put their hearts into the fetters of morals?

But in looking back, I think: If happiness had come im-

mediately, would I
really

have felt that happiness and that

love'? No, because their greatest value lies in the
impassible

paths
to them, in the difficult and unquenchable aspirations.

And I thank mankind for
ensnaring

our passions in the nets

of morals and thereby creating love, . . .
Easy, easy, my only friend ,vho proudly call yourself \"I\"\"

After all, nothing has happened to you. You have only looked

back, you have
only

looked into your past! You see that it is
made up of

only
the hardest blolvs of fate. If happiness had

suddenly come to you - it \",vould ha\\\"e disturbed the dialectic

of your life. All that happened this time was that you received

the next blow predestined for you.
You wanted to

escape
from the morass of life, but you forgot

that there isn't a single bush to \\vhich
YOll

could have clung,

and so YOlI sank only deeper into that morass. You ,vanted, in
the midst of the cruel adversities of winter, to ,varm the soul,
and you only felt much colder.

Ha, ha, ha[ You wanted to find your Halychanka,l having
forgotten that

long a,go you lost the right to search for her.

(1951 ))

TO THE PROSECUTOR OF THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET

SOCIALIST REPlJBLIC)

Copy to: The l-Iea.d 0/ tile KGB admitlistrat\302\243on
2

for the L'viv

Region from citize'11 1l1. S.
l\\fasY1.l.lJ?o,

resident of the

eil)' of FeodoJiya) 20 Stepova Str-eel, at p'resent 11.eld
\302\243n

Cll,stod)'
in tIle city of L'viv\037 at 1 l\\1J'r Street) in the

irlvestigatio'rl. isolator
of

the KGB A clmirlistTation.)

1 Halychanka - a girl from
Halychna or \\vestern Ukraine (trans!. nott\037).

2 In the original: UKDB (transl. note).)
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EXPLANATION)

On
September 4, 1965, on orders fronl the prosecutor's office

in L'viv, a search was made in my apartment in the city of

Feodosiya, \\vhere I reside permanently, by
the officials of the

Crimean administration of the KGB. Confiscated were a num-
ber of

typewritten articles, which in the search report were
referred to as Hanti-Soviet nationalist

materials\", as well as

my o\"vn works, both type\\vritten and in my own hand\\vriting,
such as literary criticism and art-study articles. Moreover, tran-

scripts of little-known poetic \"\\vorks of various' pre- and p,ost-

revolutionary authors and of some folk songs were confiscated.
Pre-revolutionary books and a

typewriter
'\\vere also taken

a\"\\vay from me.

Among the confiscated so-called \"anti-Soviet nationalist
materials'J '\\Tere the following articles: The Night of Stalin's

Death; The Trial of Pohruzh,al'sky; Class and national struggle

at the present stage of mankindJs ,development; The reply tol

V. Symonenko's mother, H. R. Shcherban

t

; Speech
at the

evening meeting dedicated to V. Symonenko's thirtieth birth..
day by I.

Dzyuba;
Literatllre and Pse1.ldo-Literature in

Ukraine by M. Masyutko; To the authoress Iryna Vil'de and
to her

countrymen
who do not fear the truth by R. Rakh-

manny;2 Ukrainian Education in a Chauvinistic Stranglehold;
D,vight Eisenho,ver's

speech
at the unveiling of the Shev-

chenko monument in Washington; Reply to the cultural
workers of the Ukr. SSR from th,e Ukrainian cultural \\vorkers

of Canada and the U.S.A.;
Presen,t-day Impe?\037ialism;

The Last

Work of Mykola Khvyl'ovy by M. Hryshko; From the Docu-
ments

of
the Latest History of Ukraine Burnt in Kiev and

Oration at the Funeral
of

V. Sosyura by A. Malyshko.

After the search I was taken into custody by the officials of

the Crimean administration of the KGB and later, on or,ders of
the prosecutor's office in L'viv, I was transferred there, where

I have been held under arrest ever since September 7.

At the very first interrogation in Feodosiya, I explained to)

1 The Ukrainian title of this article Dlay be translated to read either Uto\" or

4(from\" Symonenkots mother (trans!. note).
2 A \037?ell-known Ukrainian journalist now residing in Canada (transl. note).)
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tl1e investigators that the confiscation of my literature and
n1Y

detention were groundless; none of the confiscated material

can be called anti-Soviet literature, for lvhich one can be

arraigned in accordance '\\vith Article 62 of the Criminal Code
()f the Ukr. SSR. Article 62 clearly states that liable for legal
prosecutions are persons engaged

in various types of agitation

ainled at the overthrow, the weakening, or the defamation of

the Soviet rule, or who are keeping literature for this purpose.
\037'feanwhile, in all the so-called \"anti-Soviet literature\" taken

a\"\\lay
from me, there is not even a mention of the \\'7ords

HSoviet rule\" in a negative context. On the contrary, Rakh-

manny's article, To the authoress I. Vil\037 de, deals with the

strllggle for the strengthening and consolidation of the author-
it}, of the existing Soviet government in Ukraine; my O\\Vll

article, Literature and Pseudo-literature in Ukraine, affirms

that the establishment of the Soviet rule in Ukraine, before

tIle lawless'ness of Stalin's personality cult, led to the flo,\\rering
of versatile and original talents in literature, fine arts, and

cinematography.
I have explained to the investigators of both the Crimean

and Ltviv administrations of the KGB that Article 62 of the
Criminal Code of the Ukr. SSR gives. the right to prosecllte for

agitation aimed at a certain definite
goal,

but not for e\\'ery
idea that displeases some individual officials or indi\\,idtlal

illstittltions. I understand Article 62 and believe that it could
not be llnderstood in

any
other ,vay; it does not ellvisage

prosecution for ideological speeclles or articles, even though
they might

have been evaluated, from the point of vie,,, of
\037'farxism-Leninism, as ideologically intolerant, ideologically
fallacious, or even ideologically hostile. That tl1is interpl'eta-
ti(Jn is correct is e'videnced by the facts in our

post-personality-
ClIlt society. The ,criminal code does not provide for the
prosecution of churchmen ,vho promote an ideology com-

pletely opposite to the communist one. The criminal code

never brought the anti-Party group of Molotov, \0371alenkov,
and Kaganovich to trial, despite their

open opposition
to the

official Party line. Nor does the criminal code prosecute the
Pllblishers of books of outright anti-communist content (for)
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example, Demons by F. Dostoyevsky, or Com,mll11ist Partisan
Activities by Dickson and HellbTllnn).

I
repeatedly explain,ed

to tl1e alltl10rities tl1at one cannot

identify articles or speeches that disagree ,vitl1 communist
ideology

with those that are anti-Soviet in nature; such per-
secution would be a revival of the la\\vlessness of Stalin's time,
,vhich was condemned from the lofty tribunes of the T'\\ven-

tieth and Twenty-second Congresses of the CPsu. Despite all
that, the authorities refllse to l]nderstand it and continue to

demand from me admission of uanti-Soviet activities n

.

I learned some time later that large groups of people '\\vere

arrested in Kiev, L'viv, and other cities of Ukraine for possess-
illg or circulating the same kind of materials as \\vere taken

a'\\vay fro,m me. It seems the authorities. take the following

approach: \\Ve will bring YOll to trial for illegal dissemination
of literature even if it is not declared as anti-Soviet. The
criminal code, ho,vever, does not

envisage prosecution
even

for the dissemination of ideologically incompatible literature.
It IDllst be, in

fact, anti-Soviet literature, literature slandering

the S,oviet rule, calling for revolt against the Soviet rule, call-

ing
for the sabotage of measures undertaken by Soviet authori-

ties. N one of these characteristics apply to the literature that

forms the basis of the aCCllsations
against

me and many others.

It is perfectly clear
\\vhy

the criminal code does not outlaw

articles or speeches advocating ideas which are ideologically
undesirable or inadmissible from the point of vie,,, of com-

munist ideology. To combat them, the Communist Party is

armed with organs other than the courts: the press, radio, tele-

vision, cinema, universities of Marxism..Leninism, the Society

for Dissemination of Political and Scientific Kno'\\vledge,l de-

partments of Marxism-Leninism at higher institutions of

learning, ideological education in secondary and technical
schools, etc. An

ideology
must be fought ,vith ideology, not

with prison, for when prison becomes an arm of the ruling

ideology, its services, as is evidenced throughout history, turn

out to cause the worst damage. The experiene,e of the times of

Stalin's perso nality cult has shown that the use of suppression

1 Presently known as Society \"Knowledge\" (trans!. note)..)
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to cover up social deficiencies leads to antagonism between the

government and the
people,

because behind every groundl essl y

condemned individual stand not only sc,ores of his relatives

and friends, but also the weight of opinion of the entire public.
Prison cannot be used to com bat ideological speeches and

articles for yet another reason, namelYJ
because such speeches

frequently uncover social and political deficiencies which

should he taken into consideration rather than covered
up by

acts of repression.

However, the question arises: Where is the borderline be-
tween ideologically incompatible and anti-Soviet speeches

and

articles,? It should be clear to, every jurist that if an article is

directed against the state government, if it calls for a struggle
against this

government (in
this case the Soviet government),

it must be treated as anti-state (in this cas'e, as
anti-Soviet).

But if it does not call forth aggressive action against the state
but is critical in character; if it criticizes specific actions on the

part of certain institutions\037 even those of the state; if it advo-

cates an ideology which is
contradictory

to the existing one

but does not incite any anti-state activities, then it cannot be

called anti-state
(or anti-Soviet).

Among the materials taken away from me are materials
philosophical, sociological, literary\037

and socia-economic in

character. Can the investigation authorities, or even the court,
determine the extent to which these materials are related to
Article 62 of the Criminal C,ode? Of course not. The investi-

gator or the judge is only a jurist, but for this purpose a per-
son must have, in addition to legal training, professional
education in

philology, philosophy, sociology, and political

economy. Moreover, I have learned in the course of the' in-

vestigatioll that the authorities of the L'viv KGB cannot be fully

objective for another reason. They consider criticism of the
GP'U, NKVD, and MGB,l and the old practices as directed against
themselves. Such criticism is

supposed
to have occurred in

those of my own works confiscated during the search. That is

why
I suggest to the investigation authorities and, at the same)

1 The predecessors of the KGB: the State Political Administration (GPU). the
People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD), and the Ministry of State
Security (MGB) (transl. note).)
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time, demand on the basis of my right under Article 197 of

the Criminal Procedure Code of the Ukr. SSR.that a competent
commission be formed of disinterested parties, to deliver a

judgment on the relation of the confiscated materials to Article

62 of the Criminal Code of the Ukr. SSR.
The investigation authorities reject my suggestion. They

claim that
they have themselves determined the relation of

these materials to Article 62.,

I can understand that it is possible to accuse without going
into the root of the matter, and even to condemn without

making a fine analysis. But I consider it advisable to give a

thought to what kind of influence this could have on public
opinion. The unavoidable conclusion is that people are con-

demned for their words, for voicing their thoughts, as
they

used to be in the days of Yezhov ,or Beria, the times of terror

and repression. And then the desire to defend the Soviet rule
will turn into its antithesis. These will be an anti-Soviet agita-
tion such as- n,o

enemy
of Soviet rule could devise.

I have told all this to the authorities who are investigating

my case and the cases of the L'viv group. I do not know

whether they purposely misunderstand me, or are not able to
understand. Insofar as the investigation authorities, it seems,

are duty-bound
to follow certain general instructions in con..

nection with the investigation of similar groups in other cities,

I am addressing this letter to you in your capacity
of Pros-

ecutor of our republic, in ,\\Those power it is to steer the investi-

gation
of all groups onto the correct course.)

October, 1965)

FROM MASYUTKO's LETTERS TO HIS WIFE)

A fe,\\\" days ago we were visited by a representative of the

administration, and he allowed me an interview; that's prob-

ably why your letters arrived, because I told him that I wasn't

receiving all your letters and that you weren't getting all of

mine. He told me that the parcel with s.hirts ,and underwear

may be issued to me. but our local executives have not done

so.)
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I\037m
very sorry that you didn't receive my previolls letters

and that this brought you
such sad and despairing thoughts. I

'\\!Tote to
YOlI

the day after you left. That letter was brimflll of

compassion for the tears
YOll shed, for your sllffering in the

rain and the cold. On that day I stood in the rain for a long

time, hoping to get a look at you, bllt as it tllrned out, I didn't
get

to see YOlI at all. I can 11nderstand that having received no
letters from me after all this time, you COll1d have had the

,vorst thoughts and feelings . . .)

(October 19, 1966))

*)

How sorry I felt for you on that cold, rainy day
,vllen )fOU

were crying at the gate, trying to visit me. Ho'tv I pitied YOllr

tears! I ,vrote all about it in my letters\037 But ,vhen I realized

that my letters didntt reach you, I started to '\\vrite more re-

strained ones in the hope that they would find their
'\037{a}T

to

you.

You ask me to be submissive. I'm not very rebelliotlS Oilt

here, but when it is necessary to stand IIp for myself, I try to
do

jllst
that.

Speaking of Sinyavs'ky, his wife arrived here, and ,vllen she
found out that he worked at such hard labotlr, she ...vrote to the

proper allthorities and he ,vas sllmmoned and offered lv'ork of

his o,vn choosing. In my job I must Pllliloads '\037leighing
90 kg

and more. The strain tears apart the fresh scar lvhere I had
the

operation,
so that it is almost impossible for me to COllgh

and to breatlle deeply -
I have such a sharp pain in m}l' chest.

Out here it is not as
YOlI

think it is; if one is submissive, 11e
can perish. Althollgh it doesn't help much to ,vrite \"\"vhat I am

,vriting now, nevertheless, it's better than to be absoilltely
si] en t.)

(October 26, 1966))

*)

My dearest! When I was in the hospital I prepared two
por-

traits, YOlITS
and mine. I painted them and had beautiflll Hut..)
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sulian 1 frames l11ade for them 11ere. I ,vas so 11appythat I'd be

able to send them to you in time for YOllr birthday, bllt lln-
fortullately, the cirC1IIDstances are StIch that I \\von't be in a

position to send them to
YOll

tllat soon. I don't expect to be
able to send theln to you for abollt six months. 2 I was also

planning to send
YOlI

a
congratulatory telegram, bllt no\"v I

\"'lon
1

t b,e able to do that eitller.

As of December 9, 1966, I have a ne\\v job;
I'm tying nets,

that is those net-like shopping bags that people take to market.

Before that I lvorked as a loader in an emergency brigade; I'm

,vriting you abollt this so that you will know and not worry so

mllch; during the next six months I will be able to \"vrite let-

ters only once every t\\VO months\037

On the '\\Thole, I don 9t lose heart; it's even easier for me here

no,.v, as on myoId job I often had to work hard both day and

night. I beg you to be steadfast and enduring. \\Ve will outlive

it al I.)

(December
I 1, 1966))

FROM A LETTER TO HIS MOTHER)

By
no\\v I'm sure you've been informed about the reSllIt of

the examination of
yOllT compJaint.

I\037ve been informed, too,

and I have acqtlainted myself lvith its contents. Is it
really

,vorth'tvhile to write these complaints so' pitifully?

(March 22, 1967,
Yavas))

Yaroslava Menkt.t.sh)

Yaros]ava Mykhaylivna Menkllsh \\vas born into a peasant
family on February 16, 1923,in the town of Pustomyty, L'viv

Region. She was ,educated in L'viv, graduatil1g from a
spec-

ialized secondary school as a designer. Wido,ved since I 944,

in the same year she
gave

birth to a daughter ,\\Iho is now finish-

ing the conse rvatory in L'viv.
1 Hutsuls - Ukrainians living in the Carpathian Mountains in south\\\\.1estern

Ukraine, famous for their elaborate carving and embroidery (trans!. note).
2 A hint at a six months. term in camp prison.)
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From her thirtieth year she resided permanently in L'viv,

working as a teacher of
sewing

and design, and as a clothes

designer. Her last place of work, from 1962 until her arrest,
was at the L'viv Project-designing Institute of Light Industry,
where she was a designer. On March 25, 1966, she was sen-

tenced by a closed session of the L'viv Regional Court to two

and a half years of severe hard-labour camp on the charge of
anti-Soviet nationalist

propagand,a
and agitation. (The Su-

preme Court of Ukr. SSR reduced her sentence to one year.)

Upon her return from Mordovia (camp No.
17-a)

she was not

reinstated in her former job, but was refused a residence per-
mit and

exp,elled
fro,m L'viv. At present she is unemployed.)

Valcntyn M oro!.)

Valentyn Yakovych Moroz was born into a peasant family on

April 15, 1936, in the village of Kholonovo, Horokhiv district,

Volyn' region. After graduating from secondary school, he
entered the Faculty of

History
at the L'viv University. As an

active member of the historical science circle, he often de-

livered research papers. After graduating from university in

1958, he worked in his native Horokhiv district in the Volyn'

region as director of studies in a secondary school and as a

history and geography teacher in tl1e school for \"vorking youth.
He lectured at

pedagogical
conferences in Luts'k. and delivered

lectures on historical subjects in the villages of his district.

From February, 1964, he taught modern history at the Lesya
Ukrainka

Pedagogical
Institute in LutsJk and from September,

1964, recent history in the Pedagogical Institllte at Ivano-

Frankivs'ke.

While working in the villages, he prepared, \\vithout any
assistance, his candidate's dissertation on the

subject,
.\037The

Luts'k trial in 1934 as an example of revolutionary collabora-
tion of the Polish and Ukrainian peoples in their joint struggle
against the Fascist regime in bourgeois Poland\". He did not

defend thjs thesis due to his arrest.
He is married and has a five-year-old son.

Towards the end of August, 1965, he was arrested, and)
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in January, 1966, he was sentenced by the Regional Court of

Volyn' to five years in severe hard-labour camps on the charge
of anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation. He

stayed
in

camp

No. 1 of the Mordovian political prisoners' camps (village
Sosnivka); at present is in

camp
No. II (village Yavas). In

D'ecember, 1966\" together ,vith M. Horyn', M. Masyutko, and
L. .Lukyanenko, he was sentenced to six months in the camp's
prIson.)

FROM LETTERS TO HIS WIFE)

I feel much better here. You understand - after the cell, and

mainly
after being in the company of criminals; it was loathe-

some, not only to talk to some of them, but to stay in the same

place \"\\vith them.

They say here that Drach died 1 on July 15. A notice
ap-

peared
in Literaturna Ukraina of July 22. I haventt seen the

paper yet myself.
That's ho,v it goes. You think the man is

alive, yet he is
already

dead! . . .)

(July 29, 1966))

*)

I'm now very interested in the problem of individuality. I see

that it is one of great importance in the development of

humanity in general. Inanimate nature
represents unity, simi-

larity, lack of individuality. With the ,appearance of a live

being, there
appears

an individual, but only in the physical

sense. For, in the spiritual sense, there is
absolutely

no differ-

ence between one monkey and another. Human beings had

their beginning in the dissimulation of the spirit, in the ap-

pearance of a spiritual world of their own, original and un-

standardized . \302\267.)

(October, 1966))

*)

1 This proved to be a false rumour (trans!. note).)
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Well, tllat
J

s hOlV I live. My work is as simple as mooing: lift

up, put down. That's
good

- it leaves my mind free. I'm read-

ing Cicero, Hobbes, Alberto l\\1oravia.)

(November, 1966))

*)

I haveIl't }ret Teceived the Kant and Russell you '\\lrote about.

Recently I finisl1ed reading
Hobbes. . .)

(December, 1966))

*)

Ho\\vever, the German language is no'\\v 1
the \\vinner.. I have

more time for it now, although even before I used to devote

some time to it every day (except Sundays). I intend to make

my finishing dash in the course of these six months, and then

come to a full stop. Even no,v I can
al,vays

make Ollt ,vllat I

read in the paper. Next I'll start to learn English. The
place

here is full of teachers!

I've started reading Kant now. . .)

(January, 1967))

Mykhaylo Ozer1zy)

Mykhaylo Dmytrovych Ozerny was born into a peas'ant family
in 1929in tile

village
of Verkhne Synevydne in the Skole dis-

trict of the L'viv region. After
obtaining

a degree in pedagog}TJ
he served in the army, wo-rked f.or some time in the House of

Pioneers in Ternopil', and later taught in various
schools, in-

clllding the Doruhivs'ka Secondary School in the Ternopil\037
region, until 1961. He tried

unsliccessfllily
to obtain ,employ-

ment in the city of Ternopil', where his family resided. T,v,o
years

before his arrest he managed to get work in the Ripny-
ans'ka secondary school,

Rozhnyatyn
district of the Ivano-

Frankivs'ke region\" where he tallght German, as well as the

Ukrainian language and literature.)

1 After commitment to the
camp prison.)
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He is married and has t\\VO small children.

He \\vas arrested towards the end of August, 1965, \\vhile re-

tllrniI1g from a vacation in the Carpathians. I-Ie ,vas sentenced
on February 7, 1966, by the Ivano-Frankivstke Regional Court,
011 tIle cllarge of anti-Soviet 11ationalist propaganda and

agita-

ti011, t<.1 six years of severe hard-labour camp (t11e Supreme
COllrt redllced the sentence to three

years).
He stayed in camp

No. II (Yavas) in l\\1ordovia; later lle ,vas transferred
-

present

locatiol1 unkno\\\\Tn.

His articles dealing ,vit}1 language and literature \"'lcre
pub-

lisllecl in the press (for example, in tIle colllmn A 'fOllnd the
TVOTZ,d of Literatll'rlza Ukraina early in 1965).)

From his Letter) Writte'11 in Prison
,.

TO THE PROSECUTOR OF THE I\\rANO-FRANKIVS KE REGION)

It is hard to jtldge hO\"'l much disgrace and heroism there is in

ID)7
life. Let people pronounce judgment over liS. I am far re-

moved from Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism. I am equally

far removed \302\243rOln
pseudo-patriotism. My credo is that no one

call sllcceed in building happiness o,n human sorro,v . .. .)

*)

NOTE DROPPE\037D BY M. OZERNY

irt the inner courtyard of the jail at Ivano-Frankivs'ke:)

Oh, brother of mine! I know you are here; I heard your

song. I confessed. Do not
grieve.

The d,evil is not as terrible

as he is painted. I am proud of
you.

I have Perturbations of the

Heart (a collection of I. Drach).)

A!ykhayZo Osadchy)

Mykhaylo Hryhorovych Osadchy was born on March 22, 1936,

in the village of Kurmany,
N edryhaylivs'k district, of the Sumy)
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region,
into the family of a kolkhoz peasant. After graduating

from secondary school, he studied at the
Faculty

of Journalism

of the L'viv University, from which he graduated in 1958.
He worked as editor and senior editor at the television studio

in L'viv, and from December, 1960,he worked as a lecturer at

the L'viv University. In 1963-64 he served as instructor for
the press of the L

1
viv Regional Party Committee. Prior to his

arrest he was senior lecturer in the
department

of journalism

at the L'viv State University and deputy secretary of the de-

partment's Party organization, in charge of ideological educa-
tion. For one

year
he edited the university newspaper.

From 1962 and up to his arrest he was a member of the

cpsu. He also was a member of the Union of
Journalists

of the

USSR.

Completely on his own, ,vithout enrolling in a post-graduate
program and without

any faculty supervisor,
he vvrote a candi-

date's thesis on the subject, Journalistic Activities
of Ostap

Vyshnya
1

(1919-1933), and defended it successfully on June 25,
1965. Because of his atTest, the Supreme Attestation Commis-

sion did not confirm his graduate degree.
As a

journalist
and specialist in literature, he contributed to

the republican and regional press
an,d

periodically published

poems and short stories. The Kamenyar Publishing House put
out a collection ,of his poems, Misyacl1ne pole, [1\\'{oonlit field],
the entire edition of \037\\Thich ,vas destroyed because of the

author's arrest.

He is married. His son, Taras, was born on April 19, 1966

(tIle day after the pronouncement of the s.entence).
He was arrested on AUgllSt 28, 1965, and se'ntenced on April

18, 1966, by a closed session of the L'viv Regional Court to

two years' imprisonment in severe hard-Iabo,ur camps on the

charge
of anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation.

Confined to camp No. II (village Yavas)
of the \0371ordovian

political prisoners\037 camps, he works as a joiner. As a reSlllt of

the prison and camp regimen, he contracted a stomach disease.
During a search in the

camp,
in December, 1966, a notebook)

1 Pen name of the noted Ukrainian author and humourist, Pavlo M. Hubenko
(1889-1956)\037

He was banished to Siberia by the Soviet regime from 1934to 1943

bu t ,vas later rehabilitated (trans!. note).)
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containing translations and paraphrased songs from Lorka and
from the works of poets from Baltic republics, as well as
original verses, was taken away from Osadchy.)

FROM \"'MOONLIT FIELD\

Thirst cannot be endured for long. A man happily enjoys

the coolness of a spril1g, finds a healing oasis in the desert, and
the clever inhabitants of fvladagascar drink fresh water from
ravenal trees \\vithout causing themselves any harm.

Men
quench

their spiritllal thirst at the ,veIl of life and
work, in the inexhaustible

depth
of books, in love and song on

the moonlit field of dreams.
The

s\"\037lift-,vinged splashing
of the shallo,v SuIa, the splen-

didly triumphal flo\\,v of the Dnipro, the golden flame of the

sunflo,ver, the silvery path of a rocket - all these are a source
of inspiratiol1 and daring. Poetry

is the ,vings ,\\\\rhich will inter-

rupt their flight 0111y lvhen the eartl1 becomes
empty

of air

and life.)

FROM \0371. OSADCHyJS LETTERS)

Volodya, my big request is not to ,vrite anything and not to go
to anyone with humble

petitions,
because the only result is

your humiliation and my Olvn; they do as much good as last

year's snow could do for the development of jet technology.
Volodya, I said at our rendezvous and I ,vrote that the court

trial did not disclose any criminal intent in
my action, as it is

impossible, even by applying the most terrifying moral and

psychological pressure, to disclose something
that does not

exist. I '\037Tas
completely

baffled by my lawyer, \\vho was three

times as scared as I was and who was afraid to touch even

slightly Up011 the gist of the case. The basic documents of

Soviet legislation and juridical sources were simply denied to

me, and I had never taken an interest in them before. So I

found myself in a complicated situation, although my
intui\037

tion kept telling me: Something is wrong, something here is)
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not as it should be. I decided, therefore, no matter what might
happen

to me, to deny at the trial all that had been sucked out
of

fingers

1
during the investigation. My truth was so con-

vincing that even the Supreme Court withdrew
practically

all

the charges, leaving only two episodes, lvhich were in no
\"Tay

proven
either. In a future letter I will, possibly, try to write

you the contents of
my

declaration to the Central Committee.

Unfortunately it obviously hasn't been read
by anyone-,

be-

cause the time that it took for the reply to get to me and the

time that my declaration was en route to its destination were

equal, ten
days

each way. Who exactly could have had the

opportunity of learning '\\That was in it, and when?

In view of this, Volodya, there is no \"crime\" in my actions,

and I don't understand how it can be in any ,vay
ucriminal

D

to read any kind of literature. To give an exalnple, I quote
the nineteenth

chapter
of the Declaration of Human Rights,

which I read for the first time here in earn p:

\"Everyone has the right to freedom of
,opinion

and expres-

sion; this right includes freedom to hold opinions \\vith'Ollt

interference and to seek, receive and impart information and
ideas through any media and

regardless
of frontiers.;}

The' fact that my convictions didn't clash \"\\vith the official

ones was not even disputed by the investigation; nor ,vas I
accused of it. The fact that I did not collect and did not dis-
s'eminate any information, except

that on literatllre and '\\lorks

of art, was evidenced by the investigation, but nothing else.
The fact is that my trial was a \\vhim of the small toe on the left

foot of the masters of this \\vorld of Ollrs - but \\vhat have I to do

with it?

Volodya, since you are free, perhaps you have learned 'tvhat

it is that I am supposed to confess? Something that I have not
committed? Since

you have already sent that kind of letter,
,vithout my consent, I think a

way
must be found to get it back.

Volodya, death, my death, may be
t\\veny years

or so nearer

or farther away, btlt my life, even if I could be released this
very minute, has been cut shorter - so ,vhat does it matter?
Volodya,

I want you to grasp this. In spite of all the blo,vs and
tribulations of fate, I ,viII be led by, my guiding star will be,
1

Inven ted, fabricated (trans1.. note).)
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my desire to be of service to my people. This was written once

by Ivan Franko, and I ,\"viII
repeat

it to my last days.
Yes, Volodya, ID)t healtl1 has already been seriously under-

mined: I believe that in this respect even ,.vorse results must
be expected. 1\\f

y prospects
in life, which are already truncated,

do not worry me much. Even if I leave nothing to the people
in tile ,vay of lasting literature or literary criticism, still if my

troubles should inspire at least some of those close to me to
greater fliglltS

of
fantasy

and urge them on to more work -
thel1 I ,viII kno,v my life has not been \\vasted.

The roar, the ho\\vls, the grinding noises of lnachinery and

timber are affecting the state of my nerves and cause com-

plications
in both the ne\"\\v diseases and the old ones that I

brollght here with me. But I stand firm and trust that some-

ho,v I'll survive to cure my frail body at some later date.
By

the

way, the Declaration of Human Rights, quoted above, was

promulgated by the General
Assembly

0-\302\243 the United Nations

in 1948. OUT government has ratified it. It goes without
saying

that, having read here the comments on the Criminal Code,
and specifically on Article 62, I w,as even more astonished by
tl1e tragic and deliberate judicial error that sent me here. I

don't mean the trial, because the honour of the uniform! com..

pel led them to act as they did, but the arrest itself and the
difficult investigation.

Everything passes, everything
vanishes when there is an

assured faith - I wrote that in one of
my poems when I was

nilleteen or twenty. We've already had a few sno,,,,flurries;

80011. it will be winter, then spring and summer - that is
my

only consolation, that is' the only truth, because it is difficult
to reach another one.)

(Yavas, October, 1966))

*)

Lately I've read a lot of Goethe's poems about Jove.. The old

German fellow obviously knew how to fall in love and to live

by
the spirit and the body of woman.

I also read some very interesting articles in No. 10 of tIle)

1
\037feaning

considerations of institutional prestige (trans!. note).)
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journal Navy Mir [The New World] and in No. 12 of the

journal Neva. The article in the latter is entitled America and

the A mericans and deals with some interesting aspects
of the

problem of the city-village relations, spiritual trends, and the

progress of the people,
their habits and traditions. This was

an essay, a new genre in our literature. Furthermore,
I read the

book by Chatuyev, Zelimkhan, about the tsar of Ingushetia
and Chechnya, something similar in

style
to the book of I van

'Ol'brakht, Mykola, Hay. I felt a breeze of fresh mountain air,

of tl1e irnmeasurable height of the human spirit, and of a

longing
to hear the full swing of action. What s'weet happiness

- to feel in the arms, in the body and, above all, in the spirit
-

the
spaciousness,

that sweet and fresh feeling of spaciousness
that \\ve value so little in our mindless childhood and '\\vhich
we dissipate so uselessly.

Right now I want to learn as much as I possibly can about
Eastern literature. I have before me a small volume of poems
of Makhtum-Kuli translated from the Turkmen language. It's
pleasant

to feel the embrace of his wisdom, experience and

quick-witted speech. This feeling of
rapture

exalts a man and

ttlrns him into a n,oble being . . .)

(Yavas, February 14, 1967))

*)

I told them here how little Taras used to catch reflections of

the sunbeams on the floo,r. Funny \037

you kno\\v, no matter how

I strain my memory, I can't picture in
my

mind's
eye what he

looks like and how he gets up on his feet. '\\Trite to me in detail

about the things he does.
I have selected Chornotrop (collection of

poems by V. 1\\.1ysyk
- V. Ch.) as one of the best books of Ukrainian poetry of the

past year, and Pluzhnyk has given me a sea of
delight. . .

(March 3, 1967))

*)
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Some of your letters, those of the tenth, tIle fifteenth, and the

twentieth, are still wandering in the mails. Mountain
passes

are
higl1.

Recently I finished reading AndriasI1yk's novel, LYtldy zi
strakJzu [People of

Fear],
and it left me dissatisfied. The

authorts efforts to sho,v the historical background of Galician

customs and the public and social life before and after 1917
are so feeble t11at

they actually burst the seams of the alltllor's
O'r\\rn

inadequate
state of preparedness and his hazy under-

standing of the trlle situation to'\\,Tard tl1e end of the 19 IOs and

the beginning of the t\\,venties. He himself has no clear kno,vl-

edge of it, so ,vhat can b,e exp,ected from the heroes he has
l.lnleashed into the ,vorld? It's true that here and there he tries
to break through the restrictions of his kno\"\\vledge of that

period. Then some of the monologues and author's thoughts
sound, though some,vhat unnatural in the mouths of the

heroes of 1919, fresh, timely, and stirring in this
day

and age.

These droplets of fresh de,,, on the coarse, withered, furrowed
s'urface of the novel arouse in the reader a fe,.y thoughts of his
o,vn to

compensate
him for the time wasted on reading.

The story, SPraha [Thirst] by Roman Ivanychuk in the first

issue of Dnipro is likeable in places, and some episodes are
d,ealt ,vith

skillfully
and with a knowledge of the subject, \\vith

a compassion for social throes. But the
composition

is, very

loose and the ending is false, ,.vith the result that all the finer

qualities
of the story turn out to be just like the sno,,,,man '\\vho

soon melts and vanishes.

The book by Korniy Chukovs'ky, l\\;[iy
Whitman [My Whit-

man], is most interesting. Also very attractive is the article
by

one Shenkman in the journal, Voprosy filosofiy [Questions of

philosophy], No. 12, 1966,about the freedom of spiritual pro-

duction, including the artistic creativity of men of letters, not

as a manifestation of a social-group assignment, but as an

acquisition of a
people's

humanistic ideals, which connect

their past, present, and future. The writer stands above the

social demands of the day and often succumbs, therefore, to

ostracism, or to something even worse. These are, approxi-

mately, the thoughts of that article.)
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As you see, I'm stuffing my beaten-up head and keep on

,dreaming of
independent literary work in both translation and

poetry and in literary criticism, but
my wings

are clipped.

However, it doesn't matter. The last issue of Literaturna
Ukraina contains Kozlanyuk's letters and in on,e of them - to

a lovely girl- Kozlanyuk asks her to reassure his mother with

these words: Con'vey to her that even Napoleon had to endure

prison. With the same thought
I console yo,u, too, my beloved

Oksana . . .)

(March 1,8, 1967))

*)

Right now Guillone Apollinere is clearing the metal shelf of

my memory. As the day takes morning away from night, so he
clarified for me many questions about the sources and inspir,a-
tions of Mezhelajtis - the

greatest contemporary poet
of the

Union. His creations are not merely reminiscences of Apol-
linere's experiences, moods, thoughts,

and rhythmo-melodic

verse structure; they are whole armfuls of images that Mez-
helajtis snatched from

Apollinere (as I, in childhood stole the

sweet pears of old Stepanyda), hiding them inside his shirt

front. For example, Mezhelajtists collection, Lyudyna [Man],
contains the poem Ruky [Hands] with this line:

UMy days
die

like people, it is very s-ad to bury them. . .\"
Apollinere

WTites:

\"I have found in myself the courage to look back. The corpses
of

days
mark my road.\" I can't make any more comparisons

because the book Lyndyna isn't available to me now, but I'm

not reproaching Mezhelajtis. I'm only saying, how late poetic
discoveries reach the consciousness and the im\037gination of

unsophisticated poets. Some strange and comical dreams run
through my

mind: as if I were in a library, then in the' isolator.
This is

probably
because I, in an adult way, have developed

an intense longing for a solid library -
for the one about which

the Romans said that in it the dead
spe,ak.

In the distance I

smell the paper pollen of libraries, their wisdom-filled tran-
quility, the sweet moments of discovery of spiritual truths'.

My dear one, I'm completely blameless that
my telegram)
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sent on March 30 was not forwarded until the third of
April.

0, gods, what are you doing to mortals! . . .

(April, 1967))

Ivan Rusyn,
Ivan

Ivanovych Rusyn was born into a peasant family on
November 8, 1937, at the farmstead Burtal' in the Horodok

district of the L'viv region. In 1954 he enrolled at the L'viv
Polytechnical Institute, from ,vhich he gradllated in 1959 as a

specialist in engineering geodesy. He was
given employment

in the design and planning institute, \"Kiev regional projects\",
where he ''larked as a geodesic engineer until his arrest. He
took p,ost-graduate courses by correspondence at the construc-

tio'n engineering institute in Kiev.

He ,vas a member of the amateur choir, ZhayvoTonok [the

lark], at the Academic Building of Scholars in Kiev.
He is married and has' one daughter, born in 1965.

He ,vas arrested on August 28, 1965, and sentenced on
March 25, 1966, by a closed session of th,e Kiev Regional Court
to one year of severe hard-labour camps on the charge of anti-

Soviet agitation and propaganda. He served his sentence in
camp

No. II
(Yavas)

of the Mordovian political prisoners'

camps. Since his return he has resumed his former
employ-

men t.)

Mefodiy Chubaty

Mefodiy Chubaty ,vas born into a peasant family in 1938 in
the

village
of Velyki Hayi in the Terebovlya district of the

Ternopil' region. After completing school, he graduated from

a secondary cult1.1ral education school, served in the army,
studied in the or,chestral department

of the secondary scho,oI

of music in Ternopil'. He graduated from the school of music

in 1965, but 11is arrest prevented him from obtaining employ-
ment.

He was arrested towards the end of August, 1965. On Febru-

ary 25, 1966, the Ternopil's Regional Court
imposed

on him

a suspended sentence of four years on the charge of anti-Soviet)
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nationalistic propaganda and agitation. At present he is em-

ployed as a teacher in the school of music in the town of

Zboriv, Ternopil
t

region.!)

An,atoliy
Shevchuk)

Anatoliy Oleksandrovych Shevchuk was born on February 6,
1937, in

Zhytomyr,
into a workman's family. His father worked

at a foot,vear factory and is now retired. In 1954, Anatoliy

completed s'econdary school and enrolled in technical school
No. 1 in Zhytomyr. In two years he received a construction

master's certificate but could not work due to poor health. He

found employment as a linotypist in the Zhytomyr regional
printing office, ,,,here he ,vorked until the day of his arrest. He
became very skilful in his trade and ,vas considered to be the

best linotypist of the region. He ,vas mentioned in the regional

press as the outstanding tradesman. The last
report

about

Shevchuk and his wife, both linotypists, appeared in the ne\\vs-

paper, Radyans'
k,a Zhytomyrshchyna [The Soviet Zhytomyr

Region], in May, 1966, a fe'\"
days

before the arrest.

He is married and has a six-year-old daughter.
He suffers from a progressive heart disease and acute rheu-

matism. He has endured t'\\10 rheumatic attacks. Since the

beginning of 1960, Shevchuk's short stories appeared in the
republican and

regional press. Some ten of his stories were

published. His ,vorks received favotlrable comments in the

jOllrnal,
Zmina [Change], and in the newspaper, Literaturna

Ukraina. In 1962, Ilis \\vorks were discussed by the commission

for assistance to young allthors of the SPU [\\Vriters' Union of

Ukraine]. He prepared a collection of short stories for publica-
tion \"vith the publis'hing 110l1se, Radyans'ky pys'mennyk, that

received laudatory reviews (one of them -
by

the \\vriter I.

Sencllenko-was confiscated dllring the search by the Zhytomyr
KGB).

He \"vas arrested on May 23, 1966, and on September 7 of the

same year he was sentenced at a closed session of the Zhytomyr
Regional C,o urt to five years of severe hard-labour camps on

1 \"Ve have no further details al)out Chubatv.
\
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the charge of anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation. At present
he is in

camp No. II (Yavas) of the Mordovian political.
,

prIsoners camps.)

FRO\0371 COl\\11VIENTS ON TIlE WORKS OF SHEVCIIUI{)

It is particularly pleasant to
p,oint

Ollt that the ,vritings of

writers with secondary school education -
as in Ira, Stop Read-

in.g.' b)t Anatoliy Shevchuk - are distinguished from the \\\\Torks

of
many professional lvriters by the culture of their form,

psychological refinement, and estl1etic
Pllrity.

Those ,\\Tho love

to appeal to the \"mass reader\" should ponder this: there is less

and less room for literary artisans.

(Ye. SverstYllk, Problems of the
)}Olf.ng prose, Zmina, No. 12,

19626))

FROM A. SHEVCHUK'S LETTERS TO I-IIS BRorrHER)

I finished reading YOllr story in DnPiro. I like it. Remarks:
the first

part
is slightly disconnected from the second. That is,

the figure of the teacher, ,vith his
fairly long jlldgments about

humanity and its evolution, disappears in the second half and
is no longer mentioned. The

gun (in
this case - the teacher)

didn't fire, but only clicked in preparation to shoot. All the

sa,me, I read it with interest and, 'vhen I con1pared it with the

'\\lork of other short-story \\vriters, the comparison was in your
favour. I read and

recognized
the prototypes. Your teacher

is probably a hybrid of Yefrem SoIomonovych and Stepan
Stanislavovych.

Please send me Updike and, if very interesting, Sartre. Also

send me that book, A bout Books and Book-Lovers; I long to

read something of that sort. I'm reading Joyce
in Vsesvit [The

Universe]. Haven't finished it yet. I have the impression of a

certain intention in his style. . .)

(January, 1967, Yavas))

*)
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I don't know whether Literaturna Ukraina will find me here.

Try to correct the address. Write what you hear about the

congress.
1

Just now my neighbour brought me the latest issue of

Vsesvit. We have Ukrainian books here, too. If you have some-

thing of interest, please
send it by parcel post. You kno'\\v my

tastes. I had no time, after all, to look at Shcherbak's book. If

it's interesting and still available, please send it. Have the

selected works of Symonenko appeared in print? \302\267\302\267\302\267

(January, 1967, Yavas))

*)

The bo,ys are now reading In the Middle
of

the Week, so I'll

look at it carefully at a later date and write about
my general

impression. Right no,,,, I'm reading articles from issues of the

journal Byloye [Bygone]
for 1906, stitclled together into one

book. They're mostly about the Decembrists and members of

the Narodnaya Volya [People's Freedom]. There is also an

autobiography of Drahomaniv. The ne\\vs that you've p,ur-

chased a dictionary for me has, of course, melted my heart ,vith
joy. My

sincere thanks.

Some time early in March 1)11send some of my works. I'm
too

lazy
to copy them. Time seems to float past my present

life, and the constancy of
feelings give

it quietude and in-

difference to outward irritants. It's like some outer-space exist-

ence, bet\\veen the sky and the earth, ,'Vhere everything around

you is dominatd by uncertainty and
petrified expectations.

But it would seem that everything should be just the opposite.
I don't

try
to determine \\vhat is better and what is ,vorse. It's

a sort of semi-Bohemian life coloured ,vith the implacable
force of one's surroundings. This force never losessight of

you;

it.s as if you don't notice it, you simply float ,\\lith the current

and give movement to other currents hidden inside you. And
that force somewhere in the distance lashes a grey, fidgety, and

slippery thing, a something \\vhich could be called despair.
That force j11St keeps on lashing and lashing it, urging it to)

1 Of Ukrainian writers.)
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slink up to our Bohemian milieu and to
creep

into it, to poison
our souls. And it \\vriggles and yelps, but does not

advance,

because there's no road for it here. And so, day in, day out, this
crawler

yelps
in the distance but cannot retreat. At times I

think it's necessary in the end to tear apart the curtain of tllat

strange tranquility and primitive well-being.
I read some\\vhere that a Franco-Roumanian film called The

lVameless Star, based on a play by M. Sebastianu, is now in the

making. I remember we heard that play on the radio and ,vere
fascinated

by
it. A.nd no,v this film will certainly appear on the

screens, but we won't see it here; the
only more or less decent

film sho,vn here \"\"vas Ivan's Childhood. As a rule, they feed us
all kinds of film strips a la Youth of Maxim. By the way, have

any works of Sebastianu been published as a
separate

book in

our coun try? I seem to remember reading another of his
plays

in Rumy'nskoe obozreniye [The Roumanian Review]. Gener-

ally speaking, it 'VOllld be very pleasant to read something new

by Sebastianu\037 We have here the journal Vitchyzna [Father-

land] '\\vhich contains A. Mallrois' Prometheus, or the Life of
Balzac. I read about S.

Zweig's
book on Balzac, but this work

is interesting and original. In the summer of last
year, in

Zhytomyr, I read ,Chagrin by Balzac and was most pleased ,vith
it. I'm

trying
not to waste any time on poor books; there are

so many good ones that I can't
possibly

read them all in my

lifetime. I read Dzyuba's interview in the newspaper, Nove
Zhyttya [New Life]. Among the better books of prose by young
authors, he mentions the works of Yu. Shcherbak, Andriya-

shyk, and of Hryhor Tyutyunnyk. Have you had a chance to
get acquainted

,vith this material? It s,hould be interesting.
5,0 far no letters have come from

Zhytomyr but, obviously,

they will write about Mother's illness. My child wrote me a

letter once, in which she said that she was well an,d \",vas
helping

her mother to bake pastries; mother shaped them and daughter
dipped them in

egg
white.

Kazbek tobacco smokes well in the pipe. I smoke a pipe
sometimes, and sometimes roll-your-owns

of sh,ag tobacco. I

bought ten packages of Prima - I'm really livingl)

*)
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A few days h,ere were almost spring-like; the snow thawed

gradually,
and the air \\vas filled with something exciting and

heart-aching. But today it's a bit colder, cloudy,
and there are

light sno,v:flurries.. I'm writing this letter at work. We have a

small nook here in a corner of the shop where one can sit in
peace

and quiet. Soon we'll go home (I) As usual people ,viII
line both sides of the Toad, waiting for us to pass by, and we'll

glance (there is a better Russian '\\ford, glazeya [gaping]) at that

grey throng that exudes ignorance and incomprehension.The
ones who await a visit also glance around, hoping to catch

sight of a relative. We pass there every day, and on both sides

people who call themselves free are stamping their feet in the

cold. What is this'? Is
anyone really free? \\Ve're all dependent

on something, and sometimes thr,ough Ollr o,vn \"lill ,ve find

ourselves in an even greater dependence, but all this together
is

incomprehensible,
as life itself is incomprehensible.

Anatoliy

(FebTllary 24, 1967))

Svyatoslav Kara1JanS'
k)})

Svyatoslav Yos'ypovych Karavans'ky ,vas born on December 24,
1920, in Odessa, into the

family
of an engineer. In 1938 he

graduated from Odessa secondary school No. 119 and enrolled
in the Industrial Institute

(and
at the beginning of 1939, he

also enrolled in the correspondence COIITse of the Institute of

Foreign Langtlages). Even during his school days he '\\lTote

poetry
and short stories, some of ,vhicI1 ,vere publishe,d in

youth magazines. He also tried his hand at
translating

\\vhile

in the institute. Dissatisfied ,vith his chosen profession, Ile
voluntarily left the Institute in 1940 and j0ined the army,
intending after completing his service to enroll in the

faClllty

of literatllre at the university. In Jll1y of 1941, the detachment
in which

Karavans'ky
served was sllrrollnded by the Germans

in Western Byelorussia. Avoiding capture, Karavanstky man-
aged

to
get to Odessa at the beginning of 1942. There he

enrolled in the
faculty

of literature at the university, where he

joined an illegal group of Ukrainian youth connected \",.vith the)
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OUN. He organized a bookshop and transferred the
profit

from

the sales of books to student groups and to the Ukrainian
theatre. Karavans'ky was

persecuted by the Rumanian politi-
cal police.

1

He left for Rumania in 1944,and later in the same year he

returned illegally to the liberated Odessa. Ho,vever, on the
third

day
of his return, ,vhile ,attempting to establish contact

with his former associates, he '\037as arrested. He did not commit

any actions (neither armed nor througll propaganda) directed
against the Soviet government during his stay on the liberated

territory. During interrogations, Karavans'ky ,vas
promised

freedom if he agreed to inform the police about attitudes
among the students. He

rejected
this offer. On February 7,

1945, the Military Tribunal of the Odessa Region sentenced

Karavans'ky
to twenty-five years of impriso,nment. He served

his sentence in many hard-labour camps of the North and the

East.. He ,vorked on the construction of a railway in Pechora,
felled trees in Magadan, mined gold in Kolyma, worked on the
construction of the highway bet\\veen Taishet and Lena, and

se\"ved overalls in Mordovia.

When the conditions in hard-labour
camps impro'ved

slightly
after Stalin's death, lIe resumed his literary work,. He

WTote
poems,

tale's in verse, plays, and made translations. Some
of his '\\lorks, sent from the camps, were even published in

repllblican publications (for instance, in Literattlrna Hazeta

[Literary Gazette]).
In 195,4 he began a major project

- the

preparation of a dictionary of
rhymes

in the Ukrainian

langlJage.
After sixteen years and five months of imprisonment, he was

released on December 19, 1960, on the basis of the decision of
the Dubravny ITL

(Corrective
Labour Camp) which was based

on the Decree of September 17, 1955, Art. 2, dealing
with

amnesty. His sentence ,vas reduced by half - to twelve
years

and five months.

Afte'r returning to Odessa, Karavans'ky completed a COllrse

for mechanics, specializing
in the repair of calculating

machines. He worked as a mechanic in the
provincial

auto-)

1 Odessa, as well as other southwestern regions of Ukraine, was occupied for a

time by Rumania during World War II
(trans!. note).)
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mobile lvorkshop; as a senior mechanic at a factory ,vhich
manufactured adding machines; as a mechanic in the servicing
section for calculating machines; as a book-ha\\vker; as a trans-

lator in the editorial office of the regional ne\\\"TSpaper,
ChOT-

nomors'ka Komuna; as a part-time correspondent of the

magazine Ukraina; as a subscription salesman for
SOYllzdruk

(ptlblishing house); and then left for sev,eral months for Intu
(Komi

ASSR)
to increase his earnings. The frequent changes of

\\vork were caused by the fact that at times he ,vas able to find

only temp,orary \\vork or because he was dismissed from '\\vork

after his past in the camps became kno'\\v'n.

The intensity of Karavans'ky's literary work after his release

from imprisonment 'vas amazing. He
completed

the ,,,ark

started in the camp on the dictionary of rhymes in the Ukrain-
ian

language (1,000 printed pages). He translated many Eng-
lish poets, prepared a book, Tile Biographies of TVords,

frequently
wrote articles to ne,vspapers and magazines on

linguistic problems, had a column in the
magazines

Uk1'\"a.ina

and Znannya ta pratsya [Kno'\\vledge and Work], and ne\\\\TS-

papers
Sil's'ki Visti [Village Ne,vs] and U}{rains'ke Zh)1ttya

[Ukrainian Life] and others, prepared a collection of humor-

ous short stories and feuilletons for the pllblishing hOllse

Mayak, and published short interludes. In
agreement

\"rith

the publishing house Dnip,ro, he was translating Charlotte
Bronte's novel, Jane Eyre.

S. I.
Karavans'ky actively participated in Ukrainian com-

munity life. He organized subscriptions for Ukrail1ian publica-
tions in

'\\vorkingmen's
hostels in Odessa, collected Ukrainian

books for libraries in Kuban', addressed extensive proposals to
public

and government organizations concerning such Inatters

as the nationwide observance of the jubilee of M.
Lysenko,1

the introduction of the dubbing of all films in the Ukrainian
language,

the creation of special councils of spectators at film
studios, the improvement of sales of Ukrainian books., etc. In

1965, disturbed by the growing russification of Ukrainian

schools and universities, he WTote two articles (an accusation
of the Minister Dadenkov and A bout One Political Error),
which he sen t to official institutions.
1 Tb,e

outstanding Ukrainian composer (transl. note).)
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KaTavans\037ky was married in 1961\037 In 1962 he enrolled in the

correspondence department of the Philological Faculty of the

Odessa University where he made good progress in his studies.
On September 4, 19'65, when arrests were made in Ukraine,

Karavans'ky's home was searched but nothing illegal was

found. The next day Karavans'ky sent a categorical protest
against the unjustified search to official

organizations
and to

the press. Some,,,,hat later he handed letters to the Consuls of

Poland and Czechoslovakia in Kiev, explaining the violations
of Lenin's principles of

nationality policy in Ukraine and de-

scribing the arrests of Ukrainian intellectuals in
August-

September
of 1965.

For all this Karavans'ky ,vas arrested on a street in Odessa
on November 13, 1965. Since there ,vas no formal cause for
a trial, on the recommendation of the KGB, the General Prose-

cutor of the USSR, Rudenko, revoked Karavantky's 1960 release.

Upon his decision Karavans'ky ,vas sentenced, ,vithout an in-

vestigation
or a trial, to eight years and seven months in severe

hard-labour camps (the term which remained from the orig-
inal sentence of t,venty-five years). As a protest Karavans'ky

,,,rent on a hunger strike. At the end of November of 1965, he
was

deported
to the Mordovian camps (camp No. II, Yavas).

In th,e camp Karavans'ky wrote a number of petitions to

official organizations and to representatives of the public, for
which he was t'\037lice sentenced to punitive isolation for ten days.
On October 8, 1966, 11e'vas sent to a

camp jail, BUR, for a term

of six months. He \"vas
formally charged ,vith failing to fulfill

the required '\\lark quotas (which the majority of
prisoners

fail

to accomplish). In the solitary confinement cell and three times
in the prison jail, Karavans'ky

went on hllnger strikes, de-

manding a meeting '\\vith the public prosecutor. In all, since

his arrest, Karavans'ky went on five hunger strikes, ,vhich ,vere

uSllally broken on the ninth or tenth day by forced feeding.

During those brief periods when he was not sitting in the

prison jailor in solitary confinement, Karavans'ky managed to

finish the translation of Brontets novel, Jane Eyre, and also

wrote several chapters of his book, The
BiograPhies of

Words.

On January 3, 1967, a search was made in the house of

Karavans'ky's
wife in Odessa. Among the confiscated docu-)
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ments there were drafts of statements written by Karavans'ky's
wife concerning the illegal arrest of her husband, as ,veIl as

the manuscript of Karavans'kyt s
poem

written in camp under

the title, To the Heirs
of

Beria. In 1967 the camp administra-

tion deprived S. Karavans'ky of the right (guaranteed by law)

to have a meeting \\vith his 1vife.)

To the Prosecu,tor
of

the Ukr. SSR

PETITION

by citizen Svyatoslav YosiPovych Karavans' ky) #residing in the

city of Odessa) CJzornomors' ky shlyakh\037 56) A pt. 47.)

I beg you to indict the minister of
higher

and secondary educa-

tion of the Ukr. SSR, Yury Mykolayovych Dadenkov, according

to the articles of the cc Ukr. SSR
[Criminal

Code of the Ukrain-

ian Soviet Socialist Republic] \\vhich provide penalties for:
1. Violation of national and racial equality (Art. 66, C.Ca

Ukr. SSR).
2. Opposition to the restoration of Leninist principles of

opportllnity for higher edllcation in the UkrA SSR (Articles 66,

167, (\037.c. Ukr.
SSR).

3. Failure to implement the resolutions of the T,ventieth

Congress of the cpsu concerning the
liquidation

of all traces

of the personality cult, and obstructing the restoration of

normal conditions for the development of the Ukrail1ian
socialist nation (Article 66, c.c. Ukr.

SSR).

4. The training of unqualified teaching cadres and the dis-

organization of the educational process in the system of sec-

ondary and incomplete secondary education (Article 167,c.c.
Ukr.

SSR).

I base my petition on the follo,ving facts:
1. During his tenure as minister of higher and secondary

education in the Ukr.
SSR,

Yu. M. Dadenkov committed serious

mistakes; as a result people of Ukrainian nationality, whose
native

tongue
is Ukrainian, do not enjoy the sam,e rights in

entering the
Vuzy [higher institutions of learning] as do those

whose native tongue is Russian. Russian language and litera-

ture are a compulsory part of the Vuzy entrance examinations,)
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and so the graduates from Rllssiall schools are more successful
in passing this examination with

higher marks than the gradu-
ates from Ukrainian schools. Furthermore, entrance examina-
tions for

special disciplines are also conducted in Russian, and
this, too, makes it difficult for

graduates from Ukrainian

schools to pass special subjects. And so Ukrainian speaking
applicants get lO\\-\\Ter marks in competitive examinations. Be-

cause those \"vith higher marks in the competitive examinations
are

accepted by the institutions, the majority of students enter-

ing the
VIlZY

in Ukraine are graduates from Russian secondary
and incomplete see,ondary scl10ols. Most of the institlltes on

the territory of tIle Ukr. SSR demand from their entrants an

examination in the Russian language and literature. To this
petition are added t\\VO clippings \\vith the announcement of

admissions tOI the Dokuchayev agricultural institute in Khar-

kiv and the credit-economic il1stitute in Odessa.
i\\S a result of such a faulty anti-Leninist approach to ap-

plicants to the Vuzy, Ukrainians comprise a
considerably

lo\\ver

percentage in comparison ,vith the percentage of Ukrainians
in the prOdtlction of material amenities on the territory of the

Ukr. SSR. Among those who entered the Odessa
Poly

technical

Instittlte in the 1964-65 school year, Ukrainians amounted to
43%. Of 1,126Ukrainians '\\Tho

applied
for admission, 453 ,vere

accepted, i.e., 40%. But of 1,042 Russians l\\Tho for\"\\varded

documents to the institute, 477 ,,,ere accepted, i.e., 46%. This
is the result of the system of admission, which makes it difficult

for Ukrainians to enter institutions of
learning.

This estab-

lished practice of admission to the republic's higher and sec-

ondary
institutions of learning is anti-Leninist and constitlltes

an indire,ct restriction of the rights of citizens because of their

nationality. Actions of this kind must be punished according
to Article 66 of the c.c. Ukr. SSR.

('A rticle 66.

Violation of national and racial equality.
Propaganda

or agitation for the purpose of arousing racial or

national hostility, or dissension, or the direct or indirect re-

striction of rights, or the establishment of direct or indirect

privileges
for citizens depending ?n

the race or
nati.ona\037ity

to

which they belong. shall be punIshed by
the depnvatIOn
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freedom for a term of six months to three years or by exile for
a term of two to five years.\"

2. In the resolution of the cc RCP
(b) [Central

Committee

of the Russian Communist Party (bols.heviks) ] of November
29,1919, concerning the Soviet regime in Ukraine, Lenin him-

self wrote the following:
\"In view of the fact that Ukrainian culture (language,

school, etc.) has been suppressed for centuries by tsarism and
the

exploiting
classes of Russia, the cc of the RC,P

enjoins
all

members of the Party by all means. to remove all hindrances to
a free development

of the Ukrainian language and culture., In

view of the centuries-long oppression, one can observe na-

tionalist tendencies within the backward part of the Ukrainian
masses; in treating these t,endencies members of the RCP must

show greatest patience and caution and counter them by ex-

plaining
in a friendly '\\Tay that the interests of the toiling

mass'es of Ukraine and Russia are identical. The members of
the RCP on the territory of Ukraine must implement the right
of the toiling masses to learn and to use their native tongue
in all Soviet institutions, and

al'\\vays
counteract attempts to

relegate the Ukrainian language to an inferior position. On
the contrary, they should

aspire
to transform the Ukrainian

language into an instrument of the communist edllcation of

the toiling masses. Meas-ures should be taken at once so that
all Ukrainian institutions will have a sufficient number of

employees with a command of the Ukrainian language and
that in future all the employees ,viII be able to speak the
Ukrainian langllage.\" (Lenin, Works, V,ol. 39, pp. 334-337.)

As a result of Lenin's instructions, higher and secondary
specialized education in Ukraine ,vas ukrainized dllring the

twenties and tllirties'. Teaching in the higher institutions of
learning was conducted in Ukrainian. This paved the way to
an education for the majority of the Ukrainian working masses

and created conditions for a normal development of the
Ukrainian socialist nation.

During
the period 0.\302\243 the Stalin personality cult, this Lenin-

ist principle of higher education in Ukraine was
forgotten.

Later the Party passed resolutions to enable the ministry of
higher and secondary specialized education in the Ukr. SSR,)
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headed by Yu. 1\\1. Dadenkov, to liqllidate tIle remains of the

personality cult. But in most higher and secondary specialized
institutions of learning in

Kiev, Kharkiv, Odessa, Dnipro-

petrivs'k, and other cities, the instrllction is still not in the
Ukrainian tongue. The

ministry
allo,\\red tIle Ukrainian Ian...

guage to be \"relegated to an inferior position
n

, against
which

Lenin had fore,varned. And it continues to tolerate the elimi-
nation of Leninist norms in the organization of higher educa-
tion in the Ukr. SSR.

3. A normal prerequisite for the develop,ment of any
socialist nation is the training of cadres of the national intelli-

gentsia. During the time that Dadenkov has held his
post,

the

training of such cadres has not been restored in the Ukra SSR.

The Ukrainian intelligentsia is being trained in isolation from
its people, its culture, its language. The cadres of lecturers at

the Vu.zy of the Ukr. SSR \"do not understand\" the Ukrainian

language. In the Ushyns.ky Pedagogical Institllte in Odessa,
,vhich trains cadres for the secondary schools, instruction is not

offered in Ukrainian because the lecturers \"do not know\" the

languag'e. At the Mechnikov State University in Odessa, in
the Ukrainian section of the Department of Philology, which

trains Ukrainian philologists, most of the disciplines (the his-

tory
of the CPSU, foreign languages, logic, psychology, foreign

literature, Marxist philosophy) are not
taught

in Ukrainian.

This is a direct result of the minister's negligent attitude
towards his duties:

(a)
The textbooks required in the Ukrain-

ian language for the
Vuzy

are not being published
- manuals

for foreign languages, textbooks on
Io'gic,

on foreign literature,

anthologies of foreign literature, etc. (b) There are no cadres
of national teaching intelligentsia being trained. There is no

doubt that such a state of
higher

education in Ukraine ruins

the normal conditions for the development of the Ukrainian
socialist nation.

4. As a result of the \"relegation\" of the Ukrainian language

to a secondary position in the
system

of higher education,

graduates
of universities and pedagogical institutes have no

command of the Ukrainian tongue. Such instructors working

in Ukrainian schools do not teach their subjects in Ukrainian.

Fifty per
cent of the graduates from the Odessa University and)
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tIle Odess'a Pedagogical Institute decline to teach in Ukrainian
schools because they do not know the Ukrainian language.

Such a situation interfers with the normal pedagogical process
in Ukraine.

Thus Minister Dadenkov's negligent attitude toward his

duties affects the training of cadres and interferes with the

normal work of the institutions of popular education.

All the facts I have
pres-ented

attest to the abnormal \"\\lark of

the ministry of higher and secondar'y specialized education of

the Ukr. SSR, headed by Yu. M. Dadenko,v.

I beg you to take these facts into account in ascertaining the

degree of guilt of Yury Mykolayevych Dadenkov.
February 24, 1965
(5. Y.

Karavans'ky)

Appended
to the petition are t\"\\\\TO

ne\"vspaper clippings:

I. A clipping from the newspaper Kolhospne selo [Collective-
fann village], July 4, 1964,on the admission of students to the

Dokuchayev Agricllltural Institute in Odessa, and 2. A
clip-

ping
fTom the nelvspaper Znamya kommllnizma [Banner of

Communism] (Odessa), June 5, 1965,1on the admission to the

Odessa credit-economic institllte.)

ABOUT ONE POLITICAL ERROR)

According
to Article 9 of the HLa,v on the ties between school

and life\"
adopted

in 1959, in the Russian-language secondary
schools of the union republics, study of the national language

is not obligatory and is carried out only at the request of the

parents.

Lenin expected to bring the Ukrainian language into all
aspects

of the republic's social and political life. I'n that case
ther,e is no doubt that a

knowledge of the Ukrainian language
should be obligatory for those who acquire education in the
territory

of the Ukr. SSR.

From a juridical point of vie,,.,, Article 9 of the \"Law on the
ties between school life\" is anti-constitutional, for it contra-
dicts' both the Constitution of the USSR and the constitutions of)

1 Inaccura te dates in the
original.)
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the llnian republics. The Constitlltion of the Ukr. SSR states:

\"The equality of rights of the citizens of the Ukr. SSR, regard-

less of their nationality and race, in all fields of economic,
governmental, cultural, and

social-political life, is an inviol-

able law. Either direct or indirect limitations of rights or the
establishment of direct or indirect privileges for citizens de-

pending on their race and nationality and also
any propaganda

of racial or national exclusiveness or of hatred and contempt
are pllnishable by

law
u

(Article 103).

The language of a nationality is a clear expression of its

national image. But where are equal rights if one langtlage
must be taught in school, but another (in this case the language
of the basic part of the population of the

reptlblic!)
is taught

only at the request of the parents?
This article of the la'\" is discriminatory, for it places the

language of the republic in an inferior position and
degrades

tIle dignity of the citizens of the republic who tlSe the native

tongue. It is also '\\vrong from the viewpoint of the international
communist upbringing of the children. When parents are re-

lllctant to teach their children the language of the republic

\"\\vllose bread they' eat, the child is imbued from its infancy
\\vith chauvinistic views, uD\\vorthy of Soviet people, of the ex-

CltlSiveness. of its O\"\\ln nationality
- a direct departure from the

standards of international communist edllcation.
Article 9 of the la,,, is absolutely wrong from the pedagogical

point of view. In the
practice

of Soviet education, there was

never a precedent when the teaching of subjects \"\"vas left to the

discretion of the parents. Leaving the question of whether the
children should

study
this or that subject to the parents is a

profoundI y un pedagogical meas.ure. The
paren

ts often do not

understand what advantage or harm they cause a child by the
,decision they make. It can be said that one of the very res'pon-
sible aspects of international upbringing is being transferred

to the discretion of the parents. Such \"democratic solution H

of

this very question
could be justified if the question of the lan-

guage of instruction in the Vuzy were solved in our country in

a similar democratic
\"\\Tay.

But it is in this sphere of popular
education that, for decades (during the

personality
cult of

Stalin and Khrushchev), the instruction has been given in Rus-)
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sian and a knowledge of the Russian language has been re-

quired at the entrance examination. Mter decades of discrim-

il1atory measures against the Ukrainian language, to
place

the

question
of teaching it at the discretion of the parents is, to a

great extent, strange
and unpolitic.

This action could be justi-
fied if the question of wages for the various categories of

,vorkers and employees were submitted to the judgment of the

citizens. For the public is not any less interested in the just
distriblltion of material amenities in the country, all the more

so since this distribution is one of the basic principles of com..
..

munlSffi.

As a reSlllt of the adoption of Article 9, the number of

Ukrainian schools on Ukrainian territory has decreased. In
Odessa and the Odessa

region
in the 1962-63 school year, there

\\vere 821 Ukrainian schools; in 1963-64 the number ,vas re-

duced to 693, and in 1964-65 to 603. Of that number in Odessa,
respectively, there were 10, 8, and 6 schools instructing in the
Ukrainian language. (The total number of schools in Odessa

is 104). The few Ukrainian schools that survived are under the
threat of being closed. All this is the result of the anti-Leninist,
discTiminatory Article 9.

Ho,v are the Ukrainian schools being closed? Even before

the Ukrainian language was removed from the
Vll.ZY

in Odessa,

the parents only reluctantly sent the children to Ukrainian
schools becallse of the impossibility of continlling their educa-

tion after graduating from a Ukrainian school. . . Indeed, the

graduates
from Ukrainian schools are only a small percel1tage

of the total number of
graduates

from the Odessa VllZY,. The

system of admission that existed till
re'ce'ntly\"

and still exists

in some places, gave preference to gradllates from R1Issian
schools. So the

paTents,
who earlier reluctantly sent the chil-

(lren to Ukrainian schools, now (after the appearance of the

discriminatory article) began to demand that lJkrainian
schools adopt the Russian language of instruction. At first a

few Russian classes appear in a Ukrainian school, then their
number

gradually increases, until finally the school becomes

entirely Russian. Ukrainian parents, ,vho speak Ukrainian,
come to the schools and beg that their children be transferred
to uRussian H

classes. Such a request is dictated not by an indif-)
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ference towards the native tongue, but by those discriminatory
obstacles which for decades have barred the road of graduates
from Ukrainian schools to th,e attainment of education, and
,vhich still exist in some places.

Characteristic of the parents' attitude is the request of citi-
zeness Balok, a resident of the village of Kryva Balka, to trans-
fer her child to a Rllssian school. Ci tizeness Balok in a,
conversation ,vith me, stated that she '\\vishes to llave her child

attend a Russian school, because she herself at one time had

completed seven grades in a Ukrainian school and 11ad gone to
Odessa to continue her schooling.And here, because sl1e spoke

Ukrainian, her classmates laughed at her. Citizeness Balok had
to terminate her

education, and she wishes to have her daugh-
ter taught in such a

\\vay
that no one ,viII jeer at her.

One cannot listen calmly to such confessions. Ho\\v could

SlICh discriminatory acts p1enetrate into the environment of the
So\\riet

people
- \\\\Tho are militant internationalists - discrim-

inatory acts that compelled the child of honest \"vorkers to quit
sch,ool and to ask that her child be enrolled in a Rllssian school,

so that in future the child \\vould not become a victim of

national discrimination? This same thought prompted many
other Ukrainian parents to insist that their children be

taught

in Russian schools. After all, it is no secret that in Odessa
(and

in other places in Ukraine, including Kiev) among a certain

chauvinistically inclined part of the populace,
derision of the

Ukrainian tongue and of the Ukrainian nationality became a

very popular pastime. Such acts were observed in autobuses, in

offices, libraries, institutions of learning. Madame Mel'nyk, a

lecturer in history at the Party school in Odessa, declared in

the presence of students that she did not like the Ukrainian

lal1guage and did not wish to make use of it. Such a declara-

tion from a pedagogue, an educator of the Ukrainian masses,

is in this case more than characteristic.
All this shows that, during the time of the Stalin personality

cult, discriminatory tendencies towards the Ukrainian lan-

guage and the Ukrainian
nationality developed

in Ukraine.

These tendencies were bolstered in recent times by the 80-

called \"Law on the ties between school and life\", as a result of

which the number of the Ukrainian sch.ools in Odessa, in the)
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Odessa region, and indeed allover Ukr,aine decreas-ed cata..

strophically. The number of Moldavian schools in the Odessa

region has also become smaller. Furthermore, in the Russian
schools the vast majority of pupils refuse to learn the Ukrain-

ian tongue. It is not
taught

at all in the schools of the Volgrad
district of the Odessa region, in the to,vn of Izmail, and in the

Izmail district.

Thus Article 9 of the \"La\\v on the ties bet\"\\veen school and

life\" is directed against teaching the national tongue in the

schools. What true internationalist could be \\vorried by the

fact that a child learns the
language

of a brother-nation? Only

chauvinists can lock their children in narro\\v national frame-
\\varks, hiding

behind theories of the exclusiveness of their

nationality. Article 9 of the law placed the cards in the hands

of these challvinistic elements, kindled and fanned cl1auvin-
istic sentiments among parents and

pedagogues\037
The director

of the Odessa Ukrainian School No. 125, O. I. Kryuchkov, for

example, incites the teachers and parents to introduce the

Russian language in the school as the medium of instruction\037

N at having received permission from anyone to do tllis, he
t,vice

arranged meetings
of the parents, \"'\\Tho voted to adopt

the Rllssian language of instruction in the school. Rather than
trying

to improve teaching techniques, to master the Ukrain-
ian langllage himself, which il1cidentally he cannot speak, and

to acqllire, at least by a correspondence COllrse, tl1e
pedagogical

training '\\vhich he also Jacks, this \"edllcator
U

does
e\\rerythil1g

to install the Russian language as the means of instrllctiol1 in
the school.

This la'\\T also
develops undesirable tendencies among the

pupils. Pllpils being instrllcted in the Russian language are
divided into two

categories:
those ,vho study the Ukrainian

language and those lvho do not. Thus, instead of
levelling

the

national differences among the pu,pils, the school fosters and
emphasizes them. The division of the children into t,va cate-

gories also engenders discrimination. The appearance of im-

proper nicknames, such as khokhol,l katsap,2 etc., has been
observed amongst Soviet children in Odessa schools.)

1
Derogatory term for Ukrainians (transl. note).

2
Derogatory term for Russians (transl. note).)
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The children '\\vhose parents refused to teach them tIle
Ukrainian language develop a contemptuous attitude toward

the Ukrainian language and nationality. Among the children
who do study it there arises a

feeling
that their nationality

is inferior; the stlldy of their national langllage is Ilot obli-
gatory, is- of

secondary ilnportance, and can be derided openly
by chauvinistically iI1clined elements.

No less
painful

is the effect of this lalv upon the pedagogical
process and upon the teachers 'VllO offer the Ukrainian Ial1-

guage. For tIle instrllctor is constantly a\\vare that tIle pupil may

refllse to learn tile Ukrainia111angtlage; therefore, God forbid,
one ffillst not give him a lo,v mark. After all, the stlldy is 110t

obligatory. If the pllpil is given a low mark, lIe simply asks' his

parents that 11e be
completely relieved of the study of the lan-

guage. SllCll cases are
very

common. Thus the Ia,V\" places an

entire category of Soviet teachers in an impossible situation;
tIle normal process ,of teaching this subject is violated.

All these facts sho,v that the
adoption

of one discriminatory

la,v dllring the time of the Khrushchev personality cult created
impossible conditions for the normal functioning of the

Ukrainian school system. This la'\\T belittles the national dig-

nit)T of citizens of Ukrainian nationality, strikes ,a blo,v at

international communist education, and prepares the ground
\302\24301\" the kindling of national animosity. It contradicts the last

,viII of Lenin and, being basically discriminatory,
encroaches

upon the friendship of peoples of the USSR.

It is essential that the general public speak Ollt against this
situation. It is dreadful to commit a political error, but it is

much more dreadflll to be afraid to
rectify

it. The desire to

rectify tl1e error compelled me to ,vrite this artic]e.
On

my part
I suggest the follolving measures;

1. To revise at once Article 9 of the \"La,v on the ties be-

tween school and life\".

2. To transfer the
teaching

in the higher and secondary

specialized institutions of learning in the UkI'. SSR to the

Ukrainian language in order to facilitate the education of the

broad masses of the Ukrainian people.

3. To set up a co-ordination committee between the 1Vfinis-

try
of Education of the Ukr. SSR and the Ministry of Higher)
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and Secondary Specialized
Education of the Ukr. SSR to estab-

lish normal conditions for the training of graduates from
Ukrainian secondary schoolsin the institutions of higher learn-

ing and the tecI1nicai schools of the republic.
4. To remove chauvinistically

inclined instructors from

among cadres of popular education.
S. To apply decisive measures to

stop discriminatory
acts

against the Ukrainian language and Ukrainian nationality.
6. To select for the teaching staffs of Ukrainian schools

people who can instill love for the native
tongue

and culture.

7. To stop the pedagogically erroneous practice of setting
up Russian classes in national schools, which leads to the TllS-

sification of national schools.
8. For a

truly
international training of national minorities,

the system of poular education ShOtl1dinclude schools offering
Yiddish, Armenian, and other languages of instruction.

9. In the institutions of higher learning ,vhich train teacll-

ers, special
attention ffitlSt be given to the training of national

teaching cadres, to establish
groups

and courses lvhich ,\\-VQuld

graduate qualified cadres for national schools.
10. To inform the

general public
of all the measures taken.

Only the implementation of these points will make it
possible

to remove in practice, in the Leninist manner, all the hin-
drances to a normal development of Ukrainian education.

S. Karavans'ky)

To the First
\037Secretary of th,e Ce'n,tral Committee of PORP,l

Comrade w. Gomlilka) from Svyatoslav Yospovych Kara-
vans'kYJ

a citizen, of the USSR) residing in the
c\302\243ty of Odessa\037

Clzor-rlomors'}ty Shlyak.lz Street) 56, apt. 47.)

PETITION)

The Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union be'came a turning point in the history of the communist
movement. It condemned the

p,olicy
of unjustified, tln,var-

ranted repre ssions, which took place in the USSR
during the

1 Polish United Workers' Party.)
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time of the Stalin personality cult,
against

a
large number of

Party and non-Party citizens', including representatives of the
lTkrainian intelligentsia. Unfounded accusations

charging the

Ukrainian intelligensia with \"nationalism\", with \"betrayal of
the fatherland\", etc., were a tool in the hands of unscrupulous
opp()rtunists, '\\vhich made it possible for them to revise the
Leni11istnationality policy.

Tllese lalvless pllrges remove'd from the ranks of the Party
sue}1 prominent Leninists as S. V. Kosior, V. Va. Chubar\037 M.

Skr)rpn}rk, D. Zatons'ky, P. P. P'ostyshev, and thousands of

other Party activists, who joined the Party prior to October
and during the revolution, when V. I. Lenin directed the

P'art}r. This crime against the Party ,vas attended by a crime
against the Ukrainian

intelligentsia.
Thousands of WTiters,

artists, teachers, scientists were accused of \"nationalism\" and
,\\rere

liquidated.
It suffices to mention the names of those who

\"'ere executed by firing squads and who ar,e now [posthu-

mOllsly] rehabilitated - stage-direct,or L. Kurbas; the \\vriters

I. J\\fykytenko,
M. Zerov, D. Zahul, M. Irchan, O. Vlyz'ko,

D. Fal'kivsky, M. Kulish, I.
Dniprovs'ky,

O. Sokolovstky
- and

those persecuted without cause - Ostap Vyshnya,
B. Anton-

enko-Davydovych, v. Gzhytstky\037 Z. Tulub. This far from com-

plete list of
outstanding

names sho,vs '\\That a blow was dealt

the Ukrainian culture and the Ukrainian intelligentsia dllring
the

period
of the Stalin personality cult, just on the eve of the

Great Patriotic War
[World

War II]. Literally tens of thous-

ands of the rank-and-file of Ukrainian intellectuals were de-

stroyed.
These unwarranted pogroms no doubt contributed to

a degree of activization of nationalistic organizations on the

territory of the Ukra SSR during
th,e Great Patriotic War.

After 1945 several attempts were made to renew the un-

founded repressions against the Ukrainian intelligentsia; re-

pressions also took place against Jewish intellectuals.
The Twentieth

Congress
condemned these actions against

the representatives of various nationalities. Unfortunately,

during the last month incidents in Ukraine
speak

of attempts

to renew the unwarranted persecution of the Ukrainian intel-

I
igentsia.

In February of this year I approached the Prosecutor of the)
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Ukr. SSR ,,\\lith a petItIon, asking for the indictment of the
Minister of

Higher
and Secondary Specialized Education in

the Ukr. SSR,
Yu. M. Dadenkov. The Prosecutor did not reply,

and only in a private conversation with him did I learn that

my petition 11ad been forwarded to the Ministry of Higher and

Secondary Specialized
Education. After a study of this petition,

Minister Dadenkov implemented a whole series of measures

to remove the discriminatory rules of admission to schools of

higher learning and to secondary special training institlltions

of the republic. My petition was thus substantiated, and since

it helped
to disclose shortcomings, it should be regarded as

beneficial to the cause of communism. But unfortunately, for

reasons unknown I was subjected to persecution.
On September 4 of this year, five representatives of the

Odessa regional division of the KGB arrived at my home and

conducted a search. They did not turn up any incriminating

material. Later I learned from the questions I ,vas asked at
the hearing that a

copy
of my petition to the Prosecuto,r had

been found in the
possession

of a Canadian ci tizen, I van

Vasylyovych Kolyaska.
1 This ,.vas the reason for conducting

the search in my apartment.
I succeeded in establishing that Ivan

Vasylyovych Kolyaska

is a Canadian communist \\vho has been a Party member for
thirty years.

In 1964-65 he studied in the Higher Party SellOO]
of the cc ucp in Kiev and, presumably, returned to Canada in

19,65. Since this is so, I ,vonder
,vhy

the fact that my petition
\"vas foun,d in his possession caused so much

\"'lorry
to the cus-

todians of state security? It seems to me tllat it is much more

important
for the security of the Soviet state to remove from

Ollr life as S0011 as possible the obvious- distortions of the Lenin-
ist nationality policy - such as anti-Semitism, Ukrainiphobia,

national discrimination, and other manifestations of bOllrgeois
ideology - and to bring to

jllstice
those guilty of violating the

Soviet Constitution. Why is it that a Canadian communist lvho

is
fighting world imperialis'ffi shoulder to shoulder ,vith us)

] Should be I(olasky. Upon returning to Canada, Kolasky compi1ed Edu.cat\302\243on

in. Soviet Uh.1.ai71e\037 an indictment of Soviet policy, published bv Peter l\\.fartin

Associates, Toran to, 1968.
J)
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should not know about the violation of Leninist policy that
took

place
and still occurs in Ukraine and in other Soviet

republics? These unpleasant truths are the result of the abso-

lutely erroneous nationality policy that developed in the USSR

,vith the pers011ality Clllt of Stalin and Kl1Tushcl1ev. The article,
A bOtlt One Political Error, \"vhich I have enclosed \"i,vith this

petition, outlines the mistakes in nationality policy in the
realm of edtlcation.

Comrade Kolyaska \\vas a communist for thirty years. If after
a stay of one year in Kiev, under tIle ,effect of reality he began
to doubt the justice of the russification of Ukrainian life, of

discrimination against tl1e Ukrainian language and culture, of

removing
the Ukrainian people from Ukraine and placing a

non-Ukrainian populace, primarily Russian, in the to\\vns of

Ukraine - then this fact should have compelled the leadership
of the CPsu to ponder whether it is carrying out the right
nationality policy in Ukraine, whether this is the Leninist

policy, and whether it serves to strengthen the international
communist movement.

Unfortunately,
the facts show that an altogether different

viewpoint predominates in the CPsu
leadership.

At the time

1vhen my apartment ,vas searched, twenty-eight representatives
of the Ukrainian intellig'entsia were arrested in Ukraine,

among them the journalist, I. Svitlychny. Critic I.
DZYllba

was

dismissed from \\vork at a publishing house, charged with
\"Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism\", and denied the right to

engage in ideological 1ivork.

It has been almost a month now, but the
press

has not yet

announced the causes of these arrests. In Kiev, 1lnknO\\Vn

sources circulate Turnours that these people allegedly wished

the separation of the Ukr. SSR from the USSR. No doubt these

are unfounded accusations, for neither by their activities nor

by
their views have these people ever voiced such desires (the

publications of I. Svitlychny do not even contain an allusion

to such views). But even if this were so, why acctlsations of

\"Ukrainian nationalism
t
'? In the world socialist system the

states of the socialist camp-Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Poland,

Yugoslavia) Hungary, Bulgaria, the Gennan Democratic Re-)
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public
-

co-operate in a fraternal manner. Perhaps under the

present conditions of the development
of the communist move-

ment it would be expedient if the Ukrainian socialist nation

should be a separate unit in the general socialist
camp?

At any

rate the Constitution of the USSR
guarantees

the union re..

pllblics the right to leave the USSR,. And if this is so, then the

accusation of those who want to take
advantage

of this right of

\"bourgeois nationalism\" is entirely unfounded and cannot

possibly serve as a cause for arrest. From this point of vie'\\.v,

the communists of Poland, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary,

and the German Democratic Republic could also be ac-

cused of bourgeois nationalism; for they found it
necessary

to

develop their socialist economy within the frame\\vork of inde-

pendent socialist states. Such unfounded accusation of the

Ukrainian intellectuals of bourgeois nationalism \\vould simply
be strange and would

testify
to the fact that in this case we

are dealing with a lack of
understanding

of the spirit of the

Leninist nationality policy.
Representatives of the Ukrainian intelligentsia are accused

of bourgeois nationalism systematically every five to ten ye,ars.
The regularity of these accusations make the matter strange
and incomprehensible. Is the Ukrainian intelligentsia so

thoroughly bourgeois (fifty years after the October revolution!)
and hostile to the socialist order? Is there not another cause in

Soviet reality which brings about the recurrences of national-
ism? In general, what is nationalism? Is it nationalism to
desire the development of the national culture, of the native

language? Is it even the desire for a separate development as

a state, is it the legitimate right of every nation, the result of
its economical, cultural, and social

development? All these

questions require profound communist rethinking and ex-
planation, for

they playa primary Tole in the world communist
movement.

Marxist dialectics teach lIS that all phenomena have causes,
al1d in order to liqllidate negative social phenomena, one must
liquidate their callses.. The inclination to\"vards so-called llna-

tionalism\", no doubt, has its objective causes, deriving from

the anti-Leninist nationality policy carried out in Ukraine for)
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the past thirty years. It consists of the russification of the popu-
lation and of tile mass-transfer of Ukrainians from Ukraine
to Siberia, Kazakhstan, and other remote areas, as well as of
the settlement of a non-Ukrainian, mainly Russian, population
in Ukrainian to,vns. Of course, such a policy is anti-Leninist
and has nothing in common with Marxism. It is a policy which

harms the international communist movement.
The unfounded repressions against representatives of the

Ukrainian intelligentsia, which began tllis month, the series of
distortions of the nationality policy in the Soviet repllblics of
the USSR, compel

me to turn to you, as a prominent leader of
the communist movement, ,vith this petition. I believe that

both the pr,oleta.rian solidarity and the communist conscience,
as well the perpetual concern for the fate of the world com-

munist movement, a concern fOT the purity of communist

ideas, the principles of Marxism-Leninism, will compel you to
examine

my petition
with Party-like conscientiousness. The

gist of my petition can be reduced to the
following:

I. Since the nationality policy in the socialist countries' is

very important to the
development

of the international com-

munist movement, the communist parties of the ,,\\;orld should

exchange ideas on the nationality question.
2. In order to carry out such an

exchange
of ideas, I recom-

mend that an international conference of the communist

parties of the ,varld be called.

3. To work out at the round table of the communist parties

of the world the principles of the Marxist-Leninist nationality
policy, the principles which the communist parties of the world

must follow in their practical work of building communism.
4. To condemn at the round table of the communist parties

the attitudes of anti-Semitism, Ukrainophobia, national dis-

crimination, and other manifestations of a bourgeois ideology
which occur in the practice of

separate
communist parties. In

particular, to investigate the inadmissible practice of dis-
crimination against the Ukrainian population

of the Kuban'

region, who have been deprived since 1937 of all cultural and

educational institutions in the native tongue.
5. To study separately the

expediency
of changing

the)
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ethnic composition
of a population

- the expediency of the
mass-transfer of

representatives
of a given nationality from the

territory of their national republic.
6. To study at the round table of the communists of the

world the permissibility of unfounded repressions
and to con-

demn such repressions with all the strength born of
principles.

With profound respect and ardent greetings,

September 27, 1965)

(5. Y.
Karavans'ky))

*)

Tile consul of the People's Republic of Poland in Kiev, ,vho
was handed the above

petition, promised
to bring it to tl1e

attention of his government. The consul of Czechoslovakia,

after having familiarized himself with the essence of it, re-
fused to accept a similar petition addressed to A. No,rotny.
Both refused to \302\243or\"lvard the petition to other socialist COlln-

tries, '\\vhich have no representatives in the Ukr. SSR.)

PETITI,ONS
1

,
ADDRESSED, BY S. Y. KARA VANS KY FROl\\i THE CAMP)

To tIle College of Advocates (Bar) of the Odessa regio11
from j01.trn,alist

S. Y. Karavans' ky

sentenced to eight yea1\037s
a'nd seve11 mO'1\037ths for the complaints

lodged against the J\\lfinister of Higher and Secondary
Specialized Edllcatio1'1. irl tlze Uk,1<. SSRJ Yll.l\\/f. Dade11.}{.oV)

PETITION)

I request you to appoint an attorney to defend
my rights be-

fore a So\\,iet COllrt and to pros'ecllte I. Petrenko, the author of

the article, Trylyky [Triplc-faced], \\\\Thich appeared in the
Odessa newspaper, Chorn,omors\037ka komuna [Black Sea Com-

mune] on November 21, 1965.
In this article an attempt was made to slander me and to

characterize my complaint against Minister Dadenkov and
my

article, A bOtl.t One Political Error, as uBandera literature\".
At the sam e time tllis article attacks Hthe

\\vriting of letters\",

1 Abridged because in many petitions facts and thoughts are repeated.)
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i.e., of complaints to the higher authorities. Thus the author

clearly speaks out in favour of suppressing criticism.
The occurrence of slander in the article

Trylyky
can be

traced in the following main points:
I. In the article

Trylyky
it is said that with my articles I am

trying to \"hanlmer my Bandera ideas into the heads of honest

people\", that I am \"cooking porridge [stirring up trouble] in
'DUN \\vater\".l This phrase alone compels me to ask competent
authorities to examine the contents of

my
articles and to ascer-

tain \"'lhether there is even one '\037Bandera idea\" in them. l\\fy
articles are based on the ,vorks of Lenin and the Soviet la\\vs.

Thus I. Petrenko assumes that the \"Bandera ideas\" can be
based upon the \\vorks of Lenin. This is an aspersion on Lenin
and on the contents of

my
articles.

2. It is said in the article that I \"had taken
up'on myse]f

the

mission of supplying information of my own production for
the benefit of

unscrupulous foreigners eager fOT the rotten

1
\"

ure .

This assertion, too, is a sIander\037 I know no \"foreigners eager
for the rotten lure\" and have not supplied them with

any-

thing. My article and complaint spontaneously acquired wide

circulation because they were based upon actual facts. No

wonder, therefore, that some copies of the complaint fell into
the hands of

foreigners.
I learned from the material of the in-

terrogation that the text of
my complaint conceming the

l\\finister 0.\302\243
Higher

Education came into the possession of a

Canadian communist with a thirty-year standing, I. V. KoI-

yaska,
a student at the VPSH [Higher Party School] in Kiev.

Although I do not know him and did not hand him the com-

plaint, I am amazed that a Canadian ,communist with a stand-

ing of many years was placed in the category of
({foreigners

eager
for the rotten lure\".

3.. In the article Trylyky it is said that I
juggle figures

fetched from thin air. But the author does not mention a

single one and does not indicate where I have manipulated

figures. Having been a correspondent of the journal Ukraina,
I ,vas able to gather data about the schools and institutions of)

11'lle reference is to Karavans'ky's past association with the OUN (trans1.note).)
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higher learning of the republic in the official institutions and

departments of
popular education, and made use of material

from Soviet newspapers.
4. In the article

Trylyky
it is also asserted that, while I was

imprisoned, \"for a long time, tirelessly and assiduously,I \\vrote

and distributed anti-Soviet leaflets\". My file actually contains

a document, ,vritten in pencil in 1953, directed against
the

higl1-handedness of Beria. This is true. But to identify the
Soviet regime with the

tyranny
of Beria, as Petrenko does\"

having called the anti-Beria pamphlet an anti-Soviet docu-
ment, is. more than strange, and casts an aspersion upon the
Soviet system and also upon me.

5. The article which was supposed to have convinced every-

body that my articles are really anti-Sovietis not at all convinc-

ing. For not a single quotation from my article is adduced and
refuted. On the other hand, Petrenko does not spare such ex-

pressions as \"black and despicable soul\", \"miserable
prophet\",

\"wretched renegade\"\", \"rogue\". In addition to indicating the

lo,v level of culture and the primitive spiritual world of the

author, such a style brings to mind the sad times when criti-
cism was not tolerated. Lacking arguments against my argu-
mentation, Petrenko resorts to profanity - rllde, slanderous,

and boorish,.

6. Petrenko's article also discloses the fact that the mistakes,
about which I

\"\"frate, were made; and in 1965 the 1\\.{inistT}r of

Higher and Secondary Specialized Education applied a series

of measures to rectify them. Thus the graduates from Ukrain-
ian schools were

given
the opportunity, when applying to the

institutions of higher learning and to technical schools in
Ukraine, to write the examinations in Ukrainian (instead of

Russian), and at the conference of rectors (August 16, }'965),

they considered the question of transferring most institutions
of

higher learning in Ukraine to the Ukrainian language for
instruction\"

7. Accusing me of mani pulating figures, Petrenko himself

juggles the facts., trying with generalizations to deny irr,efut-

able facts. Thus he writes, \"In most schools and institutions of
higher learning of the republic, the instruction is in Ukrain-
ian\". It is possible that the total number of the schools where)
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the Ukrainian language is used is actually greater, but
during

the last five years this number has considerably decreased due
to the increase of Russian schools. As for the institutions of

higher learning, Petrenko would like to see the wish as the

reality. . . .

My address: Mordovian ASSR, Stn. Pot'ma, p/v Yavas, Box
385/11.
January 9, 1966.)

,
TO THE PEOPLE S COURT OF THE OCTOBER DISTRICTOF THE

CITY OF ODESSA)

\302\267\302\267\302\267In the article I. Petrenko had to resort to \"disclosure\" of
my past to shut

my
mouth in the pres\"ent. Why was it neces-

sary to mention my past?
I \"vas released from prison in 1960,

and for five years neither the militia, nor the
prosecutor's

office, nor the KGB reminded me of my past. On the contrary,
the officers' of tIle KGB advised me to keep it quiet. Mention of

my past became necessary only after the appearance of my com-

plaint. What else can this be called if not a suppression of

criticism? As long as I did not ,vrite complaints I was not

\"three-faced
tJ

, no,f a \"renegade\", nor a \"rogue'. On the con-

trary, my
works ,.\\tere published in republican newspapers and

jOllrnals. 'The reference to my past is a method ,vhich serves

one
purpose

-
suppression of criticism and persecution.

Since the past has been mentioned, it would be relevant to

recall that people's acts or deeds are the results of certain cir-

cumstances. It was a whole series of circumstances that gave
rise to the

activity
of underground

anti-Soviet organizations

during the occupation of Ukraine. The main cause ,vas the
demoralizing influence of the personality cult upon the hearts

and souls of those Soviet citizens who
experienced

its
repres-

sive actions and could not reconcile themselves with it. . . .
It was this situation that led to the re-activation of under-

ground organizations during the occupation. Therefore.
Petrenko

plays
the buffoon in vain, calling me a \"victim of the

cult\", for I truly was and am a \"victim of the cult\", as' our

entire much-suffering Ukrainian people ,\"\\Tere a \"victim of

the ,cult\" - they experienced under Stalin the harshest, most)
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unjust persecutions and repressions. And only opportunists,
who do not \"remember their kin n

, can forget this and pour

slops on those who, driven to despair by the Stalin terror,
tllrned from the right road and lost their

way\037

It seems to me that now, after the Party has disclosed and
condemned the deviations of the period of the personality

cult, they could also grant amnesty to those who in their

younger years, under the effect of Stalin's injustices, found
themselves in the

enemy camp.
It seems to me that Ukrainian

culture and Ukrainian intelligentsia in the past have suffered

so many unfounded persecutions and so many innocent vic-
tims (Les' Kurbas, Mykytenko, Zerov, Kulish, Irchan, Gzh-

yts'ky, Dniprovs'ky, Sokolovs'ky, Chubar, Skrypnyk, Kosior,
and countless others), that it is

possible
now, if only as a com-

pensation for the former groundless mass-extermination of the

Ukrainian intelligentsia, to free not only one guilty Ukrainian

journalist, but all Ukrainians ,vho are incarcerated for politi-

cal motives. . . .

Accordingly, if one examines my activity during the
occupa-

tion period in relation to the entire complex of historical
events, he will see in all its monstrosity the true cause of my
mistakes in life - the repungnant personality

cult of Stalin.

Petrenko resorts to mentioning my past, distorting the con-
tent of

my articles, and coarse abuse for one purpose - to

frighten, to arouse fear in those ,\\Tho cannot reconcile them-

selves to violation of the public interests. He wants to restore

the times of lawlessness., ,\\Then for just criticism people ,.vere
executed

by firing squads.
This credo of that heir of Beria is

disclosed in the closing lines of the article: \"So that other such

victims would never forget that we ,viII not
permit dirty

hands

to touch matters of great purity, of especial value.\"
If only the \"matters of

especial value
n

, the achievements 0.\302\243

the Great October, had not been touched by the \"clean\" hands
of the Beria manhunters, who exterminated millions of the

best people of the Soviet nations, exterminated the entire
Leninist

guard,
and took upon themselves the mission of pre-

senting their own philistine ideology of
dependence

as a model

of pure revolutionism.

January 16, 1966.)
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TO THE VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF THE UNION OF THE

SUPREME SOVIET OF THE USSR

Deputy M. Stel'makh)

The effort to strengthen socialist
legality requires

constant

steadfastness and must encompass all areas of our life and all
the branches of Soviet la\"\\v..

Ho\\\\rever, side by side ,vith actions which strengthen legality,
there also occurs a

strange indifference to socialist legality in

our juridical practice, an indifference that
paves

the way for

high-handedness and la,vlessness.

Is this parad,oxical? Nevertheless, it is a fact..

What else, if not a paradox, can one call the twenty-fIve-year
prison term ,ve still have in the USSR? Is this' not a shameftl1

contradiction of the humane principles of Soviet law? For the

ne\\,\\r code has set a maximum term of fiftee'n
years

for all cate-

gories of criminals. The t,,,renty-five-year term is left over from
the extermination

policy
of the adventurers Yagoda, Yezhov,

and Beria.

What actually is the
t\\.venty-five-year

term?

Let us begin ,vith history. The term of twe11ty-five yea.rs ,vas
established in the USSR for the first time in 1939, during the

Stalin cult, for the purpose of
exterminating

innocent Soviet

people in the camps. From 1917 to 1939 the maximum term
in the Soviet Union ,\"vas ten years. The country survived the

revolution, civil war, industrialization, and collectivization

without the inhuman twenty-five-year term, and no harm was

done.. But no'\\v after socialism has finally prevailed in the USSR,

\\ve l1ave retained the twenty-five-year prison term as an inher-

itance from the times of terror. Is this not a paradox?

And what is the twenty-five-year term like in
practice?

What

does it mean to remove a person from society for twenty-five
years (not months.,

but yearsl),
to deprive him of freedom?

What purpose does such a term serve? A person
can be re-

educated in ten, in fifteen years. But ,.vhatin
twenty-five years?

What kind of re..education is that? And if one recalls the

present \"strict\" conditions of imprisonment. then one can only)
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conclude that twenty-five years 0'\302\243 \037.stricttt conditions can only

destroy a person, physically and morally. \302\267\302\267\037

_

Most of the prisoners sentenced to a term of twenty-five

years are moved thousands of kilometres from their families,

for they are deported from their republics (from Ukraine,
Belorussia,Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Moldavia)

to the Mar-

dovian ASSR. It is clear that a term of
twenty-five years

under

such conditions can be justified only under a policy of
geno-

cide. There are no other arguments for it.
What awaits a person upon release after serving

a twenty...

five-year term?

I \\vas arrested at the
,age

of
t'\\Tenty-four\037

After I have serve,d

the term I shall be fifty-four years old (1 was free for five years

\"by mistake\.") I had no employment seniority at the age of

twenty-four (the ,var, occupation). But in order to earn a pen-
sion one must work another t\\venty years, i.e., until the age of

seventy-four, or until death. All this would require that
my

healtl1 be indestructible. But ho\\v many prisoners, ,vhile serv-

ing out this
savage

medieval term, were felled by paral)rsis;
ho\\v many died of tuberculosis, how many had to be

placed
in

mental hospitals, ho,,,, many committed Sllicide?
In a word, in

my opinion,
it is more humane to burn some..

one in an execution chamber than to kill him methodically

over twenty-five years, \\vithout let-up, day after day. Anyone
who defends such a term is inhuman. But our society is

supposedly the most humane of all the progressive social for-

mations! And if that is the case, how can one
deprive

the lln-

married, the single prisoners, of love and married life for
twenty-five years?

Yet among the prisoners, buried alive for

twenty-five years, are many bachelors who were
imprisoned at

the age of nineteen, t,venty, tlventy..five. It cannot be possible
to

justify s.entencing
thelll for t,\\\\renty-five years to a monastic

life and depriving them of
matTiage.

But
perhaps Soviet law defends the practice of meting out

life-se11tences? N at at all. On the
contrary, t\"venty-five-year

sentences contradict the basic principle of Soviet law, ,vhich
states that the punishment must be commensurate with the

crime. . . Let us aSSllIDe tl1at t\"vo individuals, X and Y, com-

mitted the same crime in 1955. For this crime X was sentenced)
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in 1'955 to t\\venty-five years, l)llt \037,. hid frOlTI tIle alltl10rities till

1960. In 1960 Y is sentenced to only fifteen
years

for the same

crime for '\\ThieI1 X ,vas gi\\lel1 tl\\re11t)r-flve.For t11esame crime
X and Y received a different pll11ishlnent (tile difference is ten

years). And Y lviII be released five
}\037ears

earlier tllan X, al..

though he ,vas imprisoned five years later. Is this not a
para-

dox? Is this not a terrible violatiol1 of tl1e principles of Soviet
la\\v? Yet StIch cases occur in our judicial practice.

The existence of the
tl\\renty-five-year prison

term brougl1t
abollt the so-called la\\v of April 19, 1960. This la\"v

provides

tl1at if the prisoner serving a t'\\venty-five-year sentence has
been re-educated, the visiting assizes of the military tribunal

can commute his term to fifteen years.
Bllt hO'\\T can it be ascertained \\vhether a person has been

re-educated or n,ot? Officially, to all appearances, this is decided

by
the camp administration; actually the sanction comes from

the KBG if the one sentenced to t,venty-five years condemns his

past in ,vriting or agrees to
co-operate.

Thus this law places

the people sentenced to tlventy-five years in an extraordinary
situation, if their release from the camp depends not upon the
definite end of the term, not upon the firm letter of the law,

but llpon the \"\\vhim of the KGB. \"\\That is this if not a vestige
of lawlessness? Are the people sentenced to five, ten, fifteen

years released by a court? Not at all. But the
prisoner

sen-

tenced to twenty-five years, after having served fifteen, is tried

again: Has he belen re-educated or not? Is it worth,vhile to

release him or not? What justification is there for such cruelty

to a human being?
First of all, who gave the right to

try
the accused for one and

the same crime twice, three times, and more. (For the court

refuses to release the \"accused\037' and p,uts their \"case\" off til]

next year for at least three and more times. Certain prisoners,
Batistikov and others, were tried three times by the military

tribunal and three times the court refused them. Some
prison-

ers lived through five and six refusals.)
This is humane, is it not? The

prisoner
has been kept alive

for fifteen years by the hope of freedom and yearns for it with

all his being, but they show it to him, buoy him up with
hope,

and then withhold it. \302\267. \302\267)
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Can this be called the re-education of prisoners? I do not
kno\\v from what archives of the Inquisition this method was

unearthed, but it has nothing in common with re-education.

Yet the KGB use the \"re-education
n of political prisoners as

a basis for
determining

whether they should be released. \"If

YOll become re-educated\" -
if

you
condemn your past and all

the rest - you will be released; if
\"you

are not re-educated
H

,

you stay put. The desire to be free can compel a human being
to

agree
to anything.

But is this re-education? In the system of
such \"re-education';, freedom

figuTes
as a fata morgana, as' a

temptation, as a fetish which compels the prisoners \"to become

re..educated\". It seems to me that to conduct business opera-
tions in which the means of

payment
is. human freedom is as

inhuman, immoral, and evil as pouring out precious water

before a man who is perishing of thirst.

One must add to all this that the release by a tribunal is

illusory, for the one released, to the end of his life, lives under

the threat that he may be apprehended to finish the term. For

the Prosecutor of the USSR can reject the request of the KGB to

release a prisoner and can return a
person

to the camp to finish

the twenty-fIve-year prison term. Such cases abound. I person-
ally; having

served sixteen years and five months of the t\\venty-
five years, was released from the camp on December 19, 1960.

For five years I was free, having in no
,vay

violated Soviet laws.

I worked as a mechanic, translator, as a correspondent of the

journal Ukraina; I publis'hed my translations of the verses of

English poets in the republican press. And
yet,

on November

13, 1965, because I wrote a complaint concerning the Minister
of

Higher
and Secondary Specialized Education in tIle Ukr.

SSR, Dadenkov, I was arrested by the order of the Prosecutor of
the USSR

(without sentence, without trial, ,\"vithout a hearing)
to serve eight years and seven months to

complete
the t\\venty-

five-year sentence.

How can one evaluate such actions of the Prosecutor of the

USSR?

What can o,ne call this juridical practice, when a person is

released and then is put in prison again for the same offence?
Is it possible that in the twentieth century, at the d,awn of the
cosmic era, a person does not merit elementary human treat-)
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rnent, b,ut is treated like some inanimate
object,

like a dumb

beast that can be driven from one shed to another? Only a

con1plete
lack of self-respect, a complete lack of human dignity

can compel a human
bein,g

to treat a fello\\v man so cTllelly. It
seems to me that the Prosecutor ,vho

signed
the oTder for my

arrest, and ,vho on the evening before still listened to the radio

and watched television ,vith llis \"\037life and children, forgot ,vhen

he came to work that he lives in the t,ventieth
century

and

imagined himself a contemporary of the great inquisitor, Tor-

qllemada, or of the Mongolian conqlleror, Genghis Khan. My
arrest cannot be comprehended by the logical categories of the

t,ventieth century, for it is an act of indisputable lawlessness.
If the KGB ,vere not s'atisfied with my conduct and if I in some
,vay had violated the Soviet lalvs, I Sl1011ld have been tried. But

no, I '\\-vas not tried. I ,vas arreste,d to finish the old term.

Evidently there \\vere no reasons for a trial. Why then ,vas I
arrested? Can one call such a

practice legal\037
when one reason is

given for a person's arrest, but juridically altogether different

causes are ad,ranced - in this case, the old matter? This is noth-
ing Jess than illegality, veiled by juridical subterfuges. Does

this not recall the times ,,,hen Stalin, in exterminating the

opponents
of the cult, charged them '\\vith unfounded con-

tradictory accusations?
ThllS a

t\\venty-five-year prison
term arms the KGB ,\\lith the

'\\veapons of arbitrariness and lawlessness, if a
person

can be

subjected to repressions \\vithout trial and hearing for some
trifle or simply because of suspicion.

It \302\2430110\"\\v8 from the above that the twenty-fIve-year prison
term is an absolutely paradoxical phenomenon and that it is

inadmissible in our s-ociety for the following reasons:

1. Historically the
twenty-fIve-year prison

term originated

in the USSR as a tool of high-handedness and lawlessness;

2. In practice, the twenty-fIve-year prison term is a method

of physical and moral extermination of men;

3. The prison term is doubly severe in view of the contem-

porary \"hard\" conditions of detention of prisoners in camps;
4. This term is anti-social, for it produces

old men without

pensions and sexually depraved unmarried bachelors (homo-
sexuals, onanists, etc.);)
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5. The t\\venty-five-year prison term contradicts the prin-

ciples of comnlunist humanity;

6. The term contradicts the principles of Soviet law;
7. The

twenty-five-year prison
term engendered the unjust

decree of April 19, 1960 and created the unheard-of
practice

of

re-sentencing those already sentenced, which opens the way to
lawlessness and cruelty to human beings deprived of freedom.

The principle, \"I can pardon whom I wish to pardon and I
can

punisl1
whom I ,vish to punish\", is a high-handed and

lawless one;
8. The

twenty-five-year prison
term empowers the KGB,

without trial and hearing, to arrest former prisoners and
deprives

them of protection by the la'\\v;

9. The twenty-fIve-year prison term is without precedent in
the

juridical practice of socialist countries.

All these considerations compel me to turn to you with the
request

that you place before the Supreme Soviet the question
of liquidating this outrageouS'vestige of the personality cult -

the twenty..five...year prison term - and to introduce in the USSR

a single maximal term in conformity with the ne'\\! Soviet
legis-

lation. (Febrllary 14, ] 966))

TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE

UNION OF SOVIET WRITERS)

. . . In February of this year I directed to the Union of 'Vri ters

a petition requesting it to raise before the Supreme Soviet of

the USSR the question of removing the t\\venty-five-year prison
term.

In March I received from the Union of Soviet Writers the

following reply, signed by the Secretary of the Union: \"Your

petitioI1 addressed to the Union of Writers was for\\varded
to the Prosecutor of the USSR.. The questions you raised in

YOllf petition are beyond the competence of the Union of

W
.

\"

TI ters ....

I do not know whether the constitution of the '\\vriters'

organization determines the sphere of competence of the
Union of Writers. But when I recall that the sSP [Union of)
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Soviet Writers] unites people with a highly developed sense of
civic consciousness who are supposed to stand

guard
over the

public interest of the public, this reply seems to me first bureau-

cratic, then heartless, callous, and, finally, blasphemous. . . .
Can a 'tvriter, all the more the Union of Writers, \\vithdraw

from social problems and r,etire into t11enarro,oV frame1\\Tork of

questions of fees only? Can a ,vriter stand aside from any fact

of our reality, from any social-political phenomenon? Can a
'\\VTiter remain il1,different to crimes committed before his eyes?

1\\fay I ask citize11 Oryev \"\\vhether it is ,vithin the competence
of a Soviet ,vTiter to defend a woman ,vho was raped in the

office of a Minister then executed by a firing squad as. an

\"enemy of the people\"? Apparently citizen Oryev is of the

opinion that such
problems

do not enter into the sphere of

competence of ,vriters? But what is ,\\\\Tithin this sphere? Writing

a slanderous pamphlet co,ncerning an unjustly condemned,
violated ,v-oman?

Can a ,vriter - a man ,vith a great soul, a man of
thought,

forever searching, struggling, a passionate protagonist of jus-
tice - disperse his

capabilities,
the passion and ardour of his

soul, within the framework ,of
incoming

and outgoing num...

bers, to divide everything that is happening around him into
things within and without his sphere? Who of the writers, or

simply of the people with a high sense of civic duty, when faced

,vith injustice will refuse to say with Radishchev, \"My
soul

was wounded by the sufferings of mankind?\" Would Radish-
chev and Shevchenko, Tolstoy and Chekhov, Gorky

and Maya-

ko,vsky have divided sufferings into those within and those
outside their

sphere?
. . . A \"WTiter cannot be indifferent to

injustice, to the violation of public interests, to
stagnancy,

savagery,
and barbarity.

How can one not recall the words that I. Franko spokeprior
to his death to the young generation of 'Writers: \"Do not

remain silent in the face of barefaced lying, of the grief of

others, in the face of slander and injustice. Speak up!\"!
. \302\267\302\267

Citizen Oryev forwarded my official letter to the writers to

the office of the Proseclltor of the USSR; he, apparently, is of the)

1 This is a free summary of Frankots poem cited in the original petition (transl.

note) .)
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opinion that the Union of Writers is an appendage of that
office. It seems to me that fo'r the progress of society, for its

harmony, it would be much more practical, more humane,

more just, and more natural that the office of the Prosecutor

should listen to the voice of those who think creatively and
critically

- the writers - whose hearts and souls ache for their
people and its future. The office of the Prosecutor is bold

enough to maintain its absolute infallibility in all juridical
questions, although

it is kno,vn that during the fifty years of

the Soviet regime, it was
precisely

these offices that ,vere respon-

sible for the greatest number of cases of misuse of power, high-

handedness, and outright crimes. And if the office of the

Proseclltor legalizes high-handedness and, in this cas.e, advo-
cates the retention of the cannibalistic t,.venty..five-)rear term,

the)l there is even more reason for the writers\037
society

to inter-

vene in tIle affairs of that office.
The blood of the writers M. Ko!'tsov, B. Yasinsky, V. Polish-

Chllk, O. Vlyz'ko, M. Zerov, I Babel, L. Kvitka, P. Markish,

A. Vesely, N. Loskutov, O. \037fandelshtamm M. Kulish, M.
Levidov, and dozens of others lies upon the conscience of the

organs of justice. Upon the conscience of the same authorities

lies the shame of the scandalous trials of lvriters, the decades of

banishment of Ostap Vyshnya, Halyna Serebryaka, Zinaida,

Tulub, Volodymyr Gzhyts'ky, and hllndreds of other ,vriters.

The Prosecutor of the USSR is not an innocent lamb, but a lamb
who admits gross errors and commits crimes

against humanity.

It sounds paradoxical, does it not? A Prosecutor's office

legalizing crimes}

N everth,eless, it is a fact\037 Therefore the activities of tIle

Prosecutor must always be under the constant surveillance of

people
endowed with a high public consciousness\037)

To the Chairman of the Council
of

Nationalities of the'

Supreme Cotlncil of the USSR)

PETITION)

\302\267\302\267\302\267The questions of interrelationship between nationalities

should be of prime importance to the Council of Nationalities

of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR.)
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But during the Jast thirty years the Council of Nationalities

has investigated very few actual national problems. The work
of the Council until 1953, while all the Soviet state organs
were personally represented by Stalin, as Secretary GencTal,
certainly cannot be criticized nor condemned. This was a

period when the Council existed only formally and did not

carry out any government \\vork. Unfortunately this inertia of
inactivity still

\\veighs upon
the Council, ,vhich should be busy

in ren10ving a \"\\vhole series of vestiges of the Stalin personality
cult tllat still hinder and undermine the

friends'hip
of

peoples

of tIle USSR.

This friendship can develop sllccessfully and
gro\"\037 strong,er

only
if all the nations and peoples of the Soviet Union have

eqllal rigllts in all branches of public and political life. This

is all axiom \"'\\vhich needs no proof. It is precisely this that com-

pels me to apply to the Council of Nationalities with the

request to' take steps to remove the outrageous vestiges of

national discrimination which still occur in our life.

First of all I ,,,ish to dralV
your

attention to discrimination

against the ]e'\\vish popuJation, for the attitude to,vard the
Je\"vs

is tIle litmlls paper that sho\\vs the degree of international con-
sciousness of a

given society.. TIle closing of J,ewish cuI tural

institlltions, of nelvspapers, schools, theatres, publishing
hOllses; the execution of Jewish cultural workers; the dis-

crilninatory practice in the admission of
Jews

to the higher

and secondary institutions of learning - all these are pheno..
mena ,\037hich blossomed forth luxuriantly during the time of

the Stalin personality cult. It would seem that the condem-

nation of the cult should also have put an end to these

discriminatory phenomena. Unfortunately this has not hap-

pened. To quiet public opinion in
foreign

countries (he paid

no heed to the public in this country), N. S. Krushchev was

compelled
to rehabilitate the unjustly executed and unjustly

condemned 1ewish cultural workers.. And here he
stopped,.

And where are the Jewish theatres, newspapers, publishing

houses, schools? In Odessa, where there is a Jewish population

of 150,000, there is not a single Jewish school. And the policies
of admission to schools of higher learning? Again, in Odessa

where the Jewish population amounts to
twenty-five per cent,)
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only
three to five per cent of the Jews study in institutions of

higher learning. This is the norm which secretly exists' in the
admission to institutions ,of

higher learning.
The Jewish youth

of Odessa \\vho forwarded dOCllments to institutions of
higher

learning in other cities of tl1e U nion received the following
reply: \"But Odessa has a fine institution of higher learning,

go to your 01.\\rn institution.\" Yet at the same time young people
from the Urals, from Siberia, Mosco,v, Tula, and Saratov

study at the institutions of higher learning in Odessa - they
are provided with dormitories especially built for this purpose
- but the local Jewish youth (as

,veIl as Ukrainians and l\\fol-

davians) have very restricted rights in respect to education.
Can such facts advance the friendship of peoples?

On the contrary, they help to develop in the J e...vs a feeling

that they are an inferior nationality 1vithOtlt e,qual rights, and
drive them onto the road towards Zionism. And it must be

admitted that never ,vere the ideas of Zionism so popular

,among the Jewish population as now. This is the consequence
of discrimination against the J ewis.h minority.

No less outrageous is the '\\vholesale
deportation

of Crimean

Tatars and of Volga Germans beyond the borders of their

republics, and the liquidation of their statehood.

The deportation of the Tatars from Crimea is an act of

crying injustice, and no arguments can justify it. How is it
that in the twentieth century the society which aspires to con-
struct the most just order on earth deports 900,000 people
from the lands of their heritage for \"treason to the fatherland'.
committed

by
its individual representatives? Who has been

given the right, in the twentieth
,century,

to extract from the

archives of imperialism the arguments that, allegedly \"his-
torically\", these lands are not Tatar, but Russian lands. If one
were to be consistent in such considerations, then the Khabar-

ovsk and the Primorsky territories and the Amur re,gion
should at once be handed over to the Chinese People's Repub-
lic, for these lands were \\vrested by force from the Chinese
people by

the Russian tsars.

Really, will the abolition of the statehood of the Crimean
T,atars, their

dispersion over the vast spaces of Kazakhstan and
Siberia, the liquidation of their schools, newspapers, theatres,)
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and native tongue be conducive to bringing the peoples closer
together?

And the Volga Germans? In what
way

are they responsible
to society for the crimes of Hitler? Is this really the Marxist

approach
to the solving of complex problems, to jlldge people

not by social but
by

national criteria? Does not the slogan,
\"Proletarians of all countries, unite!\" really apply to the

]e,vs,

the Crimean Tatars, and tIle \"olga Germans? In the Soviet
Union there are no Je\"rish bourgeois, Tatar capitalists, and

German landlords. There are only ,vorkers.
HOlV can young people be brought up in the spirit of inter-

nationalism when before their eyes entire nationalities are

deprived of their rights to governmental autonomy and to
education in the native and foreign tongues? HOlV can there

be a discussion of \"togetherness\" bet,veen the
person

'\\vho has

been exiled from his own home and his native country and a

person
\"tvho has Occllpied this home and this e,ountry?

Of the same magnitude are the mistakes which were com-

mitted in the restoration of the national statehood of the
Chechens, Ingushes, Kalmyks, Karachay,

and other peoples.

This act of justice concerning the small nationalities was not

without blunders which emphasize to the small nations that

they do not have
fully equal rights. In ,accordance with the

established order, immovable property, StIch as houses, build-
ings, cottages,

is not restored to the families of the unjustly

deported nationalities; after having returned to the land of

their fathers, they must buy their houses from the local govern-
ment or build new ones\037 Why

is this? The people were de-

ported unjustlyl Thus, in having given permission to return,

the decree of the Supreme Soviet failed to provide means to
its implementation. As a result

many Chechens, Ingushes, and

representatives of other nationalities do not return to the land
of their fathers. Does such a practice promote the friendshi p
of peoples? It is the same as

giving
an expensive cake to some-

one after having eaten all the chocolate off it. Could such a

gift be accepted as a gift?
During the period of the cult a number of outrageous

injustices were also inflicted upon the peoples of the Baltic

region, among them, the deportation to Siberia of the Estonian)
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population from the border districts of Estonia. Their only
guilt ,vas that

they
lived near the border. This populatio,n

could have been transferred to another district in the Estonian

Republic. But no, the populace of the town of Silamyae 1vas

deported
to Siberia.

In 1940, as is known, the Latvian Republic voluntarily
joined the Soviet Union; therefore, no repressive

measures

ShOllld have been applied to the soldiers of the Latvian
J\037rmy.l

Ho'\\vever, strange as it may seem, officers of the Latvian Army
,vere requested in 1941 to attend tactical training from ,vhich

they never returned. They '\\Tere interned and their further

fate is unkno,vn. The fact remains that of these officers not a

single living soul retllrned home, as is the case \"vith those

thousands of Latvians who ,vere unfoundedly repressed and

deported in 1940-41. One is led to think that, during the time

of Beria's high-handedness, these Soviet citizens
may

have been

exterminated in the camps. in various
\",vays.

This fact, lvhich

in itself is a crime against humanity, cannot serve to strengthen
the

friendship
of peoples.

And in order not to allow similar
cases in the future, the time has now come to start an investi-

gation, and, if necessary, to exhume corpses, and to
bring

those who are guilty of the death of thousands' of So\"riet

citizens of Latvian origin to ans\\ver for these crimes.
Great harm has been caused to the

friendship among peoples

by the perversions of the national policy in one of the largest

republics of the USSR - Ukraine. The Tllssification of Ukrain-

Ian institutions of higher learning, cacried out after 1937, was
condemned and partly revis'ed in Western Ukraine, bllt in

Eastern Ukraine, the school of higher learning is
fully

russified

even today. This policy is built upon the argument that there
allegedly

exists a difference between Eastern and ''''estern

Ukraine. Why then have the Ukrainian people united into
one Ukrainian Soviet State? To ensure that the entire Ukrain..
ian people, once deprived of statehood, would be educated and

\"\\I\\lould
develop

a single national organism. Nevertheless, in the)

1 Reference is to the army officers of the Latvian Republic, vvhich \\vas an

independent, non-communist state from 1918 to 1939 (transl. note).)
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field of education a single republic is divided into two parts.
StIch a practice not

only
does not promote the friendship of

peoples; on the contrary, it splits a single people into
t'''TO,

in

the same \"\\vay as a single nationality - the Ossetians -
\\vere

split
into t\\,VQ republics, SOllthern and Northern Ossetian

ASSR; similarly the Buryat-1\\,''1ongols ,vere divided into the

Buryat-Mongol
ASSR and the Ust'-Ordyn and Agine national

districts. Such arbitrary division does not promote friendliness

among peoples but, on the contrary, divides them.

.L\037other hindrance to the friendship of
peoples

is the

absence of ,an amnesty for participants in the national uprisings
of 1943-1949 in Ukraine, Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia,
\",vhich were directed against the Stalin personality cult and

the ReTia terror. Even no,v large numbers of Ukrainians,
Lithllanians, Latvians, and Estonians live in the Komi ASSR

(Vorkuta, Inta, Pechora), in Siberia (the Irkutsk and KemeT-

ovo regions, the Krasnoyarsk territory), in Kazakhstan, and on
the Kolyma. They were exiled on suspicion of

having
acted

against the personality cult in 1943-1949.

It is no secret to anyone that there have been injustices

against the Ukrainian people: the executions of Ukrainian

Pllblic figures
such as Cllubar, Kosior, Zatonsky, Lyubchenko;

the executions of the WTiters Mykytenko, Vlyz'ko, Faltkivs'ky,
and scores of others; the unfounded expulsion of the KPZU1

from the Comintern; the extermination and the
deportation,

dtlring 1'939-1953, of the Ukrainian intelligentsia from the city
of L'viv; the forcible en masse

deportation
of Ukrainians to

Siberia; the forcible russification of the Ukrainian population
of the Kuban', Bilhorod, and Starodub regions. All of these

facts could not but arouse the
indignation

of the people, \"\\vhich

resulted in the national uprising of 1943-1949. Most of the

participants
and even those who were eyewitnesses (of which

there are more) still live outside their Tepu blic. In order to

ensure the true friendship of peoples of the USSR, we must

forget old controversies and return these victims of the Stalin

personality cult to the territory of their republics.)

1 The Communist Party of Western Ukraine (transl. note).)
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The trlle friendship of peoples also requires a broad amnesty
for the prisoners who are still (after fifteen, eighteen, twenty

yearsl) rotting in prisons and camps for participating in
actions

against
Stalin and Beria. If the friendship of peoples

of tile USSR is a true one, then it must be based upon human,

friendly relations and not upon national hatred and fratricide.

But no\\v, decades after the events of 1943-1949, the camps and
prisons

of the USSR are still packed with prisoners
- the partici-

pants in the
uprising. Precisely

in order to prevent the release

of these people, the USSR has retained the barbarous twenty-

five-year prison term. This term is being served mainly by
Ukrainians, Lithuanians

t Latvians, Estonians, Byelorussians,

and Moldavians. Why is there no pardon for them? After all,
we no,,,,

magnaminously pardon those who put their hands to

the mass extermination of ,Soviet citizens in 1937-1939, saying

that there \\vas such a time, that the people who carried out

orders \302\243roln above are not guilty. \"\\Vhy is there no such pardon
for the Ukrainian women, Kateryna Zaryts'ka, Halyna Didyk,

and Odarka Husyak, who were sentenced to
t'\\,venty-five-year

prison
terms? Is it admissible to keep Kateryna Zaryts'ka in

V]adimir Prison since 1947J Halyna Didyk and Odarka Hllsyak
since 1950? At one time N. S. Khrushchev condemned the

inhuman execution of a pregnant female revolutionary in

Albania; in vie\\v of this, is it possible to approve the detention
of women fo,r

eighteen years or more in a stone grave?
The genuine friendship between peoples is th'\\varted

by
the

practice of settling Russian populations in the towns of other
national republics. Thus in the Ukrainian SSR, the Russian

populace systematically increases from year to year and the
Ukrainian one decreases. Similar national migratio11S occur in

Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Byelorussia, Moldavia, Kazakh-
stan,

Kirghizia,
and other national republics. Such coloniza-

tion is contrary to the friendship between peoples. For
instance, the appearance in Ukraine of large numbers of
Russians (retired officers, retired KGB officials, and other privi-

leged categories of citizens), who settle in to,vns and take

over all the better positions, jobs, and professions, forces the
native Ukrainian populace into

Jo\"\\v-paying
work as unskilled)
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labourers, sanitary \\vorkers, janitors, stevedores, constructio11

workers, and agricliitural labollrers. Such unceremonious
colonization of the ancient Ukrainian lands promises only
animosity. Let us recall tl1e blltcl1ery bet\\-veen

peoples
in 1917-

1920 in the Caucasus and Central Asia. i\\nd in 1958,when the

Chechens and Ingushes retllrned to tl1eir homeland, they '\\Tere

met in the city of Crazny by tl1e Russians populace with the
slogans, \"Keep

Chechens and Illguslles out of the Caucasus!\",

ULong live the Stalinist nationality policy!\" Is this not un-

deniable'
proof

that the colonization of the national republics
does not lead to friendship but to

enmity
between nations? . . .

No less disturbing is the system of passport registration that
exists in the Soviet Union. In keeping ,vith this system a

person must live '\\vhere the military officials permit him to. He

has no right to move freely about the country; or, to be more

precise, he has the right to move to Siberia\" to the Urals, and

to Kazakhstan, but not to reside in the so-called \"regime
H

towns. An inhabitant of Ukraine, for ,example, has no right to
move to and live in Kiev, Odessa, or L'viv. A Lithuanian may
not move to Vilnius and Kaunas, and a Latvian

may
not live

in Riga. Why? What threat is there to the security of a com-.

munist society if Ukrainians live in Kiev? In 1948, the Soviet
Union signed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

which contains a provision for freedom of movement inside
the country. Actually,

this freedom does not exist. The present

discriminatory residence-permit system opens the way to

colonizing the towns of national republics with outsiders,

primarily \",vith Russians. Such a practice arouses antagonis.m,
evident in all the national republics, between the local popu-
lace and the russified inhabitants of the towns.

To the facts of national discrimination one must also add
the \"errors\" in the determination of boundaries of the national

republics. The territory of the Byelorussian SSR does not

include large areas inhabited by Byelorussians in the Smolensk
and

Bryansk regions.
The Ukrainian SSR do.es not include the

Krasnodar territory, p,arts of the Voronezh and Bilhorod

regions, and the Tahanrih district of the Rostov region.
Excluded from the Moldavian SSR are the lands' inhabited by)
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Moldavians in the Odessa region, and from the territory of the
Armenian SSR, the Upper Badakhshan Autonomous Region is

excluded. . . .
The development and the strengthening of the friendship

among peoples of the USSR demand that these problems be

investigated as so,on as possible and solved in the most equit-
able manner.

On my part I recommend the
follo,ving

measures:

1. To stop every kind of national discrimination against
Jews.

2. To re-establish the statehood of the Crimean Tatars and

of the Volga Germans.
3. To return their immovable

property
to the repatriated

families of people unjustly deported.
4. To repatriate the people of the Baltic region, Westem

Ukraine, Byelorussia, and Moldavia '\\vho '\\vere
unjustly

deported to Siberia.

5. To investigate the disappearance of the Latvian
army

personnel.

6. T() proclaim a broad amnesty for all victims of the Stalin
personality cult.

7. To release the '\\Tomen martyrs
- Kateryna Zaryts'ka,

Halyna Didyk, and Odarka Husyak.
8. To examine the discriminato'ry attitude to'\\vards the

Ukrainian population of the Kuban', Bilhorod, and Staro-
dllb areas and to apply measures to eliminate this attitude.

9. To end all forms of educational discrimination against
nationalities in Ukraine, Byelorussia, Moldavia, and other
republics.

10. To condemn the practice of deporting the inhabitants' of
the national republics to Siberia and of

populating
their

lands with Russians.

11. To re-examine the system of passport restrictions and to

condemn the passport discrimination '\\vhich contradicts

the Universal Declaration and undermines the friendship
of

peoples.

12. To revis'e the boundaries of the national republics for the
purpose of

establishing
exact ethnographic boundaries.)
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13. To organize a broad discussion in the
press

of all the prob-
lems raised here.)

FROM THE PETITION SENT TO THE CHAIR1\\..JAN OF THE

UNION OF JOURNALISTS OF UKRAINE

\"The socialist legality, the legality of the most perfect society
in the world, must be based

upon the most humane principles,
for the communist society is the most humane and tl1e most

progressive one in the \\vorld..
Jt

This is an axiom ,vhich does not require proof. And this is
why the high-handedness and la,vlessness ,\"vhich occur in our

j1.1ridical practice to this day arouse anxiety. The '\037lorst
outrage

is the USSR'S retention of the t,.vel1ty-five-year prison term,
which is simply a method of

genocide.

But there are many more negative elements tl1at must arouse
concern.

Andreyev, ,a witness of the International Commission ,vhich

investigated the matter of the Katyn Forest in 1942, is serving

his twenty-second yea,T in Vladimir Prison. His testimony ,,\\ras

embodied in the conclusion of the International Commission

in 1942, ,vhich accused the NKVD of the mass execution of,

Polish officers. 1 This case was later examined again and the

ne\\v examination rejected the preceding conclusion. But why
,vas Andrey,ev punished so severely for

giving
false testimony?

Twenty-five years of solitary confinement in prison! Is a false

testimony under duress
really

such a terrible \037',varn crime to

justify twenty-five years in a stone grave?
Volodymyr Horbovy,2 a citizen of Czechoslovakia, is now

serving his nineteenth year as a prisoner in the Dubravlag
system; he was. sentenced in 1947 by 050 (special conference).
All the persons sentenced by 050 were rehabilitated long ago,

and 050 itsel f was liquidated, and its activity condemned. Yet

1 Officers of the Polish Republic who \"\"Tere taken prisoner \\vhen the USSR

invaded (then) eastern Poland a fe\\\\' days
after Nazi Germany in 1939 (trans!.

note) .
2

Horbovy ,..,.as arrested in Prague in August, 1947, at the request of the Polish

government, and was convicted of war crimes. Subsequently a

Polis\037
court in

Warsa\\v found him not guilty of any crimes, whereupon the PolIsh secret

police,
rather than allow his release, deported him to the Soviet Union.)
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Horbovy, who until his imprisonment had never resided in
the Soviet Union, is

kept
under guard, for ,vhose sins no one

knol'ls. Tl1e sentence by 0$0 is'
altogether

u11founded. \\VI1Y

tl1en has a man been rotting nineteen years in prison? In 1935,
while

residing
in tile Polish Republic, Horbovy defended

Bandera at tIle Pieracki trial. 1
Is this a crime? Horbovy is

serving a term for
\037'betraying

the 11omeland\". \\Vhich honle-

land has he betrayed? Has lIe committed treason? Should a

citizen of the Republic of Czechoslovakia, residing in Polalld,
consider himself a citizen of the USSR?

A son of General Shukhevych,2 Yuri Shukhevych, is also

imprisoned in Dubravlag. Arrested in 1948
(at

the age of

fifteen) he ,vas sentenced without cause b,y the same 050 to ten
years' imprisonment

for a fictitious \"connection '''lith the

undergyound\". In the spring of 1956 11e was released as a

minor who had served one-third of the term. In the fall of the

same year Prosecutor-General Rudenko repealed the release,

arguing that Shukhevych His the son of a nationalist leader\";,

The pTosecution of parents because of the children, and of

children because of the parents, is the most repulsive vestige
of the cult of

Secretary..General Stalin, but nevertheless this

was the manner in which the repeal ,vas formulated. Placed in

jail, Shukhevych served another two years, and on the day of
liberation he was shown a warrant for his arrest and subjected
to ,an investigation for anti-Soviet agitation, which he had

allegedly
carried out in his cell. Two cell U,vitnesses\" \"Tere

fOllnd and the case ,vas given proper juridical form. It was
thought that, in the face of a new term, the prisoner would be
\"re-educated n

and would agree to everything asked of him.
But Shukhevych did not agree to this. And he lvas sentenced,

for the \"cell\" affair, to ten more years in a camp. Do we not see

in the actions of Rudenko and the KGB the deliberate hound-

ing of an innocent man? Was the p,ractice of \"cell\" cases not)

1 On trial ,vere several leading members of the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists accused of organizing the assassination of the Polish Minister of
the Interior, Pieracki (trans!. note).

2 General Roman Shukhevych (.1907), known as Taras Chuprynka;, ,vas the
Commander-in..Chief of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UP A) until he ,..ras

killed in a battle near L'viv in 1\\1arch,1950 (transl. note).)
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C011demned? Ho',\\l Illany 111()re of suell \"cell cases\" ,viII SI1Uk-

hevych have to suffer in the future? Is he doomed to spend the
rest of 11is life in prisons and calnps?

M. Soroka, a victim of the Stalin
la\"vlessness,

is
stilllanguish,-

ing in Dubravlag. Arrested in 1940, he ,vas sentenced for no
cause to

eigllt years b}T the Beria gang. In 1949 after returning
to Lt\\riv\037 he \"\"\\/3S again arrested and deported to the Krasnoyarsk
terTi tory for the s'ame

thing
as in 1940 - he ,vas punished twice

for one \037'crime\". But there ,vas no ucrime\". In 1957 the Car\037

pathian military tribunal recognized his rehabilitation in

respect to the case of 1940. Yet in 1952M. Soroka w,as arrested

for the third time, \"vas accused of being involved in fictitious
camp \"organizations\".

For this \"sin\" he ,\"vas given t,venty-five

years. Supposing Soroka actually had participated in these

organizations
- e\"\"en then he would not merit such an in-

11uman term, for his Ucrime\" has three mitigating circum-

stances:

I . From 1940 to 1948 1\\1. Soroka served his prison term ,vi th-

Ollt being guilty, and having lost faith in the justice of the

jllridical authorities he looked for justice in something else.
2. The time when M. Soroka ,vas

serving
his prison term

'\037las a
period

of lawlessness, and of the shameless extermination

of prisoners; underground organizations in the
camps

\"\\\\rere a

kind of self-defence.

3. N either the court nor the investigation established
any

concrete actions of these hastily produced lI'organizations\".

Today, on his first conviction, Soroka is serving
his twenty-

sixth year in prison. And this is at the time ,vhen our
legis-

lation
provides

for fifteen years as the maximum term. Having
served the full term, M. Soroka will have spent thirty-eight

years in prison!
Communist humanity and socialist legality demand a re-

examination of Soroka's case to ascertain by means of an open
trial \\vhether he merits such inhuman

punishment,
a

punish-

ment Wllich can be justified only by a policy of genocide
directed against the Ukrainian intelligentsia.

v. Duzhyns'ky, a talented artist, is also kept in Dubravlag.
His guilt consists of the fact that in 1957 he displayed in the)
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opera
theater in L'viv the flag of the Ukrainian

Zaporzh\037an

llost, the flag of Ollr valiant forebears, the defenders of Ukraine

anti of tIle entire RllS

t

against
tl1e Tllrks and the Tatars. FOlr

110isting tIle flag 11e,vas sentenced to a
ten-'year

term in prison.

Is this 11l1mane? Is it legal?
A group of il1tellectllals of the cit)J ,of L','i\\' is also imprisol1ed

in Dllbravlag - S. \\'irlln,
1\\f. Ltlk)'anenko,

I. Kalld)Tba, and

other organizers of the U'krainian \"Vorkers-Peasants' Union.
The pr'ogranl of this Union provided for the {tIll retentioll of

the socialist achievements in Ukraine an,d the granting
to the

Ukr. SSR of a greater political and econon1ic independel1ce
,vithin the

system
of the socialist conlmon'\\\037ealth of natiolls.

For this sin they l\\rere sentenced in 1961,1\\1. Lukyanenko a11d

I. Kandyba to fifteen years, S. Virlln to ele\\ren
years.

The COl1-

stitution of the USSR gtlarantees the llnian repllblics the right
of secession from the USSR. Ho'\\\" then can people be sentenced
for actions ,\\\\!thich do not at all contradict the constitlltion of

the USSR?

A
gTOllp

of Ukrainian intellectllals of the cit)T of Karaganda,
Yil. Dolishny and others, are also serving a term in the Dtlbra,r-

lag system; they \\vere sentenced for their attempt to open a

Ukrainian school for their children, ,vhich is a right gtlaran-
teed by the constittltion of the USSR.

The systenl of so-called \"err'oneous\" releases is also a mani-
festatio,n of

sllppression.
A person is released prior to com-

pleting his term. He lives as a free' man, and sllddenly the KGB

appears. Get ready for prison -
)\"ou

'\\\037ere released
b}r mistake.

This method provides the KGB '''lith an opportllnity to imprison
a man withollt trial and 11earing. ] ournalist

Karavans'k}\",
\"lho

,vas sentenced to t,venty-five years, ,vas released in 1960 after
serving. sixteen years. He lived as a free man for \302\243i,re

years,

married, enrolled at a university, and sllddenly on November
13,1965 (five )'ears later),

he \"vas arrested to ser\\re another nine

years, for the Proseclltor protested his release after a corres-

ponding request had been received from the KGB. In a similar

manner S. Soroka, V. Levkovych, and others \"Tere re-arrested

and placed in Dubravlag.
No less shameful is the system of detention in camps:
I. The prisoners work for eight hours in shops harmful to)
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their health and are not allowed rest either on Saturdays or
days prior

to 1101idays.

2. The guaranteed norm of nutrition barely reaches 2,000
calories. (Theoretically, on

paper,
the norm provides for 2,400

calories, but because of the very 10\\\\1
quality

of the products
and due to tIle lo\\\\!

qllality
of baked bread [60% oVerpl1.1s

1
]

the calories of the guaranteed ratioIl
barely

reach
2,000.)

3. Of the money earned by the prisoners, fifty p'er
cent is

retained for the benefit of the state, and of the retnaining, only
five rubles per month can be used to buy goods from the can-
teen (under the

special regime
-

only t\\VO
rubles).

4. The canteen does not sell bread, nor butter, nor sligar,
bllt only low-quality candies, fats, and canned vegetables.

5. A prisoner must first serve half of the term before he is

entitled to receive food parcels from home..
6. After having served half the term he may receive three

parcels (,veighing five kilograms!) a
year\" providing the ad-

ministration gives. permission. But there is a host of pretexts
for refusing to issue a

parcel
to the prisoner: failing to fulfill

the prescribed quota, not participating in the
camp police,

not

participating in cultural activities, failing to attend political
information meetings, and hundreds of other reasons.

7. A prisoner may write only two letters a month.
8. A

political prisoner,
who is usually an intellectual - a

student, a teacher, an engineer-must do hard phys-icallabour.

This is a means of moral suppression and of
psychoJogicaJ_

mockery
of a human being.

9. Prisoners may meet visitors during \"the time \"\",Then
they

are not working\", i.e., on visiting days a prisoner must go to
work and

may
have visits only in the evening and the night,.

when one should sleep and rest. Thus of three days of visiting,.

a prisoner spends only thirty-six hours with his wife or \"\\\302\245ith

other relativ,es (twelve hours are spent on going to and return-

ing from work and at the work itself; at six o'clock in the

evening he is' admitted to the building for visits). Thus the

system of detention sttikes not only at the prisoners,
but also

at their relatives. . \302\267.)

:t Excess in weigh t of loaf over the weight of flour used. 1\"\037he excess is due

(presumably) to non-flour additives (transt note).)
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TIle interdiction of parcels, the starvation ration, the re-

stricted use of money earned, is this really not extermination

by starvation?

It is interesting that the entire \"re-educating\"work in the

camps
is based upon such starvation. Prisoner A. Hubych

received a parcel. It was not released to him, and the man in

charge of the detachment told him straight to his face: Join

the camp police and YOlI'11 get the parcel. A. Novozhyts'ky,
another

prisoner,
also received a parcel, but it ,vas retllrned to

his home on the
grounds

that Novozhyts'ky did not attend

school. Has the system of 4're-education\" of the prisoners no
other

arguments-
in defene,e of education than the method of

coercion by hunger?
What a

progressive
method of re-education! Exactl}\037 as

animals are trained in a zoo: If you do this and that then
1

l0ll

will eat; if you don't, then you can die of starvation. It seems
to me that this method bears no resemblance to re-education

and, for the communist societYJ it is simply shameful.
A characteristic detail: The weight of a parcel must not

exceed five
kg,

and if it ,veighs five kg and one hundred

grams, it is returned. If
only

all the rules and laws '\\Tere

observed as scrupulously. But they are not. Even this very firm

rule is not al,vays observed so carefully, for all the parcels
arriving

from abroad are released without any restrictions.

Why? Does the rule provide for foreign parcels?
N at at all. It

is simply that the \"trainers n

of human beings are ashamed to

.admit to the rest of the '\\1orld that they so savagely and con-

temptuously mock the human dignity of the prisoners.
The living conditions of the prisoners, too, are terrible.

'There are double bllnks in the barracks and 1.3
square

metres

[approximately four square feet] of barrack space per prisoner.
Such standards are unsanitary and depressing.

And tIle
special regime? It is synonymous with death, '\\lith

crematio,n camp. People are locked up for decades in concrete

cells, without windo,vs, al\\vays' by the light of a little lamp.
The food ration is minimal. The canteen sells only cigarettes,
matches, toothpaste, soap, envelopes. One can make only two

rubles' worth of purchases a month. The clothing is that of

Buchenwald - black and white. Deprived of air and light,)
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emaciated with the starvation ration, and sttlffed seven to ten
men to a

cell, the
people little by little lose their resemblance

to human beings. There are frequent cases of suicide (for

instance, the prisoner Susey), lllutilation, and insanity. The
prisoners open their veins and write in blood on the walls of

the cell, \"Death to Svyatkin.\" (Svyatkin is the KGB plenipoten-

tiary for camp detachment No. 10.) One prisoner cut off his

ears, placed them in a parcel, and addressed it to the T,venty-
Second Party Congress.Driven to

despair they tattoo on their

foreheads the words, \"Slave of the cpsu\". This act is
very

severely punished, in the same
,.va}\"

as
sabotage and subversion,

by execution by a firing squad (as ,vith tl1e prisoner Malay).

All these terrors s'erve as tools of \"re-education\". The death
cells of the special regime are

regularly
visited by members of

the KGB, who recommend to the inmates that they con,demn

their
past

or recallt their views so that they can be transferred
from the

uspecial\"
to the \"strict\" regime.

Detention in the
\037'special regimeH

means the absolute phy-
sical and moral transformation from human being to animal.
It is the ruin of a man. These camps of the \"special\" regime
are a shameful reminder of the extermination carried out in

tI1e camps by Beria, Yezhov, and Yagoda.
And what is the attitude of the administration, especially of

the KGB officials? Lt. Harashchenko, KGB
plenipotentiary

in the

eleventh camp detachment of Dubravlag, takes the liberty of

appearing in the room for visitors; when wives come to visit

their husbands, he states in the presence of the husbands.,

\"'Why do you come to see him? Reject himl H

Such Hkind\" COD-

dllct '\\-vas not kno\"\\\\Tll even in the times of Beria. . \302\267.

I am appealing to you and through you to the public with
the request to tllrn your attention to these last olutrageous
traces of the Stalinist terror and to

implement
all possible

measures to remove them. \302\267. \302\267

I am forwarding tllis petition to the Union of Journalists,
for it unites people who

by
their very profession are called

upon to defend the interest of society. I assume that the
U\037ion

of Journalists
will support my proposals, for they are oblIged

to do so
by

the \"moral code of the builders of communism\".

(May 10, 1966))
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TO THE COLLEGIUM OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE USSR

From journalist S. Y. Karavans' ky)

PETITION

I request that you re-examine the question of whether citizen

Rudenko
1 who systematically violates Soviet legislation,

should continlle to serve as tIle Prosecutor General of the USSR.

He is not suitable for this important position and ShOllld be

punished
for his deeds, in keeping lvith Soviet la,\\!.

While he was Prosecutor of the Stalino (Donets'k) region

(1938-1940), and later in the post of Prosecutor of the Ukr. SSR

(1944-1953), and since 1953, in his capacity as the Prosecutor
General of the USSR) Rudenko often flagrantly violated So\\,iet

legislation. He sanctioned the murder of
completely

innocent

Soviet people; knowingly held innocent people criminally res-

ponsible; introduced a
system

of
complete juridical irres-

ponsibility into the courts and the prosecutor's office, sanc-

tioned the violation of Soviet proceduralla'\\v; and transformed

the judicial body of the USSR into tools of high-handedness and

lawlessness. Thus while holding high government positions,
he committed crimes punishable under Soviet la'\\vs. This can

l)e substantiated by the
follo'tvil1g

facts:

1. While he was Prosecutor of the Stalino (Donets'k) region,
citizen Rudenko sanctioned the execution by firing squad of

absolutely innocent Soviet people who are now rehabilitated;
this crime is

punishable
under Art. 102', par. \"E\",andArt.102,

par. \"Z\" of the Criminal Code of the RSFSR 2

(a premeditated

murder of t'\\10 or more persons).
2. Citizen Rudenko, as Prosecutor of the Ukr. SSR, sanc-

tioned in 1947 the arrest of the fifteen-year-old son of General

Shukhevych,3 Yu. Shukhevych, on the trumped-up charge of
\"connections ,vith the underground\". In 1947 he sanctioned

the banishment of engineer Soroka for crimes he had not
committed, basing his sanction on Soroka's 1940 conviction,)

1 Rudenko ,\\'as chief prosecutor for the USSR at the Nuremburg trials of

German ,var criminals.

2 Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic, the largest of the \"independent\"

republics of the USSR (transl. note).
3 COffilnanding general of the nationalistic Ukrainian Insurgent Army (U.P .A.),

killed
by

Soviet forces in Western Uk.raine (transL note).)
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for which he was rehabilitated in 1957
by

the decision of the

Carpathian military tribunal. In 1956, in his capacity as the

Prosecutor of the USSR, Rudenko protested Yu. Shukhevych's
release on the grounds th,at, UHe is the son of a nationalist
leader.\" This' remark testifies to the fact that the Prosecutor

,vas well a,vare of young Shukhevych's innocence. Thus he is

guilty of yet anoth,er crime, according to Art. 176 of the
Criminal Code of the RSFSR, ,vhich reads as follows:

\"The institution of criminal pr,oceedings against a person
kno,vn to be innocent by a person conducting an inquiry, by
an investigator, or by a proseclltor shall be

punished by de-

pri\\ration of freedom for a term 110t exceeding three
years.\"

\"The same acts combined ,\\lith an accusation of an especially
dangerolls crime against the state or any other grave crime, or

,vith artificially created proof of the accusation, shall be
punished by deprivation

of freedom for a term of three to ten

years..
,)

3. Citizen Rudenko, as Prosecutor of the Ukr. SSR, intro-

duced into the courts and the prosecutor's office an atmosphere
,of

complete irresponsibility before the law, evidenced by their

refusal to reply to the complaints and demands of citizens.,

'\\vhich they should do in keeping with the law. Art. 109 of the

CPC of the RSFSR (the ca,rresponding article ,of the CPC of the

union republics) states the follo'\\ving:
HA prosecutor, investigator, organ of inquiry, and judge

shall be
obliged

to accept declarations and communications

concerning any crime that has been committed or is in
prep-

aration and to make decisions concerning them within the

period of not more than three
days

from the day of receiving

the declaration or communication, or in exceptional instances
within a

period
of not more than ten days '. . . The person who

has made the declaration shall be informed of the decision
k \"

ta en\037

However, neither the prosecutor's office nor the court

adheres to this article. In
February, 1965, journalist

Karavan-

s'ky forwarded to the Prosecutor a request to arraign Yu. M.
Dadenkov,

the Minister of Higher Education in the Ukr. SSR.

But he has not received any reply
to this request. In 1966, he

petitioned to the people's court in the Zhovten' district of the)
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city of Odessa, as-king for the arraignment of I. Petrenko on

charges
of libel. But he received no reply. Thus the court and

the prosecutor have violated Article 109 of the CPC of the

RSFSR and the corresponding articles of the CPC of the union

republics. This negligence is the direct
responsibility

of the

Prosecutor General. He does not observe the articles of the
constitution which

obligate
him to ensure strict observance of

the la't\\Ts
by

all the ministers, institutions, and individual

citizens on the territory of the USSR. Negligence in carrying out

official duties is punishable under Articles 172 and 170 of the

cc of the RSFSR,

4. During the time that citizen Rudenko held the
post

of

Prosecutor General of the USSR, the courts repeatedly violated
the Constitution of the USSR and those of the union republics.
Article 115 0.\302\243 the Constitution of the RSFSR states: \"In all

courts of the RSFSR cases are heard in public unless other\\vise

provided by law, and the accus'ed is
guaranteed

the right to

defence.
t,

However, this principle continues to be flouted
by most, if

not all, courts in the USSR. For example, on April 12, 1961, the
collegium

on criminal cases of the L'viv Regional Court heard,
in a closed court session, the case ,of M. P. Lytsyk and o. v.

Vodynyuk. Yet the text of the verdict states that the case ,vas

heard in Han open court session

t

'. Such a shameless violation of

the constitution is characteristic of most
(if

not all) courts since

citizen Rudenko became Prosecutor General. On September
10, 11, and 12, 1963,the

Volyn' Regional Court heard in a

closed court session the case of Yu. Sachuk, even though the

accused had twice appealed to the court for an open trial.
Even now he does not know why the court and the prosecutor
deemed it

necessary
to try him in a closed court (perhaps an

order from the
KGB?).

On March 21 to 25, 1966, also in a closed
court session, the Regional Court of Kiev heard the cases of

E. Kuznetsova, O. Martynenko, and I. Rllsyn.
Another symptom of the current disdain for Soviet lalv is

the reduction of the role of the legal profession to that of
assistants to the judge and prosecutor. When the defendant

Sachuk, on September 10, 1963, discovered that the Volyn'
Regional COllrt Session WOllld be closed, he refused to anS\\Ver)
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the judge. The trial proceedings stopped.
Three times the

court lvithdrew for deliberation and three times Saclluk

re.fused to answer; when the court began to question the

1vltnesses, S,achuk sang tIle \"Internationale\" and stopped them
once more. The court again ,vithdre'\037 for deliberation and
called in the lawyer, Ploskonos. The

lawyer,
instead of sup-

porting Sachuk's legal request for an open court session, took
the side of the

judge and the prosecutor, and intimidated
Sachllk in a private conversation to

agree
to a closed court

session. This lawyer's conduct is typical of the actions of the

entire legal profession since Rudenko became Prosecutor
General of the USSR.

5.
During the time that citizen Rudenko has been Prosecu-

tor General of the USSR, a series of pogrom-like measures have

been applied to a number of
je,\\\\rish

intellectuals. On June 29\037

1961, G. R. Pyachersky, the elder of the Judaic religious com-
munity in Leningrad, was arrested and sentenced to twelve

years on charges of espionage. T'\\venty-four times (241) Pya-
chersky applied to the Prosecutor General for a review of this

fabricated case, and twenty-four times Rudenko
rejected

his

request. Only in December, 1964, was it admitted that Pya-
chersky was not guilty of espionage, but was guilty of agitation.
This \"case\" of Pyachersky

is simply one of the manifestations

of
Je'\\T baiting personally inspired by Nikita Khrushchev.

Pyachersky is not even guilty of \"agitation\"; investigators
found at his home one single anecdote he had recorded about

Khrushchev. Should a man be given s.even
years

for this?

The handling of Pyachersky's case resembles a pogrom. The
authorities in Moscow and Leningrad arrested the Jews

Kachinov, Dymkin, [and] Rishal, je,vs who had no connection
at all with

Pyachersky.
Here one can plainly see the outline of

a pogrom, an action against the] ews. Engineer
Rishal is still

illegally kept in prison (a nine-year term), only because he

expressed sympathy
for the State of Israel. Should one really

be made to rot seven
years

in a camp for this? Citizen Rudenko

has transformed the courts and the prosecutor's office into a

means of suppressing the national intelligentsia of the peoples
of the USSR

(Jews,
Ukrainians, and other nationalities).

6. While holding the position of Prosecutor General of the)
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USSR, Ru,denko transformed the courts into an appendage of

the Committee of State Security (KGB)
of the Council of Minis-

ters of the USSR\037 The KGB recruit their agents from among the

prisoners sentenced to twenty-five years, or
try

to
persua\037e

them to renounce their political views and condemn theIr

past activities. When some
agree

to such a compromise, suit-

able juridical reasons are found to release them. Thus in 1960,
Karavans'ky

,vas released from prison, after he had condemned

his past activity and had ,,yritten a statement to that effect. The

existence of such a statement, which could be used to advan..

tage
in the press, enabled the KGB to release Karavans'ky,

although this was
formally illegal; Karavans'ky had not com-

pleted his term and was' not eligible for
amnesty.

But this did

not deter the KGB or the Prosecutor of the USSR from releasing
him. In this way the courts

(at
tIle behest of the KGB) by-pass the

laws, justifying the old saying, \"The la\\\\! is like the tongue of a

wagon
- it goes ,vherever it is turned.\" However, five years

after his release Karavans'ky for,varded a complaint to the
communists of the other socialist countries (a dreadful threat

to the seCl1rity of the
USSR!);

after a request from the KGB, the

Prosecutor of the USSR straightened
out Karavans'ky's

U
erron -

eous\" release, and he \\vas arrested once more. Thus tile

Prosecutor General transformed the judicial body of the USSR

into an arm of the KGB, and the KGB
developed

a brisk trade in

the places of imprisonment - they exchange the liberty of

priso,ners
for services they require. These acts of citizen

Rlldenko are indictable according to Article 177 of the c.c.

[Criminal Code] of the RSFSR.

7. Being a,vare that prisoners are retained in prisons and

camps
\\vithout sufficient legal grounds, Prosecutor General

Rudenko sa\"v to it that they ,vould not s.end complaints to the
state, judicial, and public organs

in the USSR. In accordance

with an unpublished secret circlllar, which is effective in the

camp system, the agents of the KGB confiscate from the prisoners
all letters and complaints addressed to the higher authorities,
and do not for,vard them. In Dubravlag camp detachment 11,
fOT

example,
the plenipotentiary of the KGB, Captain Harash-

chenko, confiscated the complaint addressed to Wolf
Messing

from the prisoner Pyachersky and refused to give any explana-)
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tion. Gapichev, the Prosecutor of Dubravlag, has taken no
action. Is this not a return to Beria's time, when people were

persecuted and even execllted by firillg sqllads (as \"vas I. 11.

Palamarchuk at Vorkuta) for wTiting complaints from the
camps. Nevertheless, Rudenko sanctions tllis

practice.

8. As the Prosecutor of the USSR, citizen Rudenko mllst see
that tIle governmental agencies of the USSR adhere to the lalvs
and regulations of the So,viet s)'stem. But he did not

protest

agai11st
the introdllction of dreadful starvation conditions into

the USSR
camp systen1. Having acted in 1945 as state prosecutor

at tl1e Nllremberg trials, Rudenko kno'\037ls
only

too ,.vel! ,\\That

crimes against humanity are. Yet he persists in sanctioning the
inhllmal1 standards of the camps, \"\\vllich \\vere dra\\,rn up by tIle
M1\\ IPO

I
of the union republics. The application of these rules

to political prisoners can only be
regarded

as crimes' against

humanity.
All these facts compel me to apply to the

Supreme
COllrt of

the USSR \\vith the request that you re-examine Citizen
Rlldenko's appointment as Prosecutor General of the USSR,

and arraign him on criminal charges in accordance ,.vi th the

articles of the Criminal Code of the RSFSR \\vhich
provide

punishment for such acts as,: 1. The murder of t'\\.vo or more

people. 2. Institlltion of criminal proceedings against a person
kno,vn to be innocent. 3.

Negligence
in carrying out his duties.

4. Suppression of national minorities. 5. Violations of socialist

legality in releasing prisoners. 6. The cruel treatment of

prisoners, as one of the manifestations of crimes against

hllmanity. 7. The suppression of criticism and repressions
against prisoners \"\\vho send complaints

to higher authorities.

(Jllne 7, 1966))

,
FROM THE LETTERS OF S. KARAVANS KY TO HIS WIFE)

. . . I'll compensate for my short letters with a long translation
which will

give you
a great deal of trouble. It should be retyped

and then fo,rwarded to me for final revision. At the moment

two chapters are ready. Today I'll complete the third.

1 Ministries for the Protection of Public Order (transL note).)
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Finishing wrItIng in the evening. I translated another

chapter today (Sunday - V. Ch.) . . .
(February

27, 1966, Yavas))

*)

Let's make it a rule to write a letter every week. And to

number them. Agreed? Letters are disappearing, so send only

registered letters. I'm particularly interested in the fate of the

letters, because in the first one (May 23) I sent you a list of

books I'd like to have. Send it to book-lovers, they'll find them.

Besides this, forward any literature on the etymology of '\\lords

and on questions related to dictionaries of rhymes \"\\vhich

philologists
lvould suggest to you. Selld me also Kilyadky' i

shchedrivky [Ukrainian carols] and
any

other publications in

the field of folklore. Since my departure for the north, a lot of

interesting things must have been published. . .

(Jllne 2, 1966,
Yavas))

*)

In your New Year's greetings you are fairly optimistic about
1967. I share your optimism, although if ,ve live, we shall see.

I know that to rest great hopes on something is.
al'\\vays 'rVrong,

for on the other side of the coin of such expectations is dis-

appointment.
So I always add a considerable dose of skep-

ticism to optimism. And as a rule it al\\vays ,vorked to my

advantage.
I've already written to you that I received

many congratu-

latioIlS [on l1is birthday], and I can't reply to them all, although
I'll

try.
I wrote you whom to thank, but if tIle letter didn't

atTive, tell me and Itll write again.
1

I have started the third notebook on the BiograPhies of

Words.
By

the way, I still don't know ,vhether the first two
notebooks have arrived. I also

impatiently
await the revie\"\\v of

the dictionary . . .)

(January 22,1967, Yavas))

*)

1 The letter was not
passed by the camp censorship.)
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I can't work on the BiograPhies of TVords, for all my papers
have been again taken away to be carefully examined. But I'm
not

'\\Tasting time, and I ,,,,ark every day. You know hOlY lIard
I've \\vorked over the translatiollS of

Shakespeare.
Serious work

demands seriolls application to the \\v,ork. I don't know whetl1er
my work \\vith

poetry
will be successful. I'm thinking of the

poems, The Telegra1n, The 31st
of January,

and 150,.0,00.

Because I have no revie\"\\vs I have discol1tinued my scholarly
work for the time being.

TIle ,vritten intervie'\\,y with the reply to Perets' is wonder-
ful . . . 1)

(February 15,,1967, Yavas))

To Citizen KorolJkov

Chief of the Camp P /Ya 385/11
Copy:

To Comrade L. I. Brezhnev)

First Secretary of the CC CPSU

Copy: To the editors
of

the n,ewspaper Humanite.

From citizen Nina A ntonovna Strokataya) residing in
the

city of Odessa\037 Chernomorskaya Dor,oga 56-a\037 APart-

ment 12.)

PETITION)

For eighteen years the camp administration has been unable
to exert an influence

upon prisoner S. I. Karavans,'ky, and the

Karavanstky family is deprived of the opportunity to maintain

the contact \"\"rith him permitted by law. Therefore I, the wife
of S. I. Karavans'ky, ask

you
to execute him by a firing squad

to tenninate his long torture and his continuous conflicts with

the administration.

I write this petition while sober and being' fully aware of

its gTavity,.)

(N. Strokataya)

December 27, 1966)

1 Apparently this is a reference to an interview with I. Dzyuba in the Ukrainian

ne,vspaper,
Nove zhyttya..)
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SupPlement)

IVAN DZYUBA\"S SPEECH IN BABYN YAR 1
ON SEPTEMBER 29, 1966

(ON THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE EXECUTION

AT BABYN
YAR))

There are occurrences, there are tragedies, ,vhose enormity
defies '\\lords, about \\vhich Inore can be said b)7 silence - the

great silence of thousands of people. So per11aps it \\vould be

more fitting for all of us here to dispense '\037lith \"\\,vords and

silently contemplate the tragedy at this site. Ho'\\\\\"ever, silence

11as value only when all that can be said has been said. ,\\,rVhen

far fro,m everything has been said, when nothing has yet been
said, silence becomes an accomplice to

illjustice
and servility.

That is why we must speak, whether or not it is allo\"ved, taking

advantage of any opportunities, ,vhich OCCllr so seldom.

I, too, '''QuId like to
say

a fe\"v ,yards, a thousandth of '\\vhat I

am thinking today and of lvhat I would like to say herew I 1\\Tant

to address you as men, as fello,\\! humansw I \"\\vant to address you,

the Jews, as a Ukrainian, as a member of the Ukrainian nation

to which I proudly belong.
Babyn Yar is a tragedy of all mankind, but it happened on

Ukrainian soil. And that is ,vhy a Ukrainian, not
,only

a
]elv,

has no right to forget it. Babyn Yar is Ollr common tragedy; a

tragedy,
first and foremost of the Jewish and Ukrainian

peoples.
This tragedy was

brought to Ollf peoples by fascism.

But one IDllst not forget that fascism did not begin at Babyn

Yar, nor did it end herew Fascism begins '\\vith disrespect to the

human being and ends with the annihilation of man, the

annihilation of entire peoples, but not necessarily only with
the kind 0'\302\243 annihilation as that of Babyn Yar.

Let us imagine for a moment that Hitler had been vic-

torious, that German fascism had triumphed. There is' no

dOllbt that they would have created a brilliant and \037\037flourish.

iog\" society which ,vould have reached a high level of
ee,onomic and technological development, '\\ThieI1 \"rould have)

1 The site of the Inass execution of the Je\"rs of Kiev by the Nazis on Septelnber
29, 1941

(transl. note).)
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attai11ed all those acllievements that ,ve have attained. And
certainly, the silent slaves of fascism would subsequently have

\"conquered\" the cosmos, would have flo\\\\TIl to other planets to

represe11t mankind and the earthly civilization. This regime
would have done

everything
to affirm its \"truth\" so that people

,vould forget the price with ,vhich such
\"progress\037'

was
bought,

so that history ,,,auld justify or even forget the immeaStlrable
crimes, so that an inhuman

society
would

appear to men as a

normal one, even the best in the ,vorld. And it \"\\vould not be

on the ruins of the Bastilles, but on the defiled
places

of

national tragedies, levelled '\\,vith a thick layer of sand and
oblivion, that an official

Sig11
would stand: uDancing ground

t

,.

That is '\\vhy \"ve should judge any society, not by its external
technological achievements, but

by
the place and \"\\vorth of the

individual in it, by the value it places on human
dignity

and

human consciencew

Today in Babyn Yar 1.ve are commemorating not only those
'\\vho

perished
here. We are remembering the millions of Soviet

soldiers - our fathers
- ,vho gave their lives in the struggle

against fascism. We are recalling the sacrifices- and efforts of

millions of Soviet men of all nationalities 1t\\Tho
unselfishly

worked for victory over fascisffiw \\\\1e should endeavour to be

worthy of their memory, worthy of the obligation placed on

lIS
IJY

that memory of countless human sacrifices, hopes, and

stri vings.
Are we worthy of this' memory? Apparently not, if till the

present day various forms of hatred ar,e still found among us,

including one that is referred to by the overused, banal, but
terrible word

- anti-semitism. Anti-semitism is an inter-

national phenomenon; it existed and still exists in all societiesw

Unfortunately,
our society, too, is not free from it. Perhaps

this should not seem
strange,

because anti-semitism - an off-

spring and companion of age-old barbarism and subjugation -
is the first and unavoidable result of political despotism, and

it is not readily overcome. But it is something else that

astonishes us: that, in fact, there was no effective struggle

against it during the
post-war decades, and furthermore, that

periodically it was artificially .nurtur\037d. It. s\037ems

that

\037enin's

directives on the struggle agaInst antI-semItism are beIng for-)
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gotten, like the Leninist directives on the national develop-
ment of Ukraine.

And in the times of Stalin there were clear and obvious

attempts to
play

on the mutual prejudices of Ukrainians and

Jews - attem
pts

to destroy
the Jewish cuI ture under the pre-

text of combating Jewish bourgeois nationalism, Zionism\"

and so on; attempts to destroy the Ukrainian natio,nal culture
and language under the

pretext
of combating

Ukrainian

bourgeois nationalism. These cunningly devised campaigns

brought harm to both peoples and did not facilitate their

friendship; they only added one more unpleasant memory to

the difficult history of both peoples
and to the complicated

history of their relations.
We must recall these memories not in order to irritate old

wounds, but to heal them completely.
As a Ukrainian, I am ashamed that in my nation, as among

other nations, there is this shameful
phenomenon, unworthy

of humanity, called anti-semitism.

We, the Ukrainians, should combat in our midst
any

mani-

festations of anti-semitism, or disrespect to a J e,v, and the

ine,omprehension of the Jewish problem.

You, the Jews, should struggle against those in your midst
who do not

respect Ukrainians, the Ukrainian culture, and the

Ukrainian language, those who unjustly perceive in
every

Ukrainian a disguised anti-semite.

We should drive out all kinds of hatred among men, over-

power
all misunderstanding, and dedicate all our lives to

attain genuine brotherhood.
Who, if not ,ve, should understand one another? Who, if

not we, should offer to
hun1anity an example of fraternal

co-existence? The histories of Ollr peoples are so similar in
their

tragic
featllres that in the biblical motifs of his Moses,

Ivan Franko recreated the path of the Ukrainian people in the

form of the Jewish legend, and Lesya Ukrainka began one of

her most powerful poems on the tragedy of Ukraine witll the
words, \"And thOtl once struggled, like Israel. . .n

Great sons of both peoples bequeathed lIS mutual under-

standing and friendship. Tied to the Ukrainian soil are the
lives of the three greatest Je,vish writers - Shalom Aleichem,)

99l
i
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Its.khok Perets, and Mendele Moikher Sforim - lvho loved this
land. A brilliant

Jewish publicist, Volodymyr Zhabotyns'ky,
sided with the Ukrainian people in their battle against Russian
tsarism and

appealed
to the Jewish intelligentsia to support

the Ukrainian national liberation movement and the Ukrain-
ian cultllre.

One of tIle last
ptlblic acts of Taras Shevchenko, was his well-

kno\\vn protest agai11st the anti-semitic
policy

of the tsarist

governmen t. Lesya Ukrail1ka, Ivan Franko, Borys Hrinchenko,
Stepan Vasyl'chenko, and other prominent Ukrainian writers

well kne\"v and higllly esteemed the grandeur of the Je,vish
history and the J e\\\\Tish

spirit,
and \"\\VTote with sincere com-

passion about the sufferings of the Je,vish poor.
In the past, there ,vas much blind hostility and harsh mis-

understanding bet\\veen liS. But there were also examples of

courageous solidarity and IDlltual aid in the struggle for OUf

common ideals of freedom and justice, for a better lot for our.
natIons.

We, the present generation
J are obliged to continue this

tr,adition, and oppose the evil one of distrust and insincerity.
Unfortunately, there are a number of factors detrimental to,

the strengthening and further development of this noble tradi-

tion of solidarity.

An10ng them is the absence of genuine Pllblicity, of
op'en-

ness in matters affecting nationalities, as a result of which a

peculiar \"conspiracy of silence\"
develops

around painful ques-

tions. '\\Ve 'VOlIId do ,veIl to follow the example of Poland in

our treatment of this matter. It is well known how complicated
the relations between Poles and Jews were in the past. Now

not a trace of the former animosity has survived. What is the

secret of such success? First, a common misfortune in \\VorJd

War II united Poles and Jews. But such a common mis-
fortune also happened to us. Second, in socialist Poland,

relations bettveen nationalities are the subject of scholarly
sociological research and of

open public discussion, of con-

tinual attention and intervention in the press, literature, and
so on -

and ,all this creates an atmosphere of good and success-

ful national and international education; unfortunately,
this

does not exist here.)
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We, too, should care and strive with all our strength for such
effective education - and not only ,\\lith words. \\Ve cannot dis-

regard tl1e facts of anti-semitism, chauvinism, lack of respect for

any nationality, discrimination against any national culture

and national language. These attitudes are common among us,
and with

many
it begins with the renunciation of their own

national identity, cultllre, history, language (although such
renunciation is not always voluntary, and the individual

should not always bear the blame for it).
The road to genuine brotherhood consists of self-kno,vledge,

not of self-oblivion. We must not renounce ourselves, adapt

ourselves to suit others, but be ourselves and respect others.

J e\"\\vs have the right to be J e\\\\lS, Ukrainians the right to be

Ukrainians, in the most complete and profound sense of these

words. Let the Jews learn je,vish history, culture, and lan-

guage and be proud of them. Let the Ukrainians learn their

own history, culture\037 and language and be proud of them. Let

both peoples kno,.v each other's history and culture and the

history
and culture of other peoples. Let them kn01V ho\"\\v to

esteem tllemselves and others - as their brothers.
It is hard to achieve this, but it is better to aspire to,vard it

than to
indifferently give up hope and drift ,vith the ,vave :of

assimilation and opportunism that ,viII result only in
bigotry,

blasphemy,
and the hidden hatred of humanity.

All our lives ,ve must deny hatred and
bigotry.

There is

nothing more important for us right now, for other,vise all
social ideals lose their meaning.

This is our ,duty towards millions of victims of
despotism,

Ollf obligation before the best men and women of the Ukrain-
ian and Jewish peoples,

who appealed for mutual under'-

standing and friendship, our duty towards the Ukrainian land,
on which our both peoples have to live together. This is our
obligation before humanity.)
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IHOR HERETA)

1. Artist's Anniversary (dedicated to the 85th anniversary of

A. Monastyrs'ky), Komsomol's'ke Plemya [The Komsomol

Tribe] (Vinnytsya), November 15, 1963.

2. The Kobzar 1 Was Enchanted by Otlr Songs, Vil'ne Zhytta
[Free Life] (Ternopil'), February 9, 1964.

3. The Lights of Dawn (dedicated to the lOOth anniversary

of the first Ukrainian professional theatre in Galicia), Kom-
somol's'k,e Plemya, April 1, 1964.

4. The Collector
of

Pearls (a revie,v of the book by M. Yat-

senko, Volodymyr Hnatyuk [Scientific Thought], 1964)
in

Komsomol's'ke Plemya, November 13, 1964.

5. Return the Sun to Us.' (about the
poet

Y.
Kandra),

Kom-

somol's'ke Plemya, December 16. 1964.
6. When the Ancient Writings Are Silent

(about
the arch-

aelogical discoveries in the Region of Ternopil'), Komsomol'.
s'ke Plemya, January 6, 1965.

7.
Along

the Path of the Zbruch Country (Shevchenko in
the Region of

Ternopil'),
Komsomol's'ke Plemya, March 10,

1965.

8. 111 the Foot\"ftteps of Iskra., Sil's'ki Visti
[Village News],

April 2, 1965.)

BOHDAN HORYN')

I. I. Franko on Nature and the Role
oJ Fantasy

in Litera..

ture, Zhovten [October], No.5, 1960.

2. The Art of Creative Searching (review
of an exhibition

of the SCll1ptor, F. Bryzh), Lenins' ka Molod' [The Leninist
Youth], L'viv, August 7, 1960.)

1 Poet Taras Shevchenko (trans1. note).)
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3.
Young Artists' Exhibit (on the exhibition of paintings

and drawings by young artists from
L'viv),

Lenins' ka Molod',
Decemb,er II, 1960.

4. \"Natalka-Poltavka\" in the Worker's Theatre, newspaper
L'\037'ovsJ\\,(l)1a ,pravda [The L'viv Trllth], January 3, 1960.

5.
Talent\037 Creativity, l'Vork, LeninsJka Molod', November

10, 1960.

6. }'es, TJlis Is Innovation (on tIle '\\lorks' of young Ukrain-

ian poets I. Drach. M. Vinhranovs'ky, and others), Lenins'ka
Molod\037, May 9, 1962.

7. The Alain. Thin,g
- Problematics, Lenins'ka Molod',

June 8, 1962.
8. TIle

Poetry of Great Humanism, Zhovlen', No.6, 1962.
9. In, Search of One's Voice

(review
of the ,exhibition of

engravings by A. Zubko), Le11ins'ka Molod ' , July 22, 1962.

10. Polyp'horlism of Talent; J\\..folod' Ukrainy [The Youth of

LTkraiIle], SepteInber 8, ] 962.

1 I. Jl ersati le T alen t (on the occasion of the 85th birthday of

Olena Kul'chyts'ka), Lenins'ka Molod', September 19, 1962.
12. Th,e Interrupted Song, Vil'na Ukraina [The Free Uk-

raine], (Ltviv), Octobe'r 7, 1962.

13. Let tiS have more good and diverse poets, Molod'

Ukrainy,
November 27 a-nd 28, 1962.

14. A Start into the UnexPlored, Molod' Ukrainy, April 28,
1963.

15. From
Conception

to Realization, Molod' Ukrainy.

16. From the Source of Folk Traditions, Len.ins'ka Molod',
June 14, 1963.

] 7. The Vivid Colours of Life, (an exhibition by painters of
the Moldavian

SSR),
V.il'na Ukraina, November 24, 1963.

18. The Bard of Huts1ll'shchyna (in honour of the 70th

anniversary of H. S. Smol'sky), L'vovs'kaya Pravda, November

I, 1963.
19. An Exh,ibition Dedicated to Chemistry,

Vil'na Ukraina,

November 27, 1963.

20. In Search
,of Greatness, Chervony Prapor [The Red

Banner], February I, 1964.

21. The Search for Greatness
(works

of the sculptor F.

Bryzh), Zhovten\037, No.2, 1'964.)
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22. \037r;hevchenko i-n GraPhic Art by Sofiya Karaffi-Korbut,

Vil'rz,a Ukraina, March 3, 1964.
23. s.

Karaffi-Korbllt
on Shevchenko, Zmina [The Change],

No.3, 1964.

24. The Art of the Ukrainian Ex-libris, Zhovlen', No.8,
1964.

25. Throtlgh
tIle Language of Drawings, Zhovlen', No. II,

1964.
26. 111Love witl\037 Natllre, L'vovs

J

kaya Pravda, 1964.

27. Contemporary SClllpture of L'viv, VilJna Ukraina,
December 23, 1964.

28. From Likeness to Image (on the works of sculptor E.

Mys'ko), Zmina, No.1, 1965.
29.

Legends
in Ceramics (on the \\vorks of painter H. Sev-

Tllk), Zmina, No.2, 1965.
30. Notes on the Works of Evhen Lysyk, Zmin,a

J No.3,

1965.

31. The Beau,ty of A rtistic Discoveries, Literattlrn,a Uk-
rain,a,August 20, 1965.

32. Untiring Searches (on the works of S. Karaffi-Korbut),
ne'\\vspaper Ukrains\037ke

Zhyttya [Ukrainian Life], Toronto,

Canada, March 17, 1965.
One large '\\lork remained llnfinished - The History of Art

in Western Ukraine in the Second and Third Decades
of

the

Twentieth Century.)

MYKHAYLO HORYN')

1. TJle Study of I. Y. Franko's Poetry in Grade 9 of Second-

ary School, in symposium Iva'rz Franko in School, Drohobych,
1957.

2. Tlle Study of the Theme ((Specifics of
Literatll,re

JJ
in

Grade 8, symposium The Experience of Tea,ching Ukraitl.ian
Literature in School, Kiev, 1959.

3. On Some Popular Publications, Vitchyz'la [Fatherland],
No.8, 1959.

4. Control
of Memory by Instruments, L'vovskaya Pravda,

January 27, 1960.)
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5. The Development of the Imagination of PuPils in Senior
Grades, Ukrains J

ka mova i literature v shkoli [The Ukrainian

lal1gl1age and literatllre in SelIGal],No. 12,1963.
6..

Psychological Demands o'rl. tIle Place of Work, Sotsialis-

ticlzesky TT'l-ld [Socialist Toil], No.8, 1965.
Besides those, nine more articles about the psychology of

\\vork and the culture of production appeared in the L'viv
truck

factory paper, Zatekhnichny prohres [For technical pro-
gress], (]\\'10od? V,ery Important, Colo1.lr in Industry, Ml.lSic in

1,\"zdllstry, etc.)

The regional press, as ,veIl as Izvestiya (A Psychologist
Came

to the Factory, 1965), \"vrote about the \037vork of the experi-

melltallaboratory, and in particular about 1\\1.
Horyn'.

A page

in the motion pictllTe magazille, Nauka i Zhyttya [Science and
Life], of tIle Kiev documentary film studio was also dedicated
to tile same subject.)

\037:lYKOLA HRYN')

1. On, the problem of determin.ing the vector of rock mag-,
netization, U

cherLye zaPiski L'vovskogo politekhnicheskogo

instit-uta [Scientific Papers of the L'viv P'olytechnical Insti-

tute], No. 53, 1959\037

2. Spectra of a single class of impttlses, Dopovidi AN U RSR

[Papers of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukr. SSR], No.9,
1959.

3. Dete-rmination
of

time of wave disPlacement in the zone

of interference by means of spectral analysis, Uchenye zaPiski
L'1.Jovskogo politekhnicheskogo

instituta, No.7, 1960.

4. A mo'nograph on the deciphering of interference zones.
Ibid. No. 75, 1960.

5. The spectrum of coefficient reflectio'n from a rider of

layers, Dopovidi AN URSR, No. 12,1961.
6. Current spectrum of seismic waves, U chenye zapiski

L'vovskogo politekhnicheskogo instituta, No. 80, No.2, 1962.
7. On errors connected with the temporary limitation of an

impulse during frequency analysis, Geofizicheskiy sbornik

Instituta
geofiziki

AN USSR [Geophysical symposium of the)
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Geophysical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Ukr. SSR],
No.3 (5), }962.

8. On the
spectra of interference waves and ways of utilizing

them, Tezisy ,dokladev AN USSR [Abstracts, Academy of

Sciences ,of the Ukr. SSR], 1962.

9. A bout the problem of spectra of
zoaves reflected fro'm a

protruding layer, Geofizicheskiy sbornik Inslitll,ta geofiziki
A1V USSR [Geophysical symposium of the Geophysical

Insti-

tlIte, Academy of Sciences of the Ukr.
SSR],

No.7.

10. The interference and spectra of waves in seismic investi-

gation. Kiev: \"Scientific Thought\", 1965.127 p.)

MYKHA YLO MASYUTKO)

I. The Strength of Stefanyk's Novel, journal Radyans' ky

LJviv
[Soviet L'viv], No. 12, 1950.

2. Taras Shevchenko
J

Bard of the FriendshiP of PeoPles,

newspaper Radyan's'ky poligrafist [Soviet polygraphist], 1951.
3. Ivan Franko) ChamPion of

the Li.berty and Unity of the

Ukrainian PeoPle, journal Dnipro, No.9, 1964.
4. An article in the column, HAround the World\", ne\\vs-

paper Literatllrna Ukraina, September, 1965.)

V ALENTYN MOROZ)

1. The Luts'}{, Trial of 1934, in the symposium Tileses
of

lecttlres at the scientific conference of the Ivan.o-Fran,kiv'SJ ke

Pedagogical Institute, December 27-28, 1964.
2.

ParticiPation of West-Ukrainian Peasants in the Strike

Campaign of 1936-1937 in Poland, the same publication.
3.

Solidarity of Ukrainia-n and Polish Workers in Their

Fight against Fascism in Spain (1936-1939), in the
SymposillID

Theses of lectures at the scientific corz.ference of the Ivano-
Frankivs'ke Pedagogical Institll,te, June 2,6-27, 1965.)

MYKHA YLO OSADCHY)

(a) Articles in literary criticism, theory of journalism, and
,.

reVIews.)
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1. Some of the problems of informational genres in tele\037

vision, Yuvileyna naukova sesiya. tezy dopovidey [Jubilee
scientific session, theses of papers], L'viv, 1961.

2. Reporting from
the Human Soul, scenario fOT a telecast

of the L'viv TV studio about the creative work of the young

prose ,vriter Yu. Koval
t

, 1961.

\0373.
Ostap Vysll'lzya

- Jou.rnalist\037 Bulletin of the Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of Ukraine, Na dopomohu
redaktorovi hazety [In aid ,of the

newspaper editor], No. I I,
1961.

4. A Book abO'zit Pravda (a revie,v of the book 50 years of the
Leni'1zist 'P1-avda'), ne,vsp,aper Lenins' ka Molod' L'viv, May 6,

1962.

5. A Word on Television, newspaper of the L'viv State
University Za

radyans'kunauku [For Soviet Science], April 24,
1963.

6. Tile Land, GloTified by Lesya, newspaper Vil'na Uh.rai'na,

L'viv, l\\1ay 15,1963.
7. What is Ostap Vyshyna Really Like?, Journal Zhovten',

No. 10, 1963.

8. The Vyshnya Smile of the PeoPle, scenario for a telecast
of the L'viv T\\' studio about the creativity of Ostap Vyshnya,
1963.

9. The Achilles' Heel
of

Conscience (review of the book by
s., Rudyk, Akhillesova pyata [The heel of

Achilles]),
Vil'na

Ukraina, 1963.

1,0. In Search of the Land ot Poetry (review of the collection

of poems by B. Necherda, Materyk [Mainland]), LeninsJka

Molod', 1963.
II. From the creative practice of feuilleton writer Ostap

V)Jshnya in the newspaper Visti [News], Visnyk [Courier]
of

the L'viv State University, philological series, the L'viv Uni-

versity Press, No.1, 1963.
12. A

Funny
God (anti-religious

works of Ostap Vyshnya),

newspaper L'vovskaya Pravda, March 18, 1964.
13. And how not to love it, that village? (about Vyshnya's

Village Smiles by Ostap Vyshnya), Vil'na Ukraina, May 18,

1964.

14. So that the Worker Would Smile (about the works of)
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Ostap Vyshnya
011 workers' subjects), L'1.)ovskaya PTavda, J lIne

7, 1964.
15. Ostap Vyshnya

ancl Western Ukraine, }.la'llk,ova k.on-

ferentsiya J prysvyachena 25-ricllchyu vozz'yedna'n,nya, lezy

dopovidey [Scientific conference dedicated to the 25th anni-

versary of the reunification (of Western Ukraine ,\\lith central

and Eastern Ukraine), Theses of lectures], Ltviv University
Press,L'viv, 1964.

16. The Sorcerer of the Word (on the occasion of the 75th

birthday of
Ostap Vysllnya), L'vovskaya Pravda, November 14,

1964.

17. The Vyshnya Smile
of

the PeoPle (on the occasion of the

75th birthday of Ostap Vyshn}Ta), ne,vspaper
of the L'viv State

University, Za radyansJku nallku, November 14,1964.
18. Seven Colours

of
the Spectrtlm (on the occasion of the

75th birthday of Ostap Vys11nya),Z}zovlen'.No. II, 1964.

19. The Ukrainian Soviet Village Ladantsi (publication of

an unkno\"\\vn ,\"york of
Ostap \\Tyshnya '\037lith an annotation),

Zhovten
J

, No. II, 1964.

20,. Taras in the Space of Time (revie,.v of the motion pic-

ture, Taras Shevchenko), Lenins'ka Molod'. November 2,0,
1964.

21. A problematic article about television, ne\"vspaper

Lite1\037at1.trna Ukraina [Literary Ukraine], 1965.

22. The Diversity of Philological Variations (revielv of the

bo()k by A. Pastushenko), Literattlrna Ukrai11a, June 11, 1965.

23. The ]oilrnalistic Activities
of Ostap Vyshnya (1919-

1933), Abstract of the diss'ertation in fulfillment of require-
ments for the learned degree of a candidate of philology, L'\\riv,
1965.

(b) Literary works. y

1. Selection of Poems TJzOllghts, Feelings (including Tile

PhilosoPher and DisciPle, DOtlbt, Outcry, Gift of the Su.n, My

Bealtty), ne\"vspaper Zorya kom.1l.nizm1l [The star of commu..
nism], Radekhiv, L'viv region, December 29, 1960.

2. Growth (an essay in the book Zhyvemo, pratsyt.lyerno
po-komunistychnomu [We live and work in communist style],

Kamenyar publishing hOllse, 1961.)
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3. Poem
Poetry, newspaper Komsomol'sky Pmpor [Kom-

somol Banner], Ivano-Frankivs\037ke, March 17, 1963.
4. What Were

They Talking About (short story), news-

paper of the L'viv University, Za
rad)'ans'

k11. n.a1.L.ktl, JlIne 17,

1963.
\037

5. Blisters (poem), ne,vsp,aper Vil'1'1a Uk1\037ai11.a,.i\037llgust 18,
1963.

6. YOllng Girl, A11dHold It TlllL,S
(t\\\\lQ

sl10rt stories), news-

paper Lenins'ka J\\'lo1od'J January 10, 1964.
7. Starlit Nocturne, J\\,foonlit

L'llllaby (t'\\lO poems), news-

paper Lenins'ka Molod', March 22, 1964.
8. To Father, To a Friend (poems), ne'\\vspaper LJvovskaya

Pravda, March 22, 1964.

9. Wealth, S1.lPerstitio'1'l(t\\\\TO poems)., nelvspaper L'vovskaya

P-ra.vda, l\\fay 1 \037 1964.

10. I Will Not (etude), newspaper Vil'na Ukrain.a, Jllne 7,
1964.

II. Smiles
(selection

of humorous poems), newspaper L'vov-

skaya Pravda, July 14, 1964.
12. S,election of

poems,
WIlen Lilies are Gathered including

Oranges, The Forest of Chll,rl'onis, Ballad
of

a Mermaid,

Ltlkewarm, I Will Come to You through the Galaxy on
Foot. . . ,

newspaper
Lenins'ka Molod' (L'viv), August 15,

1964.

13. Elegy (poem), in the book, Estafetta Pisni [The Estafette

of Song], Kamenyar, L'viv, 1964.

14. Lance (poem), journal Zmina, No.2 for 1964.
15. From the

cycle Carpathian
Intermezzo (four poems),

newspaper Vil}na Ukraina, January 24, 1965.)

*)

Osadchy's
arrest has forestalled the publication of his lee..

tures delivered at scientific conferences of the L'viv State Uni-

versity on The beginning of Ostap Vyshnya's journalistic
efforts

and Maksym Ryl's'ky and Ostap Vyshnya. The printing
of the book of poetry Misyachne pole [Moonlit field], put

out

by the Kamenyar Publishing House, was destroyed. The text-

book for students of the faculty of journalism, Soviet Tele-)
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V1Sl01l, 011 which Osadchy was working before the arrest,

remained unfinished.)

*)

,

COMMENTS ON M. H. OSADCHY S THESIS)

Excerpts \302\243rOIn the minutes of the meeting of the Department
of Journalism on March 1, 1965.

The
meeting

heard: the discussion of M. H. Osadchy's thesis

on tl1e subject Journalistic activities
of Ostap Vyshnya (1919-

1933 ).
The meeting decided: to approve the

follo'\\ving
evaluation

of M. H. Osadchy's thesis. The thesis of M. H. Osadchy, Jour-
nalistic activities of Osta-p Vyshn,ya (1919-1933), is a valuable

scholarly work of research which reveals new, hitherto un-

known, OT little kno\\vn, and insufficiently explored pa,ges of

the biography and journalistic activities of
Ostap Vyshnya.

The Department of journalism recommends that M. H.

Osadchy's thesis be defended.
Head of the Department of Journalism: Docent I. T.,

Ts'okh.)

*)

An analogous decision \\vas reached by the Departmen t of
Ukrainian literature of the L'viv State University on April 28,
1965 (Head of the Department: Docent F. M.

Neboryachok).)

*)

\"By comparison with the efforts of his predecessors, the
research of M. H. Osadchy represents a considerable step for-

ward. And, considering the actuality of questions raised in the
work of M. H. Osadchy, it merits immediate publication. . .

The work of M. H.
Osadchy fully

meets the requirements of

a dissertation submitted for the purpose of obtaining a learned
degree and,

consequently,
the Learned Council of the Faculty)
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o.f
Philology

of the LSD [L'viv State University] deems it pos-
sIble to bestow on the author of this dissertation the degree of

candidate of philology.\"
(From the review by Doctor of

Philology,
M. F. l\\latviy-

chuk.))

*)

\"The Department points out that comrade l\\{. H. Osadchy's

dissertation. . . has been prepared ,vith laudable scholarly con-
scientiousness, \",vith

kno\"\\vledge
of the concrete material and

of the literary and journalistic process in Ukraine during the

't\\venties and 'thirties.

. \302\267\302\267The dissertation of comrade \0371. H.
Osadc11Y has been pre-

pared '\\vith the researcher's undisguised reverence and love of

the
subject of study. It adds new, little known facts to the study

of
Vyshnya's

works and attests to the author's preparedness for

scholarly research. His ,vork
fully

meets the reqllirements ex-

pected of a candidate's dissertation. . .\"

(From the comments of the Department of Ukrainian

Literature at the L'viv State University.))

*)

A completely positive comment was also expressed by the

Department of Journalism at the L'viv State
University.)

*)

\". . . M. H. Osadchy's candidate\037s dissertation is the result of

many years of
long, persistent

and purposeful work on tIle

creative legacy of Ostap Vyshnya.
\". . . The shortcomings, which will be discussed a bit further

down, are, in our opinion, not
important.

We ,viII speak of

them merely because we consider it necessary to recommend
M. H.

Osadchy's
dissertation for publication and, while it is

being prepared for printing, the author could take these

remarks into consideration and, provided he agrees with us,
make the appropriate amendments.)
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UM. H. Osadchy deserves to be awarded the learned degree
of a candidate of

philology.\"

(From
comments by F. M. Neboryachko, the Head of the

Department of Ukrainian Literature at the L'viv State Uni-

versity. ))

*)

\"Members of the Department of the History of Ukrainian

Literature at the Order of Lenin T. H. Shevchenko State

University in Kiev have familiarized themselves with the'

research findings
of M. H. Osadchy and have arrived at the

unanimous opinion that his work is a worthy contribution to

Soviet literary criticism.

H. . . The author of the dissertation. . . expresses his attitude
to'\\vards all tl1at has been ,vritten ab,out

Ostap Vyshnya. \\Ve

share this attitude and are in agreement with the author.
\"The first

chapter
is of great scholarly value because of its

factuality. This is the first
attempt

in ,our study of literature to

relate in such a detail the creative biography of
Ostap Vyshnya.

This one chapter by itself could pass for a ,,,,holedissertation.
\"We are of the opinion that this work should be pllblished

as a separate b,ook. It will be read with the same interest, the
same rapture, as the \\vorks of

Ostap Vyshnya are read.\"

(From comments of the Department of the History of

Ukrainian Literature at the Kiev State University signed by
the Head of the Department, professor

A. O. Ishchuk.))

*)

\"The auth,or is a professionally well trained and meticulous
researcher; he deserves the learned degree of candidate of

philology.'t

(From the comments of the Docent of the
Department of

Russian Literature at the Chernivtsi State University, A. R.
Volkov.))

*)
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\"Mykhaylo Osadchy is well known in Ukrainian literary
criticism and in journalistic circles as an

inquisitive researcher

of the creative work and contributions to the periodical press

of the immortal Pavlo Mykhaylovych Hubenko -
Ostap Vysh-

nya. The articles, Pllblications and
papers

of the researcher are

characterized by his untiring searching, his sober and '\\vell-

argumented e,raillation, his polemical ardour and his bellicose
fervour. In his articles, he 11as raised a string of hitherto un-

studied problems, has dotted many of those 'i's' that used to

remain a riddle.

\037'His ,vork is at1 incontestable and valtlable contriblltion to
tIle

study
of Soviet Ukrainian literature. It merits high praise,

and \"\\le are convinced that its author, \0371ykhaylo Osadchy, fully
deserves the learned degree of a candidate of philology to be

besto'\\Ted on him.\"

(From the comments of I. 1\\f. DlIZ', Docent in the Depart-
ment of Ukrainian Literature at the Odessa State

University.))

*)

POEMS FROM THE DESTROYED BOOK)

l\\1ykhaylo Osadchy, Misyachne pole [Moonlit field], Poems,
Kamenyar Pllblishing House, L'viv, 1965, 30 pages; price 3

kopecks; printing 2,300 copies (Editor
1 M. Petrenko, editor

V..
Kolodiy,

illustrator I. Ostafiychuk; approved for printing
on May 3, 1965, censorship permit No. BH 08321).

Contents of the Book: The Flare) Wealth) SllpeTstition,
Starlit Nocturne) Trees, Shevchen,ko and Shakespeare) Small
Ears

of Grain) Faust's Moment, M,aternity Home) The World

Breathes \"Auro,ra\"} Vocation, The Death
of Ostap Vyshnya J

Btl.t Ordinary Money Was Given in Payment, Two Ships)-
Carpathian Intermezzo

(cycle):
And I stood amidst tIle Car..

pathians . . . J
Laments in minor key on the Piano. . .

\037
And

tender strin,gs began to sound. .. . , As a cloak bags, the moun-

tains in autumn. . . , The Harvest
of

the Green Fir Trees,

There lived the Grandpa Amvrosiy, In the Illusion
of

a)

1 In the original, ueditor on a public basis\", i.e. unpaid editor (trans!. note).)
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Strange Dream, In winter, the mountains are like silvery
cotton. . . , The

fog crept ttp
in asky-blue haze. . , J

The rococo

of shimmering beech trees. . . , Dreamy Carpathians, Placid

D'niPro, An,d who am I without
you,

oh cradle son,g.' . . . , I Am

a Commu'nist. Biographical information.)

ANA TOLlY SHEVCHUK)

In the newspaper Radyans' ka Zhytomyrshchyna [The Soviet

Zhytomyr Region] (1963-1964):
1. In the Teteriv River area

2. Firebird

3. A Generous and Joyful Day
4. The Picturesque River Huyva

Newspaper
Literatttrna Ukraina (1962):

1. The Small Spruce
2. He will not be able to write abo1J.,t it.

jOllrnal Prapor

[The Banner] (1962), Ira, Stop Reading; ]ollrnal Zmina

(1963), Vanya Escaped
to freedom; Journal Zhovten

J

, And

Evening, and Music, and Stars; Journal DniPro (1962), selec-
tion of

poems. Etude, Your Thoughts Will Not Perish in the
book A Wreath to Kobzar

(Zhytomyr regional publishing

house, 1961).)

o. I. ZALYVAKHA)

A considerable Dllmber of his paintings could not be located

after his arrest, among them those that were in his room dur-
ing the search and arrest. There is additional difficllity in

compiling a full catalogue of his works because the artist, as a

nIle, put neither dates nor names on his
paintings. Tllerefo,re,

in most instances, we are giving tentative names to his paint-
ings and the

presltmable
dates of their completion.)

THE LENINGRAD PERIOD (TO 1960)

I. Works of kno,vn ,,,,hereabouts)

I. (Market in Kosiv), 1957.

2. (Sophia of Novhorod), 1958-59
(?),

18 x 20)
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3.
(Fresco from Sophia of NovI1orod), 1958-59,20 x 10

4. (At the Leningrad cemetery), ?, 22 x 12

5. E't\037bankme11t of Neva, etllde, ?

6. Boko1\"ashi,
- 1957 (?)

7. Street ill Kosiv, study, 1957
(?))

II. '\\lorks of unknowl1 ,.vhereabouts

I. The call, Kosiv, 19'57,61 x 88, exhibited at an individual
exhibition of his' ,vorks in April of 1962 in Ivana-
Frankivs'ke.

2. Portrait of 0 lena, 1967.
3. Portrait

of
an ,artist, 1959, 84 x 63, exhibited in April of

I 962.

4. After work (graduation \\\\7ork), 1960 (?)
5. Small courtyard i'n

Leni'n.grad, 1960, 71.5 x 45, exhibited

in April of 1'962.)

THE SIBERIAN PERIOD
(SUMMER

OF 1960 - END OF 1961))

I.

I. Nocturn,al still
life, 1961, 82 x 51.5, exhibited in April of

1962.
2. Portrait of OZena, 191

61,92 x 62, exhibited in 1963.

3. Portrait of artist Shrub's wife, 1961,67.5 x 47, exhibited in

April of 1962.

4. Girl in blue, 1961,117 x 60\" exhibited in April of 1962\037

5. Portrait of a woman against yellow background, 1961,
38.5x '64.5, exhibited in April of 1964.

6. Portrait of a girl student, 1961, 45 x 33.5, exhibited in

April
of 1964.

7. (The grave of P. Hrabovs'ky in Toboltsk), ]9 x 13.5, 1960-

6 I
(?))

II.

1. Republic Street in Tyumen', 1961, 165 x 95, exhibited in

Tyumen' and in Ivano-Frankivs'ke in April
of 1962.)
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2. Ra\302\243ll,oay wor/iers, 1961,118 x 204, exhibited in Tyumen'
and in Ivano-Frankivs'ke in April of 1962.

3. NOo1\037time, 1961,94.5 x 65, exhibited in April of 19,62.
4. River Tt.lra in Tyumen', 1961,47 x 67, exhibited in

.i\037priJ

of 1962.

5. The n'urse, 1961,126 x 89, exhibited in April of 1962.
6. Nina, 1961,67.5 x 47.5, exhibited in April of 1962.

7. Portrait of the artist Sosnovs'ka, 1961, 60 x 80, exhibited

in April of 1964.

8. By the window, 1961,67.5 x 33, exhibited in April
of 1962.

9. A portrait, 1961,66.5 x 115, exhibited in April of 1962.

10. Landscape witll a church, 1961,27 x 69, exhibited in April
of 1962.,

II. Landscape with birches, 1961, 27 x 69, exhibited in April
of 1962.

12. A ballad, 1960,67.5 x 47.5, exhibited in April of 1962.
13. Etude, 1961,47.5x 33, exhibited in April of 1962.

14. A t the seashore, 1960, 23 x 70, exhibited in
April

of 1962.

15. Monastery in Tyumen', 1961,50 x 70, exhibited in April
of 1962.

16. Portrait of a girl, 1961,70 x 50, exhibited in April of 1962.

17. Girl with a book, 1961, 60 x 79.5, exhibited in April of

1962.

18. Portrait of a woman jO'llrnalist, 1961,60 x 37.5, exI1ibited
in April of 1962.

19. Etude, 1961, exhibited in 1962.

20. Arl architectural motif, 1961, 54.5 x 37.5, exhibited in

1962.)

THE IVANO-FRANKIVS'KE PERIOD

(1962
- AllgUSt of 1965)

I.

I. (The poppies),
1961-62 (?), exhibited in April of 1962.

2. PortTait of a l1lmberjack, Vorokhta, started in 1962, ex-

hibited in April of 1962t 96 x 65.
3. The Carpathians, 1962, 110 x 68, exhibited in

April
of

I 962.)
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4. Vorokhta, 1962, 110 x 68, exhibited in April of 1962.
5. Still

life
with books, 1962. 68.5 x 51, exhibited in April.

1962.
6. On tile

st1&eet, 1962, has been exhibited.

7. (Spring in tIle city), 1962
(?)

,8.
(Bushy trees in the sllburb), 1963.

9. (An abstract composition), 1962
(?)

10.
(TIle sllnflol\\'ers).

II. (Boy iI1 an embroidered shirt).
12.

(i\\
Ukrainian ,\037romanJ 1963-64 (?)

13. (Street at night).
14. (Youth ,vith a tie).
15. (An abstract composition).
16.

(A locomotive).

17. (Girl in a red kerchief), 1962-64 (?)
18. (Room \\vith a

gas lamp).

19. POTtrait of artist Figol', 1963.
20. Self-portrait in th.e stlldio, 1963.

21. (Portrait of Tetyana).
22. (Peasant \\\\rOman in a field), Kharkiv region, 1962.

23. (Outside the village), Kharkiv region, 45 x 78, 1963.
24.

(The field), a study, 1963.

25. (Field at night), 1963 (?)
26. (Wheatfield).
27. p'ortrait

of
the artist KarafJa-Korb'ut, 1964.

28. (Po,rtrait of a photographer), 1962.
29. Portrait

of
the sculPtor Balyttk, after 1962.

30. (Nude woman in a veil).
31. (Tetyana in a

sport dress),
1962.

32. (Tetynana on the bed).
33. (Woman with a star on her

body,
1964-65

(?)

34.. (Woman's face).

35. P01-trait of Ivan Drach, 1964.
36. (Woman's body). Composition.
37.

(Portrait
of an elderly woman).

38. (A dream).
39. F,ight and you shall conquer, 1963..64

(?)

40. (Rook's nests).

41. (A woman). Composition.)
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42. (Bushy trees)..

43. (A Ukrainian woman), 1963-64
(?)

44.
(An

abstract composition with tinfoil).

45. (Adam and Eve with an apple), 1964-65
(?)

46. Cossack Mamay..

47\037 An industrial landscape.

48. Portrait of the mother of artist Danylo Narbut..
49. PortTait

of
the son of Danylo Narbut.

50. Girl from Poltava region, 1964. Reproduced in
magazines

Ranok [Morning], No.5\" 1965, and in Mystetstvo [Art],
No. 10, 1965.

51. Fight and
Y01l

shall conquer (mosaic), 1964.

52. The ProPhet (\"Will there be judgment .. .
.n) (mosaic),

1964-1965.

53. Portrait of T. H. Shevchenko.)

II.

1. Sunday i'n Vorokhta, 1962, 130 x 170', exhibited in April
1962.

2. Still life, 1962, 71x 55, exhibited in April 1962.

3. Skiers in Vorokhta, 1962, 80 x 50.5, exhibited in April
1962.

4.
\037Su,nny day, }962, 50 x 47,. exhibited in April 1962.

5,. Bright day. Vorokhta, 1962, 50 x 47, exhibited in
April

1962.

6. In Vorokhta\" 1962,51 x 36, exhibited in April 1962.
7. Self-portrait, 1962,34.5x 30, exhibited in April 1962.

8. Meditation, 1962,50 x 71, exhibited in April 1962.
9.

By
the gate, 1962,132 x 52, exhibited in April 1962.

10. Still
life

with an aPPle, 1962, 40 x 60, exhibited in April
1962.

11. Et1lde,1962,36x 28, exhibited in April 1962.

]2. ApPle tree in spring, 1962, 32.5 x 49, exhibited in
April

1962'.

13. Portrait of an old mall, 50.5 x 35, exhibited in April 1962.
14. T'oLenin, 1961-1962, 182x425,exhibitedinApriI1962.

15. In the Carpathians, 1962, 35 x 50.5, exhibited in April
1962.)
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16. Houses in Vorokhta, 1962, 47 x 37, exhibited in April
1962.

17.
Grey day, 1962, 35 x 50.5, exhibited in April 1962.

18. Still life with a towel, 1962,51 x 57.5, exhibited in 1962.
19. Portrait of a carpenter, 1962,48 x 33.5, exhibited in April

1962.

20. ['rz a hotel, 1962,35.5 x 46.5, exhibited in April of 1962.

21. (Portrait of Olena in black), autumn of 1962.
22.. vVinter landscape, \\\\Tas

reproduced
in the magazine Zmina

No.1, 1964.

23. (Secretary of the District
COffilnitte,e).

24. (Portrait of a Chekist)..

25. Port'rait of artist Turets' ky.
26. (Lenin '''lith children).
27.. Re-unite,d Ukraine, triptych, exhibited at a zonal exhibi-

tion in L'viv.
2'8. The l1}eeders, 1961-62, exhibited at a zonal exhibition in

L
' \302\267

I VIVo

29. Shevchenko stained-glass panel in the Kiev State Univer-

sity (in collaboration with A. Hors'ka, L. Semykina, and

H., Sevruk) , which were destroyed in the spring of 1964.
The sketch was

reproduced
in the Ukrainian Calerzdar for

1965 (\"Varsa,v).
30. (The last chief of the Zaporozhian Sich, Kalnyshevsky).)

*)

Panas Zalyvakha, jointly with artist Figol', completed a
number of wa,rks for the monumental decoration of Ivana.

Frankivs'ke, namely mosaics in a store o,n Mosco\\v Street,

interior decorations in the restaurant \"Kiev\", foyer in tIle
\"Cosmos\" theatre.)

DRA WINGS)

1. Railzvay workers, 1961, 40 x 72, lino-engraving, exhibited

in April of 1962.
2. In a dining room, 1961,40 x 72, lino-engraving, exhibited

in April of 1962.)
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3. Evening, 1961, 57 x 41, lino..engraving, exhibited in April
of 1962.

4. Ivan Gonta. 1

5. Guarding peace.
6. (Sl1evcllenko ,\\lith a

candlestick).

7 . T Ize ProPh,e t (three versions, the last one in collaboration
with A.

Hors'ka).
The first version was reproduced in the

magazines Vitchyzna and Zhovten\037, and in the newspaper

Moloda gvardiya [The Young Guard].)

*)

P.
Zalyvakha illustrated several books, especially for the

Veselka Publishing House. The last work of this type
\"\"vas his

illustration of the book, OrPhan's Fate by Boleslaw Prus
(Veselka, 1965).)

118th century Cossack chieftain.)
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tion\" of Article 62 of the Soviet Ukraine
Criminal Code, under which even the
reading

of a forbidden book I-is punished

the same as a murder is.
1I

Chornovil's eyewitness recordings of

the 1 965-66 \"secret trials\" of some
twenty reading

Ukrainian intellectuals

are rendered even more meaningful by
the personal writings he has collected

I

I' from among those now in Soviet camps.
Here are the petitions of the condemned,

the essays that led to their conviction,
letters to friends and relatives

-
expres-

sions of brave and remarkable men.

Charged with uanti-Soviet
propaganda

and agitation,\" they are, ironically, firm

beli,evers in the doctrines of Marx and
Lenin. They are \"'criminars of the state\"

only because they wrote or possessed
materials which either

glorifi\"ed
their na-

tive Ukraine, or dared to be critical of the
anti- Ukrainian policies of the Soviet

government.

There is the artist Zalyvakha, perennial

optimist; the writer Masyutko, philo-

sophical and patient; Karavans'ky, poet

and linguist, whose stubborn idealism
and unrepentant criticism have not been

silenced by eighteen years in Soviet

camps. An!d underlying their common
distress is the conviction, so strongly felt,

Uthat the love of our homeland is not a

crime, but the sacred: duty of a citizen.\)




